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Abstract
XML is nowadays the de facto standard for electronic data interchange on the Web.
Available XML data ranges from small Web pages to ever-growing repositories of, e.g.,
biological and astronomical data, and even to rapidly changing and possibly unbounded
streams, as used in Web data integration and publish-subscribe systems.
Animated by the ubiquity of XML data, the basic task of XML querying is becoming
of great theoretical and practical importance. The last years witnessed efforts as well
from practitioners, as also from theoreticians towards defining an appropriate XML query
language. At the core of this common effort has been identified a navigational approach for
information localization in XML data, comprised in a practical and simple query language
called XPath [46].
This work brings together the two aforementioned “worlds”, i.e., the XPath query eval-
uation and the XML data streams, and shows as well theoretical as also practical relevance
of this fusion. Its relevance can not be subsumed by traditional database management
systems, because the latter are not designed for rapid and continuous loading of individual
data items, and do not directly support the continuous queries that are typical for stream
applications [17].
The first central contribution of this work consists in the definition and the theoretical
investigation of three term rewriting systems to rewrite queries with reverse predicates, like
parent or ancestor, into equivalent forward queries, i.e., queries without reverse predicates.
Our rewriting approach is vital to the evaluation of queries with reverse predicates against
unbounded XML streams, because neither the storage of past fragments of the stream, nor
several stream traversals, as required by the evaluation of reverse predicates, are affordable.
Beyond their declared main purpose of providing equivalences between queries with
reverse predicates and forward queries, the applications of our rewriting systems shed light
on other query language properties, like the expressivity of some of its fragments, the
query minimization, or even the complexity of query evaluation. For example, using these
systems, one can rewrite any graph query into an equivalent forward forest query.
The second main contribution consists in a streamed and progressive evaluation strategy
of forward queries against XML streams. The evaluation is specified using compositions of
so-called stream processing functions, and is implemented using networks of deterministic
pushdown transducers. The complexity of this evaluation strategy is polynomial in both
the query and the data sizes for forward forest queries and even for a large fragment of
graph queries.
The third central contribution consists in two real monitoring applications that use
directly the results of this work: the monitoring of processes running on UNIX comput-
ers, and a system for providing graphically real-time traffic and travel information, as
broadcasted within ubiquitous radio signals.
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Zusammenfassung
Heutzutage ist XML der de facto Standard für den Datenaustausch im Web. Dabei
reicht die Spanne an verfügbaren XML Daten von kleinen Webseiten bis hin zu immer
größer werdenden Sammlungen, beispielsweise an biologischen oder anstronomischen Daten
und sogar, möglicherweise unbegrenzte, Datenströme mit schnellem Datenaufkommen, wie
sie in publish-subscribe Systemen verwendet werden.
Getrieben durch die weite Verbreitung von XML Daten, bekommt die Anfragebear-
beitung an XML Daten zunehmend größere theoretische und praktische Bedeutung. In
den letzten Jahren konnten Initiativen sowohl von Seiten der Industrie als auch aus der
Forschung beobachtet werden, die darauf abziehen eine angemessene XML Anfragesprache
zu definieren. Das Kernergebnis dieser Initiativen ist die Identifikation eines navigationalen
Ansatzes zur Lokalisierung von Informationen in XML Daten in der benutzer-orientierten
Anfragesprache XPath.
Diese Arbeit bringt die zwei oben genannten Welten, die XPath Anfragebearbeitung
und XML Ströme, zusammen und zeigt die sowohl praktische als auch theoretische Rele-
vanz dieser Verbindung.
Der erste Hauptbeitrag dieser Arbeit besteht in der Definition und der theoretischen
Untersuchung von drei Termersetzungssystemen, um Anfragen mit sogenannten “reverse”
Predikaten, wie beispielsweise parent oder ancestor, in equivalente Anfragen, die keine
solche Predikate enthalten, umzuschreiben. Unser Ansatz ist essentiell fuer die Auswertung
von Anfragen mit “reverse” Predikaten gegen unbegrenzte XML Ströme, da weder die
Speicherung von bereits verarbeiteten Stromfragmenten noch mehrere Durchläufe über
den XML Strom erforderlich sind.
Neben diesem Hauptziel, die Anwendungen unserer Umschreibungssysteme werfen ein
neues Licht auf andere Eigenschaften der Anfragesprache, wie die Ausdruckskraft einiger
Fragmente, die Minimierung von Anfragen, und sogar die Komplexität der Anfrageauswer-
tung. Man kann beispielsweise unter Nutzung dieser Umschreibungssysteme beliebige
Graphanfragen in equivalente Waldanfragen ohne “reverse” Predikate umschreiben.
Der zweite Hauptbeitrag besteht in einer strom-basierten, progressiven Auswertungsstrate-
gie für Waldanfragen ohne “reverse” Predikate gegen XML Ströme. Die Auswertung wird
spezifiziert durch die Komposition von sogenannten Stromverarbeitungsfunktionen und
implementiert unter Verwendung von Netzwerken aus deterministischen Kellerautomaten.
Die Komplexität dieser Auswertungsstrategie ist polynomiell sowohl in der Grösse der An-
frage als auch der Daten fuer Waldanfragen ohne “reverse” Predikate und sogar für viele
Graphanfragen.
Der letzte Hauptbeitrag besteht aus zwei praktisch verwendbaren Überwachungssystemen,
die direkt auf den Resultaten dieser Arbeit aufsetzen: die Überwachung von auf einem
UNIX System laufenden Prozessen und ein System, das Verkehrsinformationen aus Ra-
diosignalen in Echtzeit überwacht und graphisch aufbereitet.
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Introduction
XML is nowadays the de facto standard for electronic data interchange on the Web. Cur-
rently available XML data range from small Web pages, the primary use of XML some
years ago, to ever-growing XML repositories and rapidly changing and possibly unbounded
XML streams. In order to meet the requirements for storing and processing XML-based
Web pages, the XML community proposed recently in-memory tree representations of XML
data augmented with basic processing capabilities, e.g., the DOM-based application pro-
gram interface [145]. However, the shift in the size and arrival rate of XML data has to
be met also by a shift in appropriate techniques for processing it. XML repositories, as
used in natural language processing [92], biological [28] and astronomical data [119], get
beyond the barrier of main-memory capacities available on personal computers. Also, for
continuously generated XML streams used, e.g., in publish-subscribe systems [37, 7] and
in Web data integration [51], technologies like DOM based on in-memory representations
of the entire XML data are not appropriate. Traditional database management systems
are not designed for rapid and continuous loading of individual data items, and they do
not directly support the continuous queries that are typical for stream applications [17].
Animated by the ubiquity of XML data, the basic task of XML querying is becoming
of great theoretical and practical importance. The last years witnessed efforts as well from
practitioners, as also from theoreticians towards the goal of defining an appropriate XML
query language. Various working drafts of W3C, e.g., [46, 23, 45], and research papers,
e.g., [5, 137], describe relevant work. As a core of this common effort has been identified a
navigational approach for information localization in XML data, comprised in a practical
and simple query language called XPath [46].
This work brings together the two aforementioned “worlds”, i.e., the XPath query
evaluation and the XML data streams, and shows as well theoretical as also practical
relevance of this fusion. After shaping next some directions of current research on stream
processing in general, and XML stream processing in particular, this chapter names the
contributions of this work with pointers to relevant chapters.
2 1. Introduction
1.1 Data Streams: Use, Concepts, and Research Is-
sues
Data streams [101, 26] are continuously sent data, whose size and arrival rate make difficult
or even impossible their storage before being processed. The focus of current research on
data streams is to provide techniques that allow, without delaying the arrival rate of
the data streams, (1) to monitor data streams, i.e., to watch them for particular data
patterns, and (2) to analyze and produce aggregate values from data streams. This section
highlights some concepts, application domains, and research issues mainly related to data
stream monitoring, though many characteristics also apply to the data stream analysis.
Application Domains
Data streams are encountered in many domains, ranging from analysis of scientific data to
monitoring and filtering systems.
• Sensor-based monitoring systems, e.g., for traffic or atmospheric conditions.
New techniques for monitoring data streams are developed to locate devices, like
cars on highways or luggages in airports, that are equipped with position emitters
(sensors). For example, sensors equipping trucks are used to monitor their traffic and
highways usages, based on which appropriate fees are computed. Sensors can equip
also highways to detect traffic parameters like average speed or congestion.
In meteorology, streams of scalar values representing atmospheric conditions are gath-
ered by sensors and used in monitoring systems that enable, e.g., early recognitions
of tornados. The Sensor Web project [118] at NASA develops instruments for mon-
itoring and exploring environments. The Sensor Web is an independent network of
wireless, intra-communicating sensor pods, deployed to monitor and explore a limit-
less range of environments, and can be tailored to whatever conditions it is sent to
monitor.
• Usage monitoring systems.
Streams conveying transactional data are gathered over networks from credit card
usages and phone calls for detecting usage patterns indicating possible frauds [52].
• Publish-subscribe systems, e.g., for press, media, or financial news.
The world becomes increasingly information-driven and the natural need to find the
desired information is associated to finding the needle in a haystack. To partially
fulfill these needs, publish-subscribe systems [7] are used to selectively disseminate
existing information gathered from various heterogeneous sources (e.g., newspapers)
called publishers. The large amounts of users, which subscribe with particular pro-
files, are then notified across a network in real time on content matching their interest.
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• XML packet routing.
XML routers perform content-based routing of individual XML packets to other
routers or clients based upon profiles (queries) that describe the information needs [6].
Industry trend towards development of XML messaging systems for business appli-
cations has already spawned a floury of start-up companies developing XML routing
systems, e.g., Firano Software, Sarvega, Forum, Elitesecureweb, Knowhow, Xbridge-
soft, XMLblaster, cf. [81].
• Video filtering based on XML content descriptions.
The new generation video standards, e.g., MPEG-7 [107, 143], provide elaborate XML
content descriptions that contain information ranging from “size” to the “current
speaker in scene”. Such metadata is to be transmitted as an XML stream separated
yet related with the real video stream. The content-based video filtering and routing
is needed, e.g., for jumping directly to or skipping certain scenes. First prototypes of
MPEG-7 based systems, e.g., [136], point to the need of efficient filtering techniques
for fast and continuous XML streams of highly structured metadata.
• Analysis of scientific data.
The European Southern Observatory (ESO) [111] is confronted with the problem
of processing weekly terabytes of astronomical data, as gathered by its Very Large
Telescope (VLT). Such raw (pixel-based) data is usually accompanied by its content
description (metadata) wrapped in XML. To some extend, the characteristics of such
data are that of data streams: its arrival rate and size make a standard approach
for storing, indexing, and processing it rather difficult. Current approaches for deal-
ing with the metadata component are also based on novel techniques for stream
processing1.
Punctuate, Tuple, and XML streams
There are three kinds of data streams currently under consideration. A data stream can
be a continuous sequence of
• points, i.e., scalar values like numbers or characters,
• tuples, and
• so-called XML elements that are well-formed fragments of XML documents.
Punctuate streams (see, e.g., [29]) and tuple streams (see, e.g., [77]) consist in sequences
of data items that have the same length and are flat, like relational database tuples.
Punctuate streams can be seen as a special case of tuple streams, because the constituent
points are tuples of arity one. The XML documents, as conveyed by many XML streams
1Joint work of ESO Archive Centre and the author is planned to provide efficient processing techniques
of such XML-based metadata.
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especially in monitoring measurement data, have reduced text content. XML is used
here as a formalism for specifying tree-like data, whose size and nesting depth can be
unbounded and whose structure can have recursive definition. All these characteristics
make the processing of XML data streams especially challenging (see, e.g., [124]).
Querying data streams
Data streams querying, also called data streams monitoring, is the search for specific data
patterns in the continuously sent data, like news about a particular country in a stream of
news reports, big exchange rate fluctuations in a stream of stock market data, or particu-
lar life-threatening value combinations in a stream of medical measurement data. Existing
research on data streams adopted in the first place existing query languages like SQL for
tuple streams, e.g., [1, 77], and XPath for XML streams, e.g., [37, 124]. For specific appli-
cation domains special query languages are developed. At AT&T a programming language
called Hancock [52] has been developed and used to detect changes in user behaviour with
respect to dialed phone numbers, thus changes that can indicate possible misuses.
Data streams pose new challenges to query evaluation. New techniques are needed
to enable a real-time evaluation of possibly complex queries using as a few as possible
space for temporary results. Queries against data streams are sometimes called continuous
queries, for they are evaluated steadily against incoming data. Independently arises also
the question regarding the time when the user is informed about the answers. This can
be done either progressively, i.e., as soon they are computed, or at given time intervals, or
when particular events happen, or even on explicit user request.
The existing query evaluation methods for data streams share common characteristics:
• Only single-pass query evaluation techniques are considered that require no or limited
storage of the input data stream.
• The evaluation techniques are often based on finite/pushdown automata, for such
automata require simple and limited, consciously used, storage capabilities.
• So-called “window” techniques that process only excerpts of a given size from the
input data stream are often used. These techniques can guarantee bounds on the
memory needed for temporary results at the expense of computing approximate an-
swers instead of exact answers, cf. [12, 17, 139].
• Changes to already generated query answers are in general not considered, thus the
only kind of supported change to the answers is the addition of further data.
Data stream systems versus Database systems
Querying data streams represents a research field complementary to querying databases.
From a practical view point, the result of querying data streams can be used to populate
databases. Figure 1.1 gives a brief comparison between data stream systems and traditional
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Data streams Databases
Data transient permanent
Queries permanent transient
Changes (mostly) limited to appending arbitrary
Answers approximate exact
Data access single-pass arbitrary
Indexing of queries of data
Figure 1.1: Comparison of data stream and database systems
database systems. While in general in databases, data is permanent and large and queries
are transient and few at a time, in data stream systems the queries are permanent and
numerous, whereas the data is transient. Publish-subscribe systems that filter data streams
containing news reports according to queries of subscribers are based on possibly very large
databases of queries. Hence, in a data stream context, traditional database techniques like
indexing can be primarily applied for queries and not for data. In this respect, the data
stream system XTrie [37] indexes XPath queries and therefore accelerates the evaluation
of a large set of queries against the same XML stream.
Existing work on sequence [141] and temporal databases [142] has addressed some of
the issues of stream-based evaluation in a relational database context, like time-sensitive
queries and their related windows-based evaluation techniques. However, research in se-
quence databases has focused on the generation of efficient query plans evaluable in one-pass
over the stream and with constant memory, independent of the data. This is possible if
the database system controls, e.g., the sequence flows, and is unfortunately impossible in
a data stream system. Also, research in temporal databases is concerned primarily with
maintaining a full history of each data value over time, whereas in data stream systems
the focus is on processing new data on the fly.
A cursory Review of Data Stream Systems
Data stream processing has become very active. We provide here an incomplete list of
references to research contributions that describe stream processing techniques developed
mostly within the last two years. More in-depth considerations are done, e.g., by [17] for
relational data, and in Section 5.7 for XML data.
The existing relational (tuple) stream systems use SQL extended with constructs for
sliding windows [40, 39, 17] or graphical “box and arrows” interface for specify data flow
through the system [36]. All these systems focus on optimizations, adaptivity to unpre-
dictable and volatile environments, and support for blocking operators, i.e., those oper-
ators that are unable to produce the first tuple of its output until it has seen its entire
input. Additionally, NiagaraCQ [40] proposes rate-based optimizations based on stream-
arrival and data-processing rates. Telegraph [39, 105] focuses on query execution strategies
over data streams generated by sensors. Aurora [36, 1] proposes compile-time optimiza-
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tions, like reordering operators and detection of common subqueries, and run-time opti-
mizations, like load shedding based on application-specific measures of quality of service.
STREAM [18, 17, 12, 117] investigates classes of queries that can be answered exactly us-
ing a given bound of memory, memory management issues in case of approximate answers,
and scheduling decisions for multiple query plans based on rate synchronizations within
operators.
The XML stream systems are divided in two main classes: given a set of queries,
some systems report on matched queries against XML documents conveyed in the stream
[7, 94, 37, 14, 57, 58, 76, 81], whereas others return the matched stream fragments [104,
127, 132, 131, 20, 67, 139, 21, 98, 124, 125, 100, 99, 25, 133]. All these systems are
automata-based and, for processing large sets of queries, most of them employ various
techniques for finding commonalities among queries. They differ mainly in the complexities
of the employed query evaluation algorithm, which vary from linear [37, 20, 124, 125] to
exponential [7, 14, 131] in the size of the queries, and in the degree of supporting XPath or
XQuery fragments for specifying queries, which varies from simple XPath paths with child
and descendant axes [7, 94, 37, 14, 131] to XQuery queries with child and descendant axes
and result construction [104, 98, 100].
From the second class, the SPEX system [128, 127, 67, 139, 124, 125, 25], which pro-
cesses with polynomial complexities a considerably large XPath fragment containing all
axes, is the topic of this work. To the best of our knowledge, non-trivial approximation
techniques for coping with XPath query evaluation under hard memory bounds were de-
veloped only within the SPEX system by [139].
1.2 Thesis Contributions and Overview
This work motivates two complementary facets of the problem of XPath query evaluation
against XML streams and proposes practical solutions to them: the rewriting of queries
with reverse predicates into queries with forward predicates only, and the evaluation of
forward queries against XML streams conveying ordered trees. The combined solution
proposed by this work is representative for the current trend of query evaluation techniques
presented in the previous section, because it uses one pass over the input stream and it is
based on pushdown automata.
The rewriting step proposed by this work is essential and its rationale lies in the prob-
lematic evaluation of queries with reverse predicates in a stream context, as explained next.
XPath has binary predicates that relate source and sink nodes from the conveyed tree. The
order of these nodes in the stream, which corresponds to the depth-first, left-to-right pre-
order traversal of the conveyed tree, gives the type of predicates: for forward predicates,
e.g., child, the sink nodes appear after their source nodes, whereas for reverse predicates,
e.g., par, the sinks appear before their sources. In a stream context, the one-pass evaluation
of queries with reverse predicates is problematic, because at the time source nodes are en-
countered, the sink nodes belong to the stream fragment already seen and are not anymore
accessible. Some stream-based systems attack unsatisfactorily this problem by storing nec-
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essary fragments of the past stream, e.g., Xalan [11]. Most other systems, including the one
described by this work, use our rewriting solution, e.g., [127, 84, 21, 138, 106, 131, 129, 124].
We present next the chapters of this thesis and highlight their contributions.
Chapter 2 recalls shortly widely accepted models and syntaxes of semistructured data,
among which the tree model and the XML syntax are used further in this work. Two
running application scenarios, a journal archive and a genealogical tree, are introduced
that will serve various examples of the next chapters.
Chapter 3 introduces the language of logical graph queries (LGQ), an abstraction of the
practical language XPath. LGQ is similar to non-recursive Datalog with built-in predicates.
The data model of LGQ and XPath is that of unranked ordered trees with labeled nodes,
where the built-in predicates on nodes in such trees are the intuitive binary relations first
child, next sibling, and equality, as well as their reverses and the closures of them and their
reverses. LGQ queries are more succinct than XPath queries, though semantically LGQ is
equivalent to a strict fragment of it, called the language of forward LGQ forests, and also
to (forward) XPath.
For an efficient evaluation of LGQ (and of XPath) queries against XML streams, Chap-
ter 4 identifies as relevant the problem of rewriting LGQ queries with reverse predicates
into equivalent LGQ queries without reverse predicates, also called forward LGQ queries.
In this sense, Chapter 4 proposes three sound and complete term rewriting systems that
terminate and are confluent modulo the associativity and commutativity of the LGQ predi-
cates ∧, ∨, and node-equality. The systems differ as well in the time and space complexities
for rewriting LGQ queries, as also in the capability to yield forward LGQ queries of certain
restricted types. For example, it is shown that LGQ graph queries can be rewritten into
forward LGQ forest queries, whose sizes range from linear to exponential in the sizes of
the input queries. Also, the size of each forward LGQ tree in the rewritten forest query
is variable-preserving minimal, i.e., it is bounded by the number of variables of the initial
LGQ query, and not by the number of its predicates, which can be significantly bigger. Fi-
nally, the chapter surveys related work on query minimization, containment, and answering
queries using views, all relevant and directly connected to results of the chapter.
Using the aforementioned results of Chapter 4, Chapter 5 introduces a streamed and
progressive evaluation strategy of forward LGQ forest queries against XML streams. The
streamed aspect of the evaluation resides in the sequential (one-time) access to the nodes
of the XML stream. A progressive evaluation delivers incrementally the query answers
as soon as they are computed. The proposed evaluation strategy compiles queries in so-
called stream processing functions consisting of sequential and parallel compositions of
simpler functions specifying LGQ predicates with restricted access. Later on, it is shown
how each such simple function is implemented efficiently by a deterministic pushdown
transducer, and how each stream processing function specifying a query is realized by a
network of transducers. When dealing with transducers networks, there are at least two
minimization problems to address: the problem of finding the minimal network equivalent
to a given network, and the problem of minimal stream routing within a given network.
Both problems are discussed and for the latter problem, an effective solution is given that
improves considerably the processing time of transducer networks. The time and space
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complexities for processing of XML streams with networks of transducers for eight different
forward LGQ fragments is investigated and showed to be polynomial in both the stream
and the query sizes. It is shown also that only for particular queries the space complexity
of the evaluation depends only on the depth of the tree conveyed in the XML stream, and
not on its size. Furthermore, based on both the complexity results of Chapters 4 and 5,
polynomial upper bounds for the complexities for the evaluation of a large LGQ fragment
of graph queries are given. This chapter concludes with an overview on existing evaluation
techniques for XML queries in various contexts like main-memory, relational databases,
compressed data, and streamed data.
Two real monitoring applications that use directly the results of this work are shortly
presented in Chapter 6: the monitoring of processes running on UNIX computers, and a
system for providing graphically in real-time traffic and travel information, as broadcasted
within ubiquitous radio signals.
Chapter 7 concludes this work, and the Appendix fuels the interest of a critical eye
with some proofs that were skipped from the main body of this work.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 XML Essentials
Much of today’s data does not fit naturally into the traditional relational data model
[3, 27]. Especially Web data and data produced from the integration of heterogeneous
sources have irregular, self-describing, and often changing structure. These characteristics
contrast pregnantly with the regularity of and the a priori existence of schema for relational
data. Such neither raw nor fully structured data is called semistructured data [2].
Semistructured data has irregular structure. In contrast to a relational data item (i.e.,
a tuple), a semistructured data item may have missing attributes, multiple occurrences
of the same attribute, or recursive definition. These properties make semistructured data
items tree-like. Also, the same attribute may have different types in different items, and se-
mantically related information may be represented differently in various items. The above
characteristics are supported also by recent studies on the properties of publicly available
semistructured data [44, 43]. These studies emphasize that the semistructured data used
for information interchange between applications has in general recursive structure defini-
tion: a survey of 60 real datasets found 35 to be recursive, from which the ones for data
interchange are all recursive.
Semistructured data is self-describing. The content of a semistructured data item can be
tagged with labels that remind of attribute names in relational schemas. Explicit schemas,
when available, provide powerful grammar-based mechanisms for specifying classes of flex-
ible, possibly ordered and recursively nested structures.
Semistructured data has often changing structure, especially in dynamic environments,
where data evolves over time and has various versions [41]. For example, in publish-
subscribe systems [37, 7], subscribers are informed on particular topics to be found in data
published from various sources. Due to the high number of sources and the abundance
of data, it is expected that data on these topics may come with different structures from
different sources and even at different moments in time.
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Models for Semistructured Data. There are several data models proposed to capture
the aforementioned properties of semistructured data. These models can be classified
in two classes: graph-oriented, e.g., OEM [5], and tree-oriented, e.g., DOM [145]. The
Object Exchange Model (OEM) represents semistructured data as an (unordered) edge-
labeled graph, where additionally the nodes may have object identifiers. The Document
Object Model (DOM) represents semistructured data as a (ordered) node-labeled tree,
where additionally each node can have further properties, called attributes, of the form
name = value. For both data models, nodes with text content are permitted. There is a
direct correspondence between OEM and DOM models: the edge labels in OEM become the
node labels in DOM, the identifiers in OEM become values of special attributes in DOM,
and references to nodes in OEM become attributes having as values the identifiers of the
referenced nodes in DOM. Thus, although DOM describes primarily tree-like structures,
through attributes it can provide also a general mechanism for the realization of various
“virtual” edges between nodes, if attributes of different nodes have the same value.
Syntaxes for Semistructured Data. There are several syntaxes for semistructured
data, among which we mention the OEM [5] and the XML [24] syntaxes. The eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) syntax, proposed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C),
is nowadays generally accepted as the data description language for both web-based infor-
mation systems and electronic data interchange.
OEM considers a BibTex-like syntax, where structures are represented as sets of semi-
structured data expressions. Each such expression stands for an OEM substructure starting
with an edge and it is serialized as the edge label followed by the identifier of its sink node,
possibly followed by the serialization of the set of subexpressions representing its edges,
enclosed by curly braces. The graph structure is preserved in this serialization with the
help of node identifiers, whose definitions and references are written syntactically different.
XML is a generic markup language. In contrast to other markup languages, like Hy-
perText Markup Language (HTML) [134], XML does not have a fixed vocabulary, the
semantics of its markup is not a priori given, and the markup is used to specify the se-
mantic structure of the data rather than its layout. Using XML, one can define markup
languages: there exists a plethora of XML-based languages developed mostly by W3C.
A serialization of a DOM (tree) structure in XML can be done as follows. A node is
serialized as the concatenation of serializations of its children nodes in their order, enclosed
by an opening and a closing tag. For a node with the label a, its opening tag is 〈a〉 and
its closing tag is 〈/a〉. An attribute with a name name and a value value is serialized as
name = value. The set of attributes of a node is serialized as a whitespace-separated list
of serializations of the constituent attributes, and positioned in the opening tag of that
node between its label and the closing angle bracket 〉. The serialization of a text node is
that text. Note that angle brackets are not allowed in node labels and text1. The XML
serialization of a semistructured data is often called an XML document. Figure 2.1 shows
later an XML document representing a journal archive and its associated tree.
1Angle brackets are allowed in text only if they are escaped; e.g., 〈![CDATA[ 〈a〉 ]]〉 is a valid text node.
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An XML document is well-formed if it is either of the form text , or of the form
〈a〉rest〈/a〉, where text is a text that does not contain angle brackets, a is a label, and rest is
a sequence of well-formed XML documents2. Well-formed XML documents are important
because they correspond to serializations of (DOM-like) trees that describe semistructured
data. Therefore, tools developed for semistructured data, like query languages, can be
easily adjusted to well-formed XML documents.
This work considers a DOM-like model and the XML syntax for semistructured data.
The DOM structures and their XML serializations are further simplified by considering (1)
the node attributes modeled as children nodes having the attribute name as label and the
attribute value as text content, and (2) the text nodes modeled as labeled nodes where the
content of the former become labels of the latter.
Grammars for XML Data. Although XML data has an implicit structure, given by
the labels stored within the tags, it is often useful to specify further structural and con-
tent constraints for XML documents. Such constraints can be specified within grammars
(often called schemata) that define languages of well-formed XML documents. The XML
documents generated by a grammar G are valid with respect to G, or simply G-valid. The
advantages offered by the existence of grammars for XML documents stem mainly from the
data structure and content awareness that can be used, e.g., by basic services like storage
and querying for improving efficiency.
There are several formalisms for specifying XML grammars. Among them, Document
Type Definitions (DTDs) [24], XML-Schema [59], and Relax NG [48] are the most popu-
lar ones. All these formalisms are special subclasses of regular tree grammars [102], thus
the theory of regular tree grammars and of tree automata [50], to which tree grammars
are related, can be fruitfully used also for studying the properties of the practical afore-
mentioned grammar languages. Directly derived from the membership problem for tree
automata, [102] develops also validation tools for XML documents.
2.2 Example Scenarios
We introduce here two real-life scenarios of semistructured data exemplifying representative
usages of semistructured data for expressing relational and tree structures. These scenarios
are used in the next chapters as basis for various examples.
Journal Archive
Since the arrival of the XML syntax for semistructured data, the common practice in
processing data across networks is to deal locally with robust database systems that handle
relational data and to wrap it in XML, when it comes to exchange it. Our first scenario
considers a natural relational structure expressed using semistructured data.
2Although omitted here, XML documents can start with prologs defining, e.g., their character encodings
or links to external grammars or styles.
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<journal>
  <title>db</title>
  <editor>dan</editor>
  <authors>
    <name>ana</name>
    <name>bob</name>
  </authors>
  <price>7</price>
</journal>
root
journal
title editor authors
"dan"
name name
"db"
"ana" "bob"
price
"7"
Figure 2.1: Excerpt of a journal archive
man
woman
man woman
womanman
man
man
man
man
man man alive
alive
man
man
alive
man
alive
man woman
Charles V
Charles VII,
Marie of Anjouthe Dauphin
Charles VI,
the Mad
Louis XI
Charles VIII
Charles
the Good
John II,
Francis Anna
Charles of Valois
Louis de Valois
Louis XII
Louis I de Valois
Louis II of Naples
Isabelle
Valentina Visconti
Figure 2.2: Excerpt of the family tree of John II, the Good
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This scenario models a journal archive as a node-labeled tree, where each journal is
represented as a node with label journal, and each of its properties, like title, editor, authors,
and price, are represented as children nodes with corresponding labels. Figure 2.1 shows a
possible journal entry and its XML serialization.
Genealogical Tree
Semistructured data is also used in practical cases to express tree structures with recursive
definition [44, 43]. The second scenario considers a real-life case of semistructured data
expressing the genealogical (or family) tree of important historical persons, like pharaohs,
kings, or emperors. Such tree data were described since ancient times, and eventually used
to decide on the successors at thrones.
This scenario models the genealogical tree of someone’s folk (ancestors, descendants,
brothers and sisters, nephews and nieces) as a node-labeled tree, where that person is
represented as the root node, and each other person is represented as a node with label
either man or woman and has a child text node consisting in its name, e.g., in the case of
John this would be ’John’. The children of a person are represented also as children nodes
of the node corresponding to that person, and the order between these nodes reflects the
ascending order of the age of the corresponding children.
An interesting instance of this scenario is the family tree of the kings of France. An
excerpt from its third dynasty, i.e., the Valois dynasty (1328-1589), is simplistically modeled
in Figure 2.2 starting with the king John II, the Good, and ending shortly before the
ascension to the throne by Louis XII in 14983.
Salic Law In older times, the decision on the succession to the throne of a kingdom
(like of France), in case the king passes away, was sometimes defined by the so-called Salic
Law. This law stipulates that the king is the first living man descending via exclusively
a male line from the first king (in the case of the Valois dynasty, this is Charles, count of
Valois), such that (1) all its male ancestors passed away, and (2) it has no older brother
that lives or has a living male descendant via exclusively a male line. For the genealogical
tree of Figure 2.2 of year 1498, the king is Charles VIII.
A question easily derived from the Salic Law, and, perhaps, posed by any pretendant to
a throne in former times is: who must die, for someone to become a king? Considering the
genealogical tree of Figure 2.2 of year 1498, Louis XII becomes a king, only if the current
king Charles VIII, and also its male descendants that were alive at that time and descend
exclusively via a male line (Francis in our case), die. This happened, indeed, in 1498, when
Charles VIII died (in accident) and Francis also died.
As Chapter 3 shows next, such questions are not trivial ones and query languages like
XPath 1.0 [46] are not expressive enough to pose them. The next chapter introduces a
query language, called LGQ, that is expressive enough to capture such queries, and shows
that a small extension of XPath makes it as expressive as LGQ.
3This family tree is in fact a graph: Louis XI is the son of Marie of Anjou and Charles VII, the Dauphin,
and Charles of Valois is the son of Valentina Visconti and Louis of Valois.
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Chapter 3
LGQ (Logic Graph Query): An
Abstraction of XPath
XPath [46] is a key language among the plethora of W3C languages redefining the Web.
The motivation for studying XPath stems from its importance as the prime language for
expressing selection queries on XML documents, importance demonstrated especially by
its usage in several W3C recommendations: the query language XQuery [23], the trans-
formation language XSLT [45], the schema language XML-Schema [59], and the language
for addressing fragments of XML documents XPointer [54]. The concepts of XPath are in
fact not new. XPath is basically another syntax for a language of monadic queries (i.e.,
with a single free variable) having built-in binary predicates defining structural relations,
like child or sibling, between nodes in ordered trees.
This thesis studies XPath through the more familiar glasses of a Datalog-like language,
called LGQ. LGQ is the language of logic graph queries over tree-structured data, and can
be seen as an abstraction of practical query languages for XML like XPath. It resembles
closely the non-recursive Datalog with negation, or the language of conjunctive queries
with union and negation [4].
The motivation for using LGQ instead of XPath is twofold. First, languages like the
ones enumerated above and to which LGQ resembles, are well-studied and successfully
researched in the literature [4]. Second, despite its growing importance, XPath is still not
well-understood and its syntax poses many (unnecessary) technical challenges while doing
more involved theoretical work (like query rewriting and answering).
The study of LGQ remains, however, also a study of XPath. This chapter shows that an
LGQ fragment, representing the so-called LGQ forests, is equivalent to XPath. Chapter 4
investigates further the expressiveness of LGQ and shows that it is semantically not more
expressive than its fragment of forward LGQ forests, thus than forward XPath. However,
LGQ queries are in general more succinct than their equivalent XPath queries.
This chapter proceeds as follows. After introducing the common data model of LGQ
and XPath, the LGQ syntax and semantics are provided, followed by the graphical repre-
sentations and various measures for LGQ queries. At last, the connection between XPath
and LGQ is established.
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3.1 Data Model
As data model, LGQ and XPath use an abstraction of XML documents in from of finite
unranked ordered trees, i.e., finite trees where a node can have an unbounded number
of ordered children. This view upon XML documents is a simplification of that of XML
Infoset [53], DOM [145], and XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Data Model [62], as explained
next.
Such trees can have only two types of nodes: root and element. An element node is a
labeled node that can have element nodes as children. A root node is a distinguished node
without labels, and a tree has exactly one root node. The root node corresponds to the
document node of DOM and of the XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Data Model.
Note that the data models of DOM, XQuery 1.0, and XPath 2.0 consider also other types
of nodes, like attribute, text, processing instruction, and comment nodes. We consider the
attributes of nodes modeled as children elements. Text nodes are also modeled as element
nodes, where their text contents become labels. Both labels and text contents are words
over a finite set of symbols. We may distinguish between text contents and labels by
writing the text contents in quotes. We refer throughout this thesis to both of them as
labels. The other kinds of nodes are not relevant for our primary issue of concern and their
addition to the present formalism does not raise problems.
There are two functions of type Node → Boolean: isRoot and isElement. Applied
to a same node, exactly one of them returns true. There is also a function label of type
Node→ String assigning to each element node its label and returning the empty string for
the root node.
The nodes from a tree are represented in an XML document as described in Chapter 2.
Figure 2.1 shows an XML document representing a journal archive and its associated tree.
There is a total order between the nodes in a tree that corresponds to the depth-first
left-to-right preorder traversal of that tree. For two nodes n and m, n  m means that
n appears before m and m after n in the tree. For the corresponding XML document, n
appears before m, if n is the root node and m is any element in the XML document, or if n
is an element node and the representation of n has the first opening tag appearing before
the representation of m. Because this order corresponds to the order of opening tags in
XML documents, the order  is also called the document order.
We consider Nodes(T ) denoting the set of nodes in a tree T .
Nodetests
A nodetest is a construct permissible by the following grammar production
Nodetest ::= l | l 6= | * | root
where l stands for a node’s label, root is a special keyword, and * is a wildcard. A node
has the nodetest l, if the node’s label is l. A node has the nodetest l 6=, if the node does not
have the label l. Any node has the wildcard nodetest. Finally, only root nodes have the
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nodetest root. Examples of nodetests are a, a 6=, ‘t’, ‘t’ 6=, where the latter two are written
in quotes and refer to the text content of a node.
Let NodeTest be the set of all nodetests for a given tree instance. For a given node and
nodetest, the function test returns true, if that node has that nodetest.
test :Node× NodeTest→ Boolean
test(x, n) =


















isElement(x) ∧ label(x) = name , if n = name
isElement(x) ∧ label(x) 6= name , if n = name 6=
isElement(x) ∧ label(x) = ‘text′ , if n = ‘text′
isElement(x) ∧ label(x) 6= ‘text′ , if n = ‘text′6=
true , n = *
isRoot(x) , n = root.
Note that the notion of nodetest introduced here deviates from the one of XPath 1.0 [46],
where * holds only for element nodes, and there is no counterpart of label 6=. Note also
that other operations than equality and inequality, e.g., the less-than comparison <, can
be incorporated in our nodetest formalism. In practical cases, such extensions make sense.
Binary Predicates
The base relations between two nodes in an ordered tree are the parent/child, sibling,
and equality relations. Based on them, more complex relations can be defined. These
base relations between nodes in a tree are supported by LGQ using the binary predicates
fstChild, nextSibl, and self of type Node × Node → Boolean: for two nodes n and m,
fstChild(n, m) holds if m is the first child of n, nextSibl(n, m) holds if m is the immediate
next sibling of n, respectively self(n, m) holds if m is n. These predicates can be seen
as specifications of basic services that the storage system or the XML document parser
provide.
For a binary predicate α, its transitive closure α+ and its reflexive transitive closure α∗
are defined as usual by:
α0 = self, αn+1(x, z)⇔ αn(x, y) ∧ α(y, z)
α+ = ∪
n∈
 
\{0}
αn, α∗ = ∪
n∈
  α
n.
More convenient predicates can be defined further as the (composition of) transitive clo-
sures, and reflexive transitive closures, of the base predicates and their inverses [70]. For
two nodes n and m,
• nextSibl+(n, m) holds if m is a following sibling of n, i.e., the next sibling of n, or the
next sibling of the next sibling of n, and so on;
• nextSibl∗(n, m) holds if m is a following sibling of n, or n itself;
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• prevSibl(n, m) = nextSibl−1(m, n) holds if n is the preceding sibling of m, i.e., if m is
the next sibling of n;
• prevSibl+(n, m) = (nextSibl+)−1(m, n) holds if m is a preceding sibling of n, i.e., if n
is a following sibling of m;
• prevSibl∗(n, m) = (nextSibl∗)−1(m, n) holds if m is a preceding sibling of n, or n itself,
i.e., if n is a following sibling of m, or m itself;
• child(n, m) = fstChild(n, n′) ∧ nextSibl∗(n′, m) holds if m is a child of n, i.e., if m is
the first child of n, or a following sibling of the first child of n;
• child+(n, m) holds if m is a descendant of n, i.e., if m is a child of n, or a child of a
child of n, and so on;
• child∗(n, m) holds if m is a descendant of n, or n itself;
• par(n, m) = child−1(m, n) holds if m is the parent of n, i.e., if n is a child of m; Note
that if fstChild(n, m) holds, then par(m, n) holds also;
• par+(n, m) = (child+)−1(m, n) holds if m is an ancestor of n, i.e., if n is a descendant
of m;
• par∗(n, m) = (child∗)−1(m, n) holds if m is an ancestor of n, or n itself, i.e., if n is a
descendant of m, or m itself;
• foll(n, m) = par∗(n, n′) ∧ nextSibl+(n′, n′′) ∧ child∗(n′′, m) holds if m follows n in doc-
ument order, i.e., m is a following sibling of n, or of its ancestors, or descendant of a
following sibling of either an ancestor of n or n itself;
• prec(n, m) = par∗(n, n′) ∧ prevSibl+(n′, n′′) ∧ child∗(n′′, m) holds if m precedes n in
document order.
Note that for a given tree T and two nodes n and m in T , exactly one predicate α ∈
{self, par+, child+, prec, foll} has α(n, m). This means also that, for any node n, these pred-
icates divide the set of all nodes of T in disjunctive sets:
Nodes(T ) = prec(n) ∪ foll(n) ∪ child+(n) ∪ par+(n) ∪ self(n).
Predicate Classes. We classify the above built-in predicates depending on the order
and structural relations between the nodes of the contained pairs. If for two nodes n and
m α(n, m) holds, then the predicate α is (1) forward, if m appears after n in document
order, (2) reverse, if m appears before n in document order, (3) horizontal, if m is a sibling
of n, or (4) vertical, if m is an ancestor or descendant of n. Exceptionally, the predicate
self is considered forward. Based on this classification, we define the following predicate
classes:
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• the class F contains the forward predicates {self, fstChild, child, nextSibl},
• the class R contains the reverse predicates {par, prevSibl},
• the class H contains the horizontal predicates {nextSibl, prevSibl},
• the class V contains the vertical predicates {child, par},
• the class X+ for the transitive closures of predicates from X ∈ {F, R, V, H},
• the class X∗ for the reflexive transitive closures of predicates from X ∈ {F, R, V, H},
• X? = X ∪ X+ ∪ X∗, where X ∈ {F, R, V, H}.
New classes can be created via intersection or union of aforementioned classes, e.g., VF =
V∩F contains the predicates belonging to both classes F and V, i.e., {fstChild, child}. Also,
VF? = V? ∩ F? contains all forward vertical predicates, i.e., {fstChild, child, child+, child∗}.
The restrictions of LGQ (or XPath) to allow only certain predicate classes define various
LGQ (XPath) fragments. E.g., LGQ[F?] is the LGQ fragment without reverse predicates.
3.2 Syntax
As building blocks, LGQ has the built-in binary predicates of Section 3.1, unary predicates
corresponding to nodetests, and unary predicates defined by the users using the built-in
ones. The EBNF grammar for LGQ is given next.
LGQ ::= Id(Var ) ← Formula.
Formula ::= Formula ∧ Formula | Formula ∨ Formula | (Formula) | Atom.
Atom ::= Predicate(Var,Var) | Nodetest(Var) | Id(Var ) | ¬Id(Var ) | ⊥ | >.
Predicate ::= Forward | Reverse.
Forward ::= Fwd Base | Fwd Base+ | Fwd Base∗ | self | fstChild | foll.
Fwd Base ::= child | nextSibl.
Reverse ::= Rev Base | Rev Base+ | Rev Base∗ | prec.
Rev Base ::= par | prevSibl.
We explain next each LGQ syntactical construct.
Boolean Connectives
LGQ has two associative and commutative binary connectives ∧ (and) and ∨ (or) and one
unary connective ¬ (not). The connective ¬ has precedence over ∧ that has precedence
over ∨, i.e., ¬ binds stronger than ∧ that binds stronger than ∨.
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Atoms
A binary atom α(v1, v2), associates two sets of nodes identified by the variable v1 and the
variable v2 according to the built-in predicate α.
For each possible nodetest predicate, e.g., a, a 6=, ’a’, ’a’ 6=, or root, there is a unary atom
nodetest(v) that specifies the set of nodes with that nodetest. The set of nodes identified by
v is restricted by a(v) to nodes with label a, and by a 6=(v) to nodes that do not have label
a. The set of nodes identified by v is restricted by ’a’(v) to nodes with text content ’a’, and
by ’a’ 6=(v) to nodes that do not have text content ’a’. In contrast to label nodetests, the
text nodetests are enclosed in quotes. The nodetest root(v) restricts the nodes identified
by v to the root node. To disambiguate the nodetest root from a possible label root, we
consider the word root reserved and not allowed as a label.
For each user-defined predicate, e.g., Q, there is a unary atom Q(v) that specifies the
set of nodes contained by that predicate.
There are two special nullary atoms ⊥ and > useful for proofs and formula rewriting.
The atom ⊥ selects no nodes regardless of the tree instance (i.e., it is unsatisfiable). The
atom > selects always all nodes, regardless of the tree instance.
Using LGQ boolean connectives and atoms, one can construct formulas corresponding
to conjuncts, disjuncts, and negations.
Types of Variables
LGQ variables are of two base types, depending at which position they appear in a binary
atom α(v1, v2): the variables appearing at the first position are source variables, e.g., v1
above, and the variables appearing at the second position are sink variables, e.g., v2 above.
A variable that never appears as source/sink is non-source/sink. A variable that appear
more than one time as source/sink is called multi -source/sink. The amount of binary
atoms having a given variable as source/sink defines the source/sink-arity of that variable.
A variable with source/sink-arity n is also called a n-source/sink variable. The forward
sink-arity of a variable in a disjunct is the amount of forward binary atoms that appear in
that disjunct and have that variable as sink.
Formulas
An LGQ formula is defined recursively as follows
• a binary atom α(vi, vj) is a formula, where α is a built-in binary predicate,
• a unary atom nodetest(v) is a formula, where nodetest is a built-in unary predicate,
• a unary atom Q(v) is a formula, where Q is a user-defined unary predicate,
• ¬Q(v) is a formula, called also a negation, where Q is a user-defined unary predicate,
• f1 ∧ f2 is a formula, called also a disjunct, where f1 and f2 are formulas,
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• f1 ∨ f2 is a formula, called also a conjunct, where f1 and f2 are formulas.
The existence in a formula of conjuncts, disjuncts, and negations, is interpreted as the si-
multaneous existence, alternate existence, respectively absence, of the corresponding facts.
A formula f is in disjunctive normal form, if f = f1 ∨ · · · ∨ fn (n ≥ 1) and each fi does
not contain the connective ∨. The function norm: Formula → Formula brings a formula
in disjunctive normal form.
A formula is absolute, if it has at least one non-sink variables, and all such non-sink
variables have a root nodetest.
A disjunct is connected, if either (1) it does not contain binary atoms, or (2) it contains
binary atoms and then each variable vn from its body is either a non-sink variable or
reachable from a non-sink variable v0. A variable vn is reachable from another variable v0
in a disjunct f , if f contains α1(v0, v1)∧· · ·∧αn(vn−1, vn) (n ≥ 0). A formula is connected,
if all disjuncts from its disjunctive normal form are connected.
We use the following short-hand notations for formulas. To denote that f ′ is a sub-
formula appears of f , we write f ′ ⊆ f . The set of variables from an LGQ formula f
is denoted by Vars(f). If only a source v0 and a sink vh variable from a formula are of
interest, such a formula can be abbreviated by f(v0, vh) where f is an arbitrary identifier,
e.g., child+(v0, v1) ∧ b(v1) ∧ nextSibl
+(v1, v2) ∧ d(v2) can be abbreviated to p(v0, v2).
Rules and Queries
An LGQ rule has the form Q(v) ← f , and expresses the user-defined unary predicate
Q. The left-hand side of ← is the rule head, and the right-hand side is the rule body. The
head of a rule has a single variable v, called the head variable, and therefore such rules are
also called monadic [69]. A rule body is an LGQ formula.
An LGQ query is either a rule or a non-empty set of rules with one distinguished rule.
Restrictions on LGQ Queries
LGQ has syntactic restrictions for head variables, negation, and user-defined predicates.
The head variable of each rule is syntactically restricted to appear in at least one non-
negated atom of each disjunct in the query body, if the body is considered in disjunctive
normal form. The negation can be applied only to user-defined predicates. Finally, recur-
sive definitions of user-defined predicates are not allowed. In effect, LGQ is the language of
non-recursive Datalog programs with negation and built-in predicates over tree structures,
where additionally the negation is syntactically constrained to be applied only to user-
defined predicates. This restriction eases various processings of LGQ queries, as developed
in the next chapters, and comes, however, at the expense of writing larger queries than
equivalent ones using unrestricted negation.
Throughout this thesis, we are interested in absolute and connected LGQ rules. An
LGQ rule is absolute and connected, if its body formula is absolute and connected.
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3.3 Semantics
The evaluation of an LGQ query consists in finding substitutions, or mappings, of its
variables to nodes in the data tree instance, such that the predicates on such variables,
as specified in that query, hold also on their substituting nodes in that tree instance. We
define next the notion of LGQ substitution and consistent substitution and give the formal
LGQ semantics based on such substitutions.
LQ : Tree× Query → Set(Node)
LQT JQ(v) ← fK = πv(LFT JfK(subst(Q, T )))
LF : Tree×Formula× Set(Substitution)→ Set(Substitution)
LFT JQ(v)K(β) = {s ∈ β | s(v) ∈ LQT Jclause(Q)K}
LFT J¬Q(v)K(β) = {s ∈ β | s(v) 6∈ LQT Jclause(Q)K} = β − LFT JQ(v)K(β)
LFT Jf1 ∧ f2K(β) = LFT Jf1K(β) ∩ LFT Jf2K(β)
= LFT Jf1K(LFT Jf2K(β)) = LFT Jf2K(LFT Jf1K(β))
LFT Jf1 ∨ f2K(β) = LFT Jf1K(β) ∪ LFT Jf2K(β)
LFT J(f)K(β) = LFT JfK(β)
LFT Jα(v, w)K(β) = {s ∈ β | α(s(v), s(w))}
LFT Jn(v)K(β) = {s ∈ β | test(s(v), n)}
LFT J⊥K(β) = ∅
LFT J>K(β) = β
Figure 3.1: LGQ Semantics
LGQ Substitutions
A LGQ substitution s is a total mapping from variables of an LGQ formula or query to
nodes in a tree instance T : s = {v1 7→ n1, . . . , vk 7→ nk} indicates that the variable vi maps
to the node ni in T . If v is a variable and s a substitution, then s(v) is the image of v
under s, i.e., the node in T to which the variable v is mapped. An LGQ substitution s is
consistent with an LGQ formula f and a tree T , if the predicates on variables of f hold
also between the images of these variables under s in the tree T . More specifically, the
consistency of an LGQ substitution is defined on the structure of LGQ formulas as follows:
• f = α(v, w), where α is a built-in predicate. Then, s is consistent with f and T if
the images of v and w under s stand in predicate α in T , i.e., α(s(v), s(w)).
• f = n(v), where n is a nodetest predicate. Then, s is consistent with f and T if the
image of v under s is in the set of nodes in T with that nodetest n, i.e., test(s(v), n).
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• f = Q(v), where Q is a user-defined predicate. Then, s is consistent with f and T if
the image of v under s is contained in the predicate Q.
• f = ¬Q(v), where Q is a user-defined predicate. Then, s is consistent with f and T ,
if the image of v under s is not contained in the predicate Q.
• f = f1 ∧ f2, where f1 and f2 are formulas. Then, s is consistent with f and T , if s
is consistent with formulas f1 and T , and also with f2 and T .
• f = f1 ∨ f2, where f1 and f2 are formulas. Then, s is consistent with f and T if s is
consistent with at least one formula f1 or f2 and T .
LGQ Semantics
The LGQ semantics is given in Figure 3.1 by means of two functions LQ and LF . The
former function assigns meaning to LGQ rules, whereas the latter to LGQ formulas.
Applied on a tree T , an LGQ formula f , and a set of LGQ substitutions β of variables in
f to nodes in T , the function LF computes the subset of β representing the substitutions
consistent with f and T . If the tree T is understood from the context, then it can be
ommited for simplification. The function clause : Id → Query used here delivers for a
given user-defined predicate the rule defining it. Applied on an LGQ query Q(v)← f and
a set of LGQ substitutions β of variables in f to nodes in T , the function LQ extracts the
set of images of the head variable v under all substitutions from β consistent with f and
T . If β = Set(Substitution) is the set of all possible LGQ substitutions computable for a
given query and a tree instance T , the function LQ defines the answer to that LGQ query.
For a query Q and a tree T , Set(Substitution) is computed by subst(Q, T ).
LGQ Equivalence and Unsatisfiability
Definition 3.3.1 (LGQ Formula Equivalence). Two LGQ formulas l and r are equiv-
alent, noted l ≡ r, iff for any tree T the sets of all LGQ substitutions consistent with l and
T , respectively r and T , restricted to the common variables of l and r, are the same:
πvars(LFT JlK(β1)) = πvars(LFT JrK(β2))
where vars = Vars(l) ∩ Vars(r) 6= ∅ and β1 = subst(l, T ), β2 = subst(r, T ).
Definition 3.3.2 (LGQ Query Equivalence). Two LGQ queries Q1 and Q2 are equiv-
alent, noted Q1 ≡ Q2, iff for any tree T they select the same set of nodes:
LQT JQ1K = LQT JQ2K.
Note that probing the equivalence of two formulas, as considered by Definition 3.3.1,
requires that both formulas have common variables. This definition can be extended to
formulas without common variables, if mappings between variables of both formulas are
provided.
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An important aspect of LGQ equivalence is that LGQ formulas that are identical up
to equivalent subformulas are also equivalent.
Proposition 3.3.1 (Equivalence-preserving adjunction). Let e1 and e2 be two LGQ
formulas that are identical up to two subformulas l of e1 and r of e2. Then, e1 and e2 are
equivalent, iff l and r are equivalent, and e1 and e2 do not contain variables that appear in
one of l and r, and not in the other.
Proof. Let e1 = l ∧ e, e2 = r ∧ e. The case with e1 = l ∨ e, e2 = r ∨ e is dual. Then,
Vars(e) ∩ (Vars(l)− Vars(r)) = ∅, Vars(e) ∩ (Vars(r)− Vars(l)) = ∅.
Let us consider also
βe = subst(e, T ), βl = subst(l, T ), βr = subst(r, T ), βl,e = subst(l ∧ e, T )βr,e = subst(r ∧ e, T ).
From the hypothesis (cf. Definition 3.3.1 of LGQ equivalence) we have (for any tree in-
stance)
l ≡ r ⇔ πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJlK(βl) = πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJrK(βr).
The extension of the sets of substitutions βl and βr to βl,e, respectively βr,e, does not change
the above equality because the projection is still done on common variables.
πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJlK(βl,e) = πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJrK(βr,e).
Because the variables from Vars(l) contained in e appear also in Vars(r), we have
πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJeK(βl,e) = πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJeK(βr,e)⇒
πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJlK(βl,e) ∩ πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJeK(βl,e) =
πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJrK(βr,e) ∩ πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJeK(βr,e)⇔
πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJl ∧ eK(βl,e) = πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJr ∧ eK(βr,e).
The projection can be extended safely from the set of variables Vars(l)∩Vars(r) to (Vars(l)∩
Vars(r))∪Vars(e), because e has variables that either appear in both l and r, or not appear
in any of them.
πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJl ∧ eK(βl,e) = πVars(l)∩Vars(r)LFJr ∧ eK(βr,e)⇔
π(Vars(l)∩Vars(r))∪Vars(e)LFJl ∧ eK(βl,e) = π(Vars(l)∩Vars(r))∪Vars(e)LFJr ∧ eK(βr,e)⇔
l ∧ e ≡ r ∧ e.
Definition 3.3.3 (LGQ unsatisfiability). An LGQ formula e is unsatisfiable iff for any
tree T the set of LGQ substitutions consistent with e is empty
LFT JeK(subst(e, T )) = ∅
An LGQ query Q is unsatisfiable iff for any tree T it does not select any node
LQT JQK = ∅
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3.4 Digraph Representations
The digraph representation of an LGQ formula (query) is the directed multi-graph obtained
by taking the formula (query) variables as nodes and the binary predicates on them as labels
for edges. The node for the head variable (in the case of a query) is significantly represented
using a box, the nodes for the other variables are represented using ellipses. Optionally,
we may annotate the nodes with their unary predicates. The nodes corresponding to
(non-sink) variables with the root nodetest predicate are filled-in in black.
In order to avoid cluttering, we may use a simplified digraph representation, where the
edges are drawn in such a way so as to convey the type of their corresponding predicate:
vertical (eventually inclined)/horizontal edges stand for vertical/horizontal predicates, and
their direction conveys whether they are forward or reverse. Vertical forward predicates
are then drawn as directed up-down edges, vertical reverse as down-up, horizontal forward
as left-right, horizontal reverse as right-left1. The edges are then labeled only with the
plus (+) sign, if they correspond to transitive closure predicates, and with the wildcard
(*) sign, if they correspond to reflexive transitive closure predicates.
v3
v1
v0 v0
v2v1v2v1
v0
b d v2 bd d
++
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Figure 3.2: Digraph Representations of LGQ Queries Q1, Q2, and Q3 of Example 3.4.1
Example 3.4.1. The following queries have the digraph representations from Figure 3.2
Q1(v2) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ b(v1) ∧ nextSibl
+(v1, v2) ∧ d(v2)
Q2(v2) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ b(v1) ∧ child(v0, v2) ∧ d(v2)
Q3(v1) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ d(v1) ∧ nextSibl
+(v1, v2) ∧ root(v3) ∧ child
+(v3, v2).
There are formulas for which one can not derive a simplified digraph representation. For
example, the formula child+(v0, v1) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ child
+(v2, v0) enforces to draw from
the descendant v2 of v0 a descendant edge back to v0. However, from v2, only edges having
vertical reverse predicates as labels can be drawn to v0, and the simplified digraph can not
be derived. In fact, LGQ formulas that do not have a simplified digraph are unsatisfiable,
i.e., their result is always empty regardless of the input data. Throughout the thesis, all
formulas used in examples permit simplified digraphs Chapter 4 provides a rewriting-based
mechanism that detects unsatisfiability of LGQ formulas and rewrites such formulas to the
empty formula ⊥.
1The predicates foll and prec are not supported by this simplified digraph representation. They can be,
however, substituted by their definition based only on horizontal and vertical predicates, cf. Section 3.1.
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If an LGQ formula contains several disjuncts, when brought in disjunctive normal
form, then its digraph representation is the collection of the digraph representations of
each such disjuncts. If an LGQ disjunct has also negation, i.e., it is of the form f ∧¬Q(v)
where f can contain again negation, then its digraph representation consists in the digraph
representations of f , which is additionally marked with a plus (+) sign, and of Q, which
is additionally marked with a minus (-) sign. In order to distinguish the variable v used
to join Q and f , there is a dotted line between the box for the variable v in the digraph
representation of Q and the representation of the same variable in the digraph of f .
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Figure 3.3: Digraph Representation of the LGQ Query of Example 3.4.2
Example 3.4.2. Consider an LGQ query asking for the current king after the Salic Law.
For the genealogical tree of John II, the Good from Section 2.2, this man is Charles VIII.
This query can be formulated in LGQ as (1) the selection of all living men, (2) the selection
of all men that descend from at least one female descendant, or (3) have male ancestors
that are alive, (4) or have male precedings that are alive, (4) but these precedings must
descend via a male line from John.
Q(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧man(v) ∧ ¬Q1(v) ∧ child(v, v1) ∧ alive(v1)
Q1(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧ par
+(v, v1) ∧ woman(v1)∨
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧ par
+(v, v1) ∧man(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ alive(v2)∨
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧ prec(v, v1) ∧man(v1) ∧ ¬Q2(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ alive(v2)
Q2(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧ prec(v, v1) ∧ woman(v1) ∧ child
+(v1, v2) ∧man(v2)
∧ child(v2, v3) ∧ alive(v3).
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In order to use the simplified digraph representation for queries with horizontal and vertical
predicates only, we replace in Q1 and Q2 prec(v, v1) by par
∗(v, v3) ∧ prevSibl
+(v3, v4) ∧
child∗(v4, v1). The query Q has the digraph representation from Figure 3.3.
3.5 Path, Tree, DAG, Graph Formulas and Queries
We introduce next the (rather intuitive) notions of path, tree, DAG, and graph formulas
(queries), by analogy to their representation as graphs described in Section 3.4, where
variables induce nodes and binary atoms induce oriented edges in that graph.
A path formula p(v, w) is a connected formula representing a disjunct of atoms, where
(1) each variable is neither multi-source nor multi-sink, and (2) it contains exactly one
non-sink variable. The non-sink variable, denoted above by v, is called the path source,
and the only non-source variable, denoted above by w, is called the path sink.
A path query is a query with an absolute path formula as body and the head variable as
the path sink, i.e., Q(t) ← p(v, t) with p(v, t) a path formula. An example of a path query
is Q(v2) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ b(v1) ∧ nextSibl
+(v1, v2) ∧ d(v2), and its graphical
representation is given in Figure 3.2.
A tree formula t(v, w1, . . . , wn) is a connected formula where (1) each variable can be
multi-source but not multi-sink, and (2) it contains exactly one non-sink variable. The non-
sink variable, denoted above by v, is called the tree source, and the non-source variables,
denoted by w1, . . . , wn, are called the tree sinks. A disjunction of tree formulas is a forest
formula.
A tree query is a query with an absolute tree formula as body. An example of a tree
query is Q(v2) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ b(v1) ∧ child(v0, v2) ∧ d(v2), where v0 is a
multi-source variable. Its graphical representation is given later in Figure 3.2.
A DAG formula is a connected formula with multi-source and multi-sink variables,
but without cycles. A formula is cyclic if, after bringing it in disjunctive normal form, it
contains subformula paths with the same variable as path source and sink. Single-join DAG
formulas are DAG formulas where additionally there are no two distinct path formulas with
more than one non-sink common variable.
A DAG query (resp. single-join DAG query) is a query with an absolute DAG (resp.
single-join DAG) formula as body. The single-join DAG query Q(v1) ← root(v0) ∧
child+(v0, v1) ∧ d(v1) ∧ nextSibl
+(v1, v2) ∧ root(v3) ∧ child
+(v3, v2) exemplifies a multi-sink
variable v2 occurring as sink in two binary atoms. Its graphical representation is given
later in Figure 3.2.
A graph formula is a connected formula, without any restrictions concerning the cycles
or types of variables. A graph query is a query with an absolute graph formula as body.
There is a specialization relation between classes of path, tree, single-join DAG, DAG,
and graph formulas: one class is a specialization of the subsequent classes, in the order
given above.
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Variable-preserving Minimality of LGQ Trees and Forests
LGQ formulas can be quite complex, graph-like, where a variable can be reachable from
another variable via several paths, or where cycles are allowed. The data instances to
query are, however, trees. A natural question is whether this expressivity of LGQ graph
formulas is not equivalent to that of LGQ tree formulas. Chapter 4 gives a positive answer
to this question. The intuition is that even if in a disjunct a variable is reachable via
several distinct paths from another variable, their images in a tree instance are connected
using exactly one path. Thus a finite disjunction of all connection possibilities of the two
variables consistent to the initial reachability constraints should be always doable. Each
disjunct in the new formula would be then a LGQ tree subformula, where there is exactly
one path from the non-sink variable to each sink variable v, thus one atom having v as
sink.
The property of LGQ tree formulas to have each variable appearing only once as sink
(except for the non-sink variable) is called variable-preserving minimality.
Definition 3.5.1 (Variable-preserving minimality). A satisfiable formula e is variable-
preserving minimal, if the number of binary atoms in each disjunct of the disjunctive normal
form of e is equal to the number of variables of that disjunct minus one.
Proposition 3.5.1 (Variable-preserving minimality of LGQ trees). LGQ tree for-
mulas are variable-preserving minimal.
Proof. An LGQ tree formula does not have multi-sink variables, thus each variable appears
exactly once as sink, except for the non-sink variable having the root nodetest. Therefore,
the number of binary atoms in the tree formula is the number of sink variables of that
formula, i.e., the number of all variables minus one.
As a corollary, LGQ forest formulas are also variable-preserving minimal, because they
are defined as disjunctions of LGQ tree formulas that are variable-preserving minimal.
3.6 Forward Formulas and their Specializations
This section gives a classification of formulas necessary for the results of Chapter 5.
A binary atom is forward, if its predicate is forward, and reverse otherwise. All unary
atoms are considered forward. A formula (query) is forward if it contains only forward
atoms, and it is reverse otherwise.
We give in the following the syntactical characterization of three types of forward
formulas (queries): source-down, parent-down, and root-down forward formulas (queries).
A forward path formula is source-down, or simply sdown, if its path source is the source
variable of an α-atom with the predicate α ∈ VF? \ {self} = {fstChild, child, child+}, and
the formula contains no foll-atoms. Intuitively, for a (source) node being the image of
the path source under an LGQ substitution, a sdown path selects only descendant nodes
of that source node. A sdown formula can contain also atoms with HF? predicates (but
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their source variable must not be the path source), because the sibling nodes of children
or descendants of the source node (as selected by the first atom child or child+) are also
children or descendants of the source node.
A forward path formula is parent-down, or simply pdown, if its path source is the source
variable of an α-atom with α ∈ HF? = {nextSibl, nextSibl+, nextSibl∗}, and it contains no
foll-atoms. Intuitively, for a (source) node being the image of the path source variable
under an LGQ substitution, a pdown path selects only descendant nodes of the parent of
that context node. Other forward but foll-atoms are allowed, because the sibling nodes of
the source node and their children or descendants are children or descendants of the parent
of the source node.
A forward path formula is root-down, or simply rdown, if it contains at least a foll-
atom and can contain any other forward atoms. Intuitively, for a (source) node being
the image of the path source variable under an LGQ substitution, a rdown path selects
only descendant nodes of the root of tree containing that source node. Note that an LGQ
forward path formula is by default a rdown path formula.
The three types of path formulas allow also (sufficient) semantical characterizations:
p(v, w) is sdown→ ∀s ∈ Set(Substitution) : child+(s(v), s(w))
p(v, w) is pdown→ ∀s ∈ Set(Substitution) : par(s(v), s(v ′)) ∧ child+(s(v′), s(w)) ∧ s(v) s(w)
p(v, w) is rdown→ ∀s ∈ Set(Substitution) : root(s(v ′)) ∧ child+(s(v′), s(w)) ∧ t(v) t(w).
Note that the above implications hold in both directions only for some given source nodes.
In general, a formula is (1) sdown if it contains only sdown path subformulas with a
multi-source variable as the path source, (2) pdown if it contains at least a pdown path
subformula with a multi-source variable as the path source and can contain sdown path
subformulas, and (3) is rdown if it contains at least a rdown path subformula with a
multi-source variable as the path source.
Example 3.6.1. Consider the path formulas p1(v0, v2) = child(v0, v1) ∧ nextSibl
+(v1, v2),
p2(v0, v2) = nextSibl
+(v0, v1) ∧ child(v1, v2), and p(v0, v2) = child(v0, v1) ∧ foll(v1, v2). Then,
p1(v, w) is a sdown path formula, p2(v, w) is a pdown path formula, and p(v, w) is a rdown
path formula. Also, p1(v, w) is a sdown tree formula, p1(v, w1) ∧ p2(v, w2) is a pdown tree
formula, and (p2(v, w1) ∨ p3(v, w2)) ∧ p1(v, w) is a rdown tree formula.
3.7 Measures for Formulas
This section introduces measures for formulas necessary for the results of Chapter 4.
A useful relation computable for any two variables in a formula is the connectivity (or
reachability) relation. Intuitively, two variables in a formula e are connected if there is
(at least) one path between their corresponding nodes in the digraph representation of e.
Additionally, we may also compute the length of such a path.
For LGQ formulas with cyclic digraphs, in the computation of paths connecting any
two variables, we consider all cycles detected and not considered.
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Definition 3.7.1 (Variable Connection). The connection from variable a to variable b
via a sequence of binary predicates p in a formula e is a 4-ary predicate a
p
;e b defined as
follows:
• a
α
;e b, if α(a, b) ⊆ e,
• a
p.q
;e b, if a
p
;e1 v
q
;e2 b, and e1 ∧ e2 ⊆ norm(e).
If the connection sequence is irrelevant, then it can be omitted, e.g., we may write
a ;e b instead of a
p
;e b.
For a given connection a
p
;e b, the connection length is defined by the number of
predicates in the connection sequence p, and denoted |p|.
Based on the variable connection relation, we define next the position-set of α-atoms
in an LGQ formula, and the position-set of multi-sink variables in an LGQ formula.
Definition 3.7.2 (Position-set of α-atoms). The position-set posα(e) of α-atoms in an
LGQ formula e is the multiset of all lengths of connections from a non-sink variable and
with its sequence ending with an α-atom (x is a possibly empty sequence of predicates):
posα(e) = {l | a ∈ Vars(e), b ∈ Vars(e), root(a) ⊆ e, a ;x.αe , l = |x.α|}
Example 3.7.1. Consider the formula e = root(v1)∧child(v1, v2)∧(child(v2, v3)∨child(v2, v4))
∧ child+(v3, v4). Then, e.g., v1
child
;e v2, v1
child.child
;e v3. The position-set of child-formulas is
poschild(e) = {1, 2, 2}.
Another important measure for LGQ formulas is their size.
Definition 3.7.3 (Size of LGQ Formulas). The size |e| of an LGQ formula e is the
sum of of sizes of all its constituent connectives and atoms, where the size of each boolean
connective is one, and the size of an atom is given by its arity.
Reverse and DAG Factors of LGQ Formulas
We define next the positional and the type reverse factors of an LGQ formula, which are
measures for the amount and position of reverse binary atoms of that formula.
Definition 3.7.4 (Reverse Position Factor of LGQ Formulas). The reverse position
factor posrev(e) of an LGQ formula e is the union of positions-sets of all its reverse atoms:
posrev(e) =
⋃
α∈R?
(posα(e)).
An LGQ formula can contain up to seven different types of reverse atoms, cf. Section 3.2.
The amount and type of reverse atoms in a formula e is given by its reverse type factor
typerev(e).
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Definition 3.7.5 (Reverse Type Factor of LGQ Formulas). The reverse type factor
typerev(e) of an LGQ formula e containing br base reverse predicates, tcr transitive closure
reverse predicates, and trcr reflexive transitive closure reverse predicates, is a multiset
containing the number 1 br times, the number 2 tcr times, and number 3 trcr times.
We define also the orders >revpos and >
rev
type on LGQ formulas derived from the order >mul
on multisets {posrev(e) | e ∈ LGQ}, respectively {typerev(e) | e ∈ LGQ}:
s >revpos t⇔ pos
rev(s) >mul pos
rev(t) s >revtype t⇔ type
rev(s) >mul type
rev(t).
For a given formula e, typerev(e) = ∅ exactly when posrev(e) = ∅, and this means that e
does not have reverse atoms at all.
Example 3.7.2. Consider the formulas e = root(v1)∧child(v1, v2)∧(par(v2, v3)∧par
+(v3, v4)∨
child+(v2, v3) ∧ self(v3, v4)) ∧ par
∗(v3, v5) and e
′ = root(v2) ∧ par
∗(v2, v3) ∧ par
∗(v2, v4). The
reverse factors are
posrev(e) = {|child.par|, |child.par.par+|, |child.par.par∗|, |child.child+.par∗|} = {2, 3, 3, 3},
typerev(e) = {1, 2, 3},
posrev(e′) = {|par∗|, |par∗|} = {1, 1},
typerev(e′) = {3, 3}.
We give in the following a measure for the amount of forward sink-arities of multi-sink
variables in LGQ formulas. Recall that the forward sink-arity of a variable is the number
of forward binary atoms that appear in the same disjunct and have that variable as sink.
Definition 3.7.6 (DAG Type Factor of LGQ Formulas). The dag type factor typedag(e)
of an LGQ formula e is the multiset containing the forward sink-arity of each multi-sink
variable in e.
Example 3.7.3. Consider the formulas e = root(v1)∧child(v1, v3)∧root(v2)∧(child
+(v2, v3)∨
child+(v2, v4) ∧ nextSibl(v4, v3)) ∧ child(v3, v5) that has a multi-sink variable v3. The dag
factor is the forward sink-arity of v3, which is type
dag(e) = {2, 2}, because in each disjunct
v3 has a forward 2-arity.
As for reverse factors, we define also the order >dagtype on LGQ formulas derived from the
order >mul on multisets {type
dag(e) | e ∈ LGQ}:
s >dagtype t⇔ type
dag(s) >mul type
dag(t).
3.8 LGQ versus XPath
We introduce next the practical query language XPath and we show how it relates to LGQ.
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3.8.1 XPath
The language for expressing node selection in tree considered in the following is the un-
abbreviated XPath fragment without functions, attribute handling, and value-based joins.
This fragment extends Core XPath [71] with nodetests on text content and with some new
axes and operators, as explained later.
Data Model
The data model of XPath considered here is the same as for LGQ, and given in Sec-
tion 3.1. The binary predicates defined there are supported in XPath by means of bi-
nary relations called axes. For most built-in binary predicates, there is a corresponding
XPath axis. XPath has six forward axes and five reverse built-in axes, cf. Figure 3.4. A
forward/reverse axis relates a node to nodes that appear in the tree after/before in the
document order. The axes of the following pairs are “symmetrical” of each other: parent
– child, ancestor – descendant, descendant-or-self – ancestor-or-self, preceding – following,
preceding-sibl – following-sibling, and self – self. For the binary predicates fstChild, nextSibl,
nextSibl∗, prevSibl+, and prevSibl∗ there are no direct corresponding XPath axes. How-
ever, this section extends XPath with corresponding axes first-child, first-following-sibling,
following-sibling-or-self, first-preceding-sibling, and preceding-sibling-or-self, as shown later.
LGQ Predicates Corresponding XPath Construct
fstChild first-child
child child
child+ descendant
child∗ descendant-or-self
nextSibl first-following-sibling
nextSibl+ following-sibling
nextSibl∗ following-sibling-or-self
foll following
par parent
par+ ancestor
par∗ ancestor-or-self
prevSibl first-preceding-sibling
prevSibl+ preceding-sibling
prevSibl∗ preceding-sibling-or-self
prec preceding
self self .
Figure 3.4: Binary Predicates and corresponding XPath Constructs
The total function pred : Predicate → Axis is defined in Figure 3.4 and returns the
corresponding XPath axis for a given binary predicate.
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Syntax
An XPath query can be constructed following the productions of the grammar given below.
path ::= path | path | / path | path / path | path [ filter ] |
forward step | reverse step | > | ⊥.
filter ::= filter and filter | filter or filter | not( filter ) | ( filter ) | path .
forward step ::= forward axis :: nodetest .
reverse step ::= reverse axis :: nodetest .
forward axis ::= self | child | descendant | descendant-or-self | following-sibling | following .
reverse axis ::= parent | ancestor | ancestor-or-self | preceding-sibling | preceding .
Looking at an XPath query gives already an intuition for the ordered tree-like structure
matched by the query and for the kind of nodes to select. Indeed, a query like descen-
dant::a/child::b/preceding::c could be interpreted as a sequence of three navigations in a
tree using the XPath axes descendant, child, and preceding. Considering a starting node,
the descendants a-nodes are first reached, then their children b-nodes, and from the latter
nodes, the set of their preceding c-nodes represents the result to the query.
Similar to LGQ queries, XPath queries can be also classified in XPath path, tree, and
forest queries.
A step query is an expression axis::nodetest , where axis is either a forward or a reverse
axis, and nodetest is a nodetest as defined in Section 3.1. A step is a “forward step”, if its
axis is a forward axis, or a “reverse step”, if its axis is a reverse axis. For example, with
the forward step descendant::a, one navigates from a node to its descendants a-nodes, with
the reverse step ancestor::*, one navigates from a node to its ancestors.
The XPath steps are another syntax for LGQ formulas made out of one binary atom and
one unary atom. The forward step descendant::a is expressed in LGQ as child+(v1, v2)∧a(v2)
and the ancestor step ancestor::* as par+(v1, v2) ∧ *(v2), or simpler as par
+(v1, v2).
A path query, called also a “location path”, is a sequence of steps, like in /descen-
dant::a/child::b. The previous path query selects all children b-nodes of a-nodes in the
input tree. There are absolute and relative paths: an absolute path starts with a path con-
structor /, whereas a relative path does not. The intuition behind absolute and relative
paths is that absolute paths start the navigation from the root node of the tree, whereas
relative paths can be used to navigate also from other nodes. Note that the notion of
absolute XPath queries is similar to the notion of absolute LGQ rules, as discussed in
Section 3.2.
The XPath paths are another syntax for LGQ paths. The above XPath path is equiv-
alent to the LGQ path Q(v2) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ a(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ b(v2).
A filter expression is defined recursively as a path, or an expression built up from paths
and the connectives and, or, and not, together with parentheses. XPath filters are syn-
tactically delimited by square brackets, and each step in a query can have none, one, or
several such filters. Semantically, a filter conditions the selection of nodes. The query
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/descendant::a[child::b], where [child::b] is a filter, selects from the input tree only those
a-nodes that have at least one child b-node. The query /child::a[not(child::b)] selects from
the input tree those a-nodes without b-nodes children. The more complex query /descen-
dant::a[not(child::b[not(child::c)])] selects those a-nodes without b-nodes children that do
not have c-nodes children.
The XPath queries with filters are another syntax for LGQ trees. The XPath query
/descendant::a[child::b][child::c] is expressed in LGQ as Q(v1) ← root(v0)∧ child
+(v0, v1)∧
a(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ b(v2) ∧ child(v1, v3) ∧ c(v3).
Disjunctive queries are queries of the form p1| . . . |pi| . . . |pk, where for all i = 1, . . . , k,
pi is a query and | is the set-union operator. For example, /descendant::a/child::* | /child::b
selects all b-nodes children of the root and all children of every a-node from the input tree.
With disjunctive paths, one can navigate from a node to select other nodes via several
queries, thus the nodes selected by a disjunctive query is the union of the sets of nodes
selected by each of the constituent query.
The XPath disjunctive queries are another syntax for LGQ forests. The above XPath
disjunctive query can be expressed in LGQ as Q(v2) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ a(v1) ∧
child(v1, v2) ∨ root(v0) ∧ child(v0, v2) ∧ b(v2).
The empty queries ⊥ and > are the same as for LGQ. They are used as canonical
equivalents to the XPath queries that select no nodes (⊥), or all nodes (>) from any given
tree. Thus, ⊥ can be /parent::*, and > can be /descendant-or-self::*.
Other useful query constructs expressible in XPath
Other useful queries are expressible in XPath, although without dedicated syntactical
constructs.
Universal quantification can be seen as a consequence of the existential quantification of
filters and of allowing negation on such filters. For example, asking for nodes such that a fil-
ter φ holds for all its a-labeled children v can be encoded in XPath as [not(child::a[not(φ)])].
XPath supports, however, a restricted form of universal quantification: queries asking, e.g.,
for all nodes with a property φ3 descendants of nodes with a property φ1, such that between
them there are only nodes with a property φ2, can not be expressed in XPath.
Constructs if-then-else are expressible using unions of two paths with filters: if q then
p1 else p2 can be expressed in XPath as [q]/p1 | [not(q)]/p2. Nested if-then-else constructs
can then be also straightforwardly supported.
The logical implication → and equivalence ↔ are also partially expressible in XPath:
a filter p1 → p2 is expressible as [not(p1) or p2], and a filter p1 ↔ p2 is expressible as [(p1
and p2) or (not(p1) and not(p2))]. Note that in both cases the nodes selected by p1 or p2
can not be answers, but they can rather condition the answers, because both paths are in
filters.
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Semantics
The semantics of XPath is given below by means of the two semantics functions XQ and
XF , inspired by [69]. Applied on an XPath query, the function XQ yields the set of pairs
of source and answer nodes. Applied on an XPath filter, the function XF yields the set
of nodes for which that filter is evaluated to true. Both functions are defined below using
pattern matching on the structure of XPath queries, respectively filters.
XQ : Tree×Query → Set((Node, Node))
XQT J/pK = Nodes(T )× {y | (x, y) ∈ XQT JpK, test(x, root)}
XQT Jp1 | p2K = XQT Jp1K ∪ XQT Jp2K
XQT Jp1 − p2K = XQT Jp1K−XQT Jp2K
XQT Jp1 == p2K = XQT Jp1K ∩ XQT Jp2K
XQT Jp1/p2K = {(x, z) | (x, y) ∈ XQT Jp1K, (y, z) ∈ XQT Jp1K}
XQT Jp1[p2]K = {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ XQT Jp1K, y ∈ XFT Jp2K}
XQT J(p)K = XQT JpK
XQT Jα::ηK = {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ pred−1(α), test(y, η)}
XF : Tree×Query → Node
XFT Jp1 or p2K = XFT Jp1K ∪ XFT Jp1K
XFT Jp1 and p2K = XFT Jp1K ∩ XFT Jp1K
XFT Jnot(p)K = Nodes(T )−XFT JpK
XFT JpK = {x0 | ∃x : (x0, x) ∈ XQT JpK}
The answer to an XPath query p is {y | ∃x : (x, y) ∈ XQT JpK}.
Extensions considered in this thesis
There are two XPath extensions that are considered throughout this thesis:, (1) the new
axes first-child, first-following-sibling and first-preceding-sibling, and (2) the set difference
operator.
The new axes first-child, first-following-sibling, following-sibling-or-self, first-preceding-
sibling, and preceding-sibling-or-self express the selection from a given node n of (1) the
first child of n, (2) the first sibling that immediately follows n in document order, (3) the
first sibling that immediately precedes n in document order. All axes can be obtained using
the XPath 1.0 positional filter [position()=1]. Applied to a set of nodes, this filter retains
only the first node in document order (for the forward steps), or in reverse document order
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(for the reverse steps). The axes are expressed as
first-child::* = child::*[position()=1]
first-following-sibling::* = following-sibling::*[position()=1]
following-sibling-or-self::* = following-sibling::* | self::*
first-preceding-sibling::* = preceding-sibling::*[position()=1]
preceding-sibling-or-self::* = preceding-sibling::* | self::*
The set difference operator −, similar to the except operator in XPath 2.0 [22], expresses
the difference between two sets of nodes, as selected by two XPath queries: the answer to
the query p1 − p2 consists in those nodes selected by the path p1 and not by the path p2,
cf. XPath semantics defined above. Note that the XPath negation can be fully expressed
using the set-difference operator: the query p1[not(p2)] is expressible as p1 − p1[p2]. In
contrast, the set difference operator can not be always expressed using XPath negation
(see later Example 3.8.2).
Although not explicitly considered in this work, another interesting extension is repre-
sented by the filter with identity-based node equality == . For two XPath expressions p1
and p2, the filter p1 == p2 holds if there is a node selected by p1 which is identical to a node
selected by p2. Note that the XPath fragment considered here extended with this filter is
can express LGQ single-join DAG queries and a limited form of LGQ graph queries.
The equality == corresponds to built-in node equality operator (==) in XPath 2.0 and
XQuery 1.0, but it can also be used for comparing node sets similar to general comparisons
in XPath 2.0. XPath 1.0 has built-in support only for equality based on node values. The
only implicit node-identity test ensured by XPath can be specified using the set union
operator | , because the set of nodes specified by p1 | p2 consists in the nodes appearing
at least in one set specified by p1 or p2. Then, the filter p1 == p2 can be expressed using
the XPath 1.0 expression count(p1 | p2) < count(p1) + count(p2), where count(p) gives
the number of nodes in the set specified by p.
Expressiveness
The XPath fragment defined by the grammar given above is a logical core of XPath 1.0
that extends the Core XPath of [69]. It is expressible in first-order logic when interpreted
on ordered trees, and in Datalog with stratified negation [69]. XPath can be also extended
to match the expressiveness of first-order logic when interpreted on ordered trees. In this
sense, the above extension of positive (i.e., without negation) Core XPath with the set
difference operator becomes first-order complete. In the same sense, [109, 108] propose
CXPath, a first-order complete extension of XPath with conditional axis relations that
allow queries of the kind “do a certain step (like child, descendant), while a condition is
satisfied at the resulting node”. It is also illuminating to think of Core XPath as a simple
temporal logic [68], whereas CXPath extends XPath with (counterparts of) the since and
until operators.
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3.8.2 Conciseness of LGQ over XPath
Dealing with XPath syntax is sometimes cumbersome. Especially the explicit notation
for filters using squared brackets rises various technical problems when translating XPath
expressions to other query formalisms (or vice-versa), or when doing induction on the
structure of XPath expressions.
Arguably, the Datalog-like syntax of LGQ is intuitive. Moreover, it allows more freedom
than XPath in writing concise queries with help of variables. Also, the syntax sugaring
of XPath permits to write a bunch of queries quite differently, although they all impose
rather similar constraints on the trees to be queried. For example, the XPath queries
/descendant::man[child::man[child::woman]][child::woman],
/descendant::man[child::man[child::woman] and child::woman],
/descendant::man[child::man/child::woman and child::woman]
select the same set of nodes representing men having daughters and sons that have also
daughters. They differ only in some syntactical sugaring for expressing filters and are
equivalent between them and also to the LGQ query
Q(v1)←root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧man(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧man(v2)
∧ child(v2, v3) ∧ woman(v3) ∧ child(v1, v4) ∧ woman(v4).
Note that in the above LGQ query there is no explicit notation for filters à la XPath, but
only the distinguished variable v1 is written explicitly in the head.
No explicit notation for XPath filters leads to an even greater advantage of the LGQ
syntax. Consider now the XPath queries
/descendant::man[child::man[child::woman]]/child::woman,
/descendant::man[child::woman]/child::man[child::woman],
/descendant::man[child::woman]/child::man/child::woman
They are not equivalent though their structure is the same, and only the answer nodes are
selected by another step. Because they have the same structure, LGQ queries equivalent
to them have the same body as before, but only different distinguished variables: in the
first case the distinguished variable is v4 (and selects daughters of men with sons having
daughters), in the second v2 (and selects sons of men such that both have daughters), and
in the third v3 (and selects daughters of men having sisters and fathers).
LGQ allows also graph queries that are not expressible directly in XPath, though the
results of Chapter 4 ensure the existence of equivalent XPath queries. consider the LGQ
DAG query that selects for each man all their female descendants that follow at least one
of their male descendants
G(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧man(v1) ∧ child
+(v1, v2) ∧man(v2) ∧ child
+(v1, v3)
∧ woman(v3) ∧ foll(v1, v3).
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Note that v3 is a multi-sink variable in G. XPath can simulate the use of multi-source
variables in LGQ by means of filters. However, XPath can not simulate the use of multi-
sink variables, as needed in the above LGQ query G. There exists, however, the equivalent
XPath query
/descendant::man/descendant::man/following-sibling::*/descendant-or-self::woman |
/descendant::man/descendant::*[descendant::man]/following-sibling::*/descendant-or-self::woman.
The rationale behind the existence of equivalent XPath queries to any LGQ query is
twofold: (1) XPath queries are as expressible as LGQ forests, and (2) LGQ graphs are as
expressible as LGQ forests. The latter assertion is discussed in the next chapter, whereas
the former is discussed next.
3.8.3 XPath=LGQ Forests
This section shows that XPath queries are equivalent to LGQ forest queries. After dis-
cussing the relation between XPath negation and LGQ negation, we give the encodings of
XPath into LGQ forests and vice versa. Chapter 4 shows further that any LGQ query can
be reduced to forward LGQ forest queries, thus making XPath as expressive as LGQ.
LGQ Negation versus XPath Negation
The XPath negation can be expressed in LGQ.
Example 3.8.1. Consider the XPath query /descendant::*[not(child::man)]/child::woman se-
lecting the daughters of all persons that have no sons. For the tree of Figure 2.2 depicting
an excerpt of the genealogical tree of John II the Good, the result is the person Louis II
of Naples. The same query can be expressed also in LGQ as
Q(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ ¬Q
′(v1) ∧ child(v1, v) ∧ woman(v),
Q′(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
∗(v0, v) ∧ child(v, v1) ∧man(v1).
The query Q specifies the selection of woman children of persons that are not selected also
by Q′. In turn, Q′ selects all persons that has at least one son.
In the previous example, the negative part of the XPath query is expressed in LGQ using
a separate rule Q′ that is a counterpart of the XPath negated filter together with the atoms
root(v0) and child
∗(v0, v) that ensure Q
′ absolute and connected. Note that the added atoms
do not constrain the bindings to v, because a query like Q′′(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
∗(v0, v)
selects all nodes from the input tree. This general scheme is used for encoding XPath
queries with negation into LGQ.
The negation is used in XPath also for supporting universal quantification. However,
this support is limited, and renders the XPath negation weaker than the LGQ negation,
as shown in the next example.
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Example 3.8.2. Consider again the genealogical tree of Figure 2.2 and the query Q selecting
all men that have only male ancestors. After the Salic law, these men are pretendants to
the throne of France. The result of Q consists in all men in that tree.
Q(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧man(v) ∧ ¬Q
′(v),
Q′(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
∗(v0, v1) ∧ woman(v1) ∧ child
+(v1, v).
The positive part of Q selects all men, whereas the subquery Q′ selects all persons (in-
cluding) descendants of at least one female person. Therefore, the query Q selects all men
having only male ancestors. This query is not expressible in Core XPath [109, 108], but in
XPath extended with the set difference operator:
/descendant::man - /descendant::woman/descendant::man.
Encoding XPath into LGQ Forests
The function
−→
XL gives the encoding of XPath into LGQ forests: it takes as parameters an
XPath construct and an LGQ variable, called the working variable, and produces a pair
(v, f) consisting of the new working variable v and the LGQ formula f corresponding to
that XPath construct.
−→
XLJ/pK( ) = (v, root(v0) ∧ f) : (v, f) =
−→
XLJpK(v0), v0 = fresh var()
−→
XLJα::ηK(v) = (v1, pred−1(α)(v, v1) ∧ η(v1)) : v1 = fresh var()
−→
XLJp1[p2]K(v) = (v1, f1 ∧ f2) : (v1, f1) =
−→
XLJp1K(v), (v2, f2) =
−→
XLJp2K(v1)
−→
XLJp1/p2K(v) = (v2, f1 ∧ f2) : (v1, f1) =
−→
XLJp1K(v), (v2, f2) =
−→
XLJp2K(v1)
−→
XLJp1 | p2K(v) = (v1, f1 ∨ f2) : (v1, f1) =
−→
XLJp1K(v), (v1, f2) =
−→
XLJp2K(v)
−→
XLJp1 or p2K(v) = (v, f1 ∨ f2) : (v1, f1) =
−→
XLJp1K(v), (v2, f2) =
−→
XLJp2K(v)
−→
XLJp1 and p2K(v) = (v, f1 ∧ f2) : (v1, f1) =
−→
XLJp1K(v), (v2, f2) =
−→
XLJp2K(v)
−→
XLJnot(p)K(v) = (v,¬Q(v)) : (v1, f) =
−→
XLJpK(v),
Q(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
∗(v0, v) ∧ f, Q = fresh id()
−→
XLJp1 − p2K(v) = (v1, f1 ∧ ¬Q(v1)) : (v1, f1) =
−→
XLJp1K(v), (v1, f2) =
−→
XLJp2K(v),
Q(v1) ← root(v0) ∧ child
∗(v0, v) ∧ f2, Q = fresh id()
−→
XLJ(p)K(v) =
−→
XLJpK(v).
Finally, the encoding of an absolute XPath query /p is the LGQ rule Q(v) ← f , where
(v, f) =
−→
XLJ/pK( ).
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The function
−→
XL is defined using pattern matching on the structure of XPath queries,
which are restricted syntactically to be absolute (i.e., with the leading /) and without
absolute paths in filters2.
XPath does not have variables. Given two XPath location steps α1::η1 and α2::η2, one
can construct either (1) the path α1::η1/α2::η2 by using the path constructor /, or (2) the
step with filter α1::η1[α2::η2] by using the filter constructor [ ].
LGQ has variables. The above XPath path and filter expressions can be simply encoded
in LGQ by annotating with variables the positions before and after each XPath syntactical
construct. For example, the path α1 :: η1/α2 :: η2 becomes
v1αv21 ::
v3ηv41 /
v5αv52 ::
v6ηv72 . The
XPath constructs ::, /, [ ] ensure that the same variable must appear before and after them,
thus obtaining v1αv21 ::
v2ηv41 /
v4αv52 ::
v5ηv72 . By considering further that each XPath axis α
has a corresponding extensional LGQ binary predicate pred−1(α) (cf. Figure 3.4), and that
each XPath nodetest has a corresponding LGQ unary predicate, we finally obtain v1αv21 ::
v2ηv21 /
v2αv52 ::
v5ηv52 , or as an LGQ formula pred
−1(α1)(v1, v2) ∧ η1(v2) ∧ pred
−1(α2)(v2, v5) ∧
η2(v5). The case of XPath expressions with filters is similar.
We explain now some particularities of the encoding of or-filters and unions. The
other XPath constructs are encoded similarly. The encoding of an or-filter of two XPath
expressions (which can be on their turn also filters) is a disjunction of the encodings of
each expression with the same working variable. The encoding of a union of two XPath
expressions (which can be also unions) is similar to that of an or-filter, except that the new
working variables obtained from the encodings of both XPath expressions are the same.
In the definition of the encoding of XPath into LGQ, the LGQ variables and the names
for the LGQ intensional predicates are created fresh using the functions fresh var(), respec-
tively fresh id(). For a given LGQ formula or query, a fresh variable (predicate name) is a
new variable (predicate name) that does not appear already in that formula or query.
Note that such an encoding of XPath does not create multi-sink variables, i.e., variables
that appear more than one time at the second position in binary atoms. In effect, for any
XPath query, the function
−→
XL creates an LGQ forest.
Example 3.8.3. Consider the XPath queries
p1 = /descendant::man[child::man]/child::woman
p2 = /descendant::man[child::woman]/child::man
p3 = /descendant::man[child::woman and child::man].
that select (1) all daughters of men having also sons, (2) all sons of men having also
daughters, and (3) all men having daughters and sons. From the genealogical tree of
Figure 2.2, the queries select (1) the (nodes corresponding to the) persons Isabelle and
Anna, (2) the persons Charles V, Charles, Francis, and Louis I de Valois, and (3) the
persons John II the Good and Charles VIII. The LGQ-encodings of them are three LGQ
queries Q1(v3)← e and Q2(v2)← e, and Q3(v1)← e, where their body e is
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧man(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧man(v2) ∧ child(v1, v3) ∧ woman(v3).
2XPath queries with absolute paths in filters can be rewritten to equivalent queries without such filters.
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We show next how p1 can be encoded in e bottom-up.
(v1, f1) =
−→
XLJdescendant::manK(v0, root(v0)) = (v1, root(v0) ∧ child+(v0, v1) ∧man(v1))
(v2, f2) =
−→
XLJchild::manK(v1, f1) = (v2, f1 ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧man(v2))
(v3, f3) =
−→
XLJdescendant::man[child::man]K(v0, root(v0)) = (v1, f2)
(v4, f4) =
−→
XLJchild::womanK(v3, f3) = (v3, f3 ∧ child(v1, v3) ∧ woman(v3))
(v5, f5) =
−→
XLJdescendant::man[child::man]/child::womanK(v0, root(v0)) = (v4, f4).
The final encoding of p1 is Q1(v5) ← f5, where v5 = v3 and f5 = e.
Encoding LGQ Forests into XPath
LGQ is not more expressive than XPath. However, there is no straightforward encoding
of the entire LGQ into XPath. Chapter 4 elaborates on this non-trivial encoding. We give
here only an encoding of LGQ forests into XPath using two functions X and
−→
LX and some
simplifications rules. This encoding is more involved than for XPath into LGQ, and this
is the price to pay for the explicit notation of filters in XPath.
The LGQ forest queries are brought first in disjunctive normal form and without >
and ⊥ atoms in disjuncts. Chapter 4 gives later rewriting rules that yield queries in this
form. The function X encodes such queries into unions of XPath absolute queries and uses
the function
−→
LX for encoding the body of each LGQ rule into an XPath union term. The
function
−→
LX takes as parameters the head variable v and the body b of the current rule, the
working formula to encode and the working variable, and produces an XPath expression.
X JQ(v) ← f1 ∨ f2K = X JQ(v) ← f1K | X JQ(v) ← f2K
X JQ(v) ← root(v0) ∧ bK = /
−→
LX v,bJb ∧ >K(v0)
−→
LX v,bJα(x, y) ∧ fK(x) =
{
[leftx]/step left y , y ;b v or y = v
[step lefty] leftx , y 6;b v and y 6= v
,
leftx =
−→
LX v,bJfK(x), step = pred−1(α)::*, lefty =
−→
LX v,bJbK(y)
−→
LX v,bJη(x) ∧ fK(x) = [self::η]
−→
LX v,bJfK(x)
−→
LX v,bJ¬Q(x) ∧ fK(x) = [self::* - X Jclause(Q)K]
−→
LX v,bJfK(x)
−→
LX v,bJη(y) ∧ fK(x) =
−→
LX v,bJα(y, z) ∧ fK(x) =
−→
LX v,bJ¬Q(y) ∧ fK(x) =
−→
LX v,bJfK(x)
−→
LX v,bJ>K(x) = [self::*].
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The function
−→
LX is defined using pattern matching on the structure of the working
formula φ to encode and on the working variable x. If φ starts with an atom that does
not have x as source, then that atom is skipped at this encoding stage, and the encoding
continues with the rest of φ in the same way until an atom with x as source is encountered.
If φ is >, i.e., it is exhausted and no atoms with x as source are found, then the filter
[self::∗] is added to the generated query. Note that this filter, like the LGQ atom >, does
not add further constraints to the answers and can be safely removed afterwards.
If φ = η(x)∧ f , i.e., φ starts with the unary atom η(x), then φ is encoded as an XPath
path where the first step self::η encodes that unary atom, and the rest of the path remains
to encode f , where x is the working variable.
If φ = α(x, y) ∧ f , i.e., φ starts with the binary atom α(x, y), then the encoding of φ
depends on whether the head variable v is reachable in b from y. Let left y be the XPath
expression representing the encoding of the subformula of b containing the atoms reachable
from x via y, and leftx the encoding of the subformula of b containing atoms reachable from
x via other variables than y, where in both cases x is the working variable. Their encodings
are detailed below. In case v is reachable in b from y, then left y contains necessarily the
path leading to the answers, and is written in XPath outside filters. Also in this case, leftx
is a filter, because there can not be another atom α′(x, y′) with v reachable from y′ 6= y in
b (b is a tree formula). In the other case, left y becomes a filter and leftx can contain the
path leading to the answers.
The expressions step lefty and leftx are generated as follows. The former expression
consists in the step step = pred−1(α):: * representing the encoding of α(x, y), followed by
the expression lefty representing the encoding of the subformula of b containing atoms that
have y as source variable (thus y becomes now the working variable). The latter expression
leftx is the encoding of the working formula without α(x, y), where x is still the working
variable. Note that each atom is considered exactly once, because b is a tree formula.
If φ = ¬Q(x) ∧ f , i.e., φ starts with the unary atom ¬Q(x), then φ is encoded as an
XPath expression consisting in a filter that encodes that atom, and an expression leftx that
encodes f , in both cases with x as the working variable. The filter represents the difference
between the expression generated until now and the encoding of the rule Q, done by the
function X . The encoding leftx is done like in the above cases.
Simplifications. The encoding of LGQ forests into XPath using X and
−→
LX generates
as many filters as binary predicates that are not on the connection sequence from the non-
sink variable to the head variable. Also, each atom with a built-in predicate is encoded
into one distinct XPath step, although XPath steps comprise both a unary and a binary
extensional predicate. The following simple rewritings can be applied to the encoding of
LGQ forests in order to simplify them (p stands for an XPath expression):
p[self::∗]→ p α::∗[self::η]→ α::η.
Example 3.8.4. Consider the query Q1 of Example 3.8.3 that selects all daughters of men
having also sons
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Q1(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧man(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧man(v2) ∧ child(v1, v) ∧ woman(v)
Q1(v) ← b is encoded into XPath as follows. We compute and label first some expressions:
e1 =
−→
LX v,bJman(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧man(v2) ∧ child(v1, v) ∧ woman(v)K(v0) = self::*
e2 =
−→
LX v,bJman(v2) ∧ child(v1, v) ∧ woman(v)K(v2) = [self::man][self::*]
e3 =
−→
LX v,bJman(v2) ∧ child(v1, v) ∧ woman(v)K(v1) =
−→
LX v,bJchild(v1, v) ∧ woman(v)K(v1)
= [
−→
LX v,bJwoman(v)K(v1)]/child::*
−→
LX v,bJwoman(v)K(v) = [self::*]/child::*[self::woman].
Then, the encoding of Q1 is
X Jclause(Q1)K
= /
−→
LX v,bJchild+(v0, v1) ∧man(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧man(v2) ∧ child(v1, v) ∧ woman(v)K(v0)
= /[e1]/descendant::*
−→
LX v,bJbK(v1) = /[self::*]/descendant::*
−→
LX v,bJbK(v1)
= /[self::*]/descendant::*[self::man]
−→
LX v,bJchild(v1, v2) ∧man(v2) ∧ child(v1, v) ∧ woman(v)K(v1)
= /[self::*]/descendant::*[self::man][child::* e2] e3
= /[self::*]/descendant::*[self::man][child::*[self::man][self::*]][self::*]/child::*[self::woman].
This XPath query can be further simplified to /descendant::man[child::man]/child::woman.
XPath=LGQ Forests
The encodings of XPath into LGQ forests and vice-versa are correct, as ensured by the
following lemma. As a corollary, it follows that LGQ forest queries are as expressive as
XPath queries.
Lemma 3.8.1 (Correctness of
−→
XL and
−→
LX encodings). The following holds:
1. Given any XPath query p and tree T , the semantics of p is the semantics of the LGQ
formula f representing the encoding of p using
−→
XL:
πv,v1(LFT JfK(β)) = XQJpK, where β = subst(f, T ),
−→
XLJpK(v) = (v1, f).
2. Given any LGQ forest Q(v) ← f and tree T , the semantics of Q is the semantics
of the XPath query p representing the encoding of Q using X :
πv,v1(LFT JfK(β)) = XQJpK, where β = subst(f, T ), p = X JQ(v) ← fK.
Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix.
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Chapter 4
Source-to-source Query
Transformation: From LGQ to
Forward LGQ
The language of logical graph queries LGQ, as well as XPath, allows the specification of
structural constraints for the nodes to be selected by means of binary predicates between
nodes in trees. These structural constraints can be intuitively seen as “navigations” in
trees, and are enabled by a large number of LGQ “navigational” predicates: seven for-
ward predicates (self, fstChild, child, child+, child∗, nextSibl+, foll) and five reverse predicates
(par, par+, par∗, prevSibl, prec). The number as well as the relevance of these navigational
predicates for querying XML has been challenged in [55, 23, 96].
The random access to XML data that is enabled by the various LGQ predicates (cor-
responding to navigational axes of XPath) has proven particularly difficult for an efficient
query evaluation against XML streams, where only one-pass over the stream is affordable
(or possible). Processing of XML has seen the widespread use of the W3C document ob-
ject model (DOM) [145], where a main-memory representation of the entire XML data is
used. As DOM has been developed with focus on document processing in user agents (e.g.,
browsers), this approach has several shortcomings for other application areas.
First, a considerable amount of XML applications, in particular data-centric applica-
tions, handle XML documents too large to be processed in main memory. Such XML
documents are often encountered in natural language processing [92], in biology [28] and
astronomy [119]. This aspect is exacerbated by expensive main-memory representations
of XML documents. E.g., DOM-like main-memory structures for XML documents tend to
be four-five times larger than the original XML document [91].
Second, the need for progressive processing (also referred to as sequential processing)
of XML has emerged: Stream-based processing generating partial results as soon as they
are available gives rise to a more efficient evaluation in certain contexts, e.g.,:
• For selective dissemination of information (SDI), continuously generated streams of
XML documents have to be filtered according to complex requirements specified as
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XPath queries before being distributed to the subscribers [37, 7]. The routing of data
to selected receivers is also becoming increasingly important in the context of web
service systems.
• To integrate data over the Internet, in particular from slow sources, it is desirable to
progressively process the input before the full data is retrieved [94].
• As a general processing scheme for XML, several solutions for pipelined processing
have been suggested, where the input is sent through a chain of processors each of
which taking the output of the preceding processor as input, e.g., Apache Cocoon [10].
• For progressive rendering of large XML documents, e.g., by means of XSL(T), cf.
Requirement 19 of [96]. There have been attempts to solve this problem [11].
There is a great interest in the identification of a subset of XPath (and of LGQ) that
allows efficient streamed and progressive processing, cf. [55] and Requirement 19 of [96].
For stream-based processing of XML data, the Simple API for XML (SAX) [110] has
been specified that allows sequential access to the content of XML documents with low
memory footprint. Of particular concern for progressive SAX-like processing are the LGQ
reverse predicates (corresponding to reverse axes of XPath), i.e., those predicates (e.g., par,
prec) that contain pairs of source nodes and sink nodes occurring before these source nodes
in document order. A restriction to forward predicates, i.e., those predicates that contain
pairs of source nodes and sink nodes appearing after these source nodes, is a straightforward
consideration for an efficient stream-based evaluation of XPath-like queries [55].
There are three principal options how to evaluate an LGQ query with reverse predicates
in a stream-based context:
• Storing in memory sufficient information that allows to access past events particularly
when evaluating a reverse predicate. This amounts to keeping in memory a (possibly
pruned) DOM representation of the data [11].
• Evaluating queries in more than one pass over the stream, provided several passes
are affordable/possible. With this approach, it is also necessary to store additional
information to be used in successive runs. This information can be considerably
smaller than what is needed in the first approach.
• Rewriting queries with reverse predicates into equivalent ones without those reverse
predicates.
In this chapter, we target the last approach and we show it to be always possible. It is
less time consuming than the second approach and does not require the in-memory storage
of fragments of the input as the first approach does.
We accomplish this goal by making use of the theory of term rewriting systems.
We define first equivalence-preserving rewrite rules for LGQ formulas, and use them in
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three distinct term rewriting systems. We show that all rewriting systems enjoy impor-
tant properties like soundness and completeness, termination, confluence, and the exis-
tence and uniqueness of normal forms modulo the equational theory AC (associativity-
commutativity) for predicates ∧, ∨, and self. Using these systems, queries of various LGQ
fragments can be rewritten into forward queries within the same or smaller fragments, and
with complexities varying from linear to exponential in the size of the input queries.
The first term rewriting system (TRS1) rewrites any LGQ single-join DAG into a for-
ward LGQ single-join DAG, and any LGQ graph into a forward LGQ graph. The com-
plexities of TRS1 are linear for time and logarithmic for space, and the size of the output
query is bounded in the size of the input query.
The second term rewriting system (TRS2) rewrites any LGQ forest into a forward
LGQ forest, any LGQ single-join DAG into a forward LGQ single-join DAG, and any LGQ
graph into a forward LGQ graph. For arbitrary queries, the complexities are exponential
for time and space, and the size of the output can be exponential in the number of reverse
predicates in the input (i.e., the size of the reverse type factor of the input). It is shown
that, in general, LGQ forests can not be rewritten into forward LGQ forests that have the
size smaller than exponential (worst case). However, for queries without closure forward
predicates appearing before closure reverse predicates, both either vertical or horizontal,
along a connection sequence, the complexities of rewriting are polynomial for time, and
logarithmic for space, and the size of the output is bounded in the size of the input.
The third term rewriting system (TRS3) rewrites any LGQ graph into a forward LGQ
forest. TRS3 includes TRS2 and inherits the complexities of TRS2. For LGQ graph
containing only closure predicates, respectively only non-closure predicates, TRS3 yields
LGQ forests containing also only closure predicates, respectively non-closure predicates. In
particular, it rewrites any LGQ graph containing neither disjunctions nor closure predicates
into a forward tree, which is variable-preserving minimal (cf. Proposition 3.5.1).
Beyond their declared main purpose of providing equivalences between forward queries
and queries with reverse predicates within various LGQ fragments, the applications of our
rewriting systems shed light on other LGQ properties, like the expressivity of some LGQ
fragments as mentioned above, the minimization of LGQ queries, or even the complexity
of LGQ query evaluation.
In this respect, the rewriting systems detect and eliminate non-trivial redundancies
within queries (see Example 4.4.2 for an immediate impression). Also, they render evalua-
tion strategies designed only for forward queries of particularly restricted LGQ fragments
as sufficient to cover the whole language LGQ, equivalent to these restricted fragments.
Indeed, Chapter 5 gives later an evaluation strategy only for forward LGQ forest and
single-join DAG queries with polynomial complexity. The complexities of the evaluation of
other LGQ queries follows then from both the complexities of rewriting them into forward
queries and of the evaluation of these forward queries. Besides the polynomial complexities
of the evaluation of LGQ forest and single-join DAG queries (and thus of XPath queries),
the most interesting result obtained from the joint work of both this chapter and Chapter 5
is that there is a considerably large fragment of LGQ graph queries that admits evaluation
with polynomial complexities, although in general their complexities are exponential.
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4.1 Problem Description
The equivalence-preserving removal of LGQ reverse atoms (ERRA) problem is: given an
LGQ query (formula) containing reverse atoms, is there always an equivalent forward LGQ
query (formula)? And in the positive case, deliver the forward LGQ query (formula).
This chapter gives a positive answer to the ERRA problem for the whole LGQ language
and for some of its fragments. Furthermore, this chapter reveals several flavours of this
problem, dependant on the type (i.e., path, tree, etc.) of the given LGQ query that contains
reverse atoms, and of its equivalent LGQ forward query obtained. Keeping an eye on
XPath, this chapter particularly studies for which LGQ queries there are equivalent forward
LGQ queries that correspond to XPath queries and that can be obtained as solutions to
the ERRA problem.
The salient characteristics of the ERRA problem are (1) the preservation of equivalence
between the initial query and the obtained forward query, and (2) the removal of constituent
reverse atoms. Therefore, this problem has strong connections to the well-known problems
of query equivalence and view-based query rewriting, though the ERRA problem still
remains different. Section 4.6 discusses in more depth related problems.
The query equivalence problem is to decide whether two queries deliver the same an-
swers for any data instance, thus approaches to the query equivalence problem assume
the queries given and deliver yes/no answers regarding their equivalence. Such approaches
can not, however, apply to solve the ERRA problem, where an equivalent forward query
has to be found. Guessing a forward query and then testing whether it is equivalent to a
given query (containing reverse formulas) is not affordable, for there are infinitely many
forward queries1. This observation gives also the direction for how to construct automated
solvers to the ERRA problem: if one provides equivalent forward queries for a finite num-
ber of etalon queries containing reverse formulas, and then shows that any other query
is in fact just a combination of such etalon queries for which there are already forward
equivalents, then one could use the finite set of forward equivalents to rewrite any query to
a forward equivalent, like putting together the pieces of a puzzle. Using this approach for
the ERRA problem, a sound (but not necessarily complete) approach to the equivalence
problem would be then: given two queries, check whether one query can be obtained from
the other by using a finite number of rewrite steps.
The rewriting approach opens the door to the next strongly related problem: the view-
based query rewriting and answering problem (AQUV) [35]. The AQUV problem is to
find efficient methods to answer a query using a set of previously defined materialized
views over the database, rather than accessing the database relations. Looking at ERRA
through AQUV glasses, one could see the etalon formulas containing reverse atoms as view
bodies and their corresponding forward equivalents as view heads; a rewriting of a query
using such views replaces all occurrences of instances of any of the views bodies with the
corresponding instance of the views heads, thus delivering at the end an equivalent and
1Similar to the ideas of [65], it may be of interest to study if there is only a finite (though large) number
of canonical forward queries that do not contain redundancies, that are equivalent to a given input, and
that depend on the input’s properties (like structure, size, etc.).
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forward query. This is, indeed, the way it is proceeded also in this chapter, with some
minor observations. First, the views must not be materialized. Second, we are interested
to rewrite only the problematic reverse atoms, thus rewriting the given query only in terms
of the given views is not an issue. Third, there can be more than one rewriting step, for
there can be views that map queries to equivalent queries that still contain reverse atoms.
Warm-up Examples
Many real-world XML queries, formulated in XPath or LGQ, use reverse predicates. A
common practice in writing XML queries is to first specify the nodes to be selected, and
then to further add structural constraints for these nodes. Arguably, such additional
structural constraints use as well forward as also reverse predicates.
For the impatient reader, this section gives a bit of the taste of rewriting reasonably
complex LGQ queries into equivalent forward LGQ queries.
Example 4.1.1. Consider the journal archive example of Section 2.2 and the query
A(v1) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ name(v1) ∧ ¬A
′(v1) ∧ par(v1, v2) ∧ authors(v2)
∧ par+(v2, v3) ∧ journal(v3) ∧ child(v3, v4) ∧ title(v4) ∧ child(v4, v5) ∧ ‘db’(v5).
A′(v1) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ name(v1) ∧ prevSibl
+(v1, v2) ∧ name(v2).
Figure 4.1: Digraph representation for the query A
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−
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v2 +
+
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The query A selects the first author of a journal with the title ‘db’, or more precisely,
the first name child (v1) of authors-nodes (v2) that have journal ancestors (v3) with a title
child containing the text ‘db’ (v4). Note that the same answer can be obtained by using the
fstChild predicate that contains the pairs of nodes and their first children. This alternative
shows that fstChild is also redundant in LGQ and can be obtained using child and negation.
For the tree instance of Figure 2.1 representing a journal archive, this query selects the
first name-node in document order (i.e., the node containing the text ‘ana’). The digraph
representation for this query is given in Figure 4.1. The same answer can be selected also
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Figure 4.2: Digraph representation for the forward query FA equivalent to A
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using the following forward LGQ query FA with the digraph representation of Figure 4.2
FA(v1) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v3) ∧ journal(v3) ∧ child
+(v3, v2) ∧ authors(v2) ∧ child(v2, v1)
∧ name(v1) ∧ child(v3, v4) ∧ title(v4) ∧ child(v1, v5) ∧ ‘db’(v5).
FA′(v1) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v2) ∧ name(v2) ∧ nextSibl
+(v2, v1) ∧ name(v1).
It is easy to see that FA and A are equivalent. In the following, we proceed step by
step with the rewriting of A, by first identifying path formulas made out of one forward
and one reverse atom, and then rewriting them to forward path formulas (if possible). In
the following, we make use of a substitution s consistent with the query A and with the
tree instance.
Step 1. We rewrite at this step child+(v0, v1)∧par(v1, v2) into child
∗(v0, v2)∧child(v2, v1).
Because the root node s(v0) can not be an authors-node s(v2), we further simplify it to
child+(v0, v2) ∧ child(v2, v1). The intuition behind this rewriting is the following: if the
authors-node s(v2) is the parent of a name-node s(v1), which is a descendant of the root
node s(v0), then that s(v2) is also a descendant of the root s(v0) and has a name-node child
s(v1). Then, A is rewritten into an equivalent query A1 (A
′ remains the same)
A1(v1) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v2) ∧ authors(v2) ∧ child(v2, v1) ∧ name(v1) ∧ ¬A
′(v1)
∧ par+(v2, v3) ∧ journal(v3) ∧ child(v3, v4) ∧ title(v4) ∧ child(v4, v5) ∧ ’db’(v5).
Step 2. We rewrite at this step child+(v0, v2)∧par
+(v2, v3) into child
∗(v0, v3)∧child
+(v3, v2)∨
child+(v0, v2) ∧ par
+(v0, v3). In our case, s(v0) is the root node, and because the root
does not have ancestors, the second disjunct is dropped. In the first disjunct, a journal-
node s(v3) can not be the root node s(v0). Therefore, the rewritten formula remains
child+(v0, v3) ∧ child
+(v3, v2). The intuition is the following: if an authors-node s(v2) is a
descendant of the root node s(v0) and also a descendant of a journal-node s(v3), then that
journal-node lies on the path between the root node and the authors-node. Then, A1 is
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rewritten into an equivalent query A2 (A
′ remains the same)
A2(v1) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v3) ∧ journal(v3) ∧ child
+(v3, v2) ∧ authors(v2) ∧ child(v2, v1)
∧ name(v1) ∧ ¬A
′(v1) ∧ child(v3, v4) ∧ title(v4) ∧ child(v4, v5) ∧ ’db’(v5).
Step 3. A2 is a forward query. It remains to rewrite A
′ into an equivalent forward query.
We rewrite at this step child+(v0, v1)∧prevSibl
+(v1, v2) into child
+(v0, v2)∧nextSibl
+(v2, v1).
The intuition is the following: if a node s(v1) precedes a sibling node s(v2) that is a
descendant of the node s(v0), then s(v1) is a descendant of the node s(v0) and is followed
by the sibling s(v2). Then, A
′ is rewritten into the equivalent query FA′.
Example 4.1.2. Consider the genealogical tree example of Section 2.2 and the query
G(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧man(v) ∧ ¬G1(v) ∧ child(v, v1) ∧ alive(v)
G1(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧ ((prec(v, v1) ∧ ¬G2(v) ∨ par
+(v, v1)) ∧man(v1)
∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ alive(v2) ∨ par
+(v, v1) ∧ woman(v1))
G2(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧ prec(v, v1) ∧ woman(v1) ∧ child
+(v1, v2) ∧man(v2)
∧ child(v2, v3) ∧ alive(v3).
specifying the Salier law for the succession at the throne of a kingdom, as explained in
Section 2.2.
Figure 4.3: Digraph representation for the forward query FG equivalent to G
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For the tree instance of Figure 2.2 representing the genealogical tree of John II the
Good, this query selects the male person named Charles VIII. The digraph representation
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of G is given in Example 3.4.2. The same answer can be selected using the following
forward LGQ query FG with the digraph representation of Figure 4.3
FG(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧man(v) ∧ ¬FG1(v) ∧ child(v, v1) ∧ alive(v)
FG1(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ child
+(v1, v) ∧ woman(v1)∨
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ child
+(v1, v) ∧man(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ alive(v2)∨
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v4) ∧ nextSibl
+(v4, v3) ∧ child
∗(v3, v) ∧ ¬FG2(v)
∧ child∗(v4, v1) ∧man(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ alive(v2).
FG2(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v4) ∧ child
∗(v3, v) ∧ nextSibl
+(v4, v3) ∧ child
∗(v4, v1)
∧ woman(v1) ∧ child
+(v1, v2) ∧man(v2) ∧ child(v2, v3) ∧ alive(v3).
In the following, we highlight only the rewriting of G2 into FG2 (the rewriting of G1
into FG1 is similar). We make use of a substitution s consistent with the query G2
and the tree instance. First, each prec(v, v1) atom is replaced by the equivalent formula
par∗(v, v3)∧ prevSibl
+(v3, v4)∧ child
∗(v4, v1). The query G2 becomes (in disjunctive normal
form)
G′2(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v) ∧ par
∗(v, v3) ∧ prevSibl
+(v3, v4) ∧ child
∗(v4, v1)
∧ woman(v1) ∧ child
+(v1, v2) ∧man(v2) ∧ child(v2, v3) ∧ alive(v3).
Step 1. We rewrite the formula child+(v0, v) ∧ par
∗(v, v3). Clearly, the nodes s(v0), s(v),
and s(v3) lie on the same path. Moreover, s(v0) appears before s(v) on this path, and
s(v3) can appear either before s(v0), or between s(v0) and s(v), or can be exactly s(v).
The formula specifying all these possibilities is
child+(v0, v) ∧ par
+(v0, v3) ∨ child
∗(v0, v3) ∧ child
+(v3, v) ∨ child
+(v0, v) ∧ self(v, v3).
The first disjunct is unsatisfiable because s(v0) is the root node and there are no ancestors of
the root node. The second disjunct becomes child+(v0, v3)∧child
+(v3, v), because s(v0) is the
root node and s(v3) is an alive-node. Concluding, the above formula becomes child
+(v0, v3)∧
child∗(v3, v), and G
′
2 is rewritten into the equivalent query
G′′2(v) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v3) ∧ child
∗(v3, v) ∧ prevSibl
+(v3, v4) ∧ child
∗(v4, v1)
∧ woman(v1) ∧ child
+(v1, v2) ∧man(v2) ∧ child(v2, v3) ∧ alive(v3).
Step 2. The only reverse atom remained is prevSibl+(v3, v4), which is rewritten together
with child+(v0, v3) into the formula child
+(v0, v4)∧nextSibl
+(v4, v3), because if a node s(v4)
precedes a sibling node s(v3) that is a descendant of the node s(v0), then the node s(v4)
is also a descendant of s(v0) and is followed by the sibling node s(v3). With this last
rewriting, G′′2 becomes FG2.
The goal of this chapter is to automate the above process of finding an equivalent forward
query to any LGQ query. We do this by making use of the theory of term rewriting systems.
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4.2 A Taste of Term Rewriting Systems
Term rewriting systems are widely used as a model of computation to relate syntax and
semantics. This section introduces basic notions on term rewriting systems [16] necessary
to rewrite LGQ formulas.
Identities and Rewrite Rules
In order to express identities and rewritings of LGQ formulas, we define a language of
rewriting rules and identities LGQ→, similar to LGQ. LGQ→ has two kinds of variables:
• variables ranging over LGQ formulas, written in upper case, e.g., X, Y , Z,
• variables ranging over LGQ variables, written in lower case and underlined, e.g., x,
y, z.
Recall that the LGQ variables are written in lower case and not underlined, thus different
from LGQ→ variables.
The predicates of LGQ are function symbols in LGQ→, and LGQ formulas are ground
terms (i.e., terms without LGQ→ variables). Also, LGQ→ has two binary predicates ≈ and
→, written in infix form. In the LGQ→ terms s ≈ t and s→ t, the term s is the left-hand
side, or simply lhs, and the term t is the right-hand side, or simply rhs.
Example 4.2.1. The LGQ→ term X ∧Y ≈ Y ∧X is an identity that expresses the commu-
tativity property of the ∧ LGQ predicate. The LGQ→ term child(x, y) ∧ prevSibl(y, z) →
child(x, z) ∧ nextSibl(z, y) specifies a rewriting for LGQ formulas.
A LGQ→ substitution σ is a total mapping from LGQ→ variables to LGQ formulas or
variables denoted by (1) {X1 7→ s1, . . . , Xn 7→ sn} indicating that the LGQ
→ variable Xi
maps to the LGQ formula si, or (2) {x1 7→ s1, . . . , xn 7→ sn} indicating that the LGQ
→
variable xi maps to the LGQ variable si. If σ maps an LGQ
→ variable to an LGQ formula
or variable, then that LGQ formula or variable is the image of the LGQ→ variable under σ.
If an LGQ→ variable X (or xi) is not in the domain of σ, then σ(X) = X (and σ(xi) = xi);
if f(t1, t2) is an LGQ
→ term, then σ(f(t1, t2)) = f(σ(t1), σ(t2)).
A substitution σ is a matching substitution of a LGQ→ term l to an LGQ formula t, if
σ(l) = t. Under a matching substitution, the instances of lhs and rhs of a rewrite rule are
LGQ formulas.
If u is the most general unifier of a set of terms, then any other unifier v can be
expressed as v = uw, where w is another substitution.
A term rewriting system (T,→) is a finite set of rewrite rules and (possibly) identities
on terms of T . If identities are present, then they serve to specify rewriting modulo these
identities, as detailed in the following.
The next section proposes three rewriting systems ( LGQ→,→) that contain rewrite
rules with lhs instances equivalent to corresponding rhs instances. These rewriting systems
can be used to transform LGQ formulas into equivalent forward LGQ formulas.
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Example 4.2.2. The LGQ→ rule child(x, y)∧ prevSibl(y, z)→ child(x, z)∧ nextSibl(z, y) can
be used to rewrite the formula e1 = child(a, d) ∧ child(a, b) ∧ prevSibl(b, c) into the formula
e2 = child(a, d) ∧ child(a, b) ∧ nextSibl(c, b). Note that e1 ≡ e2.
A redex is an instance of the lhs of a rewrite rule under a matching substitution.
Contracting the redex means replacing it with the corresponding instance of the rhs of the
rule. The application of a rewrite rule lhs→ rhs to an LGQ formula s means contracting
a redex σ(lhs) in s to the rhs instance σ(rhs), both under the matching substitution σ.
The result of such an application is written s[σ(rhs)/σ(lhs)], and the entire application is
written similar to a rule: s → s[σ(rhs)/σ(lhs)]. A term s derives other term t, written
s
∗
→ t, if t can be obtained from s after a finite (possibly empty) sequence of rewrites:
s → · · · → t. In this case, we say also that the term s is reducible (with respect to the
relation →). If there is no term t such that s
∗
→ t, then s is irreducible. If s
∗
→ t and t is
irreducible, then t is a normal form of s, and we may write s→! t.
When dealing with term rewriting systems, there are (at least) two important questions
to be asked:
Termination: Is it always the case that after finitely many rule applications an irre-
ducible term is reached?
Confluence: If there are different ways of applying rules to a given term t, leading to
different derived terms t1 and t2, can t1 and t2 be joined, i.e., can we always find a common
term s that can be reached both from t1 and t2 by rule applications?
Both aforementioned properties ensure the existence and uniqueness of normal forms.
Termination
A rewriting relation → is terminating if there are no infinite derivations s0 → s1 → · · · .
Terminating relations are also called well-founded. By extension, a rewrite system (T,→),
whose relation → is terminating, is also terminating.
The termination problem for rewriting systems is in general undecidable, i.e., there
can not be a general procedure that, given an arbitrary finite rewriting system, answers
“yes” if the system terminates, and “no” otherwise. However, it is useful to show that
a particular rewriting system terminates. The basic method to prove termination of a
rewriting system (T,→) is to embed it into another rewriting system (A, >) that is known
to terminate. This requires a monotone mapping φ : T → A, where monotone means that
lhs → rhs implies φ(lhs) > φ(rhs). The most popular choice for termination proofs is
an embedding into (
 
, >), which is known to terminate, because the > order on natural
numbers is well-founded2.
Because some rewriting systems need more complex orders, it is often useful to build
them as lexicographic products of simpler ones. From a number n of strict orders >i, i.e.,
2Recall that the order > on rational (and also real) numbers is not well-founded, because there can be
an infinitely descending chain of rational numbers between two rational numbers.
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transitive and irreflexive relations, one can build the lexicographic product >1...n as
(x1, . . . , xn) >1...n (y1, . . . , yn)⇔ ∃k ≤ n : (∀i < k : xi = yi), xk >k yk.
Properties like strictness and termination carry over from orders to their lexicographic
products.
A useful and simple method for constructing terminating orders is multisets (or bags),
i.e., sets with repeated elements.
Definition 4.2.1. A multiset M over a set A is a function M : A→
 
. Intuitively, M(x)
is the number of copies of x ∈ A in M . M(A) denote the set of all finite multisets over A.
We use standard set notation like {x, y, y} as an abbreviation of the function {x 7→
1, y 7→ 2, z 7→ 0} over the set A = {x, y, z}.
Some basic operations and relations on M(A) are:
Element : x ∈M ⇔M(x) > 0.
Inclusion : M ⊆ N ⇔ ∀x ∈ A : M(x) ≤ N(x).
Union : (M ∪N)(x) = M(x) + N(x).
Difference: (M −N)(x) = M(x)
.
−N(x), where m
.
− n is m− n if m ≥ n, else is 0.
The order on multisets M over a finite set A can be derived from an order on A.
Definition 4.2.2 (Multiset Order). Given a strict order > on a set A, the corresponding
multiset order >mul is defined as follows:
M >mul N ⇔ ∃X, Y ∈ M(A), ∅ 6= X ⊆M, N = (M −X) ∪ Y, ∀y ∈ Y : ∃x ∈ X : x > y.
Properties like strictness and termination carry over from (A, >) to (M(A), >mul).
Example 4.2.3. Consider the multisets M = {8, 1} and N = {7, 7, 1}. Then, M >mul N
because N = (M − X) ∪ Y with X = {8} and Y = {7, 7}. Note that X and Y are not
uniquely determined: X = M and Y = N do work here too.
Throughout this chapter, we use strict orders on terms derived from the order >mul on
(finite) multisets over finite sets of natural numbers.
Confluence
Definition 4.2.3 (Joinable Terms). Two terms x and y are joinable for a relation →,
written x ↓ y, iff there exists a term z such that x
∗
→ z
∗
← y.
Definition 4.2.4 (Confluence). A rewrite relation is confluent iff terms are joinable
whenever they are derivable from a same term
y1
∗
← x
∗
→ y2 ⇒ y1 ↓ y2
Checking confluence can be hard, because it requires to test the joinability of all possible
terms derivable from a same term. A strictly weaker variant of confluence, called local
confluence, can be, however, easier to check.
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Definition 4.2.5 (Local confluence). A relation → is locally confluent iff terms are
joinable whenever they are derivable in one step from a same term
y1 ← x→ y2 ⇒ y1 ↓ y2
A rewrite relation is locally confluent if (but not only if) no lhs unifies with a non-
variable subterm (except itself) of any lhs, taking into account that variables appearing
in two rules (or in two instances of the same rule) are always treated as disjoint. In cases
when the above requirement is not fulfilled, we get so-called critical pairs:
Definition 4.2.6 (Critical Pairs). If l → r and s → t are two rewrite rules (with
variables made distinct) and µ a most general unifier of l and a non-variable subterm s′
of s, then the equation µ(t) = µ(s[µ(r)/µ(s′)]), where µ(r) has replaced µ(s′) (= µ(l)) in
µ(s), is a critical pair.
A finite rewrite system has a finite number of critical pairs. Local confluence can be
obtained also in the case of existence of critical pairs.
Theorem 4.2.1 ([16]). A rewrite relation is locally confluent iff all its critical pairs are
joinable.
Confluence can be reduced to local confluence only for rewrite relations that terminate.
Lemma 4.2.1 ([122]). A termination relation is confluent if it is locally confluent.
We say also that the system is confluent when its relation is confluent.
Rewriting modulo AC-theory
The LGQ predicates ∧, ∨, and self are associative and commutative (AC). Such properties
should be taken into account when applying rewrite rules.
Example 4.2.4. The rewrite rule
child(x, y) ∧ prevSibl(y, z)→ child(x, z) ∧ nextSibl(z, y)
can rewrite not only child(a, b) ∧ prevSibl(b, c) into child(a, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b), but also, as
highly desired, prevSibl(b, c)∧ f ∧ child(a, b) into nextSibl(c, b)∧ child(a, c)∧ f . Note that a
syntactical substitution fails in the latter case. What is needed is an equational matching
that takes into account the AC properties of the ∧ predicate.
The AC properties of LGQ predicates raise serious problems in rewriting systems,
because such properties can not be oriented into terminating rewrite rules.
Example 4.2.5. Consider the rule X ∧ Y → Y ∧X expressing the commutativity property
of the ∧ connective. The repeated application of this rule to the LGQ formula child(a, b)∧
prevSibl(b, c) yields an infinite number of contractions
child(a, b) ∧ prevSibl(b, c)→ prevSibl(b, c) ∧ child(a, b)→ child(a, b) ∧ prevSibl(b, c)→ · · ·
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A common technique to accommodate AC properties in the rewriting process is to con-
sider rewriting modulo the AC-theory. More specifically, this chapter considers rewriting
systems containing the set AC of identities expressing the commutativity and associativity
properties of ∧, ∨, and self (α ∈ F? ∪ R?):
X ∧ Y ≈ Y ∧X X ∧ (Y ∧ Z) ≈ (X ∧ Y ) ∧ Z
X ∨ Y ≈ Y ∨X X ∨ (Y ∨ Z) ≈ (X ∨ Y ) ∨ Z
self(x, y) ≈ self(y, x) self(x, y) ∧ α(y, z) ≈ self(x, y) ∧ α(x, z)
For the unification of terms, the syntactic unification does not suffice anymore and unifi-
cation modulo AC-equations (or simply AC-unification) has to be considered. Also, AC
matching substitutions must be used to detect applicability of rules.
Several important notions applicable to syntactical rewriting have to be reconsidered
now in the light of rewriting modulo an equational theory. Let us consider the “problem-
atic” identities (like AC-identities) of a rewriting system separated in the set E from the
rules R. This gives rise to a new relation →R/E , which is defined on equivalence classes of
terms ([s]≈E is the class of all terms identical modulo E):
[s]≈E →R/E [t]≈E ⇔ ∃s
′, t′ : s ≈E s
′ →R t
′ ≈E t.
In the context of rewriting modulo an equational theory E (or simply E-rewriting), each
rewrite step involves E-matching, i.e., matching modulo ≈E. Also, the critical pair com-
putation involves E-unification. Two terms s and t are joinable modulo E, written s ↓E t,
if s
∗
→ s′ ≈E t
′ ∗← t.
AC-matching and AC-unification are NP-complete in general: the number of substitu-
tions (unifiers) for any two terms can be exponential in the size of the terms, see, e.g., [103].
The LGQ→ rewrite rules of this chapter ensure a polynomial upper bound to the AC-
matching, because they restrict severly the matchings of their variables. Section 4.5 details
on this issue.
4.3 Rewrite Rules preserving LGQ Equivalence
This section introduces equivalence-preserving (rewrite) rules of reverse and forward for-
mulas. These rules are used later in Section 4.4 to rewrite LGQ formulas into equiva-
lent forward LGQ formulas by repeatedly contracting the formulas until a normal form is
reached.
4.3.1 Rules adding single-join DAG-Structure
This section considers a simple yet powerful equivalence-preserving rule of reverse binary
atoms and forward formulas. The lhs and rhs of this rule are also expressible in XPath
syntax, as considered in our previous work [128]. Based on this rule, Section 4.4 shows
how any LGQ formula can be rewritten into an equivalent LGQ forward formula, where
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each reverse atom in the initial formula induces a multi-sink variable in the rewritten LGQ
formula.
Lemma 4.3.1 (Equivalence-preserving rule adding single-join DAG-Structure).
Applying the rewrite rule
α(x, y)→ α−1(y, x) ∧ child+(z, y) ∧ root(z) (4.1)
to an LGQ formula e, which contains a reverse α-atom, yields an LGQ formula t equivalent
to s, where z is a fresh LGQ variable in t.
Proof. For an instance l → r of the above rule under a substitution σ = {x 7→ x, y 7→ y},
we show that (1) l ≡ r, and (2) s ≡ s[r/l].
The first part of the proof follows from the observation that all nodes in the tree are
descendants of the root. Then,
LFJα(x, y)K(β) = {t | t ∈ β, α(t(x), t(y))}
= {t | t ∈ β, α−1(t(y), t(x)), child+(root(t(x)), t(y))}
= {t | t ∈ β, α−1(t(y), t(x)), child+(z, t(y)), z = root(t(x))}
= LFJα−1(y, x) ∧ child+(z, y) ∧ root(z)K(β).
The second part of the proof follows from Proposition 3.3.1, with the condition that
the subformula of s obtained by removing l or r does not contain variables appearing only
in r, respectively l, and not in the other one. Indeed, the only new variable appearing in
r is the fresh variable z.
Remark 4.3.1. The lhs and rhs of Rule (4.1) can be also expressed using XPath extended
with the identity-based equality == . Let P be a rule variable standing for an XPath
relative formula, N and M nodetest holders (rule variables), an a forward axis, am a
reverse axis, and bm the symmetrical axis to am. Cf. [128],
/P/an::N/am::M → /descendant::M [bm::N == /P/an::N ]
P [am::M ]→ P [descendant::M/bm::node() == self::node()]
Arguably, the above two equivalences in XPath are harder to grasp than Rule (4.1) ex-
pressed in LGQ→: In XPath, a location step, made out of an axis and a nodetest, is an
atomic construct, and filters are enclosed by square brackets. Therefore, both cases of
reverse steps inside and outside filters have to be considered in XPath. In LGQ, however,
the formulas corresponding to XPath filters are not explicitly marked, and the nodetest
predicates are not necessary for the rule and therefore not carried over.
Example 4.3.1. Consider the journal archive example of Section 2.2 and the tree instance
of Figure 2.1. The LGQ tree query
Q(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child(v0, v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ par(v2, v3) ∧ journal(v1) ∧ editor(v2)
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selects the parent node of an editor node that is child of a journal node, which is in its turn
a child node of the root. For the given tree instance, Q1 selects the journal node.
According to Rule (4.1) and Proposition 3.3.1, Q is equivalent to
FQ(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child(v0, v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ child(v3, v2) ∧ child
+(v′3, v3) ∧ root(v
′
3)
∧ journal(v1) ∧ editor(v2).
For Q there is an equivalent XPath query
/child::journal/child::editor/parent::node().
For FQ there is only an equivalent XPath query with equality based on node-identity:
/descendant::node()[child::editor == /child::journal/child::editor]
There is an order >revtype between an LGQ formula s and the formula t obtained by
applying Rule (4.1) to s. Recall from Section 3.7 that the order >revtype is derived from the
multiset order >mul by s >
rev
type t⇔ type
rev(s) >mul type
rev(t).
Proposition 4.3.1 (>revtype-Decrease). An application of Rule (4.1) to an LGQ formula
s containing a redex of that rule yields an LGQ formula t that has a smaller type factor
than s: s >revtype t.
Proof. Let σ = {x 7→ x, y 7→ y}. We consider there are n reverse binary atoms in s. The
reverse type factor for s is
typerev(s) = {i1, . . . , in}.
Let ik be the encoding of the existence of that reverse α-atom in type
rev(s) (∃k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n).
Recall that for two multisets A, B ∈ M(N), the strict order >mul is defined by
A >mul B ⇔ ∃C, D ∈ M(N) : ∅ 6= X ⊆ A, B = (A− C) ∪D, ∀d ∈ D : ∃c ∈ C : c > d.
As ensured by Rule (4.1), the reverse α-atom is removed. Hence,
typerev(t) = (typerev(s)− C) ∪D, C = {ik}, D = ∅ ⇒ type
rev(s) >mul type
rev(t)
⇒ s >revtype t.
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4.3.2 Rules preserving Tree-Structure
This section gives equivalence-preserving rules for paths of a forward binary atom followed
by a reverse binary atom, by systematically exploiting each possible combination of forward
binary atoms with fstChild, child, child+, nextSibl, and nextSibl+ predicates, and reverse
binary atoms with par, par+, prevSibl, and prevSibl+ predicates. All in all, there are 20
such rules. Note that the combinations of the forward self-atom and the reverse atoms are
already covered in built-in identities of rewriting systems, cf. Section 4.2, and therefore are
not needed anymore in the rules. The rest of reverse and forward atoms can be safely left
out of discussion, as explained further in Lemma 4.3.2.
These rules can be formulated also in XPath syntax, as considered in our previous
work [128]. Based on these rules, Section 4.4 shows how any LGQ formula can be rewrit-
ten into an equivalent forward LGQ formula with no more multi-sink variables than in
the initial formula, thus the equivalent forward formula does not have additional graph
structure.
Lemma 4.3.2 (foll, prec, child∗, nextSibl∗, par∗, prevSibl∗ Elimination). Consider α ∈
{child, par, nextSibl, prevSibl}, and a, b fresh variables. Then, the application of the each of
following rewrite rules to an LGQ formula yields an equivalent LGQ formula.
foll(x, y)→ par∗(x, a) ∧ nextSibl+(a, b) ∧ child∗(b, y) (4.2)
prec(x, y)→ par∗(x, a) ∧ prevSibl+(a, b) ∧ child∗(b, y) (4.3)
α∗(x, y)→ (α+(x, y) ∨ self(x, y)). (4.4)
Proof. The first two rules follow directly from the definitions of the predicates foll and prec,
and the last rule from the definition of reflexive transitive closure of binary predicates.
Lemma 4.3.3 (Equivalence-preserving rules preserving tree-structure). Applying
each of the rewrite rules of Figure 4.4 to an LGQ formula s, which contains a path of the
form α1(x, y) ∧ α2(y, z) with α1 a forward predicate and α2 a reverse predicate, yields an
equivalent LGQ formula t.
Proof. The proofs for all rules are given in Appendix.
Remark 4.3.2. The lhs and rhs of Rules (4.5) through (4.24) involving predicates that have
corresponding XPath axes can be also expressed using XPath. Let N and M be nodetest
holders (rule variables). Cf. [128], the Rule (4.7) can then be expressed as
descendant::N/parent::M → descendant-or-self::N[child::M]
descendant::N[parent::M] → descendant-or-self::N/child::M.
Note there are two rules necessary in XPath to express Rule (4.7), for the case of reverse
steps inside and outside filters. Both rules are similar and the only difference consists in
the explicit syntactical marking with square brackets of XPath filters.
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fstChild(x, y) ∧ par(y, z)→ self(x, z) ∧ fstChild(z, y) (4.5)
child(x, y) ∧ par(y, z)→ self(x, z) ∧ child(z, y) (4.6)
child+(x, y) ∧ par(y, z)→ child∗(x, z) ∧ child(z, y) (4.7)
nextSibl(x, y) ∧ par(y, z)→ nextSibl(x, y) ∧ par(x, z) (4.8)
nextSibl+(x, y) ∧ par(y, z)→ nextSibl+(x, y) ∧ par(x, z) (4.9)
fstChild(x, y) ∧ par+(y, z)→ (fstChild(x, y) ∧ par+(x, z) (4.10)
∨ fstChild(x, y) ∧ self(x, z))
child(x, y) ∧ par+(y, z)→ (child(x, y) ∧ par+(x, z) (4.11)
∨ child(x, y) ∧ self(x, z))
child+(x, y) ∧ par+(y, z)→ (child+(x, y) ∧ par+(x, z) (4.12)
∨ child∗(x, z) ∧ child+(z, y))
nextSibl(x, y) ∧ par+(y, z)→ nextSibl(x, y) ∧ par+(x, z) (4.13)
nextSibl+(x, y) ∧ par+(y, z)→ nextSibl+(x, y) ∧ par+(x, z) (4.14)
fstChild(x, y) ∧ prevSibl(y, z)→ ⊥ (4.15)
child(x, y) ∧ prevSibl(y, z)→ child(x, z) ∧ nextSibl(z, y) (4.16)
child+(x, y) ∧ prevSibl(y, z)→ child+(x, z) ∧ nextSibl(z, y) (4.17)
nextSibl(x, y) ∧ prevSibl(y, z)→ self(x, z) ∧ nextSibl(z, y) (4.18)
nextSibl+(x, y) ∧ prevSibl(y, z)→ nextSibl∗(x, z) ∧ nextSibl(z, y) (4.19)
fstChild(x, y) ∧ prevSibl+(y, z)→ ⊥ (4.20)
child(x, y) ∧ prevSibl+(y, z)→ child(x, z) ∧ nextSibl+(z, y) (4.21)
child+(x, y) ∧ prevSibl+(y, z)→ child+(x, z) ∧ nextSibl+(z, y) (4.22)
nextSibl(x, y) ∧ prevSibl+(y, z)→ (nextSibl(x, y) ∧ prevSibl+(x, z) (4.23)
∨ nextSibl(x, y) ∧ self(x, z))
nextSibl+(x, y) ∧ prevSibl+(y, z)→ (nextSibl+(x, y) ∧ prevSibl+(x, z) (4.24)
∨ nextSibl∗(x, z) ∧ nextSibl+(z, y))
Figure 4.4: Equivalence-preserving rules for paths of forward and reverse atoms
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As depicted in Figure 4.4, the interactions of forward (α1) and reverse (α2) atoms of
some rules behave similarly. In order to characterize them more compactly, we define six
interaction classes. The classification of the rules depends on the predicate classes involved
in those rules, as shown in Figure 4.5. Characteristics of predicate classes common to both
atoms are factored out in the name of the interaction class, e.g., the interaction class
H/V(F,R)+ stands for (HF+,HR+)∪(VF+,VR+), which contains rules where both forward
and reverse atoms have transitive closure predicates that are either vertical or horizontal.
(f, r) f(x, y) ∧ r(y, z)→ Rules
({fstChild}, HR?) ⊥ (4.15),(4.20)
({child, child+},HR?) f(x, z) ∧ r−1(z, y) (4.16),(4.17),(4.21),(4.22)
(HF,VR)? f(x, y) ∧ r(x, z) (4.8),(4.9),(4.13),(4.14)
H/V(F,R+) (f(x, y) ∧ r(x, z)∨ (4.10),(4.11),(4.23)
f(x, y) ∧ self(x, z))
H/V(F?,R) f ′(x, z) ∧ r−1(z, y) (4.5),(4.6),(4.7),(4.18),(4.19)
H/V(F,R)+ (f(x, y) ∧ r(x, z)∨ (4.12),(4.24)
f ′(x, z) ∧ r−1(z, y))
(f, f ′) ∈ {(child, self), (fstChild, self), (child+, child∗), (nextSibl, self), (nextSibl+, nextSibl∗)}
Figure 4.5: Characterization of atom interactions of rules from Figure 4.4
Example 4.3.2 (par). Consider the journal archive example of Section 2.2 and the tree
instance of Figure 2.1. The LGQ tree formula
Q1(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child(v0, v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ par(v2, v3) ∧ journal(v1) ∧ editor(v2)
selects the parent node of an editor node that is child of a journal node, which is in its turn
a child node of the root. For the given tree, Q1 selects the journal node.
According to Rule (4.6) and Proposition 3.3.1, Q1 is equivalent to
FQ1(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child(v0, v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ self(v1, v3) ∧ journal(v1) ∧ editor(v2)
or more compact, by replacing all occurences of v1 by v3
FQ′1(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child(v0, v3) ∧ child(v3, v2) ∧ journal(v3) ∧ editor(v2).
Note there are equivalent XPath queries for the above LGQ trees.
Consider now the same tree instance and the LGQ DAG formula
Q2(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ child
+(v0, v3) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ par(v2, v3)
∧ name(v1) ∧ name(v2) ∧ authors(v3)
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that selects the authors nodes descendants of the root and parents of name nodes that
immediately follow a name sibling node descendant of the root. For the given tree, Q2
selects the authors node.
According to Rule (4.8) and Proposition 3.3.1, Q2 is equivalent to
FQ2(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ child
+(v0, v3) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ par(v1, v3)
∧ name(v1) ∧ name(v2) ∧ authors(v3)
because the parent of a sibling node (v2) of a node (v1) is also a parent of that node (v1).
Going further, Rule (4.7) can be applied now and we get
FQ′2(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child
∗(v0, v3) ∧ child
+(v0, v3) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ child(v3, v1)
∧ name(v1) ∧ name(v2) ∧ authors(v3)
because the parent of a node descendant of the root is either the root or a descendant of
the root, both having a child. Also, because between v0 and v3 hold at the same time the
relation child∗ and a subset of it child+, FQ′2 can be further compacted to
FQ′′2(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v3) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ child(v3, v1)
∧ name(v1) ∧ name(v2) ∧ authors(v3)
Note that FQ′′2 is an LGQ path and has a corresponding XPath query, whereas its
equivalent Q2 is an LGQ DAG and has no corresponding XPath query.
Such repeated redex detections and contractions constitute the basis of a rewriting
system for LGQ formulas, as proposed next in Section 4.4.
Example 4.3.3 (par+). Consider the journal archive example of Section 2.2 and the tree
instance of Figure 2.1. The LGQ path formula
Q3(v2) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ par
+(v2, v3) ∧ name(v2) ∧ name(v1)
selects the ancestors of name nodes that follow name sibling nodes descendants of the root.
For the given tree, Q3 selects the nodes authors, journal, and the root.
According to Rule (4.13) and Proposition 3.3.1, Q3 is equivalent to
FQ3(v2) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ par
+(v1, v3) ∧ name(v2) ∧ name(v1)
because an ancestor v3 of a sibling node v2 of a node v1 is also an ancestor of that node
v1. According to Rule (4.12) and Proposition 3.3.1, FQ3 is equivalent to
FQ′3(v2) ← root(v0) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ name(v2) ∧ name(v1)
∧ (child+(v0, v1) ∧ par
+(v0, v3) ∨ child
∗(v0, v3) ∧ child
+(v3, v1))
or more compact (considering that root(v0) ∧ par
+(v0, v3)→ ⊥)
FQ′′3(v2) ← root(v0) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ child
∗(v0, v3) ∧ child
+(v3, v1) ∧ name(v2) ∧ name(v1).
Note there are equivalent XPath queries for the LGQ paths Q3, FQ3, and FQ
′′
3, and also
for the LGQ tree FQ′3.
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Example 4.3.4 (prevSibl and prevSibl+). Consider the journal archive example of Section 2.2
and the tree instance of Figure 2.1 and the LGQ tree
Q4(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ prevSibl(v1, v2) ∧ prevSibl
+(v1, v3) ∧ price(v1) ∧ authors(v2)
that selects the nodes that precede price sibling nodes that are immediately preceded by
an authors sibling node. For the given tree, Q4 selects the nodes authors, editor and title.
According to Rule (4.17) and Proposition 3.3.1, Q4 is equivalent to
FQ4(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v2) ∧ nextSibl(v2, v1) ∧ prevSibl
+(v1, v3) ∧ price(v1) ∧ authors(v2)
because a preceding sibling node v2 of a descendant node v1 from another node v0 is
a descendant node of v0 that has a following sibling v1. According to Rule (4.23) and
Proposition 3.3.1, FQ4 is equivalent to
FQ′4(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v2) ∧ price(v1) ∧ authors(v2)
∧ (nextSibl(v2, v1) ∧ prevSibl
+(v2, v3) ∨ nextSibl(v2, v1) ∧ self(v2, v3))
because nodes v3, which precede siblings v2 that have immediate next siblings v1, are either
the siblings v1 or precede them.
Properties of Rules (4.5) through (4.24)
The applications of Rules (4.5) through (4.24) (1) preserve the variables from the initial
formula, (2) do not transform 1-sink variables into multi-sink variables, and (3) ensure an
order between LGQ formulas and their contractions. The second property is very useful,
because the applications of such rules can never transform a tree formula into a DAG
formula, or into a graph with cycles. The third property guarantees that LGQ formulas
can not be rewritten endlessly, thus the rewriting terminates.
Proposition 4.3.2 (Variable, variable type and connections preservation). The
application of each rule of Lemma 4.3.3 to an LGQ formula s does not introduce fresh
variables, it preserves the sink-arity of variables, and also the connections of non-sink
variables.
no fresh variables are introduced
Vars(s) ⊇Vars(t)
non-sink variables remain non-sink
∀x, y, z ∈ Vars(s) : x 6;s y ⇔ z 6;t y
connections of non-sink variables are preserved
∀x, y, z ∈ Vars(s) : z 6;s x ;s y ⇔ x ;t y
no multi-sink variables remain no multi-sink
∀y, x1, x2, x
′
1, x
′
2 ∈ Vars(s) : x1 6= x2, x
′
1 6= x
′
2, x1 6;s y, x2 6;s y ⇔ x
′
1 6;s y, x
′
2 6;s y.
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Proof. This can be easily seen by inspecting all interaction classes of Figure 4.5.
The application of each rule of Lemma 4.3.3 ensures an order between the LGQ formulas
containing redexes of that rule and their contractions. This order is built up from simpler
orders on LGQ formulas, as defined next.
Definition 4.3.1 (>revtype×pos). Given the strict order >mul on the multisets {type
rev(e) |
e ∈ LGQ} and on {posrev(e) | e ∈ LGQ}, the lexicographic product >revtype×pos of >mul with
itself on LGQ× LGQ is defined by
s >revtype×pos t⇔ type
rev(s) >mul type
rev(t) or typerev(s) = typerev(t), posrev(s) >mul pos
rev(t).
Because >mul is strict order, so is >
rev
type×pos, cf. Section 4.2.
Proposition 4.3.3 (>revtype×pos-Decrease). An application of any rule of Lemma 4.3.3 to
an LGQ formula s containing a redex of that rule yields an LGQ formula t that has a
smaller reverse factor than s: s >revtype×pos t.
Proof. Let σ = {x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z}, and l → r an instance of a rule of Lemma 4.3.3
under the substitution σ.
The ordering property can be shown by inspecting all six interaction classes of Fig-
ure 4.5. For all classes, the interaction is specified within disjuncts, so we can safely
consider only one disjunct in s that contains l, and the other disjuncts are not changed.
Let x be the non-sink variable in both l and r. We consider there are n reverse binary
atoms in s such that root ;s x
p
;s v where root is a non-sink variable, p is a connection
sequence that ends with a reverse predicate, and v is a variable. The multiset of these
lengths |p| is denoted by {p1, . . . , pn}, and a subset {p1, . . . , pm} (m ≤ n) of them are the
lengths of connections from non-sink variables via the variable z. The rest of position-
sets of other reverse binary atoms is denoted by Rest1. The types of reverse predicates
appearing in the sequences p are encoded in the multiset {i1, . . . , in}, and Rest2 is the
multiset of the types of the rest of reverse predicates existent in s. Then, the reverse
factors are
posrev(s) = {p1, . . . , pn} ∪ Rest1, type
rev(s) = {i1, . . . , in} ∪ Rest2.
Let ik be the encoding of the predicate r from l in type
rev(s) (∃k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n).
Recall that for two multisets A, B ∈ M(
 
), the strict order >mul is defined by
A >mul B ⇔ ∃C, D ∈ M(
 
) : ∅ 6= C ⊆ A, B = (A− C) ∪D, ∀d ∈ D : ∃c ∈ C : c > d.
Classes ({fstChild, child, child+},HR?), H/V(F?,R). The reverse predicate r is removed.
typerev(t) = (typerev(s)− C) ∪D, C = {ik}, D = ∅ ⇒ type
rev(s) >mul type
rev(t)
⇒ s >revtype×pos t.
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Class (HF,VR)?. The lengths of the m connections of non-sink variables to reverse predi-
cates via the variable z are decreased by one, the connections via y do not change (y has
the same connection to x), and x remains non-sink. Then,
typerev(t) = typerev(s), posrev(t) = (posrev(s)− C) ∪D,
C = {pj | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, D = {pj − 1 | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
⇒ typerev(s) = typerev(t), posrev(s) >mul pos
rev(t)⇒ s >revtype×pos t.
Classes H/V(F,R+), H/V(F,R)+. In this case, r = r1∨r2. The lengths of the m connections
of non-sink variables to reverse predicates via the variable z are decreased by one, the
connections via y did not change. Note that the number of connections via x is doubled.
However, in each created disjunct the position factor is decreased, as in the previous case.
Moreover, in the second disjunct, there is one reverse predicate less. Then, it can be
checked similarly to previous cases that
typerev(s) = typerev(e ∧ r1), pos
rev(s) >mul pos
rev(e ∧ r1)⇒ s >
rev
type×pos e ∧ r1
typerev(s) >mul type
rev(e ∧ r2)⇒ s >
rev
type×pos e ∧ r2.
The order >revtype×pos holds also between norm(s) and norm(t), because
typerev(s) >mul type
rev(s)⇒ typerev(norm(s)) >mul type
rev(norm(t))
posrev(s) >mul pos
rev(s)⇒ posrev(norm(s)) >mul pos
rev(norm(t)).
Both implications hold because the rule applications do not change the reverse factors
Rest1 and Rest2, which refer also to all reverse predicates that appear once in s and t
and are not reachable from x, y, or z, and appear also in several disjuncts of s and t after
normalization. The reverse factors of all other reverse atoms are already considered for
s >revtype×pos t.
Lemma 4.3.3 gives some rules (i.e., (4.10), (4.11), (4.12), (4.23), and (4.24)) where each
rhs has more atoms than its lhs: |lhs| > |rhs|. This growing is not ad-hoc, and in fact, for a
given lhs one can not give a rule with a size-smaller rhs that preserves the properties given
in Propositions 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. This means that each rule of Lemma 4.3.3 is size-minimal.
There exists, of course, other rules than those of Lemma 4.3.3, where rhs has the size of its
lhs or less, but these rules do not preserve all the aforementioned properties. For example,
an adaptation of Rule 4.1 so as to syntactically match the lhs of rules from Lemma 4.3.3 is:
f(x, y) ∧ r(y, z) → f(x, y) ∧ r−1(z, y). In this case, the reverse predicate r from the lhs is
replaced by its forward one r−1 in the rhs, but instances of y become multi-sink variables.
Theorem 4.3.1 (Size-minimality of rules under property set). Rules (4.5) through
(4.24) are size-minimal under the set of properties of Propositions 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. Further-
more, any other property-preserving rule is an extension of one Rule (4.5) through (4.24)
with redundant formulas.
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Proof. The redexes of Rules (4.10), (4.11), (4.12), (4.23), and (4.24) with interactions of
type H/V(F,R+) and H/V(F,R)+, are the only ones that have the rhs size-bigger than the
lhs. More specifically, the rhs has double the amount of binary atoms of the lhs. For the
other rules, the instances of the lhs and rhs have the same size or less, and this size is
minimal, because all three variables that appear in rhs can be interconnected with at least
two binary atoms.
We consider an instance of the Rule (4.12) under the substitution s = {x 7→ x, y 7→
y, z 7→ z} with the lhs l and the rhs r (the case of (4.24) is dual, and the others similar)
child+(x, y) ∧ par+(y, z) ≡ child+(x, y) ∧ par+(x, z) ∨ child∗(x, z) ∧ child+(z, y)
Note that the size of l = s(lhs) (r = s(rhs)) is the size of lhs (rhs), because the substitution
s instantiates here LGQ→ variables to LGQ variables.
We conduct a proof by contradiction, i.e., we assume there exists a right-hand side r’
with fewer binary atoms than r.
The left-hand side l of the rule instance is a disjunct of only vertical formulas, thus
the nodes matched by all three variables are along a path such that the node s(y) has as
ancestors nodes s(x) and s(z) in any order. Hence, there can be two possibilities to arrange
the matched nodes along the path (from root to leaf):
(s(x), s(z), s(y)) and (s(z), s(x), s(y))
r’ preserves all three variables, hence it has at least two binary atoms. The binary pred-
icates on the images of variables must be only vertical also in r’, i.e., fstChild, child, par,
their transitive and reflexive transitive closures.
We argue next that only closure formulas can be used in r’. Indeed, the difference of
tree levels of nodes matched by all three variables varies from one (in case of fstChild and
child) and the maximum depth of the tree instance. This depth is not known beforehand,
and therefore also the number of child (and also fstChild and par) predicates necessary to
relate the nodes s(x), s(z), and s(y).
Now, r’ could be child+(x, z)∧child+(z, y), which preserves the properties, but LFJr′K ⊆
LFJlK, thus it is not sufficient. r’ can not be child+(z, x)∧ child+(x, y) because it does not
preserve the non-sink type of x. It can be seen that any other combination of two atoms
with vertical closure predicates does not suffice, because r’ is not equivalent to l, and even
more because some properties are eventually invalidated.
Therefore, r’ has size bigger than l.
Adding a third vertical closure atom to r’ implies that either a DAG, a tree, or a path is
created. For the DAG case, either each variable appears as source and sink (and then x is
not anymore non-sink), or one variable becomes multi-sink (which invalidates a property).
For the tree case, the properties are satisfied, but all three variables must not necessarily
match along a path (contradicts the semantics). For the path case, the new (third) added
atom is a self-atom, which makes its addition useless. A disjunction of disjuncts can not
be created with three binary atoms, because each disjunct must contain all three variables,
hence minimum two binary atoms.
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Therefore, r’ has at least the size of r, which concludes the first part of the proof. We
show now that r’ must include rhs.
Adding a fourth binary atom with a vertical closure predicate to r’ derives all cases
of the previous step (which are all unsatisfactory) and the case of a disjunction of two
disjuncts, each with two binary atoms with vertical closure predicates: r’= r1 ∨ r2. Each
predicate encodes one of the two possible cases to have the nodes matched by the vari-
ables aligned along a path. For the first case (x, z, y), only α1(x, z) ∧ α2(z, y) (with
α1, α2 ∈ {child
+, child∗}) preserves the properties. For the second case (z, x, y), only
α3(x, z) ∧ α4(x, y) (with α3 ∈ {par
+, par∗} and α4 ∈ {child
+, child∗}) preserves the proper-
ties. However, the following predicates hold (see l): child+(x, y) and child+(z, y). The only
remained possibilities for r’ are:
Case 1 : child+(x, z) ∧ child+(z, y) ∨ par+(x, z) ∧ child+(x, y)
Case 2 : child∗(x, z) ∧ child+(z, y) ∨ par∗(x, z) ∧ child+(x, y)
Case 3 : child∗(x, z) ∧ child+(z, y) ∨ par+(x, z) ∧ child+(x, y)
Case 4 : child+(x, z) ∧ child+(z, y) ∨ par∗(x, z) ∧ child+(x, y)
The third case expresses exactly r. The first case does not cover the possibility of x = z and
is excluded. The second case covers the aforementioned possibility in both disjuncts, hence
redundantly, and therefore extends r. The fourth r’ is equivalent to r, but the possibility
x = z appears with the reverse atom par∗(x, z) (rather than with the forward atom). In
this case, the property >revtype×pos-decrease is violated:
typerev(r′) >mul type
rev(l)⇒ r′ >revtype×pos l.
r’ can consist of r and new atoms that keep it still equivalent to l, e.g., by adding an
already existing formula. Some of these extensions are subject to duplicate elimination
and navigation compaction, as formalized in Lemma 4.3.6.
4.3.3 Rules removing DAG-Structure
This section considers an equivalence-preserving rule of simple forward DAG formulas
made out of two binary atoms having the same sink variable, and path formulas created
by replacing one of the two binary atoms by its reverse. Based on this rule and other rules
of this section, Section 4.4 shows how any LGQ formula can be rewritten to an equivalent
forward LGQ forest formula.
Lemma 4.3.4 (Rule removing DAG-Structure). Applying the rewrite rule
fwd1(x, y) ∧ fwd2(z, y)→ fwd1(x, y) ∧ fwd
−1
2 (y, z). (4.25)
to an LGQ formula s yields an equivalent LGQ formula t.
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Proof. For an instance l → r of the above rule under a substitution σ = {x 7→ x, y 7→ y},
we show that (1) l ≡ r, and (2) s ≡ s[r/l].
The first part of the proof follows from the observation that α(x, y) ≡ α−1(y, x), for
any LGQ binary predicate α. Then,
LFJfwd1(x, y) ∧ fwd2(z, y)K(β) = LFJfwd1(x, y) ∧ fwd−12 (y, z)K(β).
The second part of the proof follows from Proposition 3.3.1, with the condition that the
subformulas of s and t obtained by removing l, respectively r, do not contain variables
appearing only in r, respectively l, and not in the other one. Indeed, both l and r have
the same variables.
Remark 4.3.3. The rhs of Rule (4.25) can not be expressed in XPath, even extended with
the identity-based equality == : turning the formula fwd2(z, y) into fwd
−1
2 (y, z) would
mean in XPath to loose the implicit context node corresponding to the LGQ variables that
are instances of z.
Example 4.3.5. Consider the journal archive example of Section 2.2 and the tree instance
of Figure 2.1. The LGQ DAG formula
Q5(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child(v0, v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ child(v3, v2) ∧ journal(v1) ∧ editor(v2)
that selects the parent node of an editor node that is child of a journal node, which is in its
turn a child node of the root. For the given tree, Q5 selects the journal node.
According to Rule (4.1) and Proposition 3.3.1, Q5 is equivalent to
FQ5(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child(v0, v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ par(v2, v3) ∧ journal(v1) ∧ editor(v2).
For FQ5 there is an equivalent XPath query, but for Q5 there is only an equivalent XPath
query with equality based on node-identity ( == ).
The application of Rule (4.25) ensures that the LGQ formulas containing instances of
the lhs of that rule have a greater DAG factor than the result of such a rule application.
Proposition 4.3.4 (>dagtype-Decrease). An application of Rule (4.25) to an LGQ formula
s containing a redex of that rule yields an LGQ formula t that has a smaller type factor
than s: s >dagtype t.
Proof. Let σ = {x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z}. We consider the DAG type factor for s
typedag(s) = {i1, . . . , in}, ∀1 ≤ j ≤ n : ij > 1.
Let ik (∃k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n ) be the forward sink-arity of y in s (i.e., the number of forward
binary atoms that have y as sink and that appear in a disjunct of s).
As ensured by Rule (4.25), the variables x and z have the same forward sink-arities in
t and s. Also, the forward sink-arity ik of y is decreased by one in t. Thus, if y is forward
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2-sink in s (i.e., ik = 2), then it is not anymore forward multi-sink in t, otherwise y remains
forward multi-sink, but with decreased forward sink-arity.
Recall that for two multisets A, B ∈ M(
 
), the strict order >mul is defined by
A >mul B ⇔ ∃C, D ∈ M(
 
) : ∅ 6= C ⊆ A ∧B = (A− C) ∪D ∧ ∀d ∈ D : ∃c ∈ C : c > d.
Then, we get
typedag(t) = (typedag(s)− C) ∪D∧C = {ik}, D =
{
∅ , ik = 2
ik − 1 , otherwise
⇒ typedag(s) >mul type
dag(t)⇒ s >dagtype t.
4.3.4 Rules for LGQ Normalization
This section describes basic rules for bringing LGQ formulas in disjunctive normal form,
where additionally all useless parentheses are dropped.
Lemma 4.3.5 (Rules for DNF Normalization). The application of any of the following
rules to an LGQ formula s yields an equivalent LGQ formula t.
X ∧ (Y ∨ Z)→ X ∧ Y ∨X ∧ Z (4.26)
X ∨ (Y ∨ Z)→ X ∨ Y ∨ Z (4.27)
(Y ∧ Z)→ Y ∧ Z. (4.28)
Proof. The first rule is due to the distributivity of ∧ over ∨, the second rule is due to the
associativity of ∨, and the third rule is due to the precedence of ∧ over ∨.
The following proposition states that the rules of Lemma 4.3.5 ensure an order, denoted
>dnf , between LGQ formulas s and t, where t is a contraction of s. The order >dnf is derived
from the order on multisets of natural numbers representing the amount of parentheses that
nest each atom in LGQ formulas.
Proposition 4.3.5 (>dnf -Decrease). The application of any rule of Lemma 4.3.5 to an
LGQ formula s containing a redex of that rule yields a LGQ formula t with the number of
parentheses that nest each atom less than for s: s >dnf t.
Proof. Consider φ() a function that computes the multiset of numbers representing the
amount of parentheses that nest each atom in a given LGQ formula. Consider φ()(s) =
{i1, · · · , im}, where {ij, · · · , ik} ⊆ φ()(s) is the multiset of the numbers of parentheses that
nest each atom in Y and Z. By inspecting the rules of Lemma 4.3.5, it follows
φ()(t) = (φ()(s)− {ij, · · · , ik}) ∪ {ij − 1, · · · , ik − 1} ⇔ φ()(t) <mul φ()(s)⇔ s >dnf t.
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4.3.5 Rules for LGQ Simplification
LGQ formulas can be unsatisfiable or can contain redundancies. An unsatisfiable formula
is, e.g., child(x, x), whereas a formula with redundancies is child(x, y) ∧ child+(x, y). The
former formula is unsatisfiable because no node is the child of itself. The latter formula
states that, for a substitution s consistent with that formula and a tree, both predicates
child and child+ hold on the nodes s(x) and s(y). Because the predicate child+ is the transi-
tive closure of child, it is clear that child+(s(x), s(y)) holds if child(s(x), s(y)) holds. In such
cases, it would be desirable to rewrite the formula to its simpler equivalent child(s(x), s(y)).
Such redundancies may not be so obvious. Rewriting formulas with redundancies using
the rules presented in this chapter can, however, discover and eliminate such redundancies,
by reducing complex cases to trivial ones, as given below in Lemma 4.3.6. Example 4.4.2
shows in the next section such cases. Towards the goal of rewriting arbitrary LGQ graphs
into forward LGQ forests, the elimination of some redundancies is a must, in order to ensure
there are no multi-sink variables. Note that in the above formula with redundancies, y is
a multi-sink variable, thus a forest LGQ formula can not have such variables.
This section introduces simplification rules that help in the process of rewriting by
removing redundancies and detect unsatisfiability.
Lemma 4.3.6 (General Rules). Consider two nodetests nodetest1, nodetest2, such that
for any node n test(n, nodetest1) 6= test(n, nodetest2), and the LGQ predicates r ∈ R ∪
R+, f ∈ F ∪ F+, vh ∈ V ∪ V+ ∪ H ∪ H+. Then, the application of any of the following rules
to an LGQ formula s containing a redex of that rule yields an equivalent LGQ formula t.
(Un)satisfiability Detection
vh(x, x)→ ⊥ (4.29)
nodetest1(x) ∧ nodetest2(x)→ ⊥ (4.30)
self(x, x)→ > (4.31)
root(x) ∧ r(x, y)→ ⊥ (4.32)
root(x) ∧ f(y, x)→ ⊥ (4.33)
(Un)satisfiability Propagation
X ∧ ⊥ → ⊥ (4.34)
X ∨ ⊥ → X (4.35)
X ∧ > → X (4.36)
X ∨ > → > (4.37)
Duplicate elimination
X ∧X → X (4.38)
X ∨X → X. (4.39)
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Remark 4.3.4. Several other rules for navigation compaction and (un)satisfiability detection
can be derived using the already existing rules:
α1(x, y) ∧ α2(x, y)→ α1(x, y) (4.40)
refl(x, x)→ > (4.41)
v(x, y) ∧ h(x, y)→ ⊥ (4.42)
v(x, y) ∧ h(y, x)→ ⊥ (4.43)
vh(x, y) ∧ vh(y, x)→ ⊥ (4.44)
where (α1, α2) ∈ {(self, child
∗), (self, nextSibl∗), (child, child+), (child, child∗), (child+, child∗),
(nextSibl, nextSibl+), (nextSibl, nextSibl∗), (nextSibl+, nextSibl∗)}, refl ∈ F∗ ∪ R∗, v ∈ V ∪
V+, h ∈ H ∪ H+, and vh ∈ V ∪ V+ ∪ H ∪ H+.
The first rule states that if the predicates α1 and α2 are applied to the same variables
and α1 is more specific than α2, then their conjunction can be simplified to the α1-atom.
The other rules are self-explanatory. We show next how the first three rules can be derived
from the existing ones.
child(x, y) ∧ child+(x, y)
(4.25)
→ child(x, y) ∧ par+(y, x)
(4.11)
→ child(x, y) ∧ par+(x, x) ∨ child(x, y) ∧ self(x, x)
(4.29)
→ child(x, y) ∧ ⊥ ∨ child(x, y) ∧ self(x, x)
(4.34)
→ ⊥∨ child(x, y) ∧ self(x, x)
(4.35)
→ child(x, y) ∧ self(x, x)
(4.31)
→ child(x, y) ∧ >
(4.36)
→ child(x, y).
The second rule can be derived as (consider refl = α∗, α ∈ R ∪ F)
refl(x, x)
(4.4)
→ self(x, x) ∨ α+(x, x)
(4.31)
→ >∨ α+(x, x)
(4.37)
→ >.
The third rule can be derived as
v(x, y) ∧ h(x, y)
(4.25)
→ v(x, y) ∧ h−1(y, x)→
{
⊥ , v = fstChild
v(x, x) ∧ h(x, y)
(4.29)
→ ⊥∧ h(x, y)
(4.36)
→ ⊥ , v 6= fstChild.
Additionally, the following rule for navigation compaction can not be derived from the
existing ones and proves useful in practical cases
α1(x, y) ∨ α2(x, y)→ α2(x, y) (4.45)
The applications of the rules of Lemma 4.3.6 ensures that the LGQ formulas containing
redexes of that rule have a greater size than their contractions. This ordering property can
be specified using the strict order >size on formulas derived from the order > on natural
numbers representing the size of formulas: s >size t⇔ |s| > |t|.
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Proposition 4.3.6 (>size-Decrease). The application of any rule of Lemma 4.3.5 to an
LGQ formula s containing a redex of that rule yields a LGQ formula t that has a smaller
size than the size of s, i.e., s >size t.
Proof. It can be easily seen by inspecting all rules of Lemma 4.3.6. Recall from Section 3.7
that the size of each atom is given by its arity, the size of each boolean connective is one,
and the size of a formula is the sum of the sizes of its constituent atoms and connectives.
4.4 Three Approaches to Rewrite LGQ to Forward
LGQ Forests
Using the rewrite rules defined in Section 4.3, we can rewrite LGQ formulas representing
the bodies of LGQ rules into forward LGQ formulas. These rewrite rules are distributed
non-disjunctively in three sets that define three (term) rewriting systems:
• TRS1 is the set containing Rule (4.1),
• TRS2 is the set of Rules (4.4) through (4.24) and (4.26) through (4.39),
• TRS3 includes TRS2 and Rule (4.25).
Recall from Section 4.2 that all three rewriting systems contain also the AC-identities
expressing the associativity and commutativity properties of ∧, ∨, and self, and therefore
they use AC-rewriting.
The rewrite relation → can be accompanied by an index specifying its corresponding
rewriting system: e.g., →1 for TRS1. However, if it is understood from the context, we
spare the explicit writing of this index and avoid cluttering. For the same reason, s ↓E t
is simply written as s ↓ t without explicitly mentioning the set of AC identities, which are
always the same.
The properties of all three rewriting systems can be summarized as follows:
• What can the systems rewrite?
TRS1, TRS2, and TRS3 are sound and complete for LGQ formulas, i.e., each of them
rewrites any LGQ formula into an equivalent forward LGQ formula.
• What is the relation between the type of input and of rewritten LGQ formulas?
– TRS1 rewrites LGQ single-join DAGs into forward LGQ single-join DAGs, and
LGQ graphs into forward LGQ graphs;
– TRS2 rewrites LGQ forests into forward LGQ forests, LGQ single-join DAGs
into LGQ single-join DAGs, and LGQ graphs into forward LGQ graphs;
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– TRS3 rewrites LGQ graphs into forward LGQ forests; moreover, if the input
formula contains only closure predicates, respectively non-closure predicates,
then its equivalent rewriting contains also only closure predicates, respectively
non-closure predicates.
• Do the systems terminate?
TRS1, TRS2, and TRS3 terminate and all of them employ terminating orders derived
from multiset orders.
• Are the systems confluent, i.e., yield they the same rewritten forward LGQ formula
regardless of the order of rules applications?
– TRS1 and TRS3 are confluent for any input LGQ formula,
– TRS2 is confluent only for LGQ forests.
Among the enumerated properties, perhaps the most interesting one is that TRS3 yields
forward LGQ forests for input LGQ paths, forests, single-join DAGs, and (even cyclic)
graphs. The intuition behind this result is that an LGQ formula satisfiable on tree data
reflects the tree structure of the data, fact that renders forward LGQ forest formulas as
sufficient to express structural constraints among nodes in a tree as general LGQ formulas
do. As a corollary, it follows that forward XPath forest queries (or queries with filters
and unions), which are another syntax for forward LGQ forests, are sufficient to express
general LGQ queries. However, this nice property comes at the expense of using forward
LGQ forests of size (possibly) exponential in the size of the equivalent general LGQ query.
This observation on the LGQ and XPath expressiveness is used later in Chapter 5, where
an efficient evaluation of LGQ forests is sufficient to cover the evaluation of arbitrary LGQ
formulas. Also, a direct evaluation of arbitrary LGQ queries does not get around the
exponential complexity, as shown independently by [74].
Another salient result is that LGQ forests (thus XPath queries) can be rewritten into
forward LGQ single-join DAGs of size linear in the input forests. Because the evaluation of
forward LGQ single-join DAGs has polynomial complexities (see later Chapter 5), it follows
that one effective and efficient solution for the evaluation of XPath queries, particularly
in a context where the XPath reverse axes are not desirable, is to first rewrite them into
forward XPath queries, and then to evaluate the latter.
4.4.1 Rewriting Examples
This section considers two rewriting examples of one LGQ tree and one LGQ graph formulas
into forward LGQ forest formulas, as illustrated in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The thick edges in
the digraph representations of formulas represent the predicates that are considered next
in the rewriting process. Each thick (rewrite) arrow between the digraph representations
of formulas is accompanied by the reference to the rewrite rule to apply next.
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Figure 4.6: Rewriting of the LGQ tree formula of Example 4.4.1
Example 4.4.1. Consider the LGQ tree formula
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ (prevSibl
+(v1, v2) ∨ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ prevSibl
+(v2, v3)) ∧ par
+(v2, v4)
Figure 4.6 shows how this LGQ tree can be rewritten into an equivalent forward formula,
which is a forest of paths, by using the rewrite rules of TRS2 (which are also of TRS3).
The forward LGQ formula equivalent to e, represented graphically in the lower box, is
root(v0) ∧ child
∗(v0, v4) ∧ child
+(v4, v2) ∧ nextSibl
+(v2, v1)
∨ root(v0) ∧ child
∗(v0, v4) ∧ child
+(v4, v1) ∧ self(v1, v3) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2)
∨ root(v0) ∧ child
∗(v0, v4) ∧ child
+(v4, v3) ∧ nextSibl
+(v3, v1) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v2).
Note that it can be simplified by factoring out the first two atoms of each conjunct.
The initial LGQ tree formula can be rewritten using the rewrite rules of TRS1 into the
following single-join DAG formula (the reverse binary atoms are simply turned into their
corresponding forward binary atoms with their sources reachable from a fresh non-sink
variable):
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ (nextSibl
+(v2, v1) ∧ child
+(v′2, v2) ∧ root(v
′
2)
∨ nextSibl(v1, v2) ∧ nextSibl
+(v3, v2) ∧ child
+(v′3, v3) ∧ root(v
′
3))
∧ child+(v4, v2) ∧ child
+(v′4, v4) ∧ root(v
′
4).
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Figure 4.7: Rewriting of the LGQ graph formula of Example 4.4.2
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Example 4.4.2. Consider the LGQ graph formula e
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ nextSibl
∗(v1, v2) ∧ par
+(v2, v0) ∧ prevSibl(v2, v3)
∧ prevSibl(v3, v1) ∧ child(v3, v4) ∧ prevSibl(v5, v4) ∧ child
+(v0, v5).
Figure 4.7 shows how e can be rewritten successively into equivalent forward formulas
fe and fe ′. Using the rewrite rules of TRS2, we obtain fe (see box with label TRS2 in
Figure 4.7)
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v3) ∧ nextSibl(v3, v2) ∧ child(v3, v4)
∧ nextSibl(v4, v5) ∧ child
+(v0, v5).
The formula fe is forward, but still a DAG. Using the additional rewrite rule of TRS2, we
obtain the formula fe ′ (see box with label TRS3 in Figure 4.7)
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ nextSibl(v1, v3) ∧ nextSibl(v3, v2) ∧ child(v3, v4) ∧ nextSibl(v4, v5)
that is forward and a forest (in this case even a tree). It is worth noting also that the formula
fe ′ is variable-preserving minimal, i.e., the amount of binary atoms in fe ′ is exactly the
number of its variables minus one. Also, the (non-trivial) redundancies of e, mainly derived
from the repeated up-down and left-right navigations in the tree instance, are detected and
eliminated partly by TRS2 and completely by TRS3.
The Seq references on the rewrite arrows stand for sequences of rule applications, and
they represent the following compacted rules:
Seq 1 child+(x, y) ∧ par+(y, x)→ child+(x, y)
Seq 2 nextSibl(x, y) ∧ prevSibl(y, x)→ nextSibl(x, y)
Seq 3 nextSibl∗(x, y) ∧ prevSibl(y, x)→ nextSibl(x, y).
Such compacted rules were not added to the set of simplification identities of Lemma 4.3.6,
because they can be derived from already existing rules, as discussed also in Remark 4.3.4.
We show next how Seq 1 is obtained.
child+(x, y) ∧ par+(y, x)
(4.12)
→ child+(x, y) ∧ par+(x, x) ∨ child∗(x, x) ∧ child+(x, y)
(4.29)
→ child+(x, y) ∧ ⊥ ∨ child∗(x, x) ∧ child+(x, y)
(4.34)
→ ⊥∨ child∗(x, x) ∧ child+(x, y)
(4.35)
→ child∗(x, x) ∧ child+(x, y)
(4.41)
→ >∧ child+(x, y)
(4.36)
→ child+(x, y).
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The initial LGQ tree formula can be rewritten using the rewrite rules of TRS1 into the
following LGQ graph formula (the reverse binary atoms are simply turned into their corre-
sponding forward binary atoms with their source reachable from a new non-sink variable,
see lines 2,3, 4, and 6 below):
root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ nextSibl
∗(v1, v2)
∧ child+(v2, v0) ∧ child
+(v′2, v2) ∧ root(v
′
2)
∧ nextSibl(v3, v2) ∧ child
+(v′3, v3) ∧ root(v
′
3)
∧ nextSibl(v1, v3) ∧ child
+(v′1, v1) ∧ root(v
′
1)
∧ child(v3, v4)
∧ nextSibl(v4, v5) ∧ child
+(v′4, v4) ∧ root(v
′
4)
∧ child+(v0, v5).
4.4.2 Soundness and Completeness
This section shows that all three rewriting systems TRSi (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) are sound and
complete for LGQ formulas, i.e., each of them rewrites any LGQ formula to an equivalent
forward LGQ formula. Furthermore, it is shown how the structure of the rewritten LGQ
formula relates to the structure of the input LGQ formula.
Theorem 4.4.1 (Soundness and Completeness of TRSi). All TRSi are sound and
complete for LGQ formulas:
• (Soundness) for any LGQ formula s, any derivable LGQ formula t from s is equivalent
to s, and if t is a normal form, then t is a forward LGQ formula
∀s, t ∈ LGQ :s
∗
→ t⇒ s ≡ t
∀s, t ∈ LGQ :s→! t⇒ t ∈ LGQ[F?].
• (Completeness) for any equivalent LGQ formulas s and forward t, TRSi rewrites s to
a normal form forward LGQ formula t′ that is equivalent to t
∀s ∈ LGQ : ∀t ∈ LGQ[F?] : s ≡ t⇒ ∃t′ ∈ LGQ[F?] : s→! t′, t ≡ t′.
Proof. For each instance l → r of the rules of Lemmas 4.3.1 through 4.3.6 that define all
three rewriting systems TRSi, it holds that l ≡ r, and s ≡ t = s[r/l], i.e., any formula s
and its contraction t are equivalent. Thus, s derives in one step equivalent LGQ formulas
t: s→ t⇒ r ≡ t. It follows directly by complete induction that s
∗
→ t⇒ s ≡ t.
We show next for each TRSi that if t is irreducible (i.e., normal form), then t is a
forward LGQ formula. Recall that a derived formula t is irreducible if no subformula of it
is an instance of the lhs of a rule.
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TRS1 consists in Rule (4.1) that rewrites any LGQ reverse binary atom to a forward LGQ
equivalent formula. Hence, only a formula t without reverse binary atoms, i.e., forward, is
irreducible.
TRS2 consists in Rules (4.4) through (4.24) and (4.26) through (4.39). There are three
cases concerning the type of binary atoms in s.
(A) If s is already a forward LGQ formula, then some simplification rules of Lemma 4.3.3
may apply, that yield an irreducible equivalent forward formula t, which is either ⊥ or >
formulas, or a forward formula, because no reverse binary atom appears on rhs but not on
lhs of a rule.
(B) If s has only reverse binary atoms, then there must be connections from non-sink
variables to each reverse binary atom, and for each non-sink variable v there is a root(v)
unary predicate (recall that we consider only connected and absolute LGQ formulas).
Applying repeatedly Rule (4.32) for unsatisfiability detection and Rules (4.34) and (4.35)
for unsatisfiability propagation, the normal form is obtained as t = ⊥.
(C) If s has reverse and forward binary atoms, then, along a connection sequence in s,
there are either (i) forward predicates appearing before reverse predicates, (ii) or no forward
predicate appears before reverse predicates. The latter case is treated as no forward binary
atoms appear in s (see case B). In the former case, there are in s disjuncts of one forward
and one reverse binary atom such that the sink of the former is the source of the later.
Such disjuncts are rewritten, according to Lemma 4.3.3, either to (1) paths of two forward
binary atoms, or to (2) trees where one branch is a forward, the other a reverse binary
atom, or to (3) forests of trees as in (2) and paths as in (1).
As ensured by Theorem 4.4.2, all rewriting systems terminate, in particular also TRS2.
In cases (2) and (3), the connections to some reverse binary atoms have shorter sequences,
but there can be more such connections. Also, some rules of Lemma 4.3.5 for bringing
derivable terms into DNF may apply. Next, either case (A), or (B), or (C) applies.
Note that the rules of Lemma 4.3.6, without (4.32) and (4.33), are just simplification
rules based on navigation compaction and unsatisfiability detection and propagation. Thus,
such rules can be left out without jeopardizing the reachability of an equivalent forward
normal form t.
TRS3 extends TRS2 with Rule (4.25) that rewrites conjunctions of two forward binary
atoms with the same sink to a path of one forward and one reverse binary atom. Therefore,
a forward formula that is normal form for TRS2 is not a normal form for TRS3, if it contains
multi-sink variables. We consider the following cases where s contains a disjunct of two
forward formulas, both having a variable y as sink:
(A) One formula is root(y) and the other is fwd(x, y), or one formula is vertical and
the other is horizontal, both having also the same source. Then, the whole disjunct is
rewritten to ⊥ and the multi-sink variable is eliminated, cf. Rules (4.29) through (4.33),
and (4.34) through (4.37).
(B) Both formulas do not correspond to the above case. Then, one formula, say
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fwd(x, y), is rewritten to its reverse fwd−1(y, x). The obtained formula s′ containing the
reverse binary atom is then subject to rewriting using TRS2, which is embedded in TRS3.
Most notably, the obtained normal form t′ of TRS2 does not contain additional multi-sink
variables, as ensured by Proposition 4.3.2. The procedure can continue until all variables
have sink-arity at most one. The normal form t for TRS3 is then a forward formula, but
also without multi-sink variables.
We state next the relations between the structure of a LGQ formula and of its equivalent
forward LGQ formula, as obtained by rewriting the former using TRSi.
Proposition 4.4.1 (Yield of TRS1). TRS1 rewrites any LGQ single-join DAG formula
into a forward LGQ single-join DAG formula, and any LGQ graph formula into a forward
LGQ graph formula.
Proof. TRS1 consists in Rule (4.1) with instances rev(x, y) ≡ rev
−1(y, x) ∧ child+(y′, y) ∧
root(y′). This rule ensures that the (multi-)sink y of the reverse atom in lhs remains (multi-
)sink also in t, with one connection directly from the fresh non-sink variable y ′. Also, if x
is a 1-sink in s, then it becomes 2-sink in t.
Let s and t be the input, respectively the output, formulas. It follows that
(A) if s is a forest formula (or one of its subcases tree and path), i.e., it has no multi-
sink variables, then t is a single-join DAG formula with as many 2-sink variables (like x)
as reverse binary atoms in s.
(B) if s is a single-join DAG formula, then t is a single-join DAG formula with at least
as many multi-sink variables as there are in s, because y keeps its sink-arity, and further
x can become 2-sink (if it is not multi-sink in s).
(C) if s is a graph formula, then t is a graph formula, because Rule (4.1) does not
remove cycles.
Proposition 4.4.2 (Yield of TRS2). TRS2 rewrites any LGQ forest formula into a
forward LGQ forest formula, any LGQ single-join DAG formula into a LGQ single-join
DAG formula, and any LGQ graph formula into a forward LGQ graph formula.
Proof. TRS2 consists in Rules (4.4) through (4.24) and (4.26) through (4.39). An important
property of these rules is that for a formula s containing a redex of any rule, its equivalent
contraction t is a forest formula, cf. Proposition 4.3.2, i.e., the sink/non-sink variables from
s remain sink/non-sink in t. It follows that
(A) if s is a forest formula (or one of its subcases tree and path), i.e., it has no multi-sink
variables, then t does not have multi-sink variables, hence t is a forest.
(B) if s is a single-join DAG formula, then t is a single-join DAG formula with the
same multi-sink variables as there are in s.
(C) if s is a graph formula, then t is in general a graph formula, because multi-sinks
and cycles are not necessarily removed via rewriting with TRS2.
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Proposition 4.4.3 (Yield of TRS3). TRS3 rewrites any LGQ graph formula into a for-
ward LGQ forest formula. Moreover, if the input formula contains only closure predicates,
respectively non-closure predicates, then its equivalent rewriting contains also only closure
predicates, respectively non-closure predicates.
Proof. TRS3 extends TRS2 with Rule (4.25). As shown in proof of Theorem 4.4.1, the
normal form obtained using TRS3 does not contain multi-sink variables, hence it is a
forest (or one of its simpler cases of trees, paths, ⊥, or >).
The application of any rule of TRS3 yields for redexes without closure predicates always
contractions without closure predicates. Using complete induction over the (finite) number
of rule applications, it follows that also the (forward) normal forms do not have closure
predicates. The case of redexes containing only closure predicates is similar.
The same rewriting property of fragment closedness is not ensured by TRS1 for input
formulas without closure predicates, because TRS1 yields rewritings containing as many
child∗ predicates as reverse predicates in the input formulas. Also, TRS2 has this property
up to the forest restriction or rewritings equivalent to graph formulas.
From Proposition 4.4.3 it follows also that the LGQ fragments containing formulas only
with closure predicates, respectively without closure predicates, are as expressive as their
forward forest subfragments.
Proposition 4.4.4. LGQ[F∪R] = LGQ[F] Forests and LGQ[F+∪R+] = LGQ[F+] Forests.
Proof. The right-hand sides of both equations are included in their left-hand sides
LGQ[F ∪ R] = LGQ[F] ∪ LGQ[R] ⊇ LGQ[F] ⊇ LGQ[F] Forests
LGQ[F+ ∪ R+] = LGQ[F+] ∪ LGQ[R+] ⊇ LGQ[F+] ⊇ LGQ[F+] Forests.
Proposition 4.4.3 ensures that any LGQ formula can be rewritten using TRS3 into a forward
forest LGQ formula, both formulas either containing closure predicates or not:
LGQ[F ∪ R] ⊆ LGQ[F] Forests LGQ[F+ ∪ R+] ⊆ LGQ[F+] ⊇ LGQ[F+] Forests.
We conclude this inspection on the expressivity of LGQ with a remark on the ability
of TRS3 to detect and remove redundancies of input formulas. For any graph formula, its
equivalent rewriting contains tree formulas as disjuncts, which are known to be variable-
preserving minimal, cf. Proposition 3.5.1. This minimization property of TRS3 reaches
its apogee when rewriting graph formulas without closure predicates. In such a case, the
forward normal form obtained for each input disjunct is a tree formula, thus rewriting
graph formulas to variable-preserving minimal forest formulas, thus with size independent
of the size of the input graph formulas and only dependent on the maximum number of
the variables appearing in their disjuncts.
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4.4.3 Termination
This section shows that all three rewriting systems TRSi (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) terminate. For this,
we employ the strict, well-founded, orders >revtype, >
rev
pos, >
dag
type, >dnf , >size, and lexicographic
products of them, all defined on LGQ formulas.
Theorem 4.4.2 (Termination property of TRS1,2,3). All three rewrite systems, i.e.,
TRS1, TRS2, and TRS3 terminate.
Proof. The rewriting systems TRSi are terminating if, for all LGQ formulas s and t, s→ t
implies s >i t, with >i terminating (well-founded) orders. The formula t is one-step
derivable from s.
As shown below, these orders >i are defined using the strict and terminating orders
>revtype, >
rev
pos, >
dag
type, >dnf , >size, and their lexicographic products. The latter are terminating
because they are embeddings into the strict and terminating order >mul on multisets over
natural numbers, and > on natural numbers. More precisely, the orders >i are:
TRS1. >1 is >
rev
type.
Proposition 4.3.1 ensures that the terminating order >revtype holds between s and t.
TRS2. >2 is >
rev
type × >
rev
pos × >dnf × >size.
For applications of rules of Lemmas 4.3.3, the terminating order >revtype × >
rev
pos is
ensured by Proposition 4.3.3 between norm(s) and norm(t).
For applications of rules of Lemma 4.3.5, the terminating order >dnf between s and
t is ensured by Proposition 4.3.5, and also such rule applications preserve the order
>revtype × >
rev
pos between formulas norm(s) and norm(t), i.e., such rule applications do
not change the reverse factors of norm(s) and norm(t).
For applications of rules of Lemma 4.3.6 the terminating order >size is ensured by
Proposition 4.3.6, and at the same time such rule applications preserve the orders
>revtype × >
rev
pos between norm(s) and norm(t), and >dnf between s and t.
Then, the lexicographic product of the later and the former (in this product order)
is also terminating: >revtype × >
rev
pos × >dnf × >size.
TRS3. >3 is >
dag
type × >
rev
type × >
rev
pos × >dnf × >size.
TRS3 has a single more rule in addition to TRS2, namely Rule (4.25) and for its appli-
cations the terminating order >dagtype between s and t is ensured by Proposition 4.3.4.
At the same time, all rules of TRS2 preserve the terminating order >
dag
type between s
and t. Then, the lexicographic product of the former and the later (in this product
order) is terminating.
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4.4.4 Confluence
Because all three rewriting systems terminate, cf. Theorem 4.4.2, showing confluence can be
boiled down to showing local confluence [122], a much easier task. The following theorem
states the local confluence properties of each of our three rewriting systems.
Theorem 4.4.3 (Local confluence of TRS1). The term rewriting systems TRS1 and
TRS3 are locally confluent for any input LGQ formulas, whereas TRS2 is locally confluent
for input LGQ forests, and not confluent for input LGQ DAGs and graphs.
Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix.
4.5 Complexity Analysis
Discussion on the complexity of AC-matching for LGQ→ rules
AC-matching (and AC-unification) is NP-complete in general: the number of substitutions
(unifiers) for any two terms is finitary, but it can be exponential in the size of the terms, see,
e.g., [103]. In the particular case of TRS1,2,3, we show next that AC-matching is polynomial.
The intuition for this result is that the rewrite rules restrict severly the matchings of their
contained variables.
The lhs of LGQ→ rewrite rules of TRS1,2,3 are of three kinds:
1. a single binary LGQ→ atom, where its variables range over LGQ variables,
2. an LGQ→ path made out of two atoms with different function symbols, where addi-
tionally all variables range over LGQ variables,
3. an LGQ→ formula containing only two or three variables ranging over LGQ formulas.
In the first case, the AC-matching problem is reducible to syntactic matching, which is
linear in the size of both participating terms. In the second case, the AC-matching problem
is reducible to syntactic matching of the variables from each of the two atoms, followed
by checking whether the variable appearing in both atoms matched the same constant.
This procedure takes at most quadratic time in the term to match. In the third case, the
LGQ→ variables can match any subterms of the LGQ formula. The number of all possible
combinations of matchings of these variables is exponential in their number, where the
basis is the size of the term to match. Because the number of the LGQ→ variables is
bound by a constant (less than or equal three), the time for AC-matching is at most cubic
in the size of the term to match.
The aforementioned polynomial cases for AC-matching can be further reduced to linear,
if the powerful and elegant LGQ representation of formulas and rules could have been
traded for more compact representations. For example, the rewritings could be done on the
digraph representations of LGQ formulas, and applications of our rules can be performed
in linear time as, e.g., matchings of paths of length two in graphs. The quadratic time
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of the second case would be needed then only once for the construction of the digraph
representation of the LGQ formula to rewrite.
The complexity factor of the AC-matching algorithm used by our rewriting systems do
not appear in the following complexity results.
Complexity of LGQ formula rewriting using TRS1,2,3
We conduct the complexity study of rewriting LGQ formulas using TRS1,2,3 with the
following declared objectives:
• the time and space complexity for rewriting LGQ formulas using each TRSi,
• the size of the rewritten LGQ forward formula,
• LGQ fragments for which some TRSi have the above complexities better.
For an input LGQ formula s, the following parameters can influence the above com-
plexities of its rewriting:
• its size |s|, and the size of its DNF normalization |norm(s)| where additionally with
reflexive transitive closure formulas rewritten into disjunctions of self and transitive
closure atoms (see Rule (4.4)),
• the reverse factors typerev(s), typerev(norm(s)) and posrev(s), and the DAG factor
typedag(norm(s)),
• the variable connection relation
p
;s with connection sequence p.
The results regarding the above complexities can be summarized as follows:
• TRS1 rewrites an LGQ formula s into an equivalent forward LGQ formula in linear
time and logarithmic space, and the size of t is linear in the size of s, more precisely
|t| = |s|+ 2× |typerev(s)|.
• In general, TRS2 needs time and space, and generates equivalent forward LGQ for-
mula t with a number of disjuncts exponential in the number of reverse binary atoms
in the normalized formula norm(s), i.e., in |typerev(norm(s))|; also, the size of each
disjunct of t is linear in |s|. As ensured by Theorem 4.3.1, the exponentiality be-
haviour of rewriting using TRS2 can not be avoided, and the output of TRS2 is
optimal.
• TRS3 adds to the exponential factor from the complexity results of TRS2 the sum
of forward sink-arities of variables in the normalized formula norm(s). However,
in contrast to TRS2, each disjunct in t is a tree (and hence is variable-preserving
minimal) and its size is then linear in the maximum number of variables in a disjunct
of s, which is notably independent on the size of s, and can be much smaller than
the number of binary atoms of that disjunct.
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• For LGQ formulas, where each connection sequence has neither vertical closure re-
verse predicates after vertical forward predicates, nor horizontal closure predicates
immediately after horizontal reverse predicates, TRS2 needs time linear and space
logarithmic in the normalized size |norm(s)| of s, and TRS2 generates rewritten for-
mula t of size at most the normalized size |norm(s)|. The same complexities are
achieved also by TRS3 if additionally there is no connection sequence with vertical
closure forward predicates, having as sink a variable with a forward sink-arity greater
than one, after vertical forward predicates.
• Finally, an alternative technique is described for finding the upper bound on the
number of tree formulas in t by means of orders on the variables of s.
In the rest of this section, the aforementioned claims are proven.
Theorem 4.5.1 (Complexities for TRS1). TRS1 rewrites any LGQ formula s into
an equivalent forward LGQ formula t in linear time and logarithmic space, and |t| =
|s|+ 2× |typerev(s)|.
Proof. TRS1 consists of Rule (4.1) that rewrites each reverse binary atom into two forward
binary atoms and a unary formula (root). The size |typerev(s)| of the reverse type factor
gives the number of reverse binary atoms in s. The size of t can be then obtained trivially
as |t| = |s|+2×|typerev(s)|. Note that it is not necessary to normalize s, for a rewrite works
locally on a reverse binary atom. TRS1 traverses the entire formula s and needs to store
just a pointer to the current binary atom. Therefore, TRS1 needs only extra logarithmic
space.
The complexities for TRS2 depend highly on the kind of binary atoms existent in the
formula s to rewrite, and on their connections. In order to analyze such complexities, we
conduct a study on the form of a connection sequence p from a non-sink variable. Recall
from Definition 3.7.1 that a connection from a variable a to a variable b with connection
sequence p in an formula s exists, written a
p
;s b, if the binary atom p(a, b) exists in
e, or if there are variable connections a
p1
;s v
p2
;s b with p = p1.p2. In the following,
we consider p having m reverse predicates (bounded by typerev(s)), each of them having
ni forward predicates appearing before them in p (1 ≤ i ≤ m). We consider also these
reverse predicates ascendingly ordered by their position in the connection sequence p, thus
the reverse predicate with a greater index appears in p before a reverse predicate with a
smaller index. Then, the number of forward predicates ni appearing before the reverse
predicate i is greater than or equal to the number of forward predicates ni+1 appearing
before the reverse predicate i+1. This means also that the number of (forward and reverse)
predicates appearing before the reverse binary atom i is ni+m−i, and this number belongs
to the reverse position-set of i, hence to the reverse position factor posrev(s) of s.
The number of disjuncts in t obtained by rewriting one disjunct in s using TRS2 depends
on the type of interactions between reverse and forward binary atoms in s, as given in
Figure 4.5, and it is computed by a family of functions {φi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} for each class
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of interactions between forward and reverse binary atoms. A function φi(ni, ni−1, . . . , n1)
(1 ≤ i ≤ m) has i parameters, i to 1, where parameter j represents the number of forward
predicates nj appearing before the reverse predicate j in p, and simulates the rewrite rule
applications for different interaction classes: the time complexity of rewriting s using TRS2
is then the number of computation steps required to compute φm, and the value computed
by φm is the number of disjuncts in t obtained by rewriting one disjunct in s. Note that
the average size of each such disjunct in t is bounded by |s|.
A family of functions {φi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} is defined next for each class of interactions
between forward and reverse binary atoms. Note that these functions simulate a rewriting
sequence where rules are applied in such an order so that the first reverse binary atom
is always considered first. That is, we consider always the first interaction to be found
in the connection sequence. There are, of course, other possible simulations. In fact, for
every possible rewriting sequence one can define another family of functions simulating the
rewriting of a given formula. All such families have to compute the same value, if the term
rewriting system is confluent. However, the number of their computation steps may differ.
Definition 4.5.1. For classes (VF,HR)?, H/V(F?,R) the functions φi are defined by
φi(ni, . . . , n1) =





φi−1(ni−1, . . . , n1) , i > 1
0 , i = 1 and for class ({fstChild},HR)?
1 , i = 1 and for the other classes.
This definition can be read also in terms of applications of rules corresponding to
interactions between binary atoms vertical forward and horizontal reverse i (respectively
forward and non-closure reverse i, both either vertical or horizontal): the effect of an
interaction of such a forward and reverse binary atoms is that the reverse binary atom is
removed (ni = 0).
Definition 4.5.2. For the class (HF,VR)?, the functions φi are defined by
φi(ni, . . . , n1) =









φi(ni − 1, . . . , n1 − 1) , i > 1 and ni > 0
φi−1(ni−1, . . . , n1) , i > 1 and ni = 0
φ1(n1 − 1) , i = 1 and ni > 0
1 , i = 1 and ni = 0.
The above definition reads in terms of rule applications as follows: the effect of an
interaction of such binary atoms, i.e., forward and reverse i, is that the number of forward
binary atoms is reduced by 1 for i and for all reverse binary atoms j that follow it in the
connection sequence (i.e., j < i). When there is no forward binary atom for i (ni = 0),
i.e., the reverse formula has been removed, the interaction of forward formulas and reverse
binary atom i− 1 is considered.
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Definition 4.5.3. For the class H/V(F,R+) the functions φi are defined by
φi(n1, . . . , ni) =









φi(ni − 1, . . . , n1 − 1) + φi−1(ni−1 − 1, . . . , n1 − 1) , i > 1 and ni > 0
φi−1(ni−1, . . . , n1) , i > 1 and ni = 0
1 + φ1(n1 − 1) , i = 1 and ni > 0
0 , i = 1 and ni = 0.
The above definition can be read in terms of rule applications as follows: the effect of
an interaction of such binary atoms, i.e., forward and reverse i, is that two disjuncts are
created. The first disjunct has still the reverse binary atom i, but, like in Definition 4.5.2,
the number of forward binary atoms is reduced by 1 for i and for all reverse binary atoms
j that follow it in the connection sequence (i.e., j < i). The second disjunct does not
have the reverse binary atom i (ni = 0), and, like in like in Definition 4.5.1, the number
of forward binary atoms is reduced by 1 for all reverse binary atoms j that follow it in the
connection sequence (i.e., j < i).
Definition 4.5.4. For the class H/V(F,R)+ the functions φi are defined by
φi(ni, . . . , n1) =









φi(ni − 1, . . . , n1 − 1) + φi−1(ni−1, . . . , n1) , i > 1 and ni > 1
φi−1(ni−1, . . . , n1) , i > 1 and ni = 1
1 + φ1(n1 − 1) , i = 1 and ni > 0
0 , i = 1 and ni = 0.
The first branch encodes the creation of two disjuncts. The first disjunct still contains
the reverse binary atom i and the number of forward binary atoms is reduced by 1 for all
reverse binary atoms j ≤ i in the connection sequence like in Definition 4.5.2. The second
disjunct does not contain the reverse binary atom i.
In Definitions 4.5.3 and 4.5.4, for the case when forward and reverse predicates are
both horizontal, the functions hold only if the connection sequence has ni forward predi-
cates appearing before the closure reverse predicate i. Otherwise, the simpler functions of
Definition 4.5.1 hold.
Proposition 4.5.1. The families of functions from Definitions 4.5.1 through 4.5.4 for the
interaction classes of Figure 4.5 have the most number of computation steps among all
such families of functions.
Proof. (Sketch) Other possible rewriting sequences for the interaction classes considered
in Definitions 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 have the same number of computation steps as the rewriting
sequences described in these definitions. Consider, e.g., that we start rewriting the j
reverse binary atom. For the former interaction class, it means that the reverse formula i
is removed after exactly one rewrite step. For the latter class, it means that j is pushed
towards a non-sink variable only if ni > ni+1. Otherwise, another reverse binary atom
k 6= i with nk > nk+1 is pushed. It is easy to see that independently on the chose of j and
k, the same number of rewrite steps are necessary.
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We discuss next the simulations for the interaction classes considered in Definitions
4.5.3 and 4.5.4. Each application of rules for the first reverse binary atom i (e.g., a vertical
closure) having ni forward binary atoms (e.g., vertical closure) appearing before it, can
create two disjuncts and all binary atoms j appearing after i in a connection sequence
(1 ≤ j < i) would have now to be rewritten in both disjuncts (e.g., interactions of closures
either vertical or horizontal). However, this doubling of the number of disjuncts must
not necessarily imply the doubling of the number of rewritings for the binary atoms j
appearing before i in a connection sequence (1 ≤ j < i), if the whole formula s is not
normalized before rewriting these reverse binary atoms, but only after all reverse formulas
are removed.
Theorem 4.5.2 (Complexities for TRS2). TRS2 rewrites an LGQ formula s into an
LGQ formula t in time T and space S, and with the size |t| of t in O(ab × |s|), where
a = max(posrev(norm(s))) and b = typerev(norm(s)).
Moreover, TRS2 rewrites s into t in time linear and extra space logarithmic in |norm(s)|,
and generates rewritten formula t of size at most |norm(s)|, if each connection sequence
in s contains neither
• vertical closure reverse predicates after vertical forward predicates, nor
• horizontal closure reverse predicates immediately after horizontal reverse predicates.
Proof. An inspection of all rules of TRS2 show that these rules do not increase the number
of base formulas in disjuncts in t, but (possibly) the number of disjuncts in t. Therefore,
the average size of each disjunct in norm(s) remains the same also for t, and is bounded
by |s|.
We use the the families of functions {φi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} defined previously for each
interaction class. We compute in each case the function φm and the number of computation
steps that corresponds to rewriting m reverse binary atoms. After that, we show how this
result can be extended to the rewriting of all reverse binary atoms.
Recall that b = |typerev(norm(s))| is the number of reverse binary atoms in norm(s)
and a = max(posrev(norm(s)) is the maximum connection length from a reverse binary
atom to a non-sink variable in norm(s). Clearly, the number of forward predicates ni,
which appear before the reverse predicates along a connection sequence, is smaller than a.
1. Classes (VF,HR)?, H/V(F?,R). The computation of φm requires m steps and the
number of disjuncts in t obtained by rewriting one disjunct in s is 0 or 1:
φm(nm, . . . , n1) =
{
0 , for class ({fstChild},HR?)
1 , otherwise.
The entire formula norm(s) is traversed once and only one pointer to the current binary
atom is needed. Therefore, only extra logarithmic space in |norm(s)| is needed.
2. Class (HF,VR)?. The number of disjuncts in t obtained by rewriting one disjunct in
s is 1:
φm(nm, . . . , n1) = 1
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The number of steps required for the computation of φm is
m + nm +
m−1
Σ
i=1
(ni − ni+1) = m + n1
As for the first case, only extra logarithmic space in |norm(s)| is needed.
For the interaction of horizontal forward and horizontal reverse of the next two cases,
the complexities hold only if before a horizontal reverse i its forward horizontal predicates
ni, or other horizontal reverse predicates appear immediately before it. Otherwise, if there
is a vertical predicate inbetween, the better complexities of case one hold.
3. Class H/V(F,R+). The number of disjuncts in t obtained by rewriting one disjunct
in s, as also the number of computation steps, is exponential in m:
φm(nm, . . . , n1) =
nm
Σ
im=1
(φm−1(nm−1 − im, . . . , n1 − im)) =
nm
Σ
im=1
nm−1−im
Σ
im−1=1
. . .
n2−i3
Σ
i2=1
φ1(n1 − i2).
4. Class H/V(F,R)+. The number of disjuncts in t obtained by rewriting one disjunct
in s, as also the number of computation steps, is exponential in m:
φm(nm, . . . , n1) =
nm
Σ
im=1
(φm−1(nm−1, . . . , n1)) =
nm
Σ
im=1
. . .
n2
Σ
i2=1
(n1) =
m
Π
i=1
(ni).
The behaviour of combinations of any of these interaction classes follows the more
complex class (with respect to the number of computation steps and of disjuncts).
The above considerations are just for one connection sequence that might not contain
all reverse predicates, i.e., m might be smaller than b. We show next that the above results
are extensible from m to b.
If m < b, then there are other reverse predicates along another connection sequence
than p, containing, say, m′ reverse predicates with ni (m + 1 ≤ i ≤ m
′ + m) forward
predicates before them. This new connection sequence is to be considered in each of the
already generated disjunct. Let us consider the fourth case above. The other cases can
be treated similarly. In this case, each disjunct is replaced by other
m+m′
Π
i=m+1
(ni) disjuncts.
The total number of disjuncts is now
m+m′
Π
i=1
(ni) = (
m
Π
i=1
(ni))(
m+m′
Π
i=m+1
(ni)), and after treating
all connection sequences containing reverse predicates, we can conclude for the fourth case
to be
b
Π
i=1
(ni). This result can be approximated to
b
Π
i=1
(a) = ab.
TRS3 adds to the complexities of TRS2 the overhead of transforming variables with a
forward sink-arity greater than one into one-sink variables, cf. Section 4.4.2 and Rule (4.25).
Recall that each application of Rule (4.25) preserves the size of the rewritten formula. For
an formula s, there are |typedag(norm(s))| such variables j, and the number of forward
predicates on the longest connection path until variable j denoted by nj. We denote by
fan-in the sum of forward sink-arities of all multi-sink variables in s:
fan-in = Σ
j∈typedag(norm(s))
(j).
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fan-in can be also seen as the number of reverse binary atoms introduced by the applica-
tions of Rule (4.25), and this adds to the exponential complexity factor of rewriting using
TRS2.
Also, TRS3 rewrites any LGQ formula to a forward LGQ forest formula, where each
constituent tree is in fact variable-preserving minimal, cf. Proposition 3.5.1 and is not
unsatisfiable with respect to the unsatisfiability detection rules of Lemma 4.3.6.
Theorem 4.5.3 (Complexities for TRS3). TRS3 rewrites an LGQ formula s into an
LGQ formula t in time T and space S in O(ac × |s|), and with the size |t| of t in O(ac ×
n), where a = max(posrev(norm(s))) and c = |typerev(norm(s))| + fan-in, and n is the
maximum number of variables in a disjunct of norm(s).
Moreover, TRS3 rewrites s into t in time linear and extra space logarithmic in |norm(s)|,
and generates rewritten formula t of size at most |norm(s)|, if each connection sequence
in s contains neither
• vertical closure reverse predicates after vertical forward predicates, nor
• horizontal closure predicates immediately after horizontal reverse predicates, nor
• vertical closure forward predicates, having as sink a variable with a forward sink-arity
greater than one, after vertical forward predicates.
Proof. Recall that TRS3 contains TRS2, which has time and space complexity and gen-
erates t with a number of disjuncts in O(ab × |s|) in general, and has time linear, extra
space logarithmic, and |t| linear in |norm(s)| for particular cases of s without connec-
tion sequences with vertical closure reverse predicates after vertical forward predicates, or
horizontal closure predicates immediately after horizontal reverse predicates. The latter
complexities apply also for TRS3, if the application of the extra rule (4.25), which rewrites
forward binary atoms having as sink a variable with a forward sink-arity greater than one,
does not generate sequences of the above kind, thus any connection sequence in s must not
contain also vertical closure forward predicates, having as sink a variable with a forward
sink-arity greater than one, after vertical forward predicates.
TRS3 rewrites LGQ formulas to forward LGQ forest formulas, cf. Theorem 4.4.3, where
each constituent disjunct is a tree, thus variable-preserving minimal, cf. Proposition 3.5.1.
This means that each disjunct in t has as many binary atoms as the maximum number
of variables n in a disjunct in norm(s), which can be much smaller than the size of that
disjunct, which is on its turn bounded in |s|. Also, the number of nodetest-formulas is
constant per each variable.
Because TRS3 is confluent, the order of rules applications does not matter for |t|. Let
us consider that Rule (4.25) is applied until no other applications are possible. Then,
Σ
j∈typedag(norm(s))
(j − 1) < fan-in new reverse predicates are introduced in addition to the
existing ones typerev(s). The case distinction from the proof of Theorem 4.5.2 applies (see
that proof for details), by replacing typerev(norm(s)) with typerev(norm(s)) + fan-in.
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Alternative technique for finding the upper bound on the number of trees in t
Consider the orders <v and <h on LGQ variables of an LGQ formula s, defined by (vr ∈
VR?, vf ∈ VF?, hr ∈ HR?, hf ∈ HF?):
vr(x, y) ⊆ e⇔ y <v x, vf(x, y) ⊆ e⇔ x <v y
hr(x, y) ⊆ e⇔ y <h x, hf(x, y) ⊆ e⇔ x <h y.
Intuitively, <v and <h are partial orders on LGQ variables that appear in vertical, respec-
tively horizontal binary atoms, and {x, y} ∈<c (c ∈ {v, h}) if for each LGQ substitution
consistent the input formula and tree, the image of x appears in document order before
the image of y.
Total orders can be obtained from <v and <h by creating all possible permutations of
LGQ variables consistent with <v and <h. Then, the combination of one possible total
order obtained from <v together with one obtained from <h defines a possible disjunct
of t, by translating back the pairs of these orders in ∧-connected binary atoms (as shown
above). These total orders can be derived by repeatedly decomposing <v and <h and
eliminating the unorderedness (α ⊆ {<v, <h}):
α = α′ ∪ {(x, y), (z, y)} ⇒ ({α′ ∪ {(x, z), (z, y)}, α′ ∪ {(z, x), (x, y)}). (4.46)
Note that in this way each disjunct in t does not contain any two vertical/horizontal binary
atoms having the same variable as sink. The disjunct becomes a tree, if two additional
conditions are satisfied: there are no multi-sink variables and no cycles.
For the former condition, that disjunct must not contain any two binary atoms having
the same variable as sink, i.e., there is no pair in the corresponding total orders, say αv
and αh, derived from <v and <h respectively, having the same variable appearing on the
second position. This condition is ensured by (cf. the interaction class (VF,HR)?)
αv = α
′
v ∪ {(x, y)}, αh = α
′
h ∪ {(z, y)} ⇒ αv = α
′
v ∪ {(x, z)}, αh = α
′
h ∪ {(z, y)}.
The latter condition can be simply checked by computing the transitive closures α∗v and
α∗h of the total orders αv and αh. These closures are recursively defined using the following
straightforward equivalences (∀x, y ∈ Vars(s)):
xα∗vy ⇔ xαvy or ∃y ∈ Vars(e) : xαvyα
∗
vz
xα∗hy ⇔ xαhy or ∃y ∈ Vars(e) : xαhyα
∗
hz.
The following propagation rule can be further derived from the semantics of LGQ predicates
xα∗vyα
∗
hzα
∗
vw ⇒ xα
∗
vw,
because the descendants w of siblings z of nodes y that have ancestors x, have also as
ancestors the nodes x. Detecting unsatisfiability can be simply done by checking whether
α∗c(c ∈ {v, h}) contains at least a pair of a variable with itself (xα
∗
cx), or that a same
variable pair appears in both α∗v and α
∗
h ((x, y) ∈ α
∗
v, (x, y) ∈ α
∗
h).
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The number of total orders derived from <v or <h is clearly exponential in the number
of constituent pairs from both of them having the same variable appearing on the second
position (see (4.46)), i.e., it is exactly the number of reverse binary atoms plus the sum of
the forward sink-arities of variables in s. This number is the same exponential factor of
Theorem 4.5.3. Furthermore, the number of combinations of each total order derived from
<v and of each total order derived from <h, which is the product of the number of total
orders for each <v and <h, gives an upper bound for the number of trees in t.
4.6 Related Work
The ERRA problem is an expressiveness problem and this chapter gives a positive solution
to it. The existence of such a solution ensures that one can safely consider the forward
fragment of XML query languages for tasks like evaluation, containment, etc., because
the reverse language fragment can be simply expressible within the forward fragment,
though with its inherent complexity overhead. This is why the ERRA problem is of high
importance for XML query languages, and the existence of the solution presented in this
chapter is used in various contexts:
• query evaluation against XML streams; the rules of Lemma 4.3.3 are used by [126,
127, 84, 138, 106, 131, 129, 124, 125]. Rule (4.1) is used by [21] (at an algebraic level,
not expressed syntactically).
• static inference of query properties like duplicate freeness and result ordering [85, 112].
• complexity results for XPath query evaluation; [140] proposes algorithms for eval-
uation of XPath without closure axes, and notes that for this XPath fragment the
rewriting using TRS2 is LOGSPACE.
• query evaluation against XML data using relational databases; [79, 80] propose effi-
cient spatial data indexes and point out that identities of Lemma 4.3.3 can be used
to optimize query evaluation in such contexts by pruning index regions.
• expressivity of XPath; Some of the rules of Lemmas 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 are recently used
by [74] to show also that the language of conjunctive queries over some of the LGQ
built-in predicates is as expressive as XPath.
This section describes next some recent results on the fields of XPath query containment
and equivalence, minimization, and rewriting. Note that XPath (and also LGQ) queries
are essentially specialized conjunctive queries on a tree-structured domain. Containment
of relational queries, thus also their equivalence and minimization that are based upon, is
known to be NP-complete [38].
The work found in the area of query containment and equivalence, rewriting, and mini-
mization, can be classified in two categories: model-based and syntax-oriented approaches.
The former category relies on a modeling of queries as tree patterns or various kind (tree,
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two-way) of automata. The problems are then reduced to tests at the level of these models.
The latter category applies syntactic operations, like rewriting. Arguably, syntax-oriented
approaches come with several advantages, like remaining at the level of the query language,
thus capturing the exact semantics and properties of the queries and delivering the result
queries directly. Also, the encoding of such problems at the level of automata suffers when
translating back the obtained solutions from automata to queries.
Query Containment and Equivalence
The problem of query containment is to check whether the answers of one query are con-
tained in the answer of a second query for all databases. Equivalence can be seen then as
two-way containment. This problem received significant attention in the context of XML,
e.g., [33, 147, 56, 148, 115, 149, 121, 144, 116]. The motivation underlying such robust body
of work relies in practical issues like query optimization, e.g., [38] or answering queries us-
ing views (see below). Query containment is also the first step in addressing more involved
problems like query minimization, rewriting, and answering queries using views.
[65] studies the containment of the union-free and negation-free fragment of the StruQL
query language for querying semistructured data seen as graph. LGQ and StruQL are
incomparable, because LGQ has relations that are not expressible in StruQL (the horizontal
and reverse relations), and StruQL allows closures on paths. [65] shows that for this StruQL
fragment containment is decidable, and gives semantic and syntactic criteria for checking
containment. The semantic criteria is based on canonical databases for a given query,
i.e., databases on which the query answer is not empty and the removal of one database
node renders the answer empty. Although there are infinitely many canonical databases
for a given query, [65] shows that for checking containment it suffices to use just a finite
number of them, which depends on the considered queries. Because the complexity of this
approach is triple exponential, [65] develops a more efficient syntactical criteria with only
exponential complexity.
Strongly related to results of this chapter, [65] shows also that, for a further restriction of
StruQL to simple regular path expressions (that correspond in fact to LGQ[{child, child+}]
path queries), the intersection R ∩ R′ of two such expressions R and R′ is expressible as
a union of expressions R1 ∪ . . . ∪ Rk, where the size of each Ri is at most the size of
both R and R′, and the number k of union terms can be exponential in the size of R
and R′. This result, although stated only for simple path expressions, mirrors (almost
perfectly) three important properties of rewriting arbitrary LGQ formulas, as investigated
in this chapter: (1) DAG formulas (as obtained via intersection) can be always rewritten
to equivalent forest formulas, (2) which can have sizes exponential in the sizes of the DAG
formulas, and (3) contain only tree formulas, whose sizes are bound in the size of the DAG
formulas. Note that this chapter sharpens the third property by ensuring the size of the
resulted tree formulas dependent only on the number of variables and not of the predicates
of the DAG formulas. The approach of [65] to these results is also different from ours:
there, each simple regular path expression is compiled into an NFA, and their intersection
is equivalent to the product automaton. All possible paths from an initial to a final state
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define then possible regular path expressions contained in their intersection, and there are
exponentially many such paths.
[115, 116] are follow-up works of [65] with declared focus on the XPath fragment of child
and child+ axes, wildcards, and filters. In particular, it is shown that for the aforementioned
XPath fragment, the containment problem is coNP-complete. Earlier research shows that
for the XPath fragment without any of the constructs (1) child+ axis [148], (2) wildcards
[9], (3) filters, the containment problem is PTIME. For checking containment, [115, 116]
propose an efficient (PTIME), sound algorithm that is also complete in some practical cases
(no filters), and a sound and complete algorithm (EXPTIME) that is efficient (PTIME)
in particular cases of interest (the number of child+ axes, or of wildcards, or of filters is
bounded). The techniques of [115, 116] for checking containment are similar to the ones of
[65], namely canonical models (similar to canonical databases), and pattern homomorphism
between two queries.
[33] considers the containment problem for conjunctive regular path queries with inverse
(CRPQI). In contrast to queries of the StruQL fragment considered in [65], binary relations
created via composition (concatenation, Kleene-*, union) of child relations admit inverses.
The technique of [33] for checking non-containment is based on checking non-emptiness of
a two-way finite automaton constructed from the two queries. [33] gives the EXPSPACE
upper bound for CRPQI containment shown also by [65] for CRPQ (i.e., without the
inverse operator). This upper bound is furthermore shown to be also a lower bound,
even for CRPQ. An interesting open issue is the problem of finding an equivalent forward
CRPQ (forest) query to any CRPQI query. We conjecture that a (non-trivial) extension
of the results of this chapter in the direction of coping with Kleene-* composition of path
expressions would provide a solution to the problem.
[144] proposes a technique for checking containment of XPath queries based on an
inference and rewriting system that allows asserting and proving containment properties
by using judgments.
In the presence of schemas like DTDs or of strictly more powerful regular tree grammars,
the XPath query containment problem proves to be harder [146, 147, 56, 148, 121, 149].
For DTDs and simple XPath integrity constraints the problem is undecidable [56]. For the
XPath fragment with filters (no closures or wildcards), for which the standard containment
problem is PTIME, the query containment problem is coNP-complete [148, 121]. Query
containment under DTDs is decidable (EXPTIME) for the XPath fragment containing
child+ axis, filters and wildcards [149]. The technique for checking containment is based in
[149] on the transformation of queries into regular tree grammars, and the use of known
decidability and closure results for regular tree grammars. However, XPath query contain-
ment in presence of disjunctions, variable bindings, equality testing, and DTD constraints
is undecidable [121].
Query Minimization
The query minimization problem is to find for a given query an equivalent one that has
the smallest size among all its equivalents. Minimization is one important path to query
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optimization, because a decrease in the query size affects positively the query evaluation.
Note that the minimization problem is at least as hard as the containment problem, on
which it is based. Therefore, complexity lower bounds of the latter apply also to the former.
Results of this chapter have direct relevance to the state of the art of the query min-
imization problem. More specifically, the rewriting approach presented in this chapter
has also some minimization properties. First, the rules of Lemma 4.3.6 eliminate simple
syntactic redundancies. Second, and more important, non-obvious semantic redundan-
cies are detected and eliminated. TRS3 yields forward forest formulas, where each tree
is variable-preserving minimal, even if the input formula does not have this minimality.
Recall that variable-preserving minimality means that the rewritten formula contains as
many binary atoms as variables in the tree minus one, thus no redundant binary atoms
appear in any disjunct of the rewritten forward formula. Also, there are no redundancies
among disjuncts. Only some rules of TRS2 create disjunctions, but each disjunct is not
(semantically) contained in any other, and the number of these disjunctions is minimal
under certain properties, cf. Theorem 4.3.1. The variable-preserving minimality, as inves-
tigated in this chapter, is complementary to the more involved minimality objective of
[148, 9, 135, 64], where variables can be also removed.
There are several efforts towards XPath query minimization [148, 9, 135, 64]. In the
absence of DTDs, simple XPath expressions built up from child axis, wildcard, and filters,
have a unique minimal equivalent expression, which can be found in polynomial time
[148]. These results carry over even if child+ axis, but no wildcard, is allowed [9]. For
XPath queries with child and child+ axes, filters, and wildcards, the minimization problem
is NP-hard [64], and its variant of finding an equivalent query with size less than a given
threshold is coNP-complete (based on results for containment [115]).
In the presence of child/parent and sibling constraints derived from DTDs, the simple
XPath expressions do not necessarily have a unique minimal equivalent [148]. For sim-
pler constraints, like required child, required descendant, and required co-occurrences, the
equivalent minimal query remains however unique [9]. Latter, [135] gives more efficient
variants of the polynomial algorithms of [9].
All presented approaches have at their core the observation that a minimum size query
equivalent to a query having child and child+ axes, filters, and wildcards, can be found
among the subpatterns of the latter (thus the minimal query is done by pruning redundant
subqueries until no subquery can be removed while preserving equivalence). Also, for the
queries of [148, 9, 135], a containment between two such queries p and q can be reduced to
finding a homomorphism from q to p, which can be done in polynomial time. For queries
having child and child+ axes, filters, and wildcards, this property does not necessarily hold
[115, 116], and the minimization problem becomes NP-hard [64].
View-based Query Processing
There are two (similar) approaches to view-based query processing [35]: view-based query
rewriting and answering.
In the view-based query rewriting approach, we are given a query and a set of views,
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and the goal is to reformulate the query into an expression, the rewriting, that refers only
to the views, and provides the answer to the query. Typically, the rewriting is formulated
in the same language used for the query and the views, but in the alphabet of the view
names, rather than in the alphabet of the database. Thus, query processing is divided here
in two steps, where the first step re-expresses the query in terms of a given query language
over the alphabet of the view names, and the second step evaluates the rewriting over the
view extensions.
The ERRA problem can be seen as a specialization of the view-based query rewriting,
where the views are derived from the rewrite rules of this chapter. There are still some
important differences between the two problems: in the ERRA problem, (1) the rewriting
must be equivalent to the initial query, (2) the reformulation must not be necessarily done
using only the views (only query parts with reverse atoms should be rewritten), and (3)
there can be more than one reformulation step, for there can be views that map formulas to
equivalent formulas that still contain reverse atoms. The approach to query rewriting taken
in this chapter it is different from [130] (and others described in [83]) where an algorithm
for rewriting regular path queries using techniques like containment mappings and chase is
proposed. In our case, the exact rewriting procedure (that may correspond to a so-called
evaluation strategy of rewriting systems) is of no immediate importance, because our focus
is more on properties like uniqueness of normal forms, which we show to be preserved by
any of the rewriting strategies (because of the confluence property). Proprietary rewriting
algorithms are, however, tuned to obtain efficiency for particular classes of queries to be
rewritten.
In the view-based query answering approach, besides the query and the view definitions,
we are also given the extensions of the views. The goal is to compute the answers that are
implied by these extensions. Thus, we do not pose any limit to query processing, and the
only goal is to compute the answer to the query by exploiting all possible information, in
particular the view extensions.
The complexities of view-based rewriting and answering problems for regular path
queries are studied in [31, 32]. The rewriting problem is 2EXPTIME, and the answering
problem is coNP-complete in the size of the view extensions. These results are further
extended to regular path queries with inverse [34].
View-based query processing has important application domains [83], e.g., query opti-
mization, database design, data integration, data warehouse, and semantic data caching.
In the context of query optimization, computing a query using previously materialized
views can speed up query processing because part of the computation necessary for the
query may have already been done while computing the views.
In the context of database design, view definitions provide a mechanism for support-
ing the independence of the physical and the logical view of the data, thus enabling the
modifications of the storage schema of the data (i.e., the physical view) without changing
its logical schema; the storage schema can then be seen as a set of views over the logical
schema.
In the context of data integration, a uniform query interface (a mediated schema) is
provided to a multitude of autonomous data sources (that are semantically mapped to
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relations from the mediated schema via source descriptions). The difference of the data
integration domain to the query optimization and database design domains consists in their
different focuses: in the data integration domain, the number of views (i.e., sources) tend
to be much larger, the sources do not contain the complete extensions of the views, and the
rewriting can be (maximally-)contained in the initial query, not necessarily equivalent [123].
In the context of data warehouses, it is needed to choose a set of views to materialize
in the warehouse.
In the context of semantic data caching in client-server systems, the data cached at the
client is modeled semantically as a set of views, rather than at the physical level as a set
of data pages or tuples. Later, deciding which data needs to be sent from the server to the
client in order to answer a given query requires to analyze which parts of the query can be
answered by the cached views.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation of Forward LGQ Forest
Queries against XML Streams
This chapter introduces the problem of streamed and progressive evaluation of forward
LGQ forest queries against XML streams (SPEX) and describes a solution for it [127, 124,
125]. Recall that the LGQ fragment of forest queries is equivalent to XPath, cf. Chapter 3.
Moreover, Chapter 4 shows that the fragment of forward LGQ forests is equivalent to full
LGQ. Therefore, it is important to stress that the evaluation strategy of forward LGQ
forest queries, as considered in this chapter, applies to XPath queries and to unrestricted
LGQ graph queries, too.
After stating the SPEX problem and positioning it briefly in the context of query evalu-
ation and tree pattern matching, Section 5.2 introduces a strategy for the SPEX evaluation
against unbounded XML streams by means of so-called stream processing functions. For
each LGQ predicate, there is a corresponding stream processing function that computes,
for a given set of source nodes, the sink nodes that stand in that predicate with any of the
source nodes. The composition of LGQ atoms into LGQ formulas and queries is reflected
in the sequential and parallel composition of the corresponding functions. Section 5.3
gives an efficient realization of the proposed evaluation strategy by means of networks of
communicating deterministic pushdown transducers. A transducer network is a directed
acyclic graph where nodes are transducers and the communication between transducers
is directed by the graph edges. Two minimization problems for transducer networks are
discussed in Section 5.4: the problem of finding the minimal network equivalent to a given
network, and the problem of minimal stream routing within a given network. For the latter
problem, an effective solution is given that improves considerably the processing time of
transducer networks. Section 5.5 investigates the complexity upper bounds for the evalu-
ation of queries from eight fragments of forward LGQ forests. All cases enjoy polynomial
complexities in both the size of the query and of the input stream, and some of them have
complexities independent of the stream size. Correlating these results with the complexity
results of LGQ query rewriting from Chapter 4, it is shown further that a large fragment of
LGQ graph queries has polynomial complexity for the evaluation. These theoretical com-
plexities are also confirmed by extensive experimental evaluations in Section 5.6. Finally,
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Section 5.7 is devoted to related work in the field of XPath query evaluation.
5.1 Problem Description
The streamed and progressive evaluation of forward LGQ forest queries against XML
streams (SPEX) problem is: given a forward LGQ forward query and a (possibly un-
bounded) well-formed XML stream, compute and deliver as soon as possible the exact
answers to the query in a single pass over the stream, provided no knowledge about the
stream is used.
There are three salient aspects of the SPEX problem: (1) the kind of queries to evaluate,
(2) the streamed and (3) the progressive aspects of the evaluation. In the sequel it is
argued that the first aspect of the problem, i.e., the evaluation of forward LGQ queries,
has similarities with standard tree matching problems, though it is different. Also, it is
shown that the latter two aspects of the problem make an important difference to the
general problem of evaluating forest LGQ queries against in-memory XML data.
1. The evaluation of forward LGQ queries is defined on ordered unranked trees with
labels on nodes, not directly on XML streams that are serializations of such trees. Also,
query answers are defined as sets of nodes from trees, cf. Chapter 3. In order to accom-
modate LGQ (and also XPath) evaluation to XML streams, we still refer to nodes and
trees implicitly conveyed in the XML streams, while considering the mapping of nodes
to stream (or well-formed XML document) fragments, as detailed in Section 3.1. Note
that because the trees are not really materialized, the LGQ predicates on nodes in trees
have to be rediscovered at processing time. Indeed, for the LGQ evaluation against XML
streams we use the indispensable parent/child and sibling binary predicates encoded in
the XML streams by some a-priori fixed orders of opening and closing tags of fragments
corresponding to nodes. Query answers are then well-formed fragments of XML streams
that correspond to nodes in the tree conveyed in the stream.
2. The streamed aspect of the evaluation resides in the sequential access to the messages
of the XML stream, which corresponds to the (depth-first, left-to-right) preorder traversal
of the tree conveyed in the XML stream. This order is also called document order [46],
because it corresponds to the order of the opening and closing tags of nodes in an XML
document, hence also to the order of tags in an XML stream.
3. The progressive aspect of the evaluation resides in the incremental delivering of the
query answers as soon as possible. This is motivated mainly by processing in dynamic
environments and by memory issues. The former issue is evident when the query answers
are input for other processes in pipeline processing, thus immediate delivering of answers
improves the overall performance. The query evaluation against unbounded XML streams
should deliver answers incrementally, because there is no expected evaluation end. Also,
collecting all answers to be delivered at the evaluation end can require unbounded memory.
Recall that LGQ queries have intuitive graphical representations, called digraph rep-
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resentations in Section 3.4. The digraphs of LGQ forest queries are unordered trees with
binary predicates on edges. The relation between two data nodes mapped by two di-
rectly connected query nodes in a query digraph can be besides parent/child, also ances-
tor/descendant, preceding/following, or preceding-sibling/following-sibling, as correspond-
ing to the LGQ predicates.
There is a striking similarity between the evaluation problem of LGQ forest queries
and two variations of the popular tree matching problem introduced by [87]. Despite of
their similarity, these problems are still different, mainly with clear implications on the
algorithmic design and the evaluation complexity of their solutions.
The tree matching problem [87] consists in matching a data tree with a set of tree
patterns (the queries). [87] shows that the tree patterns can be preprocessed into a struc-
ture of exponential size, which factors out all common subpatterns, such that every data
tree can subsequently be matched bottom-up in linear time. The best algorithm to date
is O(nlog3m) [49]. This technique cannot be applied to the evaluation of LGQ forest
queries because (1) all patterns of [87] are ordered and represent only LGQ forest queries
with par/child predicates, and (2) the data tree is traversed bottom-up, condition that
contradicts the constraint of a streamed query evaluation.
A more similar problem is introduced in [97] as the unordered tree inclusion problem:
given the pattern and the data tree, can the pattern be obtained from the data tree by
node deletions? This problem is different from the LGQ forest query evaluation because
(1) such patterns corresponds to LGQ forest queries only with par+/child+ predicates, and
(2) two nodes from the pattern can not be mapped to the same node in the data tree.
The latter difference makes the unordered tree inclusion NP-complete [97], whereas the
evaluation of the LGQ forest queries remains polynomial.
The standard approach for XPath evaluation is given by [70]. Although this approach
meets good complexity results, it does not meet the streamed and progressive aspects of
the SPEX problem: the XML document has to be stored in memory a priori to query
evaluation, and the answers are delivered only at the very end of the evaluation process.
XML Streams versus In-memory XML Data
This section highlights some of the challenges of the query evaluation against XML data
streams by comparing it to a query evaluation approach for in-memory XML data, as used,
e.g., by [70, 78]. The salient features of both approaches are stressed also by an illustrating
example.
In the following, we distinguish between two scenarios: the evaluation against the
in-memory XML tree of Figure 5.1(a), and against the XML stream of Figure 5.1(b)
corresponding to the (depth-first left-to-right) preorder traversal of that XML tree. Note
that the label indices do not belong to nodes and are only used to ensure a clearer node
identification.
As query example, let us consider the LGQ tree query
Q(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ a(v1) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ d(v2) ∧ child
+(v1, v3) ∧ c(v3).
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(b) An XML Stream
The evaluation of this query on a tree yields all c-nodes descendants of a-nodes that have
at least a d-child. For the tree of Figure 5.1(a), the answer is the set of both c-nodes. In a
stream context, the answer is the serialization of these two c-nodes in the document order.
In-memory XML data. We sketch now a standard XPath evaluation approach, as
used by efficient XPath evaluators for in-memory XML data currently available [70, 78], but
failed by popular XPath evaluators [11, 47, 113, 61]. It consists in the stepwise (decoupled)
evaluation of the query, where the evaluation of each predicate is done in one processing
step with respect to an input set of source nodes and yields an output set of nodes that
are then input for the evaluation of other predicates. For the above query, its evaluation
can be accomplished by (1) computing all a-nodes that stand in the predicate child+ with
the root node, (2) then by computing all d-nodes that stand in the predicate child with
the previously selected a-nodes, (3) by collecting only the a-nodes selected in the first step
that have at least a d-child, and finally (4) by computing the set of all c-nodes that stand
in the predicate child+ with any a-node selected in the previous step.
For the tree of Figure 5.1(a), the first step computes the set {a1, a2}, the second step
computes {d1}, the third step computes {a2}, and the fourth step computes {c1,c2}.
There are (at least) two important characteristics of this evaluation strategy:
1. the evaluation is query-driven with random access to data nodes. Each predicate is
evaluated once for good, and the evaluation of several predicates is not intertwined.
Also, the same node can be visited several times, because several intermediary result
sets can have common nodes. Moreover, the evaluation of the same predicate can
even require to visit the same node several times.
2. An intermediary result set can not exceed the amount of all nodes in the tree and
is only meaningful for the evaluation of the next predicate(s). to ensure the former
constraint, the intermediary result sets are subject to duplicate removal operations.
XML data streams. Figure 5.1(b) depicts the previous tree together with the XML
stream corresponding to its (depth-first, left-to-right) preorder traversal, as highlighted by
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the green curve. Recall that the XML stream is the XML document in unparsed format,
and the correspondence between the tree and the stream is simply obtained with the
preorder traversal of the tree as follows: on entering a node, its opening tag is appended
to the stream, on exiting that node, its closing tag is appended to the stream. Recall that
the order of opening and closing tags in an XML stream is the “document order” that
corresponds also to the order of tags in an XML document.
The requirement of the in-memory evaluation strategy to visit the same nodes at dif-
ferent times violates one of the main goals of the query evaluation against XML streams,
namely to use a single pass over the input XML stream, i.e., one (depth-first left-to-right)
preorder traversal of the conveyed tree. The novel strategy considered here is to evaluate
all predicates of a query simultaneously, while considering also their inherent dependencies
regarding their source and sink nodes.
For the evaluation of the same query against that XML stream, the tags are processed
stepwise in the order imposed by their appearance in the XML stream. We consider also
that each predicate is implemented by some some sort of automaton that is instructed to
find incrementally the tags of all sink nodes that stand in that predicate with some given
source nodes. For example, an automaton for the predicate child+ finds the opening tags
of all sink nodes in the stream that are descendants of any given source node. In order
to evaluate an entire query, the independent automata for the predicates constituting the
query communicate with each other as indicated by the source and sink variables of the
atoms having those predicates: if the source variable of an α-atom is the sink variable of
an α′-atom, then the automaton for α′ informs the automaton for α about its findings.
Such automata can be also composed. We detail next how our query can be evaluated by
such a machinery made out of three automata, say α · η for the compositions of the binary
predicate α followed by the unary predicate η. More precisely, we consider the automata
child+·a, child·d, and child+·c.
On encountering the opening tag 〈a1〉, the automaton child
+·a matches and commu-
nicates this information to its immediate next automata child·d and child+·c. These next
automata try to match now opening tags of d-nodes children of a1, and c-nodes descen-
dants of a1 respectively. The same procedure happens for the next opening tag 〈a2〉. On
encountering 〈c1〉, the automaton child
+·c matches for a1 and a2 and communicates that c1
is a potential answer. Such potential answers should be buffered, together with the stream
fragments between their opening and closing tags, until the decision on their appurtenance
to the result is met. On encountering 〈/a2〉, it is known that no d-node child of a2 was
found, thus the c1-node is not anymore a potential answer due to the constraints of the
a2-node. However, the c1-node remains a potential answer due to the (not yet satisfied)
constraints of the a1-node. On receiving 〈c2〉, the automaton child
+·c matches for a1 and
communicates the beginning of a new potential answer c2. On 〈d1〉, the automaton child·d
matches for a1, and both c1 and c2 become answers and are immediately output. The rest
of the stream does not bring any new potential answers and its processing is skipped here.
It is worth noting some challenges of query evaluation against XML streams, for these
challenges shed the light on the important characteristics of the evaluation approach pro-
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posed here:
1. For coping with the query evaluation in a stream context, Chapter 4 introduces rules
for rewriting LGQ queries to forward LGQ queries. These rewrite rules ensure that
no reverse predicates occur in the query to be evaluated. The motivation for such
rewrites lies in the expensive evaluation in a stream context of queries with reverse
predicates that can require to maintain a history of the already processed stream.
Because the evaluation of a forward LGQ query from a source node always yields a set
of sink nodes located in the tree after it in document order. i.e., later in the stream
conveying the tree, it is possible to evaluate forward LGQ queries while traversing
the stream only once. The evaluation strategy described in the next section is based
on this vital observation and is indeed able to evaluate forward LGQ queries using a
single pass over the input XML stream.
2. The forward LGQ binary predicates on nodes of a tree are not a priori computed,
rather they have to be rediscovered during processing of a stream conveying that
tree. The rediscovery of such structural predicates in a stream can be naturally done
using stacks to remember the depths of various nodes in the stream. This way, e.g.,
the children of a node n can be discovered by searching for nodes n′ with (1) the
opening and closing tags appearing enclosed by the opening and closing tags of n
and with (2) the depth being the depth of n plus 1.
3. The result of the evaluation of a predicate q is communicated by the automata
implementing q to the automaton(a) implementing the immediate next predicate(s)
in the query. Such a communication must ensure that the immediate next automata
get as soon as possible and progressively input they have to work on. The approach
proposed here realizes the communication along the stream by annotating the nodes
that are input for the immediate next automata.
In order to better control the amount of memory and kind of operations used for
query evaluation, a natural choice for the implementation of the forward LGQ pred-
icates is offered by low-level finite state automata that need a stack (see the first
characteristic above) and need to communicate (see the second characteristic above).
A formal model that meets all these requirements is the pushdown transducer, i.e.,
an automaton with stack and output. Section 5.3 gives indeed an implementation of
all forward LGQ predicates by means of deterministic pushdown transducers.
4. The evaluation of forward LGQ queries against XML streams can require theoretically
to buffer stream fragments (as exemplified above), and in worst case the entire stream
needs to be buffered, though practical cases point to buffers of size linearly dependent
on the stream depth, and independent of the stream size. In contrast, the exemplified
evaluation approach for in-memory XML data [70, 78] requires always to store the
entire data in memory and needs also memory linear in the size of the input data for
intermediary results.
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This section presents an evaluation strategy for the SPEX problem. This strategy is effi-
ciently realized in the next section using networks of communicating deterministic push-
down transducers.
For the evaluation of forward LGQ forest queries, we consider the computation of
their constituent predicates restricted to the following task: given a set of source nodes,
compute the set of sink nodes that stand in that predicate with any of the source nodes.
Such limited accesses to the forward LGQ predicates can be specified using functions
with sets of nodes as domains and co-domains. If we consider such computations of all
predicates pi of a given LGQ query specified by functions fi, then the whole query can
be evaluated by the application of appropriate compositions of those functions fi. For
example, the computation of two predicates p1 and p2, where the source nodes of p2 are
the sink nodes of p1, can be specified naturally by the sequential composition of their
corresponding functions f1 · f2. The computation of the same predicates, where the source
nodes of both of them are the same, can be specified naturally by the parallel composition
of their corresponding functions f1 ++ f2. Generalizing, for any forward LGQ query, its
computation can be specified using such sequential and parallel compositions of functions.
Note that such an evaluation is independent on the immediate implications of storing or
streaming of the input XML data. As explained in the previous section, if the data is stored,
then an efficient evaluation strategy would evaluate each predicate at a time, whereas if
the data is streamed, that approach is not possible and all predicates should be evaluated
at the same time. For the processing with functions, the former case would correspond
to an innermost evaluation order, whereas the latter case to an outermost-like evaluation
order: for f1 · f2, using the innermost evaluation order, we evaluated completely f1 and
then f2, whereas using the outermost-like evaluation order, we evaluate f1 incrementally as
much as needed for the evaluation of f2. In other words, the kind of evaluation we perform
is reflected by its order, and our same evaluation strategy can be applied in both cases.
However, from now on, we detail on our evaluation strategy arguing only from the side of
the streaming case.
Two important ingredients are used for specifying the present evaluation strategy:
stream annotations and functions specifying the evaluation of forward LGQ predicates
against XML streams, called here stream processing functions. Stream annotations are im-
portant for marking source and sink nodes of predicates in the XML stream. The stream
processing functions use the annotations to differentiate the source nodes from the others
in their input stream, and the sink nodes from the others in their output stream. Applied
on an XML stream with specially marked source nodes, a stream processing function for a
predicate α moves the annotations of each source node to all sink nodes that stand in the
predicate α with that source node. In this way, the nodes in the stream remain unchanged
and only their annotations may change. The sequential and parallel compositions of such
functions, which specify analogous compositions of atoms in LGQ queries, may propagate
annotations of initial source nodes to final sink nodes, which constitute the result of the
evaluation of LGQ queries.
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In the following, stream messages and stream processing functions and their composi-
tions are introduced, followed by the step-by-step specification of LGQ query evaluation
via compositions of stream processing functions. Section 5.3 shows how stream processing
functions can be efficiently implemented using deterministic pushdown transducers.
5.2.1 Stream Messages
Streams are depth-first, left-to-right, preorder serializations of trees, thus they are made
of well-formed XML documents representing such serializations. A message in such a
stream is an opening or a closing tag. Additionally, the streams considered here contain
annotations that appear immediately after opening tags. During the evaluation of a query,
annotations are used to mark in the stream nodes selected by its subqueries.
An annotation is expressed using a finite (possibly empty) list of natural numbers in
ascending order, e.g., [1,2]. There are two special annotations: the empty annotation,
noted [ ], corresponding to the empty list, and the full annotation, noted [0], corresponding
to the list containing all annotations. There are three operations defined for annotations:
union t, intersect u, and inclusion v, the semantics of which resemble that of the well-
known set operations ∪, ∩, and ⊆. For example, the operation c t s denotes the union
of annotations c and s with duplicate removal, like in [1,2]t[2,3]=[1,2,3]. Any annotation
contains the empty annotation and is contained in the full annotation.
Although a node is not a stream message, we may often speak in the following about
streams made up of nodes, rather than of tags. This more abstract view upon a stream
is motivated by conciseness, clarity, and also by the vocabulary congruence of processing
streams with functions, as detailed later in this section, and computing answers with
the LGQ semantics introduced in Chapter 3. In this respect, it should be clear that
the wordings (1) “all children of a node n are annotated in the output stream with the
annotation of n from the input stream” and (2) “all opening tags of children of a node n
are immediately followed in the result stream by the annotation that immediately follows
the opening tag of n in the input stream” are equivalent.
Let E be the set of all opening and closing tags, A the set of all possible annotations,
and M = E ∪ A the set of all stream messages, i.e., the set of annotations and tags.
A stream s over a set of messages M is a (finite and possibly unbounded) sequence of
messages: s ∈ M ∗ =
⋃
n≥0
Mn. We write a stream containing the messages m1 and m2 in
this order as m1m2 (while reading from left to right, the stream comes from right to left).
Relations on streams. Each message in a stream has an identity given by its position
in the stream: to denote a message m in a stream, we may alternatively write (m, i) to
explicitly state that the message m appears at position i ∈
 
in that stream. Using
positions in streams, one can differentiate two distinct messages with the same content.
However, if not explicitly needed, the position of a message in a stream may be skipped.
The document order  on nodes in trees, i.e., the depth-first, left-to-right preorder,
is applicable also to nodes in streams. For a given stream s, the order s is the total
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order among the messages of the stream as given by the natural order of their positions:
(m, i)s (m
′, i′) if i < i′.
The relation < is the membership relation between messages and streams: m < s
means that the message m is in the stream s. The relation @ is defined only for nodes
in streams and denotes the annotation of nodes: @(n) is the annotation of the node n.
Because the same node can have different annotations in different streams, we may write
@s(n) to explicitly state that the node n has the annotation @s(n) in the stream s.
5.2.2 Stream Processing Functions
We consider here a class of functions, called stream processing functions, that take as input
x streams and return y streams of type M ∗, which additionally are preorder serializations
of the same tree:
f : (M∗)x → (M∗)y.
The stream processing functions are node-preserving and node-monotone. Node-preserving
means that the nodes from the input streams belong also to the output streams. Node-
monotone means that the order of nodes in the input streams is preserved also in the
output streams. Note that both properties are ensured if all input and output streams are
preorder serializations of the same tree. The only changes done by such functions refer to
the annotations of nodes. Stream processing functions are defined in the following sections
by specifying only the differences between the input and the output streams. It is implicitly
assumed that besides the specified changes, the other messages are simply copied from the
input to the output streams.
Function compositions. We use here two kinds of function composition: the sequential
composition · and the parallel composition ++ :
(f · g)(x) = g(f(x))
(f ++ g)(x) = (f(x), g(x))
We consider that the sequential composition (·) binds stronger than the parallel composi-
tion ( ++ ).
Note that these compositions are analogous to the composition of LGQ formulas: path
formulas are constructed by the sequential composition of atoms, and tree and forest
formulas are constructed by the parallel composition of atoms.
A peculiarity of the evaluation order of sequential compositions of stream processing
functions is that the component functions are evaluated stepwise, such that each stream
message output by the first function becomes the input to the next function before the
first function processes the next message in the input stream. This way, the intermediary
streams need not be stored.
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Base functions. For processing M ∗ streams, three base functions are defined: the merge
function ⊕, the filter function |, and the annotation-merge function Θc.
The merge function ⊕ : M ∗ ×M∗ → M∗ intertwines two input streams such that in
the result stream one message from the first stream is followed by one message from the
second stream. The closing tags from the streams (if there are any) are simply added to the
result stream without requiring a counterpart message from the other stream. If a stream
is shorter than the other, then the remainder of the bigger stream is simply appended to
the result stream.
We may write the ⊕-function as an infix operator, i.e., s1⊕ s2 for the ⊕-application on
the streams s1 and s2. A straightforward usage of the ⊕-function is to annotate a stream
containing only messages corresponding to nodes (i.e., tags and strings) with annotations
from another stream. The ⊕-function can be used also as a more general stream construc-
tor: the concatenation of a message m with a stream s can be expressed by ⊕-merging the
stream containing the message m and the stream s: m⊕ s.
The symbol-filter function | takes a stream and a set of messages and returns the
fragment of the input stream, where the messages not occurring in the input message set
are filtered out: |: M ∗ × Σ → M∗. For a stream s and a message set Σ, we write the
|-function as an infix operator s|Σ for the application of | on s and Σ.
|: M∗ × Σ→M∗, s|Σ = 〈x | x < s ∧ x ∈ Σ〉.
It is easy to observe that for a stream s ∈ M ∗, the ⊕-merging of the two substreams
s|E and s|A of a stream s yields back the original stream s:
s = s|E ⊕ s|A.
The annotation-merge function Θc : M
∗ ×M∗ → M∗ for a boolean connective c is a
node-preserving and node-monotone function that takes two streams with the same nodes
and returns one stream where a node appears only once. An annotation a appears in the
output stream if and only if a appears in both input streams (for c = ∧), or in at least
one input stream (for c = ∨). More specifically, the annotation a appears in the output
stream as soon as it is encountered in the input stream(s): a appears in the output stream
at a position i, if and only if a appears (1) in one input stream at position i and in the
other input stream at a position lower than or equal to i (for c = ∧), or (2) in at least one
input stream at the position i (for c = ∨). The function Θc is defined using the following
equivalences, where the function is used in infix form:
(n, i) < s1|E ∧ (n, i) < s2|E ⇔ (n, i) < (s1 Θc s2)|E.
a v a1 ∧ a v a2 ∧ (a1, i1) < s1|A ∧ (a2, i2) < s2|A ⇔ a v a
′ ∧ (a′, max(i1, i2)) < (s1 Θ∧ s2)|A.
(a, i) < s1|A ∨ (a, i) < s2|A ⇔ a v a
′ ∧ (a′, i) < (s1 Θ∨ s2)|A.
The variables appearing only in the left side of equivalences are universally quantified,
whereas the remaining ones are existentially quantified. The first equivalence ensures that
in the output stream, the node from both input streams appear only once. The last two
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equivalences ensure that annotations are computed in the output stream according to the
textual definition of the Θc function. A simplified equivalence concerning the annotations
is inferred from the last two equivalences:
C
1≤j≤2
(a v aj ∧ aj < sj|A)⇔ a v a
′ ∧ a′ < (s1 Θc s2)|A.
For k input streams, the previous equivalences become:
∧
1≤j≤k
((n, i) < sj|E)⇔ (n, i) < (s1 Θ∨ . . . Θ∨ sk)|E. (5.1)
∧
1≤j≤k
(a v aj ∧ (aj, ij) < sj|A)⇔ a v a
′ ∧ (a′, MAX
1≤j≤k
(ij)) < (s1 Θ∧ . . . Θ∧ sk)|A. (5.2)
∨
1≤j≤k
((a, i) < sj|A)⇔ a v a
′ ∧ (a′, i) < (s1 Θ∨ . . . Θ∨ sk)|A. (5.3)
C
1≤j≤k
(a v aj ∧ aj < sj|A)⇔ a v a
′ ∧ a′ < (s1 Θc . . . Θc sk)|A. (5.4)
5.2.3 From LGQ to Stream Processing Functions
This section gives the translation scheme of LGQ forest queries into stream processing
functions and shows how the LGQ semantics defined in Chapter 3 and the evaluation of
such functions are related.
Translation Scheme of Forward LGQ Forest Queries to Function Graphs
The translation scheme has three distinct phases, as detailed below.
Pre-translation Phase. In this phase, we simplify the LGQ forest queries. First, the
query to be translated is brought in disjunctive normal form. Second, each atom self(x, y)
appearing in a disjunct is removed and the variable y is replaced by x in that disjunct
(however, if y is the head variable, then y replaces x). Third, we add a new unary predicate,
head , to the head variable in each disjunct. The semantics of this novel predicate is the
same as for a wildcard nodetest predicate. Thus, it does not change the semantics of the
query, and serves solely the purpose of a simplified translation phase, as detailed next.
Translation Phase. The translation of the body formula of a forward LGQ forest query
is given in Figure 5.1 by the translation function F defined using pattern matching on the
structure of LGQ forest formulas.
The result of a formula translation is a stream processing function representing sequen-
tial and parallel compositions of (1) the functions αf for LGQ predicates α, (2) the function
head for the novel head predicate head, (3) the functions
→
scope and
←
scope for dealing with
the treeness of queries, (4) the input and output functions in and out, and (5) the identity
function Id . Two functions are composed in sequence, if they are induced by two formulas
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F : Formula× Variable→M ∗ →M∗
FJL ∨ RK(x) = (FJLK(x) ++ FJRK(x)) · ∨f
FJroot(y) ∧ RK(x) = in · FJRK(y) · out
FJα(x, y) ∧ RK(x) = →scopex · (αf · FJRK(y) ++ FJRK(x)) · ∧f ·
←
scopex
FJη(x) ∧ RK(x) =
{
ηf · FJRK(x) , η 6= head
→
scopex · ( head ++ FJRK(x)) ·
←
scopex , η = head
FJα(x, y)K(x) = αf
FJη(x)K(x) = ηf
FJα(y, z) ∧ RK(x) = FJη(y) ∧ RK(x) = FJRK(x)
FJα(y, z)K(x) = FJη(y) ∧ RK(x) = Id .
Figure 5.1: Translation Scheme of LGQ Forest Formulas to Function Graphs
such that the sink variable of the first formula is the source variable of the second one.
Two functions are composed in parallel, if they are induced by two formulas that have the
same source variable. The next sections of this chapter detail all these functions.
The graph of a stream processing function obtained by translating a query is constructed
similarly to the digraph representation of that query. In a function graph, the nodes are
labeled with the component functions and a directed edge exists between two nodes if
there is a sequential composition of the functions labeling these nodes, or of the function
labeling the first node and a parallel composition of some other component functions and
the function labeling the second node. The source nodes of a function graph are labeled
by the function in, its sinks by the function out, and the inner nodes are labeled with
functions for predicates and with the functions
→
scope and
←
scope.
Note that the translations of two queries, which are the same modulo the commutativity
of the ∧ connective, yield two non-isomorphic function graphs, though their evaluation
results are the same. The next and last translation phase simplifies such function graphs
such that they become isomorphic (and even smaller).
Remark 5.2.1. The LGQ negation and the single-join DAGs are not considered in this
chapter. The evaluation approach presented here can, however, be extended to treat them
too. A publicly available query evaluator (http://spex.sourceforge.net) based on the
results of this chapter supports both aforementioned extensions.
Post-translation Phase. The outcome of the translation phase can be simplified in
several directions, while still preserving its semantics. The simplification can be achieved
by the term rewriting system defined below. Although not shown here, it can be checked
that the system is terminating and confluent modulo the associativity and commutativity
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of ++ . The variables X, Y , and Z stand for arbitrary (compositions of) functions, x
stands for LGQ variables.
→
scopex · (X ++ Id) · ∧f ·
←
scopex → X (5.5)
→
scopex · (X ++ ηf) · ∧f ·
←
scopex → ηf ·X (5.6)
→
scopex · (
→
scopex · (X ++ Y ) · ∧f ·
←
scopex ++ Z) · ∧f ·
←
scopex (5.7)
→
→
scopex · (X ++ Y ++ Z) · ∧f ·
←
scopex
((X ++ Y ) · ∨f ++ Z) · ∨f → (X ++ Y ++ Z) · ∨f (5.8)
(in ·X · out ++ in · Y · out) · ∨f → in · (X ++ Y ) · ∨f · out (5.9)
X · Y ++ X · Z → X · (Y ++ Z) (5.10)
X ++ X · Z → X · Z (5.11)
Rule (5.5) eliminate the identity function Id . Rules (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8), relax the
rankedness of function graphs, i.e., every node in a function graph can have now more
than two outgoing edges. The parallel compositions of functions for unary predicates and
other functions are transformed into sequential compositions of the latter and the former.
Rule (5.9) factors out the functions in and out. Further simplifications with (5.10) and
(5.11) factor out common prefixes of subgraphs with the same source.
Example 5.2.1. Consider the LGQ tree query
Q(v3) ← root(v0) ∧ child
+(v0, v1) ∧ a(v1) ∧ child
+(v1, v2) ∧ d(v2) ∧ child
+(v1, v3) ∧ c(v3)
that selects all c-nodes descendants of a-nodes that have at least a d-descendant. Fig-
ure 5.2.3 shows two simplified versions of the function graph for the body of Q after
adding the head predicate. In contrast to the first version from Figure 5.2(a), the second
version is the normal form, i.e., it is not anymore reducible using the rewrite rules of the
post-translation phase.
It is easy to see that the above translation scheme creates function graphs linear in the
size of the input query.
Proposition 5.2.1 (Linearity of the Translation Scheme). For a given forward LGQ
forest query, the translation scheme of Figure 5.1 creates a function graph linear in the
size of that query.
Proof. It results from the simple observation that the translation of each query construct
induces a constant amount of functions in the function graph.
Equivalence of LGQ Semantics and Evaluation of Stream Processing Functions
The LGQ semantics is given in Section 3.3 using the functions LQ for LGQ queries and
LF for LGQ formulas. For a given set of substitutions of query variables to the nodes
in the tree conveyed by the XML stream, these functions keep only those substitutions
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child f
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Figure 5.2: Two equivalent function graphs for the query of Example 5.2.1
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that are consistent with the query and the tree, i.e., such that for any substitution the
predicates on the variables holds also on their images.
For a query Q(v) ← f and an XML stream s, the link between the semantics of Q
and the answers computed by the stream processing function FJf ∧ head(v)K is given by
the function τ , which maps trees to XML streams.
Definition 5.2.1 (Tree-to-Stream mapping). The function τ : Tree → M ∗ maps a
tree to its depth-first, left-to-right, preorder traversal that yields an XML stream.
For the query Q and a given tree T , the mapping between the LGQ semantics of Q
LQT JQ(v) ← fK and the stream processing function FJf ∧ head(v)K follows by
FJf ∧ head(v)K(τ(T )) = LQT JQ(v) ← fK. (5.12)
The next sections gives stream processing functions that specify the evaluation of LGQ
formulas of increased complexity: atoms, paths, and trees. Then, the computation of
answers using these stream processing functions is detailed.
5.2.4 Evaluation of Atoms
The evaluation of the α-atoms, where α is an LGQ predicate, is reduced here to the
following problem: given a set of source nodes from a tree T , compute the set of sink nodes
from T that stand in α with any of the source nodes. The problem is approached here by
computing the sink nodes simultaneously for all source nodes (a set-at-a-time approach).
Note that such an approach differs from, e.g., [11], where for each source node the set of sink
nodes standing in a predicate with that source node is computed independently (a node-
at-a-time approach). The subtle difference between the two approaches has a tremendous
effect regarding both their efficiency and applicability in a stream environment. The node-
at-a-time approach can compute for several source nodes non-disjunct sets of sink nodes
that are then merged into a single set. Thus, some nodes can be visited several times.
An example of non-disjunct sets of nodes computed from several source nodes is the set
of descendant nodes of source nodes that stand themselves in a child+ predicate: the set
of sink nodes computed for a source node contains then the set of sink nodes computed
for any of its descendants. The set-at-a-time approach computes simultaneously the set of
sink nodes for all source nodes, thus avoiding the duplicate removal in the final merging
phase of non-disjunct sets, and also to visit nodes several times.
For a uniform treatment of unary and binary atoms, we consider in the following binary
variants of the unary atoms. In this sense, the binary variant η(v1, v1) of the unary predicate
η(v1) consists in the pairs of all nodes that are also in that unary predicate.
For each LGQ predicate α consisting of pairs of source and sink nodes from a tree
T , we define the stream processing function αf : M
∗ → M∗ with its input and output
streams serializations of T , where the annotation of each source node in the input stream
is non-empty and is included in the annotations of the sink nodes that stand in α with
that source node.
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Definition 5.2.2. The node-preserving and node-monotone stream processing function
αf : M
∗ → M∗ for an LGQ predicate α computes for each sink node n′ a new annotation
that is the union of the annotations of all source nodes n that stand in α with n′:
s′ = αf(s), ∀n
′ < s′|E : @s′(n
′) =
⊔
(@s(n) | n < s|E, α(n, n
′)).
The annotations are the only messages that are changed in the output stream. The com-
putation of new annotations expressed in the above equation meets the textual definition
of the stream processing functions for LGQ predicates. The node n′ gets the annotation
⊔
(@s(n) | n < s|E, α(n, n
′)) that is the union of annotations @s(n) of all nodes n in the
stream s such that n stands in α with n′. The annotation a is empty either if α(n, n′) does
not hold for any n, or the annotation of n is empty.
The union of annotations is necessary because sink nodes n′ can stand in a (transitive
or reflexive transitive closure) predicate with several source nodes n. For example, a sink
node can be the descendant of several source nodes. However, a sink node n′ can stand in
a non-closure predicate with (at most) one node n. For example, a sink node can be the
child of (at most) one source node.
Example 5.2.2. Figure 5.2.4 shows a tree with annotated nodes, as conveyed in an input
XML stream, and the reannotations of these nodes as generated by the application of
functions (1) childf , (2) child
+
f , (3) nextSibl
+
f , and (4) follf for processing the input stream.
The input stream contains two a-nodes annotated with [1] and [2], and three b-nodes
annotated with [3], [4], and respectively with [ ]. Recall that an annotation for a node
follows immediately the opening tag of that node.
1. The function childf moves the annotation of each source node to its children.
2. The annotation of each node in the output stream of the function child+f is the
union of annotations of all its ancestors. For example, the annotation of the first b-node
becomes the union [1,2] of the annotations [1] and [2] of both a-nodes.
3. The function nextSibl+f annotates each node with the union of annotations of all
sibling nodes that precede it. For example, the last b-node is annotated with the annotation
[2] of its preceding sibling a-node.
The function follf annotates each node with the union of annotations of all nodes that
precede it. For example, the last b-node is annotated with the union [2,3,4] of annotations
all other b-nodes ([3] and [4]) and of the second a-node ([2]).
As expressed by Definition 5.2.2 and exemplified by Figure 5.2.4, the annotation of any
node n from the input stream is included in the annotations of all nodes n′ in the output
stream of a function αf , if n stands in α with n
′. Based on this observation, the following
propositions give two important properties of annotations created by such functions.
Proposition 5.2.2 (Node reachability). If a node n stands in predicate α with a node
n′, then the annotation @s(n) of n in the stream s is contained in the annotation @αf (s)(n
′)
of n′ in the stream αf(s):
α(n, n′)⇒ @s(n) v @αf (s)(n
′).
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The above implication says also that if n has a non-empty annotation in s, then n′ has
also a non-empty annotation in the stream αf(s):
α(n, n′), @s(n) 6= [ ]⇒ @αf (s)(n
′) 6= [ ].
The implication of Proposition 5.2.2 does not hold in both directions because several nodes
can have the same annotations, as stated next. Thus, the annotations can not be used as
node identifiers, for they need not be unique.
Proposition 5.2.3 (Annotation ambiguity). The output stream of a stream processing
function for an LGQ predicate can contain an annotation several times, or the intersection
of two annotations in the output stream can be non-empty.
5.2.5 Evaluation of Path Formulas
The translation of a path formula, which is a conjunction of atoms, yields a sequential
composition of stream processing functions, which are translations of the component atoms.
Definition 5.2.3. The node-preserving and node-monotone stream processing function
pf : M
∗ →M∗ for an LGQ path formula p = α1(v0, v1)∧ . . .∧α
k(vk−1, vk) is the sequential
composition of functions αif for the predicates α
i (1 ≤ i ≤ k):
pf = α
1
f · . . . · α
k
f .
Recall that the evaluation order of the stream processing function pf imposes that all
component functions are evaluated stepwise, such that each stream message output by the
first function becomes the input to the next function before the first function processes the
next message in the input stream. This way, the intermediary streams need not be stored.
Example 5.2.3. Figure 5.2.5 shows a tree with annotated nodes (top-left), as conveyed in an
XML stream, and the reannotation of this tree (bottom-right), as generated by the stream
processing function pf = childf ·nextSibl
+
f ·bf ·follf ·selff ·df for evaluating the path formula
p(v1, v5) = child(v1, v2)∧nextSibl
+(v2, v3)∧b(v3, v3)∧ foll(v3, v4)∧self(v4, v5)∧d(v5, v5). The
intermediary results of the component functions childf , nextSibl
+
f ·bf , follf , and selff ·df are
also shown, albeit they are not materialized during processing. The input stream contains
two a-nodes annotated with [1] and [2], three b-nodes annotated with [3], [4], and [5], and
one d-node that has an empty annotation. The function pf computes a stream where the
annotation of each node n moves to each d-node that follows b-next siblings of children of
n. For our tree, the path p contains only the pair of the first a-node and the d-node, thus
the latter node gets the annotation of the former in the output stream. The other nodes
get the empty annotation.
1. The function childf moves the annotation of each node to its children.
2. The annotation of each b-node in the output stream of the function nextSibl+f · bf
is the union of annotations of all its preceding sibling nodes. For example, the annotation
of the second b-node becomes the annotation [2] of the first b-node, and the annotation of
the first b-node becomes the empty annotation [ ], for there are no preceding siblings of it.
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Figure 5.4: Processing with childf · nextSibl
+
f · bf · follf · selff · df
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3. The function follf annotates each node with the union of annotations of all nodes
that precede it. For example, the last b-node is annotated with the union [2] of annotations
of all other b-nodes ([ ] and [2]) and of the second a-node ([ ]).
4. The function selff · df replaces all annotations of nodes with other label than d with
the empty annotation. Thus, the only d-node in the XML stream keeps its non-empty
annotation.
The processing of streams with functions for path formulas p inherit the properties of
processing streams with functions for constituent predicates:
• the nodes from the input stream are copied in the output stream, and
• the annotation of each source node is moved in the output stream to each sink node
that stands in p with that source node.
Also, the properties of annotations from streams created by functions for predicates hold
also for annotations from streams created by functions for path formulas p:
• the annotation of each sink node in the output stream contains the annotations of
all source nodes that stand in p with that sink node (node reachability), and
• an annotation can appear several times in the output stream (annotation ambiguity).
These results can be easily derived from the analogous Propositions 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 by
using complete induction over the number of predicates in the path.
5.2.6 Evaluation of Tree Formulas
Tree formulas are structurally more complex than path formulas in that they allow multi-
source variables, thus several subformulas having the same source variable. The evaluation
of such subformulas is based on the parallel composition of their corresponding stream
processing functions, because these functions have to process the same stream containing
source nodes that are bindings for their common source variable. This consideration rises
several new challenges. First, the output streams of these functions must be brought
together into a single aggregated stream that is the serialization of the same tree as the
input stream, and contains some of the annotations that appear in the output streams.
Second, in order to find the sink nodes standing in a given tree formula with a source node,
the relation between the source nodes from the input stream and the sink nodes from the
aggregated stream should be uniquely established with help of the annotations propagated
from the input to the aggregated stream.
The first challenge is partially solved by the evaluation order of stream processing
functions: because one message is processed by all functions at a time in the order dictated
by their compositions, the aggregation of the output streams resumes to delivering further
the same message when read from all output streams. Additionally, the annotation of
each message in the aggregated stream depends on the annotations already read in all the
output streams.
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The second challenge can not be solved immediately and needs significant extensions of
the current evaluation strategy. Its non-triviality stems from the fact that several source
nodes can have the same annotation in the input stream, thus it is not immediately clear
which sink nodes stand in a given tree formula with a source node. As detailed later, one
possibility is (1) to reannotate uniquely the source nodes from the input streams that are
to be processed by several functions in parallel, and (2) to remember the mappings between
the original and the new annotations.
Both challenges are addressed in detail next.
Stream Aggregation
The translation scheme of Section 5.2.3 translates boolean connectives c ∈ {∧,∨} of LGQ
formulas to corresponding stream processing functions cf .
Definition 5.2.4 (Connective Functions). For k input streams that are annotated se-
rializations of the same tree T , the node-monotone stream processing functions ∧f ,∨f :
(M∗)k →M∗ compute output streams that are also serializations of T and where an anno-
tation marks a node only if it appears before that node in all input streams (∧f ), respectively
in at least one of the input streams (∨f):
cf(s1, . . . , sk) = s1 Θc . . . Θc sk, c ∈ {∧,∨}.
The above equation of cf matches its textual counterpart, because the annotation-merge
function Θc, defined in Section 5.2.2, computes the aforementioned aggregation of streams.
Note also that, according to the definition of the parallel composition ++ of functions,
the application of cf on k streams is the application of cf on the parallel composition of
all streams s1 to sk: cf (s1, . . . , sk) = cf (s1 ++ . . . ++ sk).
Annotation Mappings
Recall that the annotations of nodes in an arbitrary stream are not necessarily unique, thus
they are not identifiers for the nodes they accompany, as also stated by Proposition 5.2.3.
This fact makes it difficult to detect which sink nodes from the output streams of several
functions composed in parallel stand in a tree formula, specified by these functions, with
the same source node from an input stream. In order to overcome this difficulty, we
(1) reannotate uniquely the source nodes from the input stream, and (2) remember the
mappings between the original and the new annotations. By using unique annotations for
all source nodes in the input stream, the detection in the output streams of sink nodes,
which stand in the tree formula with a source node, is reducible to testing whether the
unique annotation of that source node is contained in all annotations of these sink nodes, cf.
Proposition 5.2.2. The annotation mappings are necessary because the original annotations
of the source nodes encode dependencies of these nodes to other nodes, as computed by
functions corresponding to other subformulas.
In order to evaluate functions composed in parallel, we proceed then as follows. In
the first phase, the source nodes from the input stream are reannotated uniquely and the
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mappings between the original and the fresh annotations are stored within the stream. In
the second phase, the functions composed in parallel process the same new input stream and
deliver their output streams. In the third phase, the output streams are aggregated. In the
fourth and last phase, the fresh annotations from the aggregated stream are mapped back to
their original counterparts. In this way, the old dependencies of the source nodes conveyed
by the original annotations are kept while safely evaluating the parallel composition of
functions. Thus, the fresh annotations are used exclusively for the evaluation of parallel
compositions and are dropped afterwards.
There is a general resemblance of this evaluation strategy to the implementation of
function calls in abstract machines for programming languages: the initial phase declares
new variables within the scope of the called function, the next two phases use these variables
to compute and carry the results of the function call, and the last phase maps these results
to values of variables from the upper scope, where the function is called.
The phases are realized as follows. The first phase is done by the so-called scope-begin
functions
→
scope, which create annotation scopes, the second phase is done by the functions
composed in parallel, the third phase is done by the connective functions ∧f and ∨f defined
above, and the last phase is done by the so-called scope-end functions
←
scope, which close
annotation scopes.
We detail now on how the mappings are created and used. For each multi-source
variable i ∈ Vars(f) of a formula f , we define the in-mapping function
i
→ and the out-
mapping function
i
← that map non-empty source annotations a to sink annotations b. The
annotation mappings are written a
i
→ b for in-mappings and b
i
← a for out-mappings.
Because
i
→ and
i
← are functions, they can not map the same source annotation to different
sink annotations. For in-mappings, the annotations a and the fresh annotations b are
non-empty, whereas for out-mappings the annotations b can be also empty.
Such annotation mappings are created only for multi-source variables, because only
in this case the annotations in the input stream need to be unique. Annotations of a
multi-source variable t can stand in an in-mapping relation with annotations of another
multi-source variable s that leads to t in f s ;f t and there is no multi-source variable
u with s ;f u ;f t. Between the full annotation created by the in function and the
annotations of any other multi-source variables can hold the transitive closure in-mapping
relation
i
→+. For a multi-source variable i, the relation
i
→+ is the set of pairs of the full
annotation [0] and the (non-empty) annotations ai, if
• there is no multi-source variable leading to i, or
• there is a multi-source variable j with aj ⊆ a
′
j
i
→ ai and [0]
j
→+, aj.
More compact, the transitive closure in-mapping relation is defined by the equivalence
[0]
i
→+ai ⇔ [0]
i
→ ai or [0]
j
→+aj v a
′
j
i
→ ai.
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If [0]
i
→+ai holds, we say that ai is reachable from [0]. This means also there is at least one
annotation in-mapping for each multi-source variable connected to i that maps annotations
reachable from [0] and from which ai is reachable.
Analogously, the transitive closure out-mapping relation
i
← + is the set of all pairs of
(non-empty) annotations ai and [0] such that [0] can be reached from ai using (at least)
one annotation out-mapping of each multi-source variable leading to i:
[0]
i
←+ai ⇔ [0]
i
← ai or [0]
j
←+aj v a
′
j
i
← ai.
An annotation mapping is expressed in the stream as a new message type. The set of
stream messages M is now extended to contain also the set of annotation mappings A↔:
A↔ =
⋃
i∈Vars
(
i
→ ∪
i
←) = {a X b | a ∈ A, b ∈ A, X ∈ {
i
→,
i
←}, i ∈ Vars(f), f ∈ LGQ}.
An annotation mapping a X b follows in the stream the fresh annotation b (for X =
i
→) or
the annotation a (for X =
i
←), hence also the node having that annotation. The number
of annotation mappings that can accompany a node is bounded in double the number
of multi-source variables, because a node can have at most one annotation in-mapping
(respectively at most one annotation out-mapping) for each such variable. The annotation
mappings of a node in a stream can be accessed using the function µ : M ∗ × E → P(A↔)
that returns for a given node the set of all its annotation mappings in a given stream.
Annotation Scopes
An annotation scope delimits the lifetime of a fresh annotation, similar to the scope de-
limiting the lifetime of variables declared locally to procedures in programming languages.
The lifetime of a fresh annotation spans over the stream fragment delimited by the source
node having that annotation in the input stream and the last of its sink nodes in the aggre-
gated stream. Recall that the sink nodes come always after the source nodes, because the
stream processing functions, which compute the output streams to be aggregated, specify
forward LGQ formulas. In the following, we consider first that the end of such a stream
fragment coincides with the end of the whole stream. Then, it is shown that depending on
the type (sdown, pdown, or rdown) of the LGQ formula specified by the stream processing
functions, the lifetime of a fresh annotation can be considerably shortened. It is, of course,
of advantage to fix at compile-time the maximum lifetime of an annotation. In this way,
annotations that are not further needed can be discarded during processing, and not only
at the very end.
An annotation scope is opened and closed by two complementary stream processing
functions scope-begin
→
scope and scope-end
←
scope. When opening it, in-mappings of original
and fresh annotations are created, and original annotation are replaced by fresh annota-
tions. The closing of an annotation scope consists in mapping back the fresh annotations
to the original ones, using out-mappings.
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Definition 5.2.5 (Scope-Begin). Consider a multi-source variable i and a stream s.
The node-preserving and node-monotone function
→
scopei : M
∗ → M∗ (1) creates a fresh
annotation @s′(n) = new(@s(n)) for each non-empty annotation @s(n), and (2) adds the
in-mapping message @s(n)
i
→ @s′(n) after a2 to the output stream:
s′ =
→
scopei(s), ∀n < s
′|E, @s(n) 6= [ ] : @s′(n) = new(@s(n)),
µs′(n) = µs(n) ∪ {(@s(n)
i
→ @s′(n))}.
The new function creates a fresh annotation for each received non-empty annotation.
The above definition describes only the stream changes done by
→
scope. The other messages
are copied unchanged from the input to the output stream.
Definition 5.2.6 (Scope-End). Consider a multi-source variable i and a stream s. The
node-preserving and node-monotone function
←
scopei : M
∗ →M∗ (1) creates for each non-
empty annotation @s(n) the union @s′(n) of all annotations that are mapped in s to parts
of @s(n), and (2) adds the out-mapping message @s(n)
i
← @s′(n) after @s′(n) to the output
stream:
s′ =
←
scopei(s), ∀n < s
′|E : @s′(n) =
⊔
(a1 | a2 v @s(n), (a1
i
→ a2) < s),
µs′(n) = µs(n) ∪ {(@s′(n)
i
← @s(n))}.
As for
→
scope, the above definition describes only the stream changes done by
←
scope.
The other messages are copied unchanged from the input to the output stream.
Example 5.2.4. Figure 5.5 shows the evaluation of the function
→
scope · ((child+f · af ++ child
+
f · cf ) · ∧f ++ nextSiblf · bf) · ∨f ·
←
scope
that specifies the LGQ formula
(child+(v, v2) ∧ a(v2) ∧ child
+(v, v3) ∧ c(v3)) ∨ nextSibl(v, v4) ∧ b(v4).
For avoiding cluttering in the figure, we intentionally omitted the index v of
→
scope and
←
scope. The figure shows the input stream and the tree conveyed within, together with
selected streams representing the output of the component functions
→
scope, ∨f , and
←
scope.
The result of processing can be interpreted as follows: only the source nodes with non-
empty annotations contained in annotations appearing in the output stream stand in that
formula with some other nodes. In particular, these source nodes are the first b-node and
the first a-node, because their annotation [2] appears in the output stream.
Proposition 5.2.4. Consider the stream processing functions scope-begin
→
scopei, scope-end
←
scopei for a multi-source variable i, and the node-preserving and node-monotone f that does
not filter out annotation mappings for i. Consider also the streams s1, s2 =
→
scopei(s1),
s3 = f(s2), and s4 =
←
scopei(s3). Then, the following implication holds:
∀n, n′ < s1|E : @s2(n) v @s3(n
′)⇒ @s1(n) v @s4(n
′).
Moreover, if s1 has only unique annotations, then the implication holds in both directions.
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Figure 5.5: Processing with
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+
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Proof. The functions
→
scopei and
←
scopei preserve the non-emptiness of annotations, cf. Def-
initions 5.2.5 and 5.2.6. Hence, @sj(n) 6= [ ]⇔ @sj+1(n) 6= [ ] , for j ∈ {1, 3}.
The case where @s1(n) = @s2(n) = [ ] holds immediately, for [ ] v @s(n
′) holds for
every node n′ in every stream s. It remains to prove the implication for the non-trivial
case @s1(n) 6= [ ].
@s2(n) v @s3(n
′)⇔ (@s1(n)
i
→ @s2(n)) < s2, @s2(n) v @s3(n
′),
@s4(n
′) =
⊔
(a1 | a2 v @s3(n
′), (a1
i
→ a2) < s4)
→ @s1(n) v @s4(n
′).
The last implication is due to the observation that a2 can be @s2(n).
Reducing the Annotation Scopes
The lifetime of a fresh annotation spans over the stream fragment delimited by the source
node having that annotation in the input stream and the last of its sink nodes in the
output stream. The position of those sink nodes relative to the source nodes is, however,
highly dependent on the kind of formulas specified by the functions producing the output
stream. We address next this issue for the three types of forward formulas introduced in
Section 3.6: source-down (sdown), parent-down (pdown), and root-down (rdown).
Sdown formulas contain only sdown path formulas that relate any source node to some
of its descendants. Thus, the lifetime of a fresh annotation marking a source node is limited
to the stream fragment enclosed by the start and end tags of that source node.
Pdown formulas contain sdown and pdown path formulas that relate any source node
to some of its followings that are also descendants of its parent node. Thus, the lifetime
of a fresh annotation marking a source node is limited to the stream fragment enclosed by
the start tag of that source node and the end tag of its parent node.
Rdown formulas contain sdown, pdown, or rdown path formulas that relate any source
node to some of its followings. Thus, the lifetime of a fresh annotation marking a source
node is limited to the stream fragment enclosed by the start tag of the context node and
the end of the stream.
Using this information on the lifetime of annotations, some annotations can be dis-
carded as soon as their scope is exhausted. The important implications of the limitation
of annotation lifetime are
1. the reusability of annotations, and
2. the limitation of the number of fresh conditions alive at a time.
The effect of reusing a dismissed fresh annotation can be simply seen as a redefinition of
the in-mapping and out-mapping functions for that annotation. In fact, the functions are
not changed, but rather they are defined to consider only the last (in- or out-) annotation
mapping of a given annotation.
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The limitation of the number of fresh annotations alive at a time becomes the bound
for the domains of the in/out-mapping functions serialized in the stream, as stated later
by Proposition 5.2.5.
Summing up, the stream fragment sufficient to evaluate a formula of type x from a
source node n starts with the opening tag of n and ends with (1) the closing tag of n (for
x = sdown), (2) the closing tag of the parent of n (for x = pdown), or (3) the last closing
tag of the stream (for x = rdown). We define the function endx that returns the last tag
of such a stream fragment depending on the predicate type x and source node n. Also,
we define the function newx that creates new annotations for each encountered non-empty
annotation in a given stream. In contrast to the function new that creates always unique
annotations, the function newx reuses annotations according to x. Thus, when the lifetime
of an annotation is ended, the same annotation can be reused.
We distinguish between three types of scope-begin functions, depending on the type
of formulas specified by the functions processing the stream created by such scope-begin
functions: the sdown
→
scope sdown, the pdown
→
scope pdown, and the rdown
→
scope rdown scope-
begin functions. Note that the rdown scope-begin function is more general than the other
two, and its definition corresponds to Definition 5.2.5 of the basic scope-begin function
→
scope.
Definition 5.2.7 (sdown, pdown, and rdown scope-begin). Let us consider a multi-
source variable i being the path source of formulas of type x ∈ {cdown, pdown, rdown} only,
and a stream s. The node-preserving and node-monotone function
→
scopei
x : M∗ → M∗
(1) replaces each non-empty annotation a1 with a fresh annotation a2, and adds to the
output stream (2) the in-mapping annotation a1
i
→ a2 after a2, and (3) the out-mapping
annotation [ ]
i
← a2 at the end of the lifetime of a2. The stream changes done by
→
scope are
described as follows (the other messages are copied unchanged from the input to the output
stream):
s′ =
→
scope
x
i (s), ∀n < s
′|E : @s′(n) = new
x(@s(n)), µs′(n) = µs(n) ∪ {(@s(n)
i
→ @s′(n))},
µs′(end
x(n)) = µs(end
x(n)) ∪ {([ ]
i
← @s′(n))}.
Example 5.2.5. Figure 5.6 gives an input stream together with the tree it conveys, and
the reannotated stream created by the scope-begin functions
→
scope sdown,
→
scope pdown, and
→
scope rdown for the input stream. Note that the number of fresh annotations alive at a time
differs for all three cases. This number is bounded either (1) in the tree depth, or (2) in
the sum of the maximum tree depth and breadth, or (3) in the tree size.
The following proposition states the size of in-mapping relations for a predicate con-
tained in one of the previously defined classes.
Proposition 5.2.5. Consider the evaluation of LGQ formulas f , which are of type x ∈
{sdown, pdown, rdown} and have as source a multi-source variable i, on a stream conveying
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<a>[1] [2]−>[1] <a>[  ] <b>[2] [3]−>[2] </b> <b>[3] [3]−>[3] </b> <b>[2] [3]−>[2] <d>[3] [4]−>[3] </d></b></a>
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<a>[2] <a>[  ] <b>[3] </b> <b>[3] </b> <b>[3] <d>[4] </d></b></a>
<a>[1] [2]−>[1] <a>[  ] <b>[2] [3]−>[2] </b> <b>[3] [3]−>[3] </b> <b>[4] [3]−>[4] <d>[5] [4]−>[5] </d></b></a>
Figure 5.6: Example with sdown, pdown, and rdown scope-begin functions
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a tree with depth d, breadth b, and size s. The maximum size |
i
→ | of the in-mapping
relation
i
→ required for the evaluation of f is
|
i
→ | =





d if x = sdown,
d + b if x = pdown,
s if x = rdown.
Proof. Recall that after the opening tag of each source node, there is a non-empty annota-
tion for which a scope-begin function
→
scope x creates a fresh annotation and an in-mapping
annotation.
Case x = sdown. After the closing tag of each source node, the lifetime of the annota-
tion created at the corresponding opening tag is ended. There can be at most d opening
tags before encountering one of their closing tags, thus at most d new annotations alive.
Case x = pdown. After the closing tag of the parent of each source node, the lifetime
of the annotation created at the corresponding opening tag is ended. There can be at
most d + b opening tags before encountering the closing tag corresponding to the parent
of the node with the last opening tag. The bound d + b is ensured by the maximum
number of nested opening tags until the closing tag corresponding to the last opening tag
is encountered (d) and the number of opening tags of sibling nodes that can follow (b).
Case x = rdown. After the last closing tag of the stream, the lifetime of the annotation
created at the corresponding opening tag is ended. There can be at most s opening tags
after a context node and before the last closing tag of the stream and possibly a non-empty
annotation after each opening tag.
5.2.7 Answer Computation
The answers computed by a stream processing function for a given LGQ query are among
the nodes marked by the head function with non-empty annotations that are either full
annotations, or stand in the transitive closure out-mapping relation with the full annota-
tion. We discuss next the functions in and out, then the computation of answers for the
case of path queries and for the more complex case of tree queries.
Annotation schemes for the input stream
The nodes from an input XML stream are annotated initially by the stream processing
function in, such that the first node (i.e., the root) gets a full annotation, and the other
nodes get empty annotations. This annotation scheme corresponds to the evaluation of
absolute queries, i.e., queries that are evaluated from the root node. A query is then
absolute or relative depending on the position and amount of full annotations in the input
stream. For example, an interesting scheme is obtained by marking each node from the
input stream with a full annotation. This annotation scheme enforces the computation of
the set of all nodes reachable via a query from any node from the stream, and corresponds
to the evaluation of a special case of relative queries.
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Creation of potential answers and detection of answers
The potential answers are the nodes specifically marked by the function head with a
non-empty annotation. Recall from Section 5.2.3 that the is function head induced in a
stream processing function by a unary predicate on the head variable of the corresponding
query.
The last function in a sequential compositions of functions specifying the evaluation of
a query is the function out. Given a stream containing all nodes from the initial stream,
possibly with out-mapping annotations as results of annotation scopes, together with the
annotations done by the head function, the out function detects which nodes marked by
the head function are answers, and which not.
There are two distinct cases to consider for the detection of answers: (1) for path
queries, and (2) for forest and tree queries.
1. Path queries are translated into sequential compositions of functions corresponding
to the component predicates. Because the head predicate is on a non-source variable,
the head function is the last-but-one in sequence, immediately before the out function.
There are no annotation scopes, and the only annotation used during the processing is the
full annotation. The nodes marked by the head function with the full annotation reach
immediately the out function and are the query answers.
2. Tree queries are translated into sequential and parallel compositions of functions
corresponding to the component predicates. The stream s processed in this case by the
head function contains annotations from a certain annotation scope i, and the nodes
marked by this function with non-empty annotations ai are query answers only if the
following condition is satisfied.
The annotation ai of an answer node must stand in the transitive closure out-mapping
relation with the full annotation [0]. This holds only if ai stands in the out-mapping relation
either with the full annotation, or with an annotation aj from another scope j and a part
a′j of it stands in the transitive closure out-mapping relation with the full annotation.
[0]
i
←+ai ⇔ [0]
i
← ai or [0]
j
←+aj v a
′
j
i
← ai.
This condition ensures that all annotations a′j and the annotation ai are in the aggregated
streams of their corresponding scopes j and i. This means also that the annotation a′j
is collected from all (at least one) of the output streams of the functions specifying tree
formulas.
If the lifetime of annotations is reduced, cf. Section 5.2.6, then the same annotation can
be used several times and the above characterization of answers does not hold in general.
Instead, the condition must be strengthen such that the annotations a′j and ai are alive.
This means that, in the input stream of the out function, the nearest out-mapping of each
such annotation must not be to the empty annotation: neither [ ]
j
← a′j nor [ ]
i
← ai.
Because (1) the input stream to the out function can not be stored, and (2) when
receiving a particular potential answer, the out function may need to explore out-mappings
in the stream’s history or future, a reasonable implementation of the out function must
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output the encountered answers as soon as possible, and buffer only the potential answers
until the decision on their appurtenance to the result is met. In particular, on each received
out-mapping, the out function must check whether it is relevant for the buffered potential
answers. Note also that the out-mappings appear in the stream as soon as their source
annotations are encountered in the aggregated streams, and these source annotations are
propagated optimal in the output streams to aggregate due to the definition of the stream
processing functions for LGQ predicates.
5.3 Implementation
For the implementation of the evaluation strategy described in Section 5.2, we chose de-
terministic pushdown transducers, i.e., automata with pushdown store and output tape,
due to several reasons. First, the computation of structural relations between nodes in
trees conveyed in XML streams, like the forward LGQ predicates specify, is done naturally
using pushdown automata. The pushdown stores of such automata are used to remember
the depths of various nodes in the stream, and they suffice to compute relations defined
using the tree depth. Second, the output tape of such automata is useful for establish-
ing communication with other automata. Complex stream processing functions specifying
LGQ formulas are realized by networks of communicating automata, where their connec-
tions reflect the (parallel and sequential) compositions of functions for the LGQ predicates
making up the formulas.
After introducing the necessary preliminaries on pushdown transducers, this section
gives the transducers for forward LGQ predicates and for other stream processing functions
used for the evaluation of LGQ forest formulas.
5.3.1 SPEX Transducers and Transducer Networks
Pushdown transducers are automata with pushdown store and output tape. More for-
mally, a pushdown transducer [82] is an eight-tuple 〈Q, Σ, Γ, ∆, δ, q0, Z0, F 〉 that satisfies
the following conditions:
• Q is a finite set of states.
• Σ, Γ and ∆ are alphabets. Σ is the input alphabet, and its elements are called input
symbols. Γ is the pushdown alphabet, and its elements are called pushdown symbols.
∆ is the output alphabet, the elements of which are called output symbols.
• δ is a relation from Q× (Σ∪ {ε})× (Γ∪ {ε}) to 2Q× Γ∗ × (∆∪ {ε}). δ is called the
transition table, the elements of which are called transition rules.
• q0 is an element in Q, called the initial state.
• Z0 is an element in Γ, called the bottom pushdown symbol.
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• F is a subset of Q. The states in the subset F are called the accepting, or final states.
Deterministic pushdown transducers allow at most one transition from any of its states.
In this case, the transition relation becomes a function from Q× (Σ ∪ {ε})× (Γ ∪ {ε}) to
Q× Γ∗ × (∆ ∪ {ε}).
One of the main usages of pushdown transducers is to support recursion. In fact, recur-
sive finite-domain programs are characterized by pushdown transducers [82]. Processing
an XML stream with pushdown transducers corresponds to a depth-first, left-to-right, pre-
order traversal of the (implicit) tree conveyed by the XML stream, and uses also an implicit
form of recursion, in order to discover which closing tag corresponds to which opening tag.
Exploiting the affinity between depth-first search and stack management, the transducers
use their stacks for tracking the node depth in such trees. This way, the forward LGQ
predicates can be evaluated in a single pass, which corresponds to a run of pushdown
transducers on the XML stream.
SPEX Transducers
We use in the following a simplified class of deterministic pushdown transducers, which we
call SPEX transducers.
Definition 5.3.1 (SPEX Transducer). A SPEX transducer is a single-state determin-
istic pushdown transducer, where the input and output alphabets are the set of all opening
and closing tags and annotations M , the stack alphabet is the set of all annotations A, the
bottom pushdown symbol Z0 is the empty annotation [ ], and the transition function δ is
canonically extended to the configuration-based transition function `: M ×A∗ → A∗×M∗.
Note that for defining a SPEX transducer, it is only necessary to give its transition
function δ.
Example 5.3.1. Consider the SPEX transducer defined by the following transitions
1. ([c] , γ) ` ([c] | γ, ε)
2. (〈η〉 , [s] | γ) ` ([s] | γ, 〈η〉[s])
3. (〈/η〉, [s] | γ) ` ( γ, 〈/η〉)
On receiving an input symbol [c], which is an annotation, the first transition pushes that
symbol onto the stack and does not output anything. Note that the stack content [c] | γ
is |-separated in its top [c] and the rest γ, and no output is simulated by writing on the
output tape the empty symbol ε.
On receiving an input symbol 〈η〉, which is an opening tag, and with the annotation
[s] as the top of the stack, the second transition keeps the same stack configuration and
outputs first the input symbol 〈a〉 followed by the top of the stack [s].
On receiving an input symbol 〈/η〉, which is a closing tag, and with the annotation [s]
as the top of the stack, the third transition outputs the input symbol and pops the top
annotation off the stack.
In effect, this SPEX transducer moves the annotations of nodes to their children.
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SPEX Transducer Networks
The sequential and parallel compositions of stream processing functions are implemented
by sequential and parallel compositions of pushdown transducers, where the meaning of
transducer compositions is the same as for functions: the output of one transducer is
the input for the immediate next ones (for sequential composition), respectively several
transducers have the same input (for parallel composition). For such compositions are
oriented (from one transducer to another), the implementation for a function specifying an
arbitrary LGQ formula is done using networks of transducers, or directed acyclic graphs
where each node is a pushdown transducer and each edge between two transducers inforces
that the input tape of the sink transducer is the output tape of the source transducer.
In this respect, a transducer network is isomorphic to the function graph of the stream
processing function it implements.
5.3.2 Transducers for Forward LGQ Predicates
A transducer for a forward LGQ binary predicate α : Node×Node→ Boolean, or simpler
an α-transducer, implements the function fα : Set(Node)→ Set(Node) that computes, for
a given tree T and a set of source nodes n in T , the set of all sink nodes m in T that
stand in the predicate α with n, i.e., α(n, m) holds. More precisely, instead of processing
directly the set of source nodes, a transducer processes the stream conveying all nodes in
T , where those source nodes n are marked with non-empty annotations. The yield of the
transducer is the stream conveying all nodes in T , where only the sink nodes have non-
empty annotations, and a sink node m is annotated precisely with the union of annotations
of all source nodes n that stand in the predicate α with m.
For accomplishing this task, an α-transducer uses its stack to store the annotations
of the source nodes until their corresponding sink nodes are encountered in the coming
stream. The key issue on designing such transducers stems in satisfying the constraint
that when a sink node is encountered on the stream, the annotations of its corresponding
source nodes are on the top of the stack, thus justifying the use of such an access-restricted
memory store. In this way, the sink nodes can be easily marked with the annotations of
their corresponding source nodes. This section shows that, indeed, there are deterministic
pushdown transducers that implement the functions fα of the forward LGQ predicates α,
and this fact makes our choice for pushdown transducers natural. Section 5.5 shows that
a relaxation of the stackwise access to the store of each transducer brings a better space
complexity, at the expense of a more complicated store management.
Configuration-based transitions defining α-transducers are given in the following, and a
processing example with them is given later in this section. Initially, an empty annotation
[ ] is pushed onto the stack of each transducer. Note that the α-transducers differ only in
the first transition, which is a compaction of several simpler transitions that do only one
stack operation.
We define next the transducers for the forward binary predicates: child, fstChild, and
nextSibl, then for the transitive closure predicates child+ and nextSibl+, and then for the
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reflexive transitive closures child∗ and nextSibl∗. For the implementation of the nodetest
predicates, we use finite transducers (i.e., without the pushdown store). Finally, we give
some thoughts on the capabilities of such transducers to implement more sophisticated
predicates, and even simple compositions of predicates.
The child-transducer moves the annotations of nodes to their children. The tran-
sitions of this transducer read as follows: (1) if an annotation [c] is received, then [c] is
pushed onto the stack and nothing is output; (2) if an opening tag 〈η〉 is received, then
it is output followed by the annotation from the top of the stack; (3) if a closing tag is
received, then it is output and the top annotation is popped off the stack.
1. ([c] , γ) ` ([c] | γ, ε)
2. (〈η〉 , [s] | γ) ` ([s] | γ, 〈η〉[s])
3. (〈/η〉, [s] | γ) ` ( γ, 〈/η〉)
Recall that the annotation of a node n follows its opening tag. When receiving a node n
annotated with [c], [c] is pushed onto the stack. The following two cases can then appear:
(1) the closing tag of n is received, and [c] is popped off the stack. This corresponds to
the case when there are no other child nodes of n left in the incoming stream.
(2) the opening tag of a child node m of n is received, and it is output followed by [c].
Thus, the node m is annotated correctly with [c], which was the annotation of n.
In the second case, a new annotation, say [c′], is received afterwards, pushed onto the
stack, and used to annotate children p of m. Only when the closing tag of p is received,
[c′] is popped and [c] becomes again the top of the stack. At this time, siblings of m can
be received and annotated with [c] (the above cases 2), or the closing tag of n is received
(the above case 1).
The fstChild-transducer moves the annotations of nodes to their first children. This
transducer is a simplification of the child-transducer, by restricting a stored annotation [s]
of a node n to mark at most one node. This node is necessarily the first child of n, as
ensured by the left-to-right traversal of the children existent in the stream. This restriction
can be realized by replacing [s] with the empty annotation as soon as a child of n and its
annotation, say [c], is received. Below, we give the first transition modified accordingly.
The other transitions are as for the child-transducer.
1. ([c], [s] | γ) ` ([c] | [ ] | γ, ε)
The nextSibl-transducer moves the annotations of nodes to their immediate next
sibling, if any. The transitions of this transducer are the same as for the child-transducer,
except for the first one, which is given below. In the first transition, this transducer replaces
the top of the stack [s] with the received annotation [c] of the source node n and pushes an
empty annotation [ ] onto the stack. The annotation [ ] is then used to annotate children of
n. When the closing tag of n is received, the annotation [ ] is popped and its next sibling
node m can be annotated with the top annotation [c]. The other next siblings can not be
annotated with [c], because [c] is replaced by the annotation of m, say [c′], and now the
immediate next sibling of m can be annotated with [c′].
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1. ([c], [s] | γ) ` ([ ] | [c] | γ, ε)
Remark 5.3.1. Note that for the base predicates α ∈ {fstChild, child, nextSibl} and any sink
node m, there exists at most one source node n such that α(n, m) holds. Therefore, an
α-transducer does not need to compute unions of annotations of several source nodes n for
annotating sink nodes. We see next that the transducers for closure predicates α+ and α∗
have to compute such unions, because there can be several nodes n for which α+(n, m),
respectively α∗(n, m), holds.
The child+-transducer moves the annotations of nodes to their descendants. The
transitions of this transducer are the same as for the child-transducer, except for the first
one, which is given below. In the first transition, this transducer pushes onto the stack
the received annotation [c] together with the top annotation [s]: [c]t[s]. The difference to
the child-transducer is that also the annotations [s] of the ancestors na of n are used to
annotate children m of n, for the nodes m are also descendants of the nodes na.
1. ([c], [s] | γ) ` ([c]t[s] | [s] | γ, ε)
When receiving a node n annotated with [c], [c] is pushed onto the stack together with the
current top [s]: [c]t[s]. The following two cases can then appear:
(1) the closing tag of n is received, and [c]t[s] is popped off the stack. This corresponds
to the case when there are no other descendants of n left in the incoming stream.
(2) the opening tag of a child m of n is received, and it is output followed by [c]t[s].
Thus, the children of n, which are also descendants of n, are annotated correctly.
In the second case, a new annotation, say [c′], is received afterwards, the annotation
[c′]t[c]t[s] is pushed onto the stack and used to annotate children p of m. Thus, the
annotation [c] is also used to annotate children p of m (n′′), hence descendants of n. Only
when the closing tag of p is received, [c′]t[c]t[s] is popped and [c]t[s] becomes again the
top of the stack. At this time, siblings of m can be received and annotated with [c]t[s]
(the above case 2), or the closing tag of n is received (the above case 1).
The nextSibl+-transducer moves the annotations of source nodes to their next siblings.
The transitions of this transducer are the same as for the child-transducer, except for the
first one, which is given below. In the first transition, this transducer adds to the top of the
stack [s] the received annotation [c] of the source node n and pushes an empty annotation
[ ]. The annotation [ ] is then used to annotate children of n. When the closing tag of n
is received, the annotation [ ] is popped and its next sibling nodes m can be annotated
with the top annotation [c]. Because the old top of the stack [s] is kept together with the
newly received annotation [c], then annotations of preceding siblings of n are also used to
annotate the following siblings of n.
1. ([c], [s] | γ) ` ([ ] | [c]t[s] | γ, ε)
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The transducers for the reflexive transitive closures are simple variations of the ones
for transitive closures defined above. We explain them shortly below.
The child∗-transducer moves the annotations of each node n to its descendants and
to the node n itself. This transducer is defined below similar to the child+-transducer, with
the difference that a node n keeps its own annotation, say [c], together with the annotations
of its ancestors, say [s].
1. ([c] , [s] | γ) ` ([c]t[s] | [s] | γ, [c]t[s])
2. (〈η〉 , γ) ` ( γ, 〈η〉)
3. (〈/η〉, [s] | γ) ` ( γ, 〈/η〉)
The nextSibl∗-transducer moves the annotations of each node n to its next siblings and
to the node n itself.
1. ([c] , [s] | γ) ` ([ ] | [c]t[s] | γ, [c]t[s])
2. (〈η〉 , γ) ` ( γ, 〈η〉)
3. (〈/η〉, [s] | γ) ` ( γ, 〈/η〉)
Transducers for LGQ Nodetest Predicates
A finite transducer for an LGQ nodetest predicate nodetest : Node×NodeTest→ Node, or
simply a nodetest-transducer, implements the function fnodetest : Set(Node)×NodeTest→
Set(Node) that computes, for a given tree T and a set of source nodes in T , the subset
of it consisting only in the nodes with that nodetest. As for α-transducers, the nodetest-
transducers processes the stream conveying all nodes in T and outputs the same stream
where only annotations can be changed. A transducer for a nodetest η replaces the anno-
tations of nodes without that nodetest with the empty annotation. The transitions of an
η nodetest-transducer are given next. For simplification, each transition can consider two
input symbols at once. Also, the nodetest ¬η stands for any nodetest but η. Because we
consider finitely many nodetests, this compact representation for any nodetest but η holds.
1. (〈η〉[c] ) ` ( 〈η〉[c])
2. (〈¬η〉[c]) ` ( 〈η〉[ ])
3. (〈/η〉 ) ` ( 〈/η〉)
4. (〈/¬η〉 ) ` (〈/¬η〉)
Variations of Transducers for LGQ Predicates
From the transitions of the α-transducers, it can be observed that the relation between
the binary predicates α and their corresponding α-transducers is determined by how the
annotation of each node n is stored onto the transducer’s stack. These relations can be
resumed as follows ([c] is the annotation of n currently read and [s] is the current top of
the stack):
1. [c] is output as soon as it is read. Then, [c] is used to mark also n.
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2. [c] is pushed in the new top. Then, [c] is used to mark also the children of n.
3. [c] is pushed in the old top. Then, [c] is used to mark also the next sibling of n.
4. [s] is pushed in the new top. Then, [s] is used to mark also the descendants of n.
5. [s] is pushed in the old top. Then, [s] is used to mark also the next siblings of n.
By mixing the above behaviours 1 to 5, one can get the transducers implementing the
desired built-in predicates. For example, combining behaviours 1 and any other ensures
the reflexivity of the implemented predicate. Combining behaviours 4 and 2, or 5 and 3,
ensures the transitivity of the implemented predicate. And combining 1 and 2 and 4, or 1
and 3 and 5, ensures both the transitivity and reflexivity of the implemented predicate.
There are, of course, other possible combinations. For example, the combination of
behaviours 2 to 5 gives the implementation of the complex predicate child+-or-nextSibl+ =
child+ ∪ nextSibl+. These combinations are reflected in the following changed transition:
1. ([c], [s] | γ) ` ([c]t[s] | [c]t[s] | γ, ε)
More non-trivial predicates can be supported by changing also the other transitions of the
child-transducer. We exemplify this with the foll-transducer defined below. In the first
transition, it replaces the old top annotation [s] with the new annotation [c] and then
pushes also the old top [s]. Because the nodes following a node n are all nodes reachable in
the further stream after closing the node n, the annotation [c] becomes part of the top of
the stack and used to annotate incoming nodes as soon as the node n is closed (transition
3). In contrast to the α-transducers previously defined, once an annotation becomes part
of the stack, it remains there, because the following sibling nodes of the ancestor nodes of
n follow also n.
1. ([c] , [s] | γ) ` ([s] | [c] | γ, ε)
2. (〈η〉 , [s] | γ) ` ( [s] | γ, 〈η〉[s])
3. (〈/η〉, [c] | [s] | γ) ` ([c]t[s] | γ, 〈/η〉)
Although pushdown transducers are not closed under composition, the composition of
pushdown and finite transducers is possible and even beneficial. In this sense, one can
create transducers implementing composition of binary and nodetest predicates. We give
below the transitions of a transducer for the composition of the child binary predicate
and the a nodetest-predicate defining, for a set of nodes, the set of their children with
nodetest a. Note that such compositions are general and natural. The generality of such
compositions ensures that they can be applied on any binary and unary predicate. Their
naturality is ensured by the usage in the practical XML query language XPath of atomic
constructs called location steps made out of a binary and a unary predicate, like in child::a.
By convenience, we name the transducer, implementing such a combination of a binary
predicate α and a nodetest predicate η, the α::η-transducer.
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1. ([c] , γ) ` ([c] | γ, ε)
2. (〈a〉 , [s] | γ) ` ([s] | γ, 〈a〉[s])
3. (〈¬a〉 , γ) ` ( γ, 〈¬a〉[ ])
4. (〈/a〉 , [s] | γ) ` ( γ, 〈/a〉)
5. (〈/¬a〉, [s] | γ) ` ( γ, 〈/¬a〉)
5.3.3 Processing Example with Transducers for LGQ Predicates
We show next how the child::b-transducer processes incrementally the stream
〈a〉[1] 〈a〉[2] 〈b〉[3] 〈/b〉〈/a〉〈b〉[ ] 〈/b〉〈/a〉
containing two a-nodes and two b-nodes.
Recall that the stack is initialized with an empty annotation [ ]. The stack configuration
changes only on receiving annotations and closing tags. On receiving opening tags matching
its nodetest, the transducer outputs that opening tag followed by the top of its stack.
〈a〉 It outputs the tag, followed by its (initial) top annotation [ ]. Thus, the first a-node
does not have in the input stream a parent with a non-empty annotation.
The stack configuration remains [ ].
[1] It pushes [1] onto the stack, This way, it is instructed to mark all b-children of the
first a-node with [1].
The stack configuration becomes [1]|[ ] (the top is at the left).
〈a〉 It outputs the tag, followed by [ ]. Although the top annotation is [1], this output is
correct, because the received node does not have a b-nodetest.
The stack configuration remains [1]|[ ].
[2] It pushes [2] onto the stack. This way, it is instructed to mark all b-children of the
second a-node with [2].
The stack configuration becomes [2]|[1]|[ ].
〈b〉 It outputs the tag, followed by the top annotation [2]. This output is correct, because
the received node does have a b-nodetest and is a child of the second a-node.
The stack configuration remains [2]|[1]|[ ].
[3] It pushes [3] onto the stack. This way, it is instructed to mark all b-children of the
first b-node with [3].
The stack configuration becomes [3]|[2]|[1]|[ ].
〈/b〉 It pops the top [3] off the stack, meaning that there are no children of the first b-node
left in the stream. This is correct, because the first b-node does not have children at
all.
The stack configuration becomes [2]|[1]|[ ].
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〈/a〉 It pops the top [2] off the stack, meaning that there are no children of the second
a-node left in the stream.
The stack configuration becomes [1]|[ ].
〈b〉 It outputs the tag, followed by the top annotation [1]. This output is correct, because
the received node does have a b-nodetest and is a child of the first a-node.
The stack configuration remains [1]|[ ].
[ ] It pushes [ ] onto the stack. This way, it is instructed to mark all b-children of the
second b-node with [ ]. Because the other children are also marked with [ ], we can
conclude that the transducer will mark all children of the second b-node with [ ].
The stack configuration becomes [ ]|[1]|[ ].
〈/b〉 It pops the top [ ] off the stack, meaning that there are no children of the second
b-node left in the stream.
The stack configuration becomes [1]|[ ].
〈/a〉 It pops the top [1] off the stack, meaning that there are no children of the first a-node
left in the stream.
The stack configuration becomes [ ] and the processing is finished.
The output streams produced by the transducers child+::b, nextSibl+::b, and foll::b when
processing the same input stream are shown below:
input 〈a〉 [1] 〈a〉 [2] 〈b〉 [3] 〈/b〉 〈/a〉 〈b〉 [ ] 〈/b〉 〈/a〉
child+::b 〈a〉 [ ] 〈a〉 [ ] 〈b〉 [1,2] 〈/b〉 〈/a〉 〈b〉 [1] 〈/b〉 〈/a〉
nextSibl+::b 〈a〉 [ ] 〈a〉 [ ] 〈b〉 [ ] 〈/b〉 〈/a〉 〈b〉 [2] 〈/b〉 〈/a〉
foll::b 〈a〉 [ ] 〈a〉 [ ] 〈b〉 [ ] 〈/b〉 〈/a〉 〈b〉 [2,3] 〈/b〉 〈/a〉
5.3.4 Transducers for Other Stream Processing Functions
The evaluation strategy of this chapter uses also rather complex stream processing func-
tions, e.g., for dealing with aggregations of several streams, annotation scopes, and manage-
ment of potential answers, and SPEX transducers are not expressive enough to implement
all of them. Therefore, we discuss here the implementations of some of these functions,
like of the scope functions
→
scopei and
←
scopei and of the connective functions ∧f and ∨f ,
by means of SPEX transducers with straightforward extensions.
Recall from Definition 5.2.7 that the node-preserving and node-monotone functions
→
scopei
x (for a multi-source variable i) replaces each annotation [c] with a fresh annotation
[s+1], which is a singleton list, and adds to the output stream the in-mapping annotation
[c]
i
→ [s + 1] after [c], and the out-mapping annotation [ ]
i
← [s + 1] at the end of the
lifetime of [s + 1]. The fresh annotation [s + 1] is generated using the top annotation [s]
from the stack. We give next the relevant transition rules of the transducer for the function
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→
scopei
sdown. The transitions for the other message types consist in simply copying the
messages from the input to the output stream.
1. ([c] , [s] | γ) ` ([s + 1] | [s] | γ, [s + 1]([c]
i
→ [s + 1]))
2. (〈η〉 , γ) ` ( γ, 〈η〉)
3. (〈/η〉, [s] | γ) ` ( γ, 〈/η〉([ ]
i
← [s]))
Note that the lifetime of the annotation [s+1] ends as soon as the tree depth, where that
fresh annotation is created, is reached again. The transducers for the other scope-begin
types, i.e.,
→
scopei
pdown and
→
scopei
rdown, are defined similarly, with the only difference that
the lifetime of [s+1] ends as soon as (1) the tree depth smaller by one than the tree depth,
where that fresh annotation is created, is reached again (for
→
scopei
pdown), and (2) the end
of the stream is reached (for
→
scopei
rdown).
The node-preserving and node-monotone function
←
scopei replaces each non-empty an-
notation encountered in the input stream with the union of all annotations that are mapped
to parts of the former annotation. It also adds the out-mapping message of the former to
the latter annotation to the output stream after the latter annotation. Its implementation
is done by a transducer that uses a random accessible store (i.e., a Turing machine) for
keeping the in-mappings encountered in the input stream.
The connective functions ∧f and ∨f are responsible for aggregating several streams
into a single stream being the serialization of the same tree as the input streams, cf.
Definition 5.2.4. Their definitions are based on the annotation-merge function Θc defined
in Section 5.2.2, which ensures that an annotation a appears in the output stream at a
given position p if and only if a appears in all input streams at positions previous to p (for
c = ∧), or in at least one input stream at a position previous to p (for c = ∨).
The implementation of Θ∧ is given below by a modified SPEX transducer without stack,
but with an array, whose size is given by the number n of streams to aggregate. Also, this
transducer has an input tape for each of its input streams. The transitions for messages of
other types, like in-mappings, are not shown, because such messages are simply copied to
the output.
1. (([c1], . . . , [cn]) , ([s1], . . . , [sn])) ` (([s1] t [c1], . . . , [sn] t [cn]),
nd
i=1
([si] t [ci]))
2. ((〈η〉,. . .,〈η〉) , ([s1], . . . , [sn])) ` ( ([s1], . . . , [sn]), 〈η〉)
3. ((〈/η〉,. . .,〈/η〉), ([s1], . . . , [sn])) ` ( ([s1], . . . , [sn]), 〈/η〉)
The transducer for Θ∨ differs from that of Θ∧ in the treatment of annotations. The
former one copies all annotations from the input streams to the output stream.
5.4 Minimization Problems for SPEX Transducer Net-
works
When dealing with networks of transducers, there are at least two minimization problems
to address: the problem of finding the minimal network equivalent to a given network, and
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the problem of minimal stream routing within a given network.
An equivalent minimal network is a network that produces the same output as the
initial network for a given input and has less transducers that the initial network. Such a
network could be obtained, e.g., by
1. composing several pushdown transducers into a single pushdown transducer,
2. reducing the network to an equivalent fragment of it, and
3. finding a completely other network equivalent to the initial one.
The first possibility is excluded, for pushdown transducers are in general not closed under
composition [42]. The last two possibilities can be partially lifted at the level of LGQ as
a query reformulation and minimization problem: for a given query, find an equivalent
minimal query. This problem is partially addressed in Chapter 4 and it is not further
addressed here. Recall from Section 5.2.3 that the translation of LGQ formulas into stream
processing functions has a simplification phase that can dramatically reduce the size of
function graphs, and thus of the corresponding transducer networks. In that case, the
simplifications are not possible at the level of LGQ.
The minimal stream routing problem within a network is: given a transducer network
and an arbitrary input stream, instruct the transducers to send further only stream frag-
ments that can be of interest to the successor transducers. This problem is (partially)
addressed next.
The stream processing functions used in this chapter are node-preserving, i.e., all nodes
from the input stream appear in the output stream. Consequently, the transducers im-
plementing them are also node-preserving. This property ensures an easier and uniform
treatment of transducers, although at the cost of routing within the corresponding net-
works also stream fragments that are not relevant for the computation of query answers.
Consider, e.g., an XML stream containing information about articles possibly followed only
at the very end of the stream by information about books, and a query asking for authors
of books with given prices and publishers. For this query, our evaluation strategy creates
a network, whose number of transducers is linear in the number of component LGQ pred-
icates and of multi-source variables. The transducers in the network process the stream
incrementally, and each transducer sends further the stream to its successive transducers.
In case the transducer instructed to find books-nodes, say the books-transducer, encoun-
ters such a node, then it sends that node further to its successors, with an additional
non-empty annotation. In case it encounters other nodes, e.g., article-nodes, then it still
sends it further, but with an additional empty annotation. Either way, all nodes from the
stream reach all transducers from the network.
We consider here two routing strategies to restrict the stream fragments sent between
transducers.
1. Recall that all transducers succeeding the books-transducer look always for nodes in
the stream fragment that follows the books-nodes. Thus, the query evaluation is not altered,
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if the books-transducer sends further only the stream fragment starting with the first books-
node and ending together with the stream, and the other transducers do the same for the
nodes they are instructed to find relative to nodes found by their previous transducers. The
transducers would process then a much smaller fragment of the input stream. Although
this observation does not change the worst-case complexity of our evaluation strategy, it
proves very competitive in practical cases.
2. The minimization of the stream routed between transducers does not stop here. Let
us consider again the previous example, and assume that the transducers receiving (directly
or indirectly) stream from the books-transducer look for nodes to be found only inside
the stream fragments corresponding to books-nodes (like their descendants, or siblings of
their descendants). Then, the books-transducer can safely send further only such stream
fragments corresponding to books-nodes.
Such information on the interest of transducers can be inferred from both the query to
evaluate and the characteristics of the stream (e.g., its grammar). For the SPEX setting
considered here, i.e., no a-priori knowledge of the incoming stream is provided, only the first
inference case is reasonable. We are confident that exploring the second case is rewarding
too, but we delegate it to future research for now.
Both aforementioned approaches to minimal stream routing, called here phase1 and
respectively phase2 routing, can be easily supported by the evaluation strategy presented
in this chapter. Their use deviates a bit from our previous explanations in that the al-
ready existing transducers are not drastically changed, but rather new transducers, called
structural filters, are placed correspondingly at compile-time in the network.
The improvement achieved by using structural filters depends tremendously on the
selectivity of the query evaluated by the transducer network. In the previous example,
the selectivity is rather high, because the books-transducer, positioned near the top of
the network, finds books-nodes at the very end of the stream. In such cases, the gain is
fully rewarding. However, in cases where the query is not selective, the effort to run the
additional routers can be reflected in worse timing of the evaluation. Section 5.6 shows
that in practice such routers bring the evaluation time up to several times better than of
the original network.
In a stream context, the selectivity of the (continuous) query can change over time, due
to changes in the input stream. Therefore, an interesting question, which is not addressed
here, is to add or remove the routers at run-time, depending on the changes in the query
selectivity.
A final remark before defining the router transducers. Due to the fragmentation they
operate on (well-formed) XML streams, such routers output stream fragments that are
not necessarily well-formed. In particular, the routers can send closing tags without their
accompanying opening tags. The needed changes to the existing transducers are mini-
mal: the stacks of the SPEX transducers have a non-removable bottom-symbol (which is
interpreted as the empty annotation) which may not be removed.
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Phase1 Routing
After each transducer for a forward LGQ predicate, we add to the network a phase1 router
transducer which sends further the stream fragment starting with the first opening tag
followed by a non-empty annotation. For a more compact definition, we may read two
input symbols at once1. The transition rules read as follows. If no non-empty annotation
has been already received (stated by the empty annotation as the only entry on the stack),
then no message is let through. As soon as the stack consists in a non-empty annotation,
all subsequent messages are let through. Finally, in case the received node has a non-empty
annotation ([s] 6= [ ]), then it is sent through and the annotation becomes the stack content
( stands for any annotation).
1. (〈η〉[ ] , [ ]) ` ( [ ], ε)
2. (〈/η〉 , [ ]) ` ( [ ], ε)
3. (〈η〉[ ] , [s]) ` ([s], 〈η〉[ ])
4. (〈/η〉 , [s]) ` ([s], 〈/η〉)
5. (〈η〉[s], ) ` ([s], 〈η〉[s])
Phase2 Routing
After each transducer for a forward LGQ predicate, we add to the network a so-called
phase2 router transducer which sends further only stream fragments that can be relevant to
the other transducers down the network. We can distinguish here the cases of (sub)networks
evaluating sdown, pdown, and rdown formulas. The first case corresponds to our previous
example, because all transducers under the phase2 router transducer look for nodes to be
found only inside the stream fragments corresponding to nodes matched by the transducer
positioned above that router. The second case restricts the routed stream to the fragments
between the node having a non-empty annotation and the closing tag of its parent. A
phase2 router transducer for the third case is the same as for phase1 and as defined above,
because it restricts the routed stream to the fragment between the first node having a
non-empty annotation and the end of the stream.
We give next the phase2 router transducer for the sdown case. In contrast to the phase1
router, the phase2 router uses its stack to remember the smallest depth of a received node
with a non-empty annotation. Therefore, only if the stack consists in an empty annotation,
then the opening and closing tags of nodes with empty annotations are not let through.
1. (〈η〉[ ] , [ ]) ` ( [ ], ε)
2. (〈/η〉 , [ ]) ` ( [ ], ε)
3. (〈η〉[c], ) ` ( [c] | , 〈η〉[c])
4. (〈η〉[ ] , | γ) ` ([ ] | | γ, 〈η〉[ ])
5. (〈/η〉 , | γ) ` ( γ, 〈/η〉)
1This relaxation does not make the phase1 router more expressive than SPEX transducers.
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5.5 Complexity Analysis
This section gives upper bounds for the time and space complexities of the LGQ query
evaluation using the evaluation strategy developed in this chapter. After analyzing the
complexities for forward LGQ forests, which are explicitly targeted in this chapter, the
complexities for LGQ graphs are also discussed, as derivable from both the complexities
of rewriting of graphs into forward forests and the complexities of evaluating the latter.
Several other ideas on improving the space complexity are also presented, though not
thoroughly investigated.
The evaluation of forward LGQ forest queries proposed in this chapter has polyno-
mial combined complexity (i.e., in the size of the data and of the query) near the lower
bound [71] for in-memory evaluation of Core XPath, a strict fragment of forward LGQ
forests. Although in general it is considered that the query is fixed, in a stream context
there are good reasons to take also the query size into account, especially when dealing
with sets of (millions of) queries to be evaluated at the same time, as encountered in
publish-subscribe systems [76].
The presentation of the complexity results for forward LGQ forests is guided by the
following thread. First, a discussion on the size of annotations and of transducer stacks
is conducted. Then, the time and space complexities are investigated for eight classes of
forward LGQ forests. Inside these fragments, some subfragments that enjoy even better
complexities are defined further, though their syntactical characterization gets complex.
In the remainder we consider that the LGQ query has size q, the XML stream (conveying
trees) has maximal depth d, maximal breadth b, and size s.
Discussion on the size of an annotation
An annotation is represented as a list of natural numbers in ascending order. We discuss
the memory requirements to store such a list, where the greatest number allowed n depends
linearly on the stream parameters d, b, or s.
Case 1. The list is an empty list (corresponding to an empty annotation) or a singleton
list containing the number 0 (corresponding to a full annotation) or 1. In this case, the
list can be represented using constant space O(1).
Case 2. The list is either (a) a singleton list, e.g., [3], or (b) a continuous list of
(successive) numbers, e.g., [2,3,4], where the numbers in the list are less than the greatest
number allowed n. Such a continuous list can be represented as an interval where the
upper delimiter is less that n. Note that a number less than n can be represented using
log2 n bits. In this case, the list can be represented using O(log n) bits.
Case 3. The list is an uncontinuous (i.e., with holes) list of numbers, e.g., [2,4], where
the numbers in the list are less than the greatest number allowed n. In this case, the list
can be represented as a bitset with at most n positions, thus with size O(n).
The stacks of all pushdown transducers defined in Section 5.3.1 contain only annota-
tions, as ensured by their definitions. Recall from Proposition 5.2.5 that the amount of
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annotations stored onto the stacks of
→
scope x transducers (x ∈ {sdown, pdown, rdown}) is
d for x = sdown, d + b for x = pdown, and s for x = rdown. The following proposition
gives the bound on the maximum number of annotations existent at a time on a stack of
transducers for binary predicates.
Proposition 5.5.1. The stack of a transducer for an LGQ binary predicate has at most d
entries, where each entry is an annotation.
Proof. The stack of each such transducer changes as follows: for each annotation following
an opening tag the transducer pushes an annotation onto the stack (it may be the received
annotation, the empty annotation or another computed annotation) and for each closing
tag an annotation is popped from the stack. A stack can have at most d annotations
(entries), for there can be at most d opening tags encountered in the stream before one of
their closing tags is received.
Because each stack entry is an annotation, the size of a transducer stack depends on
the size of the annotation, as discussed in the previous paragraph. For each of the above
cases of different annotation sizes, different stack sizes are defined that are d times bigger
than the annotation size.
Discussion on the size of the buffer for potential answers
The memory needed for processing LGQ queries on streams with SPEX is given by the
memory used for transducer stacks and also by the memory used for buffering stream
fragments when needed.
The evaluation of a tree query can require extra memory for buffering potential answers.
As pointed out in Section 5.2.7, if, for a particular substitution consistent with that tree
query and the stream, the image of the head variable (the head image) in encountered in
the stream before the image of another variable, then that head image becomes a potential
answer and has to be buffered until either all variables get an image (in which case the
head image becomes an answer), or it is known that they can not get images (in which
case the head image is dropped).
In worst case, the entire stream is a potential answer that depends on a variable sub-
stitution that happens only at the end of the entire stream. In this pathological case, the
entire stream is buffered.
It is worth noting that this buffering of potential answers is a constant aspect of the
SPEX problem itself, and thus independent of the method described here.
Well-ordered Queries have buffer-free Evaluation
We noticed there is a forward LGQ fragment containing queries, for which all substitutions
consistent with them and any tree ensure that the head image appears after the images
of the other variables. Thus, the evaluation of such queries does not need buffering. We
call the queries with this fortunate order of variable images well-ordered queries, and their
class LGQwoq.
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Forward forest queries from LGQwoq admit an easy graphical characterization: for all
their possible digraph representations, all nodes above the node corresponding to the head
variable are on the path to the latter, which additionally has no outgoing edges. LGQwoq
contains also all queries that admit an equivalent forward forest query with the above
graphical characterization. For example, in Figure 4.3, the first two and the last two
digraphs represent well-ordered queries, whereas the middle digraph not. Clearly, LGQwoq
includes the LGQ fragment of forward paths, because the head variable of forward path
queries is non-source (the first condition), and there is no upper node that does not lead
to the node corresponding to the head variable (the second condition).
Although not addressed here, it is interesting to study LGQ fragments that become
LGQwoq only in the presence of particular classes of streams, as defined by grammars.
Combined Complexities for Eight Forward LGQ Forest Fragments
The space and time combined complexities for the evaluation of queries from eight forward
LGQ forest fragments are given below. The rationale behind choosing these fragments is
given by the various sizes of annotations created during query evaluation and by the lack
or need to buffer stream fragments. The syntactical characterization of these fragments
is given in Table 5.1 and their combined complexities in Table 5.2. All these fragments
contain nodetests and all LGQ boolean connectives. The differences between them consist
in the types of permissible tree formulas (sdown, pdown, rdown, cf. Section 3.6) and of the
LGQ built-in predicates. Recall that an sdown/pdown/rdown tree formula has multi-source
variables being also sources of sdown/pdown/rdown paths subformulas. An sdown paths
contains only forward vertical atoms. A pdown path contains only forward vertical and
horizontal predicates atoms, and starts with a horizontal atom. An rdown path contains
foll-atoms.
From any of these eight fragments, a subfragment constructed by removing query con-
structs listed in Table 5.1 lies in the same complexity class as the fragment from which it
is derived, if this subfragment is not already listed in the table separately.
Fragment sdown/pdown/rdown tree formulas F F+∪F∗ ∪ {foll}
LGQ1 none + +
LGQ2 sdown + –
LGQ3 sdown – +
LGQ4 sdown, pdown – +
LGQ5 sdown, pdown, rdown – +
LGQ6 sdown + +
LGQ7 sdown, pdown + +
LGQ8 sdown, pdown, rdown + +
Table 5.1: Syntactical Characterization of considered LGQ Fragments
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Fragment Annotation Size Space Complexity Si Time Complexity Ti
LGQ1 O(1) O(q × d) O(q × s)
LGQ2 O(1) O(q × d + s) O(q × s)
LGQ3 O(log(d)) O(q × d× log(d) + s) O(q × log(d)× s)
LGQ4 O(log(d + b)) O(q × d× log(d + b) + s) O(q × log(d + b)× s)
LGQ5 O(log(s)) O(q × d× log(s) + s) O(q × log(s)× s)
LGQ6 O(d) O(q × d
2 + s) O(q × d× s)
LGQ7 O(d + b) O(q × d× (d + b) + s) O(q × (d + b)× s)
LGQ8 O(s) O(q × d× s) O(q × s
2)
Table 5.2: Combined Complexity of considered LGQ Fragments
Theorem 5.5.1 (Complexity of Forward LGQ Query Evaluation). For the LGQi
fragments defined in Table 5.1, the space Si and time Ti combined complexities for the
evaluating queries of these fragments are the ones given in Table 5.2 (1 ≤ i ≤ 8).
Discussion. For all eight LGQ fragments the following three properties hold. First, the size
of a transducer network for an LGQ query is linear in the size of the query. This property
holds (1) due to the linear size of the stream processing function in the corresponding
query, as ensured by Proposition 5.2.1 for the translation scheme of Section 5.2.3, and
(2) due to the one-to-one mapping of stream processing functions to transducers. Second,
each node in the stream has an annotation, the size of which influences both the time and
the space complexities of query evaluation. Third, a transducer stack can store at most d
annotations, as ensured by Proposition 5.5.1.
The processing with a transducer network requires then time linear in the size of the
query q and space linear in the query size q and in the depth d. The time complexity Ti
and space complexity Si depend also on the size of annotations created during processing,
as highlighted in Table 5.2. The remainder investigates the size of an annotation that
differentiates the complexities of the defined LGQ fragments.
LGQ1 evaluation needs annotations of constant size. No sdown/pdown/rdown
formulas in the query means no multi-source variables, thus no tree queries. This means
there are no
→
scope x transducers in the network corresponding to the query, and no buffering
is needed. Then, the only non-empty annotations on the transducer stacks are the full
annotations produced by the in transducer. This corresponds to Case (1) of annotations of
constant size. The unions of annotations done by transducers for closure predicates yield
always empty or full annotations of constant size.
All remained fragments LGQi (2 ≤ i ≤ 8) allow tree queries. The previous discussion
on the size of the buffer for potential answers points out that the evaluation of tree queries
can require a buffer of maximum size s.
The translation scheme of Section 5.2.3 for a given query adds to the corresponding
stream processing function a
→
scope x function for each multi-source variable in the query.
The corresponding scope transducer creates fresh annotations that are at most d for x =
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sdown, at most d + b for x = pdown, and at most s for x = rdown, cf. Proposition 5.2.5.
All annotations created by a scope transducer are singleton lists containing one number
spanning from 1 to the maximum amount of fresh annotations. The above bounds hold
also for the size of the in-mapping and out-mapping relations, cf. the same proposition.
LGQ2 evaluation needs annotations of constant size. No closure predicates in
the query means no unions of annotations done by transducers. Therefore, the annotations
have constant size.
The next six fragments LGQi (3 ≤ i ≤ 8) allow queries with closure predicates to
a varying degree. Based on this degree, various
→
scope x transducers can appear in the
transducer network for a given query. The type of such transducers determines the amount
of annotations existent at a time on their stacks and circulated downstream the network,
as given above. Therefore, depending on these cases, the unions of annotations can have
size O(d), O(d + b), or O(s).
Among the next six fragments LGQi, the next three (3 ≤ i ≤ 5) allow only queries
with closure predicates, hence all transducers for such predicates compute unions. The
result of such a union is always a continuous list of numbers and it can be represented
as an interval, where the biggest number is bounded by d, d + b, or s respectively. This
corresponds to Case (2.2) of annotations of size bounded by log(d), log(d + b), or log(s).
The last three fragments LGQi (6 ≤ i ≤ 8) allow queries with non-closure predicates
and also to a varying degree closure predicates. The result of annotation unions can be an
uncontinuous list of numbers, and it can be represented as a bitset with at most d, d + b,
or s positions. Apart of the size of annotations, these last three fragments are symmetrical
to the previous three ones.
Summarizing the results, we get:
1. The queries contain sdown, but not pdown/rdown formulas. Then, their corre-
sponding networks can contain
→
scope sdown transducers that store at most d annotations
at a time. If the queries contain only closure predicates, then the unions of annotations
can always be represented as intervals, otherwise as bitsets. The latter case corresponds
to LGQ3 and the annotations have size at most log(d). The former case corresponds to
LGQ6 and the annotations have size at most d.
2. The queries contain sdown and pdown, but not rdown formulas. Then, their corre-
sponding networks can contain
→
scope pdown transducers that store at most d+b annotations
at a time. If the queries contain only closure predicates, then the unions of annotations
can always be represented as intervals, otherwise as bitsets. The latter case corresponds
to LGQ4 and the annotations have size at most log(d + b). The former case corresponds
to LGQ7 and the annotations have size at most d + b.
3. The queries contain sdown, pdown, and rdown formulas. Then, their corresponding
networks can contain
→
scope rdown transducers that store at most s annotations at a time.
If the queries contain only closure predicates, then the unions of annotations can always
be represented as intervals, otherwise as bitsets. The latter case corresponds to LGQ5 and
the annotations have size at most log(s). The former case corresponds to LGQ8 and the
annotations have size at most s.
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Remark 5.5.1. Recall from Chapter 4 that the language of forward LGQ forests keeps its
expressiveness, even if the foll-predicate is removed, because foll-atoms can be rewritten
into formulas without foll, but with reverse atoms. Such formulas can be rewritten into
(possibly) exponentially bigger equivalent forward formulas.
On the other hand, Theorem 5.5.1 states that the time complexity can be quadratic,
and the space complexity linear, in the stream size for LGQ8 containing the foll-predicate.
The tradeoff between the complexities of the latter and the former cases can be easier
motivated by various application scenarios. For the evaluation of rather complex queries
against a stream of small (but many) independent XML documents [7], the latter ap-
proach makes sense, whereas for the evaluation of simpler queries against a stream of large
(possibly unbounded) XML documents, the former approach is more appropriated.
Combined Complexities for Graph Queries
In general, graph queries are rewritten into forward forests with size exponential in the
size of the graph queries. Therefore, the evaluation strategy introduced in this chapter
would require exponential complexity in the size of the initial query for evaluating them.
However, as shown by [74], the evaluation of graph queries is exponential in general. Our
work refinds, thus, this result of [74]. As explained below, it goes even beyond and identifies
a large LGQ fragment of graph queries, whose evaluation has polynomial upper bounds.
This makes our evaluation strategy optimal and complete for graph queries, and, although
exponential in general, it is polynomial in particular cases.
These complexity results are derivable from both the complexities of evaluating forward
forests, as detailed in this chapter, and the complexities of rewriting graph queries into
forward forests, as detailed in Chapter 4. In particular, the rewriting of a graph query s
yields a forward forest query, whose size is linear in the size of s, if each connection sequence
in s contains neither (i) vertical closure reverse predicates after vertical forward predicates,
nor (ii) horizontal closure predicates immediately after horizontal reverse predicates, and
nor (iii) vertical closure forward predicates, having as sink a variable with a forward sink-
arity greater than one, after vertical forward predicates (cf. Theorem 4.5.3).
We conjecture that an even larger LGQ fragment of graph queries can be evaluated
with polynomial combined complexities. By relaxing the condition on the forwardness
of the rewritten forest queries, one can expect that more graph queries can be rewritten
into polynomially-sized forest queries. This result, co-related with the existence of poly-
nomial (main-memory) evaluation strategies for forest queries (with forward and reverse
predicates), e.g., [71], makes the evaluation of these graph queries polynomial.
Improving Space Complexity
When considering transducer networks for the evaluation of LGQ6 and LGQ7 queries, there
is an interesting monotonicity relation between the annotations existent at any time on
the stack of transducers for predicates: any two annotations representing consecutive stack
entries have the property that the one near the top is either (1) empty, or (2) the same
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as the other one, or (3) represents a list containing numbers that are all greater than the
numbers of the other annotation, or (4) the two annotations have a common sublist, and
the previous third case applies to the rest of both annotations.
We define the monotonicity binary relation corresponding to the cases 2,3, and 4 above,
by extending the order ≤ from numbers to lists of numbers, i.e., to annotations:
[a] ≤ [b]⇔ ∀i < [a], ∃j < [b] : i ≤ j.
We give without proof the following proposition that summarizes our observation.
Proposition 5.5.2. Consider the following configuration of the stack of a transducer for a
horizontal or vertical forward LGQ predicate during processing an XML stream: [cn] | . . . |
[c1] where [c1] is the stack bottom. Then, either [ci] = [ ] or [ci−1] ≤ [ci], where 1 < i ≤ n.
Such a property is very useful because it exhibits the possibility to store the anno-
tations more efficiently than using a stack. The gain lies in avoiding to store redundant
annotations.
Consider that instead of the rigorous access policies of stacks, we allow occasionally
ourselves to access entries below their top. We also consider a new symbol, called marker.
The basic stack operations can be, then, implemented as follows:
push. We follow the aforementioned four cases. In the first and third cases, we push
the marker and then the received empty annotation. In the other two cases, we push only
the difference between the received annotation and the top annotation. It should be clear
that our stack does not contain overlapping annotations as entries, if they are non-empty.
pop. We pop the top entry, as for normal stacks. If after popping the new top
becomes a marker, then we pop it too.
top. We collect all annotations starting with the top and ending when the bottom of
the stack is reached, or when a marker is found. The union of the collected annotations
represents the top annotation.
5.6 Experimental Results
The theoretical complexity results of Section 5.5 are verified by an extensive experimental
evaluation conducted on a prototype implementation of our SPEX evaluation in Java (Sun
JRE 1.5) on a Pentium 1.5 GHz with 500 MB under Linux 2.4.
XML Streams. The effect of varying the stream size s on the evaluation time is
considered for two XML stream sets. The first set [114] provides real-life XML streams,
ranging in size from 21 to 21 million nodes and in depth from 3 to 36. The second
set provides synthetic XML streams with a slightly more complex structure that allows
more precise variations in the workload parameters. The synthetic data is generated from
information about the currently running processes on computer networks and allows the
specification of both the size and the maximum depth of the generated data (see also
Chapter 6).
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Queries. Only LGQ queries that are “grammar-aware” are considered, i.e., that ex-
press structures compatible with the grammar of the XML streams under consideration.
Their generation has been tuned with the query size q and several probabilities: pnextSibl
and p+ for next-sibling, respectively closure predicates, p Yfor a multi-source variable, and
p∗ for the probability of a wildcard nodetest. For example, a path query has p Y= 0. For
each parameter setting, 10–50 queries have been tested, totaling about 2000 queries.
Scalability. Scalability results are presented for stream and query size. In both cases,
the depth is bounded in a rather small constant (d ≤ 36) and its influence on processing
time showed to be considerably smaller than of the stream and query size. Figure 5.7
emphasizes the theoretical results: Query processing time increases linearly with the stream
size as well as with the query size. The effect is visible in both the real-life and the synthetic
data set, with a slightly higher increase for the synthetic data due to its more complex
structure.
Varying the query characteristics. Figure 5.8(a) shows an increase of the evaluation
time by a factor of less than 2 when p∗ and p+ increase from 0 to 100%. It also suggests
that the evaluation times for nextSibl and child are comparable. Further experiments have
shown that the evaluation of forward tree and DAG queries is slightly more expensive than
the evaluation of simple path queries.
The memory usage is almost constant over the full range of the previous tests. Cf.
Figure 5.8(b), an increase of the query size q from 1 to 1000 leads to an increase from 2 to 8
MB of the memory for the network and for its processing. The memory use is measured by
inspecting the properties of the Java virtual machine (e.g., using Runtime.totalMemory()
and Runtime.freeMemory()).
Stream routing minimization. All previous tests show experimental results for the
“naive” version of our evaluation strategy, i.e., that version without the phase1 and phase2
routers described in Section 5.4. Figure 5.9 shows how these routers affect the evaluation
time. The phase2 router improves the evaluation time up to 3 times for our tests using
queries, whose sizes range from 5 to 1000, cf. Figure 5.9(a). The same figure shows also
that, for small XML streams, our evaluation strategy is in average five times slower than
the mere parsing of the XML stream2, if phase2 is used, 10 times slower if phase1 is used,
and 15 times slower for the naive version (i.e., without routers). Using the phase2 routers,
an increase in the query size q tends to have little to constant influence on the evaluation
time. This result is explained by the fact that an increase in the query size leads often to
an increase in its selectivity, which sustain afterall the rationale for the usage of routers
(see Section 5.4 for more). The same rationale applies for the results of Figure 5.9(b),
where the increase of the closure probability (p+) makes the queries less selective. This
leads to a less effective gain achieved by using the routers.
2We used the Crimson SAX parser available at http://xml.apache.org/crimson/.
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5.7 Related Work
Since the XPath standard was proposed as a W3C Recommendation [46] and used by other
W3C Recommendations like XSLT [45], XQuery [23], XML-Schema [59], and XPointer [54],
significant research and application interest for the XPath language was growing constantly.
Some of the research questions related to properties of XPath, like query containment,
rewriting, or minimality are detailed in the related work section of Chapter 4. We detail
here on the query evaluation problem.
The problem of XPath query evaluation against XML data (may it be stored in main
memory or streamed) is one of the most basic and widespread database query problem
in the context of XML. In the following, we position its SPEX variant (i.e., against XML
streams) versus the query evaluation against tuple (relational) streams. Then, we state
shortly the theoretical complexity of XPath evaluation as found in the literature, and give
a succinct overview on existing XPath query evaluation techniques by firstly describing
some significant work in the field of main-memory query evaluation against XML data,
and later surveying approaches in the field of query evaluation against XML streams.
Discussion on the XPath evaluation: XML streams versus tuple streams
Besides the apparent discrepancy concerning modeling aspects between relational and XML
data, flat relations (i.e., sets of tuples of rather constant size) can be, of course, used to
describe hierarchies (tree data), as XML does. Augmented also by the flourishing research
on the topic of querying tuple streams, e.g., [15, 18, 17, 77, 117, 1, 39, 36, 40], the idea of
querying tuple streams conveying XML data can be appealing at a first glance. However,
just a short look would reveal a salient unnaturalness of this approach: to benefit from the
hierarchical structure conveyed in the stream, expensive structural joins like parent/child
and preceding-sibling/following-sibling have to be computed. Same work in the field of
querying tuple streams identified computations of joins as very expensive, for they can
require unbounded memory (provided no knowledge about the incoming stream is at hand).
In this sense, [12] proves space lower bounds for the evaluation of continuous select-project-
join queries over tuple streams, and gives efficient join algorithms for specific cases, e.g., for
joins on numerical values. As a general approach to cope with join computation that can
require unbounded memory in a tuple stream (as well as in an XML stream) environment,
relevant work [36] proposes join computation under memory or time constraints, called
windows.
In a sense, XML streams can be seen as views upon tuple streams where particular
joins (i.e., parent/child and preceding-sibling/following-sibling) are already conveniently
materialized for easying further processing. Convenient join materialization means in the
context of XML that, along an XML stream, it is easy to encounter the pairs of nodes
participating to these joins by simply using a stack to keep track of nodes depth (as done
also by our SPEX evaluator). For the parent/child join, (1) a child of a (parent) node is
placed in the XML stream between the opening and closing tags of the parent node, and
has a depth with one unit higher than the depth of the parent node. For the preceding-
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sibling/following-sibling join, (1) the siblings have the same parent node and depth, and
one appears after the other in the stream’s sequence.
It would be interesting to research, however, on how other kind of joins, e.g., ID-IDREF
in XML data enabling graph structures, can be conveniently materialized in a stream
of XML. Note that X-scan [94], a automaton-based query operator for XML filtering,
computes naively such ID-IDREF joins along an XML stream by simply storing all nodes
that might be part of the join and testing, after encountering each new node in the stream,
whether this new node is in the join with some already stored nodes.
Discussion on key issues of an efficient XPath evaluation
Recall that the evaluation of an XPath query yields a set of nodes (hence duplicate free)
that it further sorted in document order. This can be achieved, e.g., by sorting the list and
pruning the duplicates at the end of the query evaluation, or by sorting and pruning the
duplicates after the evaluation of each XPath step. The former approach is used by popular
XSLT/XQuery processors like [11, 47, 61] and can lead to an exponential blowup of the
intermediate results in the size of the query. The latter approach makes the sorting opera-
tion a major bottleneck. To partially overcome this, [85] detects and removes unnecessary
sorting operations of intermediary results. However, the duplicate elimination operation
after the evaluation of each step jeopardizes any attempt to progressive (pipelined) pro-
cessing that, by avoiding to build intermediate results, is one of the major reasons why
query evaluation in relational databases is highly efficient.
The key issue of an efficient XPath evaluation consists in avoiding the creation of dupli-
cates at any time during processing, as failed by, e.g., [11, 47, 113, 61, 7], and successfully
considered by, e.g., [70, 78, 84, 86], and also by SPEX.
Combined Complexity of XPath Evaluation is P-complete [71]
Recent work [71, 140, 19] discusses the complexity lower bounds of XPath evaluation.
Polynomial upper bounds for combined complexity (i.e., in the size of the data and the
query) of XPath evaluation are given, e.g., by [70], and also by the SPEX evaluator of this
chapter.
[71] shows further that the XPath evaluation problem is P-hard by reduction from the
monotone boolean circuit value problem, which is P-complete. The combined complexity of
several restricted fragments of XPath is further detected: Core XPath is also P-complete,
positive (i.e., without negation) Core XPath is LOGCFL-complete, the fragment of path
queries (corresponding to LGQ1) is NL-complete (nondeterministic logarithmic space)
3.
[74] shows recently that the evaluation of LGQ-like graph queries is NP-complete. Recall
that Section 5.5 refinds this result and shows further there is a large fragment of LGQ
graph queries, whose evaluation has polynomial complexities.
3Recall that NL ⊆ LOGCFL ⊆ P.
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5.7.1 Query Evaluation against stored XML Data
The main characteristics of query evaluation against stored XML data reside in the random
access to the data. This enables several passes over the data, the creation of various indexes,
or the compression of the data before processing it, as discussed next.
A. Plain XML data stored in main memory
The issue of efficient XPath evaluation against in-memory XML data received attention
recently, when popular XSLT (i.e., XPath-based) processing tools, like Xalan [11], XT [47],
and Internet Explorer [113], proved to be highly inefficient on ever-growing XML docu-
ments that shifted from simple Web pages to large XML repositories [120, 60, 28, 114].
Experimental evaluations of the above mentioned XSLT processors, as well as XQuery
processors, e.g., Galax [61], as performed by [70, 106], show that such processors break
for rather small XML documents, e.g., around 33 MB for Galax and 75 MB for Xalan.
This fact is exacerbated by expensive main-memory representations of XML documents:
DOM-like main-memory structures for XML documents tend to be four-five times larger
than their original XML documents [91].
Xalan [11], XT [47], and IE6 [113]
As pointed out also by [70], popular tools like Xalan, XT, and IE, are in fact inefficient
even for small XML documents and large queries. At a critical inspection of their code,
the XPath evaluation strategy of these tools resembles a straightforward node-at-a-time
implementation of the XPath denotational semantics given, e.g., in [128], and as explained
next. For a given query, these processors evaluate the first query construct from the
root node, get as a result a bag of nodes, then proceed to the evaluation of the next
query construct from each node from the previously computed node bag and so on. It
is clear that the evaluation of each query construct from a node may result in a set of
nodes of size linear in the size of the XML document (e.g., the number of descendants
of a node is linear in the XML document size). In this way, the recursive evaluation of
the constructs of an XPath query ends up consuming time exponential in the size of the
query in the worst case, even for very simple path queries. Consider the evaluation of the
XPath query /descendant::a/. . ./descendant::a against an XML document containing only
nested a-nodes. The evaluation of the first step yields the bag of all a nodes in the XML
document, the evaluation of the second descendant::a step yields for each a node the set
of all its descendants (which has size linear in the document size). The evaluation of the
third step is done now from a number of nodes quadratic in the document size and yields a
bag of nodes cubic in the document size. Although these intermediary node bags have size
exponential in the size of the initial XML document, the amount of distinct nodes they
contain does not (and can not) exceed the size of the initial XML document.
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Context-Value Table Principle [70, 72, 73]
An efficient implementation of full XPath is provided in [70, 72] and improved in [73]. A
simplified version of it is used to define the semantics of XPath in [69] and in Chapter 3.
[70] defines a formal bottom-up semantics of full XPath, which leads to a bottom-
up main-memory XPath processing algorithm that runs in the worst case in low-degree
polynomial time in terms of the data and of the query size. By a bottom-up algorithm is
meant a method of processing XPath while traversing the parse tree of the query from its
leaves up to its root. The evaluation strategy is based on a context-value table principle:
given an expression e that occurs in the input query, the context-value table of e specifies
all valid combinations of contexts and values, such that e evaluates to a value in a given
context. Such a table for expression e is obtained by first computing the context-value
tables of the direct subexpressions of e in the parse tree and subsequently combining them
into the context-value table for e. Given that the size of each of the context-value tables
has a polynomial bound and each of the combination steps can be effected in polynomial
time, query evaluation in total under this principle has also a polynomial time bound.
A general mechanism for translating the bottom-up algorithm into a top-down one is
further discussed, motivated by the computation of fewer useless intermediate results of
the latter algorithm. [70] identifies also an XPath fragment, called Core XPath, that enjoys
linear-time combined complexity. Core XPath contains all XPath axes, nodetests, and the
composition operators / and [ ] for constructing paths and filters, and it is a proper subset
of an XPath fragment equivalent to LGQ.
Similar Tree Pattern Matching Problems
As pointed out also in Section 5.1, there are similarities of the XPath query evaluation
problem with variations of tree matching problems [87, 97], where as well queries and as
data can be considered trees and the query evaluation can be reduced to computing the
matching of the query tree into the data tree. However, the query trees considered in
[87, 97] can be expressed in XPath using only the restricted amount of XPath child and
following-sibling axes [87] and descendant axes [97], and it is not trivial to extend these
algorithms to cover all axes of XPath.
B. Compressed XML data stored in main memory
In order to deal with large amounts of XML data that can not be kept entirely in main
memory, recent research work split into two main directions: querying compressed XML
data stored in main memory, and querying streams conveying unmaterialized XML data.
Research work for the latter approach is considered further in Section 5.7.2, whereas some
work [66, 30, 13] for the former is shortly presented here.
XML data compression is effective because of the high redundancy of self-describing
XML documents. Approaches like [66, 30, 13] that compress XML data and evaluate
queries in the compressed domain provide a twofold advantage, by avoiding (i) to store
and (ii) to query redundant data. [30] separates the text from the skeleton (structure) of
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an XML data instance and compresses the skeleton based on sharing of common subtrees
into directed acyclic graphs with multiple edges. This compression method can lead to an
exponential reduction in the instance size. The compressed, uncompressed, and partially
decompressed instances of the same XML document are all equivalent under a bisimulation
relation that preserves the structure and the order of the initial XML document. [30] gives
also evaluation techniques for XPath axes and set operations on compressed instances and
shows that the evaluation of XPath queries only with reverse axes is linear in the size of
the query and of the compressed instance (they navigate the instance upwards and do no
decompression), whereas for queries with forward axes can be exponential in the query size
(they navigate the instance downward and unfold it), making forward axes undesirable.
Note that this contrasts to our stream context where forward axes are preferred to reverse
axes, because the evaluation of the latter would require to keep a history of the already
seen stream.
[66] supplements [30] by further showing that the method of [30] is PSPACE-complete
and for positive (i.e., without negation) Core XPath is NP-complete, though on uncom-
pressed trees it is PTIME-complete [71].
XQuec [13] focuses on the compression of the values found in an XML document, moti-
vated by the fact that for a rich corpus of (real and synthetic) XML datasets the measures
of [13] speculate a value percentage of up to 80% of the whole document. Each value
is compressed individually using an order-preserving textual compression algorithm ade-
quated to that value type, thus enabling to evaluate, in the compressed domain, inequality
comparisons. Because XQuec compresses only the textual content of an XML document,
its query evaluation technique is rather orthogonal to our SPEX evaluation strategy (which
has a big deal on the evaluation of structural queries). In fact, a mixed approach using our
evaluation strategy for querying the structure and XQuec methods for querying the text
of XML data instances (provided one can a-priori compress the textual components in the
input stream) would be surely beneficial.
C. XML data stored in relational databases
XPath Accelerator [80, 79, 78] and Friends [86]
[80, 79, 78] propose an index structure for XML trees, the XPath accelerator, that can com-
pletely live inside a relational database system and supports all XPath axes. This index is
based on the pre/post encoding schemes of the nodes in the XML tree, where by pre/post
encoding scheme is meant the association of each node to its preorder/postorder rank as
computed in a preorder/postorder traversal of the XML tree. Based on this pre/post
encoding, the selection of some nodes from other nodes can be easily specified using rela-
tionships between their pre/post values. E.g., the descendant nodes of a node n are those
nodes n′ that have a preorder value greater than the one of n, and its postorder value
lower than the one of n. [80] shows how this index can benefit from the rewrite rules of
Chapter 4 by rewriting queries to equivalent queries containing axes further optimizable.
[86] adapts straightforwardly the evaluation of XPath axes based on the relational
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storage of the input XML document and the pre/post encoding scheme of [78] to main-
memory DOM [145] structures. In this way, [86] improves upon [70], where XPath axes
are evaluated linearly in the size of the XML document, whereas in [86] axes are evaluated
linearly in the size of the intermediate results which are often much smaller than the entire
document.
5.7.2 Query Evaluation against XML Data Streams
Recall that the problem of query evaluation against XML streams bears some of the chal-
lenges of the problem of query evaluation against stored data (like efficiency) and further
faces new challenges imposed by the sequential one-time access to data.
In the following, we distinguish between the query matching problem, i.e., given a query
and a stream, check whether the query selects a non-empty set of nodes from the stream,
and the query answering problem, i.e., given a query and the stream, deliver the set of
nodes selected by the query from the stream.
A. Query Matching
In the context of publish-subscribe or event notification systems, the XML stream needs
to be filtered by a large number of queries. In contrast to the approach of this chapter,
filtering engines like [7, 37, 14, 76] assume the stream partitioned into comparatively small
XML documents (in the range of hundreds to thousands of elements per XML document),
and it is deemed sufficient to determine whether some queries match an XML document,
rather than answering the queries. Such XPath queries are often called boolean queries,
because the result of their evaluation is a yes/no answer, rather than a set of nodes.
Discussion on DFAs versus PDAs for processing XML streams
Finite automata (FAs) [88] are a natural and effective way to process simple queries like
XPath paths. Several works [7, 37, 14, 76] use modified deterministic or non-deterministic
FAs to process path queries. Steps of a path are mapped to states of such a non-
deterministic machine. A transition from an active state is fired when an element is found
in the XML document that matches the transition. If an accepting state is reached, then
the document is said to satisfy the query.
There are several interesting issues to mention about the evaluation of XML queries
using modified deterministic finite automata (DFAs). All these issues are related to the
unboundness of the XML stream characteristics like its depth, or alphabet size, and to the
tree-like data conveyed therein. First, the number of states in such a DFA depends on the
query and on the data stream, and in order to give an upper bound for the number of states,
one needs to make various upper bound assumptions on the stream characteristics. Second,
such modified DFAs have a computational model significantly different from that of the
standard automaton that borrows its name. The computation of states at runtime in such
modified DFAs resembles the computation of stack configurations in pushdown automata
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(PDAs). In fact, dealing with an unbounded number of states in a DFA resembles even
closer the unboundness of a stack size in PDAs. Third, a stack of size proportional to the
maximum depth of the trees conveyed in XML streams is necessary for even the most basic
sequential navigation and parsing tasks of XML streams. Such tasks require to keep track
of the depth of nodes in the tree while traversing it depth-first. Therefore, all DFA-based
approaches [7, 37, 14, 76] use, in addition to other data structures, also a stack.
As a proof of concept for the above first and second observation, consider the following
scenario for the evaluation of forward paths using sequential compositions of pushdown
transducers, as done by our SPEX evaluator described in this chapter, under the assump-
tion that the XML stream depth is bounded. Each SPEX transducer has a stack bounded
in the depth of the tree conveyed in the input XML stream. For a given upper bound on
this depth, each SPEX transducer can be encoded as a finite transducer, where the stack
configurations become states. The number of states is then exponential in the depth of the
stream, but finite. Then, the states are computed also at run-time, hence lazily, as stack
configurations are computed by SPEX transducers. Note that because stack configurations
already encode the node depths, also the third observation is considered. Furthermore, a
sequence of finite transducers can be reduced to a single finite transducer, because finite
transducers are closed under composition [42]. Such a scenario is reasonable when it is a
priori known that such a bound for the stream depth exists, e.g., as inferred from a stream
grammar.
Several approaches to the query matching problem [7, 37, 14, 76, 75] are detailed in
the following. All of them compile queries into some sort of finite automata that (1) are
extended with structures varying from stacks [76] to tries [37] and hash tables [7], and
(2) compute the states of the automaton at run-time. These evaluation techniques are
designed to process large amounts (i.e., millions) of boolean queries. They identify and
eliminate also common subquery prefixes in the structure navigation [57, 37] and also in
the content comparison part [81], and are based on the premises that in publish-subscribe
systems significant commonality among user interests represented as a set of queries will
exist. Such structure and content commonalities among large amounts of XPath queries
are also discovered using various cost-based heuristics and used in a SPEX extension, called
M-SPEX [67].
X-scan [94], XMLTK [14, 76, 75], and XPush [81]
In the context of integration of large heterogeneous XML data where the data is streamed
from remote sources across a network and the query results are seldomly reused for subse-
quent queries, [94] identifies the on-the-fly evaluation of regular path expressions against
XML data as an efficient alternative to the evaluation of joins on locally stored relational
tables containing XML data. [94] proposes a novel operator, called X-scan, used in the
Tukwila integration system [95], to compute bindings for query variables while XML data
arrives across a network, and to deliver incrementally these bindings to other operators of
the Tukwila system. The central mechanism underlying the operation of X-scan is a set
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of deterministic state machines created for the regular path expressions to be processed.
X-scan proceeds as follows: the XML data gets parsed and stored locally as an XML graph,
a structural index is built to facilitate fast graph traversal, and the state machines perform
a depth-first search over the structural index. When a machine reaches an end state, then
the associated regular path matched and a binding is found. The potential problem with
the compilation of regular paths into deterministic finite state machines (FSMs), is that
the states of each FSM have to be constructed at compile-time, although not all of them
might be used at run-time, and their number can be exponential in the size of the regular
path.
XMLTK [14, 76, 75] considers the problem of answering a large number of boolean
queries (XPath paths with child and descendant axes) against a same XML stream using
DFAs. The salient contribution resides in the theoretical study on the number of states in
the DFA constructed eagerly, as in X-Scan [94], and lazily, as used in text processing. The
lazy computation of the states means that the states are expanded at run-time and only
those states are created that are necessary to process the given XML data instance. [76]
shows that the number of states of an eager DFA can grow exponentially in the number of
XPath queries, and even in the number of wildcards for a single query. For the lazy DFA,
[76] proves an upper bound on its number of states that is independent on the number
and shape of XPath expressions, and only depends exponentially in the characteristics
of the stream grammar. However, if no grammar is available, there is no upper bound
guarantee on the amount of memory used. A query matcher based on lazy DFAs validates
experimentally the theoretical claims by obtaining a constant throughput independent
on the number of queries. In order to guarantee hard upper bounds on the amount of
space used, [76] proposes to combine its lazy DFA approach with slower, but more robust
alternative evaluation methods like [37].
The idea of computing lazily the automaton states is further used for the XPush ma-
chine [81], a modified deterministic pushdown automaton. In order to overcome the rel-
atively high cost of computing states at run-time, [81] proposes a training of the XPush
machine before running it on the actual data, training that precomputes some states and
transition entries. In addition to [76], XPush eliminates at compile-time common query
prefixes as well in the structure navigation part as also in the filter comparison part. The
theoretical and empirical analysis of [81] show that the number of states in the lazy XPush
machine is about the same order of magnitude as the total number of atomic filters in the
query set, much less than the worst case exponential number.
XFilter [7], YFilter [58, 57], and XTrie [37]
XFilter [7] compiles XPath boolean queries with child and descendant axes and filters into a
set of finite state machines (FSMs), with each machine responsible for the matching of some
query step. Each FSM has extra information regarding, e.g., the identifier of the query
containing its corresponding step, the position of its step in the query, and the continuously
updated information on the depth level in the XML document where it is supposed to
match (information that can be simulated in fact with a stack). The collection of FSMs
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of all queries are indexed using a hash table on the nodetests of their corresponding steps.
The hash table is used at processing time to keep track of the FSMs that are supposed to
match next. When a state machine for a last step in a query has matched, then the whole
query, with the identifier carried by the FSM, has matched. Because it keeps track of all
instances of partially matched queries, XFilter has an exponential complexity in the size
of the query.
[37] proposes a novel index structure, termed XTrie, that is based on decomposing
queries viewed as tree patterns into collections of substrings (i.e., sequences of nodetests)
and indexes them using a trie. XTrie is more space-efficient than XFilter since the space
cost of XTrie is dominated by the number of substrings in each tree pattern, while the space
cost of XFilter is dominated by the number of nodetests in each tree pattern (i.e., steps).
Also, by indexing on substrings instead of single nodetests, the substring-table entries in
XTrie are also probed less often that the hash table entries in XFilter. Furthermore, XTrie
ignores partial matchings of queries that are redundant, in contrast to XFilter [7].
YFilter [57, 58] translates a set of boolean queries into a single query where common
prefixes are identified and eliminated, and compiles the resulted query into an NFA. Each
state of the NFA is associated with (possibly) many queries and when an accepting state is
reached at processing time, then the associated queries are satisfied by the input document.
Also here, a run-time stack is used in addition to track the active and previously processed
states.
B. Query Answering
XSM [104], XSQ [132, 131], and χαoς [20, 21]
An XSM (XML Stream Machine) [104] is a finite state machine, augmented with random-
access (input and output) buffers, that processes XML streams with non-recursive structure
definition on the fly. Various XQuery [23] primitive expressions e, i.e., filters with joins,
the descendant axis, and static element constructors, are translated into XSMs Me. An
XQuery expression is then reduced to an XSM network where the buffer of Me is an input
buffer for Me′ , if e is a subexpression of e
′. Then, an entire XSM network is composed into
a single optimized XSM that is finally compiled into a C program. Each buffer is used to
store stream fragments depending on the query to evaluate and on the input stream, and
has associated a set of read and write pointers.
The extension of XSM approach to handle (1) streams with recursive structure defini-
tion and (2) all XPath axes, as both are considered by SPEX, is not further addressed.
Real XML data used for information interchange between applications has in general re-
cursive structure definition. A survey [44] of 60 real datasets found 35 to be recursive,
from which the ones for data interchange are all recursive. We conjecture that the adap-
tation of XSMs to process XML streams with recursive structure definition would require
an additional stack for each XSM, thus upgrading XSMs to pushdown transducers with
random-access buffers. The composition of XSMs into a single XSMs becomes then more
complicated, considering at a first glance there is no standard method to compose push-
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down transducers into a single one (in fact, standard pushdown transducers are not closed
under composition [42]).
XSQ [131] compiles restricted XPath queries (only child and descendant axes, unnested
filters with at most one such axis) into an exponential number of pushdown transduc-
ers augmented with queues that are gathered into a hierarchical deterministic pushdown
transducer. Concerning the worst-case time complexity, XSQ can perform an exponential
number of operations per stream message, even for non-recursive streams.
χαoς [20, 21] is an algorithm for evaluating XPath queries with child and descendant
axes and their symmetrical reverse axes parent and ancestor. A query is compiled into a
DAG structure where nodes are XPath nodetests and edges are XPath axes. The reverse
axes are rewritten using rewrite rules similar to the ones of Section 4.3.1, and as also used
in previous work of the present author [125]. The evaluation of such a DAG query is based
on the incremental construction of a matching-structure consisting of mappings of query
nodes from the DAG query to nodes from the tree conveyed in the input stream. This
evaluation approach is similar to the tree pattern evaluation algorithm of [116], though the
latter constructs the matching-structure bottom-up in the data tree, whereas the former
constructs the structure top-down, as imposed by the stream sequence, i.e., depth-first
left-to-right preorder traversal of the data tree. All answers of the query are accumulated
in this matching-structure, and they are delivered at the very end of the stream (thus
no progressive processing is performed). An answer is determined uniquely by exactly
one matching of each query node, and all these matchings are accumulated also until the
end of the processing. SPEX does also construct such a matching-structure, which is
updated constantly on the arrival of new stream messages and distributed on the stacks of
transducers, but it contains only sufficient information to determine the next answers, and
previous matchings that are not anymore needed for possible new answers are dropped.
XSAG [98] and FluXQuery [100, 99]
XML Stream Attribute Grammars (XSAG) [98] represent a query language for XML
streams that allows data transformation. In this formalism, queries are expressed as ex-
tended regular tree grammars [102] that (1) are annotated with attribution functions that
describe the output to be produced from the input stream, and (2) have productions with
right-hand sides being strongly one-unambiguous regular expressions, i.e., expressions for
which the parse tree of any word can be unambiguously constructed incrementally with
just one symbol lookahead. XSQG queries are processed in linear time with memory con-
sumption bounded in the depth of the stream. Note that our SPEX evaluator has similar
time and space complexities for two important LGQ fragments (1) LGQ1, and (2) LGQ
woq
with the buffer-free evaluation.
The difference between [98] and our SPEX evaluator takes two important directions.
First, the usage of XSAGs is based on the premise that the grammar of the XML stream
is known a priori, and no loose specification of the data to be found is allowed (e.g.,
by means of closure predicates like child+). Second, as also shown in [149], there is an
interesting connection between XPath queries that are always evaluated on some XML
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streams (documents) to a non-empty set, and the (regular tree) grammar that defines
the class of those XML streams. Simple path queries (thus queries from LGQ1) can be
translated to grammars, whose number of productions is exponential in the size of the
query. The intuition resides in the intrinsic difficulty to translate closure predicates to
standard grammar formalisms. Structural constraints, as specified by grammars, can be,
however, translated linearly into LGQ forest queries containing only horizontal and non-
closure vertical predicates.
FluX [100, 99] is an extension of the XQuery language [23] that supports event-based
query processing and the conscious handling of memory buffers. [100] defines also safe Flux
queries that are never executed before the data items referred to have been fully read from
the stream and may be assumed available in main memory buffers. This safety is ensured
by the order constraints between selected data items, as provided by grammars. Note that,
similar to the notion of query safety, this chapter proposes also the more general notion of
query well-orderedness (for queries, whose evaluation does not require buffers) that does
not necessarily require grammar information.
C. General-purpose Processing of XML Streams
There are nowadays various SAX-based APIs [110] for processing XML streams. To model
such APIs, [133] defines a type and effect system for a programming language λstr with
operations that read (conditional destructively and non-destructively) sequentially mes-
sages from an XML input stream and write messages to output streams. The benefit of
a type and effect system is the static analysis of programs in order to ensure, e.g., that
the programs read and write words in which opening and closing tags match. The basis
for such a system are visibly pushdown expressions (VPEs) that are used as effects, and
correspond to the class of newly discovered visibly pushdown languages [8], which are a
proper subset of deterministic context-free languages closed under concatenation, union,
intersection, complementation, and Kleene-*. VPEs can be seen as the stream counterparts
of regular expression types [89], a notation for regular tree languages [50] used as types for
the XDuce programming language [90] that manipulates XML documents as trees.
5.7.3 Hybrid Approaches
By a hybrid evaluation technique is meant here a combination of techniques for main
memory XML data and for streams, e.g., [106]. Such approaches are motivated by the
constant size increase of real XML documents, e.g., [114, 120], that can not be processed
anymore in main memory, and are based on the rather strong assumption that several
passes over the input XML document are possible. The general strategy of these approaches
is (1) to filter out from the original document fragments that are irrelevant to the query
at hand, and (2) to evaluate the query on the (presumably much smaller) filtered XML
document. Note that although this method may be temporarily a sufficient solution to
process larger XML documents ([106] reports the processing of XML documents several
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times larger than the original ones in average), it can still be proven inefficient as soon as
XML documents get even larger.
In the context of the Galax XQuery engine, [106] proposes a static inference algorithm
that identifies at compile-time the XPath simple paths (only with child and descendant axes)
that are required to evaluate a given XQuery query. [106] gives also an algorithm for the
simultaneous evaluation of a set of simple paths against the streamed XML document, in
the spirit of XFilter [7] presented previously. As XFilter, the algorithm considers a limited
fragment of XPath and can perform exponentially in the depth of the XML document.
Chapter 6
Applications
We describe here two real-world applications that have been implemented using the SPEX
evaluator described in this work.
6.1 Monitoring Computer Processes
The first application [25] has a twofold goal. First, it monitors parameters of processes
running on UNIX computers. Second, it demonstrates the features of our SPEX evaluator:
1. the processing of XML streams with recursive structure definition and unbounded
size as gathered from the information about UNIX processes, and
2. the detection of specific patterns in such richly structured XML streams based on
the evaluation of rather complicated XPath queries.
This application uses also a novel, sophisticated visualization of its run-time system, called
SPEX Viewer, that makes possible to visualize
1. the rewriting of XPath queries into equivalent queries without reverse axes,
2. the networks of pushdown transducers generated from such queries,
3. the incremental processing of XML streams with transducer networks under various
optimization settings, and
4. the progressive generation of answers.
Unbounded XML streams. The parameters of processes running on UNIX computers
are constantly gathered as a continuous XML stream from the output of the ps -elfH
command. The information about a process is represented as an XML element process
containing child elements for various properties of a process, such as memory and time used,
current priority and state, and child processes. Thus, the process hierarchy is represented
by parent-child relations between process-elements.
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Figure 6.1: Processing Steps of the SPEX processor
The XML stream generated in this manner is unbounded in size and depth, because
(1) new process information wrapped in XML is repeatedly sent in the stream and (2) the
process hierarchy can contain arbitrarily nested processes. Note that, in practice, many
UNIX versions allow at most 512 processes running at a time on one machine, thus limiting
the process hierarchy depth of one computer in the monitored system to 512. However, in
computer networks, processes running on one computer can lunch subprocesses on other
computers, thus the process hierarchy can surpass the barrier of 512.
XPath queries. By means of XPath queries, the monitoring application allows the
user to specify what process information conveyed in the XML stream is to be watched
and reported back. One can, e.g., monitor suspended processes with CPU and memory
expensive subprocesses. More specifically, these can be processes with a certain low priority
(e.g., below 10) that are currently stopped and are ancestors of at least one process in the
process hierarchy. Furthermore, this other process must use more than 500 MB main
memory or be already running for more than 24 hours. The corresponding XPath query
is given below
/descendant::process[child::time > 24 or child::memory > 500]/ancestor::process
[child::priority < 10 and child::state = ’stopped’]
SPEX can evaluate also queries with simple aggregations that are not introduced in
Chapter 3, but make sense in real-world scenarios. For example, monitoring queries can
select processes that together with their subprocesses use a certain amount of memory or
that have more than a given number of subprocesses. Note that rather complex and pos-
sibly nested queries can be expressed in XPath and processed with SPEX. Query nestings
reflect process nestings expressed in the XML stream. The combination of the XML en-
coding of process information used here and the SPEX evaluator turns out to be a natural,
declarative, and effective solution for monitoring parameters of processes.
How the monitoring system works? Querying XML streams with SPEX consists
in four steps, as shown in Figure 6.1. First, the input XPath query is rewritten into a
forward XPath query, as detailed in Chapter 4. The forward query is compiled into a
logical query plan that abstracts out details of the concrete XPath syntax. This is the
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function graph of the query. Then, a physical query plan is generated by extending the
logical query plan with operators for determination and collection of answers. This is the
SPEX transducer network of that function graph. In the last step, the XML stream, which
in the chosen application scenario consists in information about the status of processes, is
processed continuously with the physical query plan, and the output stream conveying the
answers to the original query is generated progressively.
Figure 6.2: SPEX Viewer illustrates how SPEX processes XML streams
How the monitoring system is demonstrated? The system is demonstrated using
the SPEX Viewer, that visualizes how our SPEX evaluator processes XML streams. The
salient features of the SPEX Viewer consist in illustrating the four steps of the SPEX
processor, in particular showing (1) the logical and physical query plans, (2) the stepwise
processing of XML streams with physical query plans together with the progressive gener-
ation of answers, and (3) the windows over the most recent messages from the input XML
stream and the most recent answers.
A vector-based graph rendering engine has been designed and implemented that fits
the needs of demonstrating SPEX. Since query plans and SPEX transducer networks may
be quite large, reversible visualization actions like moving, hiding parts, and zooming are
offered. As transducer stacks change during query processing in content and size, automatic
on-line graph reshaping is provided. Figure 6.2 shows a rendering of the physical query
plan for an XPath query in the middle area of the visualization tool. The lower area shows
(from left to right) windows over the most recent fragment of the input XML stream, over
the current potential answers, and over the most recent query answers.
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For a detailed insight into the XML stream processing, three processing modi are pro-
vided that can be switched at any time during processing: the step-by-step, running, and
pause modi. In the step-by-step mode, the content of each transducer stack and the message
passing between transducers can be inspected for each incoming stream message. In the
running mode, the input stream is processed message after message with a speed chosen
by the user (cf. the delay slider on the topright of Figure 6.2). The pause mode is used
to interrupt the processing for a detailed inspection of transducers in the network. While
in the pause mode, processing can be resumed by selecting either the step-by-step or the
running mode. Breakpoints can be specified to alert when a given XML tag reaches given
transducers, or when given transducers have particular stack configurations.
6.2 Streamed Traffic and Travel Information
The second application is currently under development within a practical course “Streamed
Traffic and Travel Information”1 offered at the Institute for Computer Science, University
of Munich, in the winter term 2004/2005 and co-supervised by the present author. It is
a monitoring system for traffic and travel information, such as announcements of traffic
congestions or reports on weather conditions. The traffic information is captured from
RDS/TMC radio signals [93], first converted into sequences of bits and later into XML
streams that are to be watched for data patterns specific or relevant to a given region/time.
The main components of the monitoring system are briefly described below.
1. The RDS-information acquisition component consists of (i) dedicated hardware for
capturing in real-time RDS/TMC radio signals and converting them into digital in-
formation, and of (ii) software for decoding and converting the gathered information
into XML streams. Such XML streams contain information about events like loca-
tion, category, duration, and direction. The location of an event is represented in
the XML stream by an identifier together with its country-dependent administrative
hierarchy that enables to specify on which fragment of which street in which city,
county, state, etc. a given event happens. The event category describes the kind of
events dependent also on the location, e.g,, traffic congestion (can happen anywhere)
or bull or tomato fights (can happen on the streets of Spain).
2. The XML stream monitoring component is based on the evaluation of XPath queries
against XML streams conveying traffic news using our SPEX evaluator. At this step,
only the XML stream fragments corresponding to special events relevant to a given
location are selected and converted into SVG [63] document fragments (which are
also XML-based), whose visualizations are relevant for the corresponding events.
3. The SVG output of the second component updates an already existing SVG-based
map of a given location. For example, our application used an SVG-based map of
the city Munich.
1http://www.pms.ifi.lmu.de/lehre/praktikum/traveltraffic/04ws05/
Chapter 7
Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis is devoted to the problem of XPath query evaluation
against XML streams. For this problem, it identifies its characteristics and proposes an
effective solution. The salient aspects of the proposed solution, e.g., one-pass, progressive,
and automata-based, are evolving in key goals for the trend of XPath query evaluation
techniques that follows it, thus making it representative.
The problem of XPath query evaluation against XML data (may it be stored in main
memory or streamed) is one of the most basic and widespread database query problem
in the context of XML. Since the XPath standard was proposed as a W3C Recommenda-
tion [46] and used by other W3C Recommendations like XSLT [45], XQuery [23], XML-
Schema [59], and XPointer [54], the research and application interest for the XPath lan-
guage was growing constantly.
Data streams are preferable to data stored in memory in contexts where the data is too
large or volatile, or a standard approach to data processing based on data storing is too
time or space consuming. In many applications, XML streams are more appropriate than
tuple streams, for XML data is tree-like, its size and nesting depth can be unbounded and
its structure can have recursive definition. Because of all these characteristics, the problem
of query evaluation against XML data streams poses interesting research challenges.
For approaching the problem, this work takes two complementary directions.
First, it identifies that forward queries can be evaluated in a single traversal of the
input XML stream. This fact is of importance, because XML streams can be unbounded,
and several passes are not affordable. The other queries can be accommodated also to
one-pass evaluation by rewriting them into equivalent forward ones. In this respect, this
work proposes three rewriting systems that rewrite any query from two query languages
considered, i.e., XPath and an abstraction of it, called LGQ, into an equivalent forward
query. Our rewriting techniques show the tradeoff between the structural simplicity of the
equivalent forward queries and their size. For example, this work gives an exponential
(lower and upper) bound for the rewriting of graph queries (expressible directly only in
LGQ) into equivalent forward forest queries (expressible in both XPath and LGQ). Also,
a linear upper bound is given for the rewriting of forest queries into equivalent forward
single-join DAG queries, which are more complex than forest queries. Using the rewriting
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systems, this work investigates also several other properties of LGQ (and also XPath),
e.g., the expressivity of some of its fragments, the query minimization, and even the query
evaluation.
Second, a streamed and progressive evaluation strategy of forward forest queries against
XML streams is proposed. The streamed aspect of the evaluation resides in the sequential
(as opposed to random) access to the messages of the XML stream. A progressive evalua-
tion delivers incrementally the query answers as soon as possible. The proposed evaluation
strategy compiles queries in networks of deterministic pushdown transducers that process
XML streams with polynomial time and space complexities in both the stream and the
query sizes.
The results of this work took various dissemination directions. Our results on XPath
query rewriting are used, e.g., for other XPath query evaluators against XML streams
[84, 138, 106, 131, 129, 21] or for optimization of XPath query evaluation in relational
databases [79, 80]. For practitioners, implementations of the rewriting and evaluation
algorithms are publicly available at http://spex.sourceforge.net , and are used in ap-
plications for monitoring highway traffic events or processes running on UNIX computers.
Recently, new research relevant to the problem of querying XML streams and based
directly upon this work has been co-investigated by the present author. Its general threads
converge towards dealing with contexts where the number of queries to be evaluated simul-
taneously is large [67], or the memory available for query evaluation has given bounds [139].
There, cost-based heuristics are deployed to find out efficient query plans for sets of queries,
and respectively to find out which potential answers stored in memory can be discarded
when free memory is needed. Such work is not detailed here, but it constitutes a natural
continuation of the research investigations in the area of querying XML streams started
by this work.
Appendix A
Proofs
Proof of Lemma 3.8.1
I. XPath ⊆ LGQ Forests. We prove that for any XPath query p and tree T , its answer is
the answer delivered by the LGQ query q representing the encoding of p.
Let us consider (r, f) =
−→
XLJpK(v), for any XPath query p. Also, consider β =
subst(Vars(f), T ) the set of all possible substitutions mapping variables in f to nodes
in T . Thus, ∀v ∈ Vars(f) : πv(β) = Nodes(T ).
This proof has two parts. First, we show that the set of substitutions from β that are
consistent to f and T and that are further restricted to the variables v and r is the set of
pairs of source and answer nodes as computed by the semantics function XQ on p and T :
πv,r(LFT JfK(β)) = XQT JpK. (A.1)
Second, we show that the answer to p is the set of images of r under the consistent
substitutions from β.
We prove Equation (A.1) using induction on the structure of XPath queries.
Base Case. p = α::η. Then, f = α′(v, v1) ∧ η(v1) with α
′ = pred−1(α).
XQJα::ηK = {(x, y) | α′(x, y), test(y, η)} ∗= {(s(v), s(v1)) | s ∈ β, α′(s(v), s(v1)), test(s(v1), η)}
= {(s(v), s(v1)) | s ∈ LFT Jα′(v, v1)K(β), s ∈ LFT Jη(v1)K}
= πv,v1(LFT Jα′(v, v1) ∧ η(v1)K(β)).
The equality ∗ holds for x = s(v) and y = s(v1), where s is a substitution consistent with
f and T .
Induction Hypothesis. Equation (A.1) holds for the XPath queries p1 and p2
πv,v1(LFT Jf1K(β)) = XQT Jp1K, where (v1, f1) =
−→
XLJp1K(v) (A.2)
πv′,v2(LFT Jf2K(β)) = XQT Jp2K, where (v2, f2) =
−→
XLJp2K(v′) (A.3)
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In case p1 is in a filter, Equation (A.2) becomes (the same holds also for p2)
πv(LFT Jf1K(β)) = XFT Jp1K, where (v1, f1) =
−→
XLJp1K(v).
Induction Steps. We show next that Equation (A.1) holds also for the XPath queries
/p1, p1/p2, p1 | p2, p1 − p2, p1[p2], p1 or p2, p1 and p2, and not(p1).
1. p = /p1. Then, (v1, root(v0) ∧ f1) =
−→
XLJpK(v0).
XQT J/p1K = Nodes(T )× {y | (x, y) ∈ XQT Jp1K, test(x, root)}
= Nodes(T )× {y | (x, y) ∈ πv0,v1(LFT Jf1K(β)), test(x, root)}
= Nodes(T )× {s(v1) | s ∈ LFT Jf1K(β), test(s(v0), root)}
= Nodes(T )× πv1(LFT Jf1 ∧ root(v0)K(β)).
This means that the pairs of any node and the nodes computed by πv1(LFT Jf1∧root(v0)K(β))
is in the result.
2. p = p1/p2. Then, (v2, f1 ∧ f2) =
−→
XLJp1/p2K(v) and v′ = v1 in Equation (A.3).
XQT Jp1/p2K = {(x, z) | (x, y) ∈ XQT Jp1K, (y, z) ∈ XQT Jp2K}
= {(x, z) | (x, y) ∈ πv,v1(LFT Jf1K(β)), (y, z) ∈ πv1,v2(LFT Jf2K(β))}
= {(s(v), s(v2)) | s ∈ LFT Jf1K(β), s ∈ LFT Jf2K(β)} = πv,v2(LFT Jf1 ∧ f2K(β)).
3. p = p1 | p2. Then, (v1, f1 ∨ f2) =
−→
XLJp1 | p2K(v) and v′ = v, v2 = v1 in Equa-
tion (A.3).
XQJp1 | p2K = XQJp1K ∪ XQJp2K = πv,v1(LFT Jf1K(β)) ∪ πv,v1(LFT Jf2K(β))
= πv,v1(LFT Jf1 ∨ f2K(β)).
4. p = p1[p2]. Then, (v1, f1 ∧ f2) =
−→
XLJp1[p2]K(v) and v′ = v1 in Equation (A.3) and
p2 is in a filter.
XQT Jp1[p2]K = {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ XQT Jp1K, y ∈ XFT Jp2K}
= {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ πv,v1(LFT Jf1K(β)), y ∈ {x0 | ∃x : (x0, x) ∈ XFT Jp2K}}
= {(s(v), s(v1)) | s ∈ LFT Jf1K(β), s(v1) ∈ LFT Jf2K(β)}
= πv,v1(LFT Jf1 ∧ f2K(β)).
5. p = p1 or p2. Then, (v, f1 ∨ f2) =
−→
XLJp1 or p2K(v) and v′ = v in Equation (A.3),
and p, p1, and p2 are in filters.
XFT Jp1 or p2K = XFT Jp1K ∪ XFT Jp2K = πv(LFT Jf1K(β)) ∪ πv(LFT Jf2K(β))
= πv(LFT Jf1 ∨ f2K(β)).
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6. p = p1 and p2. Then, (v, f1 ∧ f2) =
−→
XLJp1 and p2K(v) and v′ = v in Equation (A.3),
and p, p1, and p2 are in filters.
XFT Jp1 and p2K = XFT Jp1K ∩ XFT Jp2K = πv(LFT Jf1K(β)) ∩ πv(LFT Jf2K(β))
= πv(LFT Jf1 ∧ f2K(β)).
7. p = p1 − p2. Then, (v1, f1 ∧ ¬Q(v1)) =
−→
XLJp1 − p2K(v), where Q(v1) ← root(v0) ∧
child+(v0, v1) ∧ f2. Also, v
′ = v, v2 = v1 in Equation (A.3).
πv,v1(LFT Jf1 ∧ ¬Q(v1)K(β)) = πv,v1(LFT Jf1K(β)) ∩ πv,v1(LFT J¬Q(v1)K(β))
= πv,v1(LFT Jf1K(β) ∩ (β − LFT JQ(v1)K(β))) = πv,v1(LFT Jf1K(β)− LFT JQ(v1)K(β))
= XQT Jp1K− πv,v1({s | s ∈ β, s(v1) ∈ LQT Jclause(Q)K})
+
= XQT Jp1K− πv,v1({s | s ∈ β, s(v1) ∈ πv1(LFT Jroot(v0) ∧ child∗(v0, v) ∧ f2K(β ′))})
= XQT Jp1K− πv,v1({s | s ∈ β, s(v1) ∈ πv1(LFT Jroot(v0) ∧ child∗(v0, v)K(β ′) ∩ LFT Jf2K(β ′))})
= XQT Jp1K− πv,v1({s | s ∈ β, s(v1) ∈ (Nodes(T ) ∩ πv1(LFT Jf2K(β ′)))})
= XQT Jp1K− πv,v1({s | s ∈ β, s(v1) ∈ πv1(LFT Jf2K(β ′))})
∗
= XQT Jp1K− πv,v1({s | s ∈ β, s(v1) ∈ πv1(LFT Jf2K(β))})
= XQT Jp1K− πv,v1({s | s ∈ LFT Jf2K(β)})
= XQT Jp1K− XQT Jp2K.
The variable v0 is fresh for f2. In Equation (+), β
′ = subst(Vars(f2)∪{v0}, T ). In Equation
(*), πv(LFT Jf2K)(β ′) = πv(LFT Jf2K)(β), because v0 6∈ Vars(f2).
8. p = not(p1). Then, (v,¬Q(v)) =
−→
XLJnot(p)K(v), where Q(v) ← root(v0) ∧
child+(v0, v) ∧ f1. Also, p and p1 are in filter. This case is treated similarly to case 7.
πv(LFT J¬Q(v)K(β)) = πv(β − LFT JQ(v)K(β))
1
= Nodes(T )− πv({s | s(v) ∈ πv(LFT Jroot(v0) ∧ child∗(v0, v) ∧ f1K(β ′))})
= Nodes(T )− πv(LFT Jroot(v0) ∧ child∗(v0, v) ∧ f1K(β ′))
= Nodes(T )− πv(LFT Jroot(v0) ∧ child∗(v0, v)K(β ′) ∩ LFJf1K(β ′))
2
= Nodes(T )− πv(β
′ ∩ LFJf1K(β ′)) 3= Nodes(T )− πv(LFJf1K(β))
= Nodes(T )− XFT Jp1K = XFT Jnot(p1)K.
Equation (1) uses the hypothesis v ∈ Vars(f1) : πv(β) = Nodes(T ) and omits the interme-
diate step LFT JQ(v)K(β) = {s | s(v) ∈ πvLQT Jclause(Q)K. As for case 6, in Equation (2),
β ′ = subst(Vars(f2) ∪ {v0}, T ) and in Equation (3) πv(LFT Jf1K)(β ′) = πv(LFT Jf1K)(β).
We show next that the answer to any absolute XPath query p is the set of images for
the variable r as computed by LQT JQ(r) ← fK, where (v, f) =
−→
XLJpK( ):
{y | ∃x : (x, y) ∈ XQT JpK} = LQT JQ(r) ← fK.
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We prove this equation by using Equation (A.1), which is already proven above
πv,r(LFT JfK(β)) = XQT JpK.
Then,
{y | ∃x : (x, y) ∈ XQT JpK} = {y | ∃x : (x, y) ∈ πv,r(LFT JfK(β))}
= πr(LFT JfK(β)) = LQT JQ(r) ← fK.
II. LGQ Forests ⊆ XPath. We conduct induction on the tree structure of any LGQ
tree query Q(v) ← b. We show first for any tree subformula f of b that consists in all
atoms from b reachable from its source x, there is an equivalent XPath query p that is the
encoding of f using
−→
LX . More specifically, we show that
{
XQJpK = πx,v(LFJη(y)K(β)) , x ;f v
XFJpK = πx(LFJη(y)K(β)) , otherwise,
where p =
−→
LX v,bJfK(x).
Consequently, we show that for any LGQ forest there is an equivalent XPath query.
Base Case. We show there are XPath queries equivalent to LGQ atoms.
1. f = η(x). Then,
−→
LX v,bJη(x)K(x) = [self::η].
XQJ[self::η]K = {n | n ∈ XFJself::ηK}
= {n | test(n, η)} = πy(LFJη(y)K(β)) = πy(LFJfK(β)).
2. f = α(x, y).
2a. y = v. Then,
−→
LX v,bJα(x, y)K(x) = pred−1::*.
XQJpred−1(α)::*K = {(n, m) | (n, m) ∈ pred−1(α), test(m, *)}
= {(n, m) | (n, m) ∈ pred−1(α)} = πx,v(LFJα(x, y)K(β)).
2b. y 6= v. Then,
−→
LX v,bJα(x, y)K(x) = [pred−1::*].
XFJ[pred−1(α)::*]K = {n | (n, m) ∈ pred−1(α), test(m, *)}
= {n | (n, m) ∈ pred−1(α)} = πx(LFJα(x, y)K(β)).
Induction Hypothesis. We consider there are equivalent XPath queries for the for-
mulas A and B.
Induction Step. We show there are equivalent XPath queries to tree formulas f =
A ∧ B, where x is the source variable, A is an atom, and B is a formula, the latter two
having equivalent XPath queries. We treat next the case when v reachable from x (x ;b v),
the other case is similar.
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1. A = η(x), B = fx, where fx consists in all atoms from f reachable from x. Then,
−→
LX v,bJη(x) ∧ fxK(x) = [self::η] leftx , where leftx =
−→
LX v,bJfxK(x).
XQJ[self::η]leftx K = {(n, m) | n ∈ XFJself::ηK, (n, m) ∈ XQJleftx K}
= {(n, m) | n ∈ πx(LFJη(x)K(β)), (n, m) ∈ πx,v(LFJfxK(β))} = πx,v(LFJfK(β)).
2. A = α(x, y), B = fx ∧ fy, where fx consists in all atoms from f reachable from x
via any other variable but y, and fy consists in all atoms from b reachable from y. Note
that because f is a tree, fx and fy do not have common atoms, and f = A ∧ B. Let
leftx =
−→
LX v,bJfxK(x), lefty =
−→
LX v,bJfyK(x), and step =
−→
LX v,bJα(x, y)K(x).
2a. y ;f v or y = v. Then,
−→
LX v,bJα(x, y) ∧ fx ∧ fyK(x) = [leftx ]/step lefty .
XQJ[leftx ]/step leftyK = {(n, m) | n ∈ XFJleftx K, (n, p) ∈ XQJstepK, (p, m) ∈ XQJleftyK}
= {(n, m) | n ∈ πx(LFJfxK(β)), (n, p) ∈ πx,y(LFJα(x, y)K(β)), (p, m) ∈ πy,v(LFJfyK(β))}
= πx,v(LFJα(x, y) ∧ fx ∧ fyK(β)) = πx,v(LFJfK(β)).
2b. y 6;f v or y 6= v. Then,
−→
LX v,bJα(x, y) ∧ fx ∧ fyK(x) = [step lefty ]leftx .
XQJ[step lefty ]leftx K = {(n, m) | n ∈ XFJstepleftyK, (n, m) ∈ XQJleftx K}
= {(n, m) | n ∈ πx(LFJα(x, y) ∧ fyK(β)), (n, m) ∈ πx,v(LFJfxK(β))}
= πx,v(LFJα(x, y) ∧ fx ∧ fyK(β)) = πx,v(LFJfK(β)).
3. A = ¬N(x), B = fx, where fx consists in all atoms from f reachable from x. Then,
−→
LX v,bJ¬N(x)K(x) = [self::* - X Jclause(N)K] and leftx =
−→
LX v,bJfxK(x).
XQJ[self::η]leftx K = {(n, m) | n ∈ XFJself::ηK, (n, m) ∈ XQJleftx K}
= {(n, m) | n ∈ πx(LFJη(x)K(β)), (n, m) ∈ πx,v(LFJfxK(β))} = πx,v(LFJfK(β)).
We show next that for any LGQ forest formula f there is an equivalent XPath query.
The base case is for f a tree formula and holds due to the above proof. The induction
hypothesis states there are equivalent queries for the forest formulas f1 and f2, where
all atoms from both formulas are reachable via the source variable x. Then, it holds
also for f1 ∨ f2 (the induction step). Let p1 =
−→
LX v,bJf1K(x), p2 =
−→
LX v,bJf2K(x), and
XQJp1K = πx,v(LFJf1K(β)), XQJp2K = πx,v(LFJf2K(β)). Then,
XQJp1 | p2K = XQJp1K ∪ XQJp2K = πx,v(LFJf1K(β)) ∪ πx,v(LFJf2K(β))
= πx,v(LFJf1 ∨ f2K(β)).
The equivalence for queries follows then directly from the projection of the pairs com-
puted for formulas on the head variable.
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Proof of Lemma 4.3.3
For an instance l → r of each rule (4.5) through (4.24) under an LGQ→ substitution
σ = {x 7→ x, y 7→ y}, we show that (1) l ≡ r, and (2) s ≡ s[r/l].
For the first part of the proof, we may use below some equivalences derived from
definitions of base binary predicates on nodes in trees. The second part of the proof
follows from Proposition 3.3.1, with the condition that the subformulas of s and t obtained
by removing l, respectively r, do not contain variables appearing only in r, respectively
l, and not in the other one. Indeed, both l and r have the same variables, or r does not
contain variables at all.
We use the following implications (h ∈ H?, v1, v2 ∈ {fstChild, child})
v1(y, x) ∧ v2(z, x)⇒ self(y, z) (Treeness) (1)
nextSibl(y, x) ∧ nextSibl(z, x)⇒ self(y, z) (Treeness) (2)
h(x, y)⇒ child(z, x) ∧ child(z, y) (Siblings) (3)
and the equivalence (α ∈ V ∪ H)
α+(x, y) ≡ α∗(x, z) ∧ α(z, y) (Closure) (4).
Note that the variables x and y appearing on the left-side of ⇒ or ≡ are universally
quantified, the other (z) is a fresh variable existentially quantified.
Rules (4.5) and (4.6). Let v ∈ {fstChild, child}.
v(x, y) ∧ par(y, z) ≡ v(x, y) ∧ child(z, y)
1
≡ v(x, y) ∧ v(z, y) ∧ self(x, z) ≡ v(z, y) ∧ self(x, z).
Rules (4.7) and (4.19). Let f ∈ {child, nextSibl}.
f+(x, y) ∧ f−1(y, z)
4
≡ f ∗(x, p) ∧ f(p, y) ∧ f(z, y)
1,2
≡ self(p, z) ∧ f ∗(x, z) ∧ f(z, y) ≡ f ∗(x, y) ∧ f(z, y).
Rules (4.8) and (4.9). Let h ∈ {nextSibl, nextSibl+}.
h(x, y) ∧ par(y, z) ≡ h(x, y) ∧ child(z, y) ≡ h(x, y) ∧ child(z, y) ∧ child(p, x) ∧ child(p, y)
≡ h(x, y) ∧ child(z, y) ∧ child(z, x) ∧ self(p, y) ≡ h(x, y) ∧ child(z, x) ≡ h(x, y) ∧ par(x, z).
Rules (4.10), (4.11), and (4.23).
Let α ∈ {par, prevSibl}. We allow also par−1 = fstChild (strictly, par−1 ⊇ fstChild).
α−1(x, y) ∧ α+(y, z)∧ ≡ (α−1)+(z, y) ∧ α(y, x)
+
≡ (α−1)∗(z, x) ∧ α−1(x, y)
4
≡ (α−1)+(z, x) ∧ α−1(x, y) ∨ self(z, x) ∧ α−1(x, y) ≡ α+(x, z) ∧ α−1(x, y) ∨ self(x, z) ∧ α−1(x, y).
Equivalence (+) holds due to Rules (4.7) and (4.19).
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Rules (4.12) and (4.24). Let α ∈ F+.
α(x, y) ∧ α−1(y, z).
Consider an LGQ substitution t consistent with the formula and a tree instance. The
images of all variables are along a same path from the root and there is a partial order
between them: t(x)  t(y), t(z)  t(y). The possibilities for the order between t(x) and
t(z) are (1) t(z)  t(x), (2) t(x) = t(z), and (3) t(x)  t(z). This reads also (1) t(z) is
an ancestor (preceding sibling) of t(x), (2) t(x) is the same as t(z), (3) t(x) is an ancestor
(preceding sibling) of t(z), thus t(z) lies between t(x) and t(y). The LGQ encoding of all
these possibilities is:
α(x, y) ∧ α−1(y, z) ≡ α(x, y) ∧ α−1(x, z) ∨ α(x, y) ∧ self(x, z) ∨ α(x, z) ∧ α(z, y).
Rules (4.13) and (4.14). Let h ∈ {nextSibl, nextSibl+}.
h(x, y) ∧ par+(y, z)
2
≡ h(x, y) ∧ child(p, x) ∧ child(p, y) ∧ par+(y, z)
4
≡ h(x, y) ∧ child(p, x) ∧ child(p, y) ∧ par∗(r, z) ∧ par(y, r)
≡ h(x, y) ∧ child(p, x) ∧ child(p, y) ∧ par∗(r, z) ∧ child(r, y)
1
≡ self(p, r) ∧ h(x, y) ∧ child(r, x) ∧ child(r, y) ∧ par∗(r, z)
4
≡ self(p, r) ∧ h(x, y) ∧ child(r, y) ∧ par+(x, z)
≡ h(x, y) ∧ par+(x, z).
Rules (4.15) and (4.20) follow directly from the definition of fstChild(n, m): m is the
first child of n, thus, for h ∈ {prevSibl, prevSibl+} holds
fstChild(x, y) ∧ h(y, z) ≡ ⊥.
Rules (4.16), (4.21). Let h ∈ {prevSibl, prevSibl+}.
child(x, y) ∧ h(y, z) ≡ child(x, y) ∧ h−1(z, y)
3
≡ child(x, y) ∧ h−1(z, y) ∧ child(p, z) ∧ child(p, y)
1
≡ self(p, x) ∧ child(x, z) ∧ h−1(z, y) ∧ child(x, y)
≡ child(x, z) ∧ h−1(z, y).
Rules (4.17) and (4.22). Let h ∈ {prevSibl, prevSibl+}.
child+(x, y) ∧ h(y, z)
4
≡ child∗(x, p) ∧ child(p, y) ∧ h−1(z, y)
3
≡ child∗(x, p) ∧ child(p, y) ∧ h−1(z, y) ∧ child(r, z) ∧ child(r, y)
1
≡ self(p, r) ∧ child∗(x, r) ∧ child(r, y) ∧ h−1(z, y) ∧ child(r, z)
4
≡ child+(x, z) ∧ h−1(z, y).
Rule (4.18).
nextSibl(x, y) ∧ prevSibl(y, z) ≡ nextSibl(x, y) ∧ nextSibl(z, y)
2
≡ nextSibl(z, y) ∧ self(x, z).
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Proof of Theorem 4.4.3
We prove here the local confluence property of the term rewriting systems TRSi (1 ≤ i ≤ 3).
We need to show that, given one term x that can rewrite (in one step) into y1 and y2 using
different rewrite rules, y1 and y2 are joinable, i.e., they reduce to the same term after a
finite rewriting sequence: y1 ← x→ y2 ⇒ y1 ↓ y2.
TRS1 consists of a single rule, namely Rule 4.1, and there is no critical pair created by
this rule with itself or any of the AC-identities.
TRS2. Recall that the rewrite rules of TRS2 are defined by Lemmas 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.5,
and 4.3.6, that define interactions between each forward and reverse formula.
First, we show that for LGQ general graphs, and even for the restricted version of
single-join DAGs, TRS2 is not locally confluent. Consider the single-join DAG formula x
x = root(a) ∧ child+(a, b) ∧ prevSibl(b, d) ∧ root(e) ∧ child+(e, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b)
We follow the two rewriting sequences
I. root(a) ∧ child+(a, b) ∧ prevSibl(b, d) ∧ root(e) ∧ child+(e, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b)
→ root(a) ∧ child+(a, d) ∧ nextSibl(d, b) ∧ root(e) ∧ child+(e, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b).
II. root(a) ∧ child+(a, b) ∧ prevSibl(b, d) ∧ root(e) ∧ child+(e, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b)
→ root(a) ∧ child+(a, b) ∧ self(c, d) ∧ root(e) ∧ child+(e, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b).
It is clear that the final contractions in both cases can not be rewritten anymore, and that
they are different.
This concludes one half of the proof. We focus now on proving that TRS2 is locally
confluent for LGQ forests and its simpler derivates, i.e., trees and paths.
There are two cases regarding the interference of multiple redexes: either they do
not interfere at all, or they have a common prefix. An example for the former case is:
child(a, b)∧par(b, c)∧ child(c, d)∧prevSibl(d, e), where the first two binary atoms constitute
a redex for Rule (4.6) and the last two binary atoms constitute a redex for Rule (4.16).
It is clear that in this case the contracting order does not matter and the same rewrite is
produced. In the latter case, there are critical pairs. More precisely, the lhs of each rule
of Lemma 4.3.3 unifies with a subterm of the lhs of the built-in A-identity for ∧. We treat
next this case in detail.
We consider the LGQ formula α1(a, b)∧α2(b, c)∧α3(b, d), where α1 is a forward predicate
and α2 and α3 are reverse predicates. Note that this term corresponds to a LGQ tree
formula. Terms like α1(a, b)∧α2(c, b)∧α3(b, d) can not appear because such terms are not
anymore tree formulas, but DAGs.
The following combinations are to be considered (note that ∧ is commutative and
therefore the symmetrical cases for α2 and α3 are not necessary):
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Case (α1 , α2 , α3 )
1. (HF? , VR? , VR?)
2. (HF? , HR? , VR?)
3. (VF? , HR? , HR?)
4. (VF? , HR? , VR?)
To follow up the rewritings easier, we may rename specifically to each case the relations α1,
α2, α3 to (a composition of) abbreviations of their type, e.g., v/h for vertical/horizontal,
f/r for forward/reverse relations.
Case 1 is similar to the previous case, because it uses the interaction type (HF, VR)?,
which behaves identical to ({self},R?) (see Figure 4.5).
Case 2. Only interactions of type (HF,VR?) (branch I) or of type H(F, R)? (branch II)
are considered first. We rename the relations accordingly: hf = α1, hr = α2, vr = α3.
I. hf(a, b) ∧ hr(b, c) ∧ vr(b, d)→ hf(a, b) ∧ hr(b, c) ∧ vr(a, d).
Now we can consider for both branches only the interaction H(F,R)?. After several rewrite
steps, the term hf(a, b) ∧ hr(b, c) is contracted to a term t containing only horizontal
formulas and no further contraction can be performed on this term. Proposition 4.3.2
ensures that the connections of the non-sink variable a are preserved, in particular a ;t b.
Only interactions (HF,VR?) can be conducted now, and they push each variable that is
connected to b as the first variable of vr, particularly also a. Because the rule applications
preserve a as non-sink, this variable can not be replaced and the vr(a, d) is obtained.
Case 3. Only interactions of type (VF,HR)? can be considered first. We rename the
relations accordingly: vf = α1, hr1 = α2, hr2 = α3. We consider first that vf = fstChild.
I. vf(a, b) ∧ hr1(b, c) ∧ hr2(b, d)→ ⊥∧ hr2(b, d)→ ⊥.
II. vf(a, b) ∧ hr1(b, c) ∧ hr2(b, d)→ ⊥∧ hr1(b, c)→ ⊥.
For the case vf ∈ {child, child+} we have
I. vf(a, b) ∧ hr1(b, c) ∧ hr2(b, d)→ vf(a, c) ∧ hr
−1
1 (c, b) ∧ hr2(b, d).
II. vf(a, b) ∧ hr1(b, c) ∧ hr2(b, d)→ vf(a, d) ∧ hr1(b, c) ∧ hr
−1
2 (d, b).
Subcase 1: hr1 = hr2 = prevSibl. Then, hr
−1
1 = hr
−1
2 = nextSibl.
I. vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ prevSibl(b, d) → vf(a, c) ∧ self(c, d) ∧ nextSibl(d, b).
II. vf(a, d) ∧ prevSibl(b, c) ∧ nextSibl(d, b) → vf(a, d) ∧ self(d, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b).
Both contractions are identical up to the variable equality c = d that is ensured by the the
rewriting modulo equational theory including self(v1, v2)∧α(v2, v3) ≈ self(v1, v2)∧α(v1, v3).
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Subcase 2: hr1 = prevSibl
+, hr2 = prevSibl. Then, hr
−1
1 = nextSibl
+, hr−12 = nextSibl.
I. vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl+(c, b) ∧ prevSibl(b, d)
→ vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl∗(c, d) ∧ nextSibl(d, b)
→ vf(a, c) ∧ (nextSibl+(c, d) ∨ self(c, d)) ∧ nextSibl(d, b)
→ vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl+(c, d) ∧ nextSibl(d, b) ∨ vf(a, c) ∧ self(c, d) ∧ nextSibl(d, b).
II. vf(a, d) ∧ prevSibl+(b, c) ∧ nextSibl(d, b)
→ vf(a, d) ∧ (prevSibl+(d, c) ∧ nextSibl(d, b) ∨ self(d, c) ∧ nextSibl(d, b))
→ vf(a, d) ∧ prevSibl+(d, c) ∧ nextSibl(d, b) ∨ vf(a, d) ∧ self(d, c) ∧ nextSibl(d, b)
→ vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl+(c, d) ∧ nextSibl(d, b) ∨ vf(a, d) ∧ self(d, c) ∧ nextSibl(d, b).
Both contractions are identical up to the variable equality c = d in the second conjunct.
Subcase 3: hr1 = prevSibl, hr2 = prevSibl
+. Then, hr−11 = nextSibl, hr
−1
2 = nextSibl
+.
I. vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ prevSibl+(b, d)
→ vf(a, c) ∧ (nextSibl(c, b) ∧ prevSibl+(c, d) ∧ ∨ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ self(c, d))
→ vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ prevSibl+(c, d) ∨ vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ self(c, d)
→ vf(a, d) ∧ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ nextSibl+(d, c) ∨ vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ self(c, d).
II. vf(a, d) ∧ prevSibl(b, c) ∧ nextSibl+(d, b)
→ vf(a, d) ∧ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ nextSibl∗(d, c)
→ vf(a, d) ∧ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ (nextSibl+(d, c) ∨ self(d, c))
→ vf(a, d) ∧ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ nextSibl+(d, c) ∨ vf(a, d) ∧ nextSibl(c, b) ∧ self(d, c).
Both contractions are identical up to the variable equality c = d in the second conjunct.
Subcase 4: hr1 = hr2 = prevSibl
+. Then, hr−11 = hr
−1
2 = nextSibl
+.
I. vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl+(c, b) ∧ prevSibl+(b, d)
→ vf(a, c) ∧ (nextSibl+(c, b) ∧ prevSibl+(c, d) ∨ nextSibl∗(c, d) ∧ nextSibl+(d, b))
→ vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl+(c, b) ∧ prevSibl+(c, d) ∨ vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl∗(c, d) ∧ nextSibl+(d, b)
→ vf(a, d) ∧ nextSibl+(c, b) ∧ nextSibl+(d, c) ∨ vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl∗(c, d) ∧ nextSibl+(d, b).
II. vf(a, d) ∧ prevSibl+(b, c) ∧ nextSibl+(d, b)
→ vf(a, d) ∧ (prevSibl+(d, c) ∧ nextSibl+(d, b) ∨ nextSibl∗(d, c) ∧ nextSibl+(d, b))
→ vf(a, d) ∧ prevSibl+(d, c) ∧ nextSibl+(d, b) ∨ vf(a, d) ∧ nextSibl∗(d, c) ∧ nextSibl(d, b)
→ vf(a, c) ∧ nextSibl+(c, d) ∧ nextSibl+(d, b) ∨ vf(a, d) ∧ nextSibl∗(d, c) ∧ nextSibl(d, b).
Both contractions are identical up to the variable equality c = d in both conjuncts.
Case 4. Only interactions of type (VF,HR)? (branch I) or special cases of V(F,R)?
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(branch II) are considered first. We rename the relations vf = α1, hr = α2, vr = α3.
I. vf(a, b) ∧ hr(b, c) ∧ vr(b, d)→ vf(a, c) ∧ hr−1(c, b) ∧ vr(b, d)
→ vf(a, c) ∧ hr−1(c, b) ∧ vr(c, d).
For both branches, only special cases of interaction type V(F,R)? can be applied further.
For branch I, we consider as term of interest only the subterm vf(a, c) ∧ vr(c, d) and
for branch II we consider the subterm vf(a, b) ∧ vr(b, d) (we leave the forward formula
hr−1(c, b) out of discussion for a while, because it can not interact now with the other two
for both branches). It should be clear that (1) both branches get the same contraction up
to replacing c (from the contraction of branch I) with b (to get the contraction of branch II),
and (2) both contractions have only forward formulas. For branch II, this means that only
interactions of type (VF, HR)? can apply. Proposition 4.3.2 ensures that the connections
of the non-sink variable a are preserved, in particular a ;t b. The interaction (VF,HR)
?
ensures that a ;t b, hr(b, c) ⇒ a ;t c, hr
−1(c, b), b is replaced by c in the contraction for
branch II, and hr−1(c, b) is added also.
TRS3. TRS2 is not confluent for input LGQ graphs. The local confluence could be
obtained, however, by adding a rule for rewriting disjuncts of two forward atoms having
the same sink into disjuncts of one of these forward atoms and the second forward atom
replaced by its corresponding reverse one. TRS2 improves on TRS1 exactly in this point
by adding Rule (4.25).
Because TRS3 includes TRS2, all interference cases of multiple redexes that appear in
TRS2 can appear also here, but they do not raise confluence problems, as shown already
for TRS2. The new interference cases that can appear are
A. α1(a, b) ∧ α2(c, b) ∧ α3(d, b) with α1, α2, α3 ∈ F
?
B. α1(a, b) ∧ α2(c, b) ∧ α3(b, d) with α1, α2 ∈ F
?, α3 ∈ R
?.
For case A, there are three possible distinct contractions, as underlined below
I. α1(a, b) ∧ α
−1
2 (b, c) ∧ α3(d, b) → α1(a, b) ∧ α
−1
2 (b, c) ∧ α
−1
3 (b, d). (1) or
→ α−11 (b, a) ∧ α
−1
2 (b, c) ∧ α3(d, b). (2)
II. α1(a, b) ∧ α2(c, b) ∧ α
−1
3 (b, d) → α1(a, b) ∧ α
−1
2 (b, c) ∧ α
−1
3 (b, d). (1) or
→ α−11 (b, a) ∧ α2(c, b) ∧ α
−1
3 (b, d). (3)
III. α−11 (b, a) ∧ α2(c, b) ∧ α3(d, b) → α
−1
1 (b, a) ∧ α2(c, b) ∧ α
−1
3 (b, d). (3) or
→ α−11 (b, a) ∧ α
−1
2 (b, c) ∧ α3(d, b). (1).
Note that the terms (I) to (III) are joinable between each other (the arabic numbers on
the right represent identical contractions). The case B can be shown similarly.
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